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The Grapes of Wrath and the Wrath of Grapes: 
The Friendship of John Steinbeck and Martin Ray 


by Barbara Marinacci 


[Weare extremely pleased to welcome back to our WTQpages Barbara Marinacci, saluted by fellow Tendrils for the engaging saga oflegendary 
wineman Martin Ray in her compelling " Vinaceous Correspondents " series, 2003-2008 /now available at our WT website!). - Ed.] 


THE POEM IS TITLED "To the Masson Vineyard." The poet himself had typed a brief explanatory note at the bottom : 
"The sandstone fat;ade of the Paul Masson Winery, at Saratoga, Calif. is from the ruins of an old churGh. -J.S." 


The morning sun over the eastern range 
Warms the hill-top vineyard, 
Warms the old, twisted vines 
And the young leaves. 


The morning sun slips warmly down the hill 
Through the young vines and the budlings 
Warming the brown clods, 
Warming the pale damp leaves in the morning. 


Shadowing the ivy on the warm stone-, 
Inside the walls in the dark cool 
The morning light moves down the church front. 
The sleeping wine lies-dreaming 
Of the morning suns of many years ago. 


- John Steinbeck 


OHN STEINBECK'S TRIBUTE in 
verse to French vintner Paul 
Masson's mountainous land 
and winery, and their vines 
and wines-all owned now by 
his good friend Martin Ray
apparently has never been 
published before. The original 
framed poem was removed 
many years ago from the Ray 


home by some light-fingered visitor. (And who has this 
valuable purloined gift today?) Fortunately, at least, 
Ray had sent a typed copy to Julian Street, the 
renowned wine author with w horn he corresponded, so 
that eventually it ended up among the Street papers 
preserved in the Princeton Library's Special 
Collections. 


Steinbeck wrote the poem sometime between 1936 
and 1941, when he and his first wife , Carol, made 
their home in Los Gatos, the northern California town 
nestled against the northeastern side of the section of 
the coastal Santa Cruz Mountains that separates 
Santa Clara Valley (now better known as "Silicon") 
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from Santa Cruz and Monterey Bay. After the Stein· 
becks moved to Los Gatos in 1936, they must have 
heard and read about changes taking place on a large 
vineyard property up in the hills just northwest of 
them, above the adjoining town of Saratoga. For over 
four decades this large property of about 600 acres had 
belonged to Frenchman Paul Masson. In the late 19th 
century he began to clear away trees and chaparral, 
replacing them with grapevines he'd brought from 
France. Calling his domain La Cresta, he eventually 
constructed a four·story winery, and next to it built a 
modest chateau, traditionally used by Burgundian 
winegrowers for rest and entertaining while at their 
workplace. 


In early 1936 the elderly Masson had sold his 
winegrowing realm to Martin Earl Ray. A former 
stockbroker still in his early 30s, following a serious 
stroke caused by hypertension, on doctor's orders he 
had retired from the nerve·shattering financial 
stresses of the post·Crash Depression period. He 
decided to move away from The City (San Francisco) 
and take up the farming life in this same area, which 
he had loved when living on his maternal grand· 
parents' ranch after his minister father's death; the 
boy with reddish hair-which earned him the 
enduring nickname "Rusty"-had also liked exploring 
the nearby foothills. He became acquainted with Paul 
Masson's grapevines and winery, even with the 
formidable Burgundian himself, who sometimes hired 
him to catch rabbits and gophers. Like Masson now, 
the only crop Martin Ray (MR) would tend and 
harvest as a farmer would be grapes, for converting 
into wine. And he aspired to make the best wine in 
California-this at a time when the nation's wine 
industry was struggling to overcome the disastrous 
effects of thirteen years of Prohibition. 


Probably sometime in 1937 the Steinbecks first 
drove up the narrow, winding road to the Masson 
premises to meet Martin and his wife, Elsie. Unlike 
Masson, whose home was in San Jose, the Rays had 
established their residence on the mountain. They 
lived in Masson's small two·story chateau, which had 
a stonewall exterior and a spacious patio that offered 
fabulous vistas of the wide valley below. 


This initial meeting of the two couples must have 
been arranged by Carol, for it seems (according to 
what MR said later) that, years earlier, she had 
known him or Elsie, or even both, during their school 
days in San Jose. John himself tended not to be social· 
ly assertive; mostly focused on his work, he usually 
shied away from unwanted distractions, which were 
increasing as he became better known as a novelist. If 
Carol called the Rays up at Masson, Elsie, upon 
hearing the Steinbeck name, would have recognized it. 
An avid reader, especially of fiction, she would have 
jumped at the chance of meeting the man who in the 
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last few years had published such well· liked novels as 
Tortilla Flat, Of Mice and Men, and, most recently, 
The Red Pony. As for Rusty (as Elsie and many others 
called him; the Steinbecks would, too), he enjoyed 
entertaining celebrities in small groups-writers, 
politicians, sports figures, actors and actresses, 
columnists, statesmen, tycoons, professors, exiled 
Russian nobility, publishers, even society figures. 
Paul Masson had provided this model for a go-getting 
winemaker. Whether these visitors lived locally or 
were visiting from afar, Ray served them fine wines 
and champagnes-his own and outstanding French or 
German vintages-while they enjoyed the panoramic 
views from his high hilltop, some 1500 feet above sea 
level. He knew that these people could effectively 
promote the astounding "natural" wines he was 
making, in the classic tradition, from pure fine· 
varietal grapes. 


The Paul Masson Winery: The Background Story 


W
hen the Steinbecks first met him, MR surely 
told them how he was reviving-but with 
important variations-Paul Masson's once· 


notable reputation as a winemaker, and then sketched 
out the background history. During the earlier part of 
the 20th century the Masson wines had been renowned 
in San Jose and San Francisco social circles, winning 
prizes nationally and even abroad. Especially famous 
were the champagnes produced from his noble 
Burgundian winegrapes, notably Pinot noir, Pinot 
blanc vrai, and Chardonnay, grown in Masson 's "vine· 
yards in the sky," as he called them. The most sought· 
after sparkling wine was his rosy Oeil de Perdrix (eye 
of the partridge). 


Masson's fame and prosperity, however , had 
dimmed when National Prohibition arrived in 1920, 
making commercial production and sales of alcoholic 
beverages illegal. His elegant parties at La Cresta 
were halted. Somehow, though, the wily Frenchman 
had managed to persuade government officials to 
grant his Paul Masson Champagne Company a special 
license to produce limited amounts of cham· 
pagne-solely for medicinal purposes. It was available 
nationally through physicians' prescriptions for 
assuaging a variety of digestive disturbances, 
including "morning sickness" in pregnancy. But the 
income generated proved insufficient for a man 
accustomed to a comfortable lifestyle. So the 
desperate Masson, violating his long commitment to 
producing first·class wines, began replacing his 
superior winegrapes with coarse-flavored, thick· 
skinned, inky·dark grape varieties, purchased by local 
bootleggers and by merchants who shipped many tons 
of them by railroad car to the Mid west and East Coast 
markets, where they were bought up partly by home 
winemakers. 







When Repeal finally came at the end of 1933, Paul 
Masson had struggled to regain his lofty position in 
the wine industry , but finally acknowledged defeat. By 
then he was in his 70s , and with no son to take over 
his legacy as a winegrower. Yet when Masson put his 
property up for sale , he refused to sell it to an eager 
buyer, Martin Ray, whom he had known as a boy. 
However , the latter finally succeeded in purchasing 
the property and the business by getting an agent to 
represent him. (Later , putting a positive spin on the 
rejection, MR said that Masson had turned him down 
because he thought he should instead develop new 
vineyards and a winery elsewhere , and not be 
hampered by La Cresta's now-inferior grapevine 
acreage and the aging winemaking facilities. MR, 
though , knew the value of acquiring an established 
name and business.) 


After the property ownership 
changed , the new proprietor 
announced that he would 
introduce significant improve· 
ments on Masson's former 
mountain. MR already harbored a 
fierce ambition : to prove Cali
fornia 's potential for producing 


great wines by making them himself - this at a time, 
less than three years after Prohibition ended , when 
wine connoisseurs scorned anything coming from 
America 's newly bonded wineries. Ever since Repeal, 
the nation 's reviving wine industry - headquartered , 
as before , in California - had released wines that 
connoisseurs considered abominations. The state's 
current and widespread dismal reputation for 
winemaking threatened to become perpetual ; only 
with great intent , effort , and expense could it ever be 
altered over time. And MR had decided that he was 
the man who would do it , single· handedly if necessary . 
He was determined to prove that the state could once 
again make table wines and champagnes that could 
riyal , even surpass, those produced in Europe - for 
him, specifically France. 


MR would certainly have often given John 
Steinbeck (JS) his fervent opinions and aims 
regarding the making of wine , just as the latter voiced 
his long preoccupation with and compassion for the 
plight of underclass , dispossessed Americans-finding 
highest expression in The GrapesofWrath, which was 
created and then published during the time of their 
friendship . (MR used to say that on hot summer days 
JS would sometimes drive up to La Cresta, to do his 
writing within the winery 's cool interior.) 


Both men would also have declaimed their own 
deep concerns about the perilous condition of the 
nation and the world in the late 1930s as the years 
moved toward , then into, the next decade . The period 
of the close Steinbeck-Ray relationship was turbulent , 
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with the long, harsh Depression years being succeeded 
by the acute realization that two fascistic nations on 
either side of the globe , Germany and Japan , were 
conquering large chunks of Europe and Asia
encountering little resistance from either invaded 
nations or their allies . The two men knew that the 
United States would inevitably be drawn into 
defending the free world . 


Tracking Evidence of the Connection 


The Steinbeck-Ray friendship during Steinbeck's 
residence in Los Gatos is documented in various 
places. For instance , John kept a journal during 


the period when he was composing The Grapes of 
Wrath and then experiencing after its publication an 
extraordinary critical and public response , which 
would result in considerably altering the coutse of his 
writing career as well as his life. In the journal, 
almost daily, he recorded details about his current 
life, his mood changes, his frustrations or triumphs , 
and the Steinbecks ' enthusiastic purchase of a ranch 
in the hills above Los Gatos in mid· 1938. 


Because Steinbeck 's involvement with the Rays 
and their Masson premises was at its zenith while he 
was working on his masterwork , he noted something 
about them, directly or indirectly, in six places in his 
journal , published posthumously in 1989 as Working 
Days: The Journals of The Grapes of Wrath , 1938-
1941. In the book's Introduction, the editor , Robert 
DeMott , named Martin and Elsie Ray among those 
people "closer to home" who "managed, at various 
times , to help keep Steinbeck 's body and soul 
together." And, he said , "All these people-and 
more-left tracks in Steinbeck 's journal during the 
most eventful period of his life." [p.iii] 


Here are several of Steinbeck 's mentions of 
socializing with Rusty and Elsie Ray up at their 
chateau : 


June 13 [1938]- ll:40-Monday: Last night up to 
Rays ' and drank a great deal of champagne . I pulled 
my punches pretty well but I am not in the dead sober 
state I could wish. However, I will try to go to work. 


July 14 [1938]-12=15-Thursday : My lazy 
tendency is setting in now and I'll have to combat it. 
This book must be ready by the first of the year. 
Simply must. And that means solid work , completely 
solid. So this tendency must be put out of the way . 
Little mail this morning for which I'm glad . Rusty 
sent sixty bottles of the fine red wine . Nice people . 


July 24 [1938]: To the Rays ' tonight for dinner and 
I suppose I'll get tight and I don't much care . In a way 
it is good and in a way bad . But if I am to drink 
anything Friday night is the best night for it. I'm a bit 
addled but I can do it all right. If my self discipline 
will let me go on working while hell pops around my 
ears , I'll be all right. I'll know I am all right. I just 







hope the work isn't suffering. And now to it ... 
Unfortunately, all notes and letters that either of 


the Steinbecks wrote to the Rays during that period, 
and any copies of the Rays' communications to them, 
as well as photographs that surely were taken (though 
John notoriously disliked being in any) and then kept 
by the Rays, were destroyed by fire: either that of the 
Masson winery in July 1941 (where their office was) or 
else of a newly built Ray home in December 1952. 
However, some extant correspondence that went on 
later between Steinbeck and Ray during the mid· 
1950s is now housed in the Martin and Eleanor Ray 
Papers in Special Collections at the U.C. Davis Shields 
Library. 


It would be quite a piece of work to determine 
exactly when, and how, both Steinbecks first became 
close friends of the Rays, and to flesh out particulars 
of their association, which clearly went well beyond 
superficial socializing. There must surely be 
references to Rusty and Elsie Ray and the Masson 
premises in letters that JS wrote about his current 
activities to friends, relatives, and business associates 
during his five-year Los Gatos period. But the Rays 
are not mentioned in the single volume of the highly 
selective collection, edited by Elaine Steinbeck and 
Robert Wallsten, published as Steinbeck: A Life in 
Letters. Because there is, as yet, no multi-volume set 
of "The Complete Letters of John Steinbeck" - a 
worthy but rather daunting project, since Steinbeck 
was always a prolific correspondent - it would be 
necessary to plumb the various widely scattered 
repositories of Steinbeck correspondence and diaries 
in order to find expectable references to the Rays . 


The most remarkable documentary evidence of the 
JS-MR friendship is fortunately embodied in some of 
the many letters that Martin Ray wrote to East Coast 
wine author Julian Street starting in late 1939. So 
influential was connoisseur Street that when he gave 
a well-circulated imprimatur on the new Masson 


- varietal wines and champagnes-the first American· 
made wines in the Repeal period he cared to 
drink-Martin Ray soon began experiencing a much 
greater demand for his wines as well as welcome 
publicity from national magazines, which sent 
journalists and photographers up to La Cresta. 


The Ray-Street correspondence began about a 
half-year after the publication of The Grapes of Wrath 
and probably some two years after the start of MR's 
relationship with Steinbeck. Sometimes MR dictated 
these letters to a secretary; at other times he typed 
the letters himself, or else handwrote them on lined, 
legal-size tablets in great bursts of eloquence, often 
occupying huge single paragraphs, and might go on for 
20 to 30 pages. (These astonishing letters, available on 
microfilm, are preserved in Princeton Library's 
Special Collections. However, they are incomplete; 
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Street apparently lent some of the originals to friends, 
for circulation, and these were never returned.) 


Early on, MR revealed to Julian Street his rela· 
tionship with the now-famous California writer. 


It seems John Steinbeck brought to us a year or 
two ago a friend of his named Toby Street, whom 
I did not at the time connect with you . But John is 
very interested in good wines and we sometimes 
entertain some of his friends here. Both he and his 
wife have read many of your things and it was 
pleasant to learn this week that this friend of his 
is a relative of yours. [2/8/40] 
Toby (or Webster) Street, a longtime friend of 


John's would soon accompany the Steinbecks on the 
first leg of their "Sea of Cortez" marine expedition 
with Ed Ricketts. (Since Street's letter isn't in the 
Princeton collection, the exact familial relationship 
hasn 't yet been identified.) 


Few of Street's own letters to MR have survived: 
several in the Princeton Library, which are carbon 
copies he made when typing, and some original or 
retyped letters in the Ray Papers at U.C. Davis or in 
Ray family scrapbooks. But it's clear enough from 
MR's responses to Street's letters that the two 
epistolary friends (they didn't meet each other until 
1945) frequently exchanged information and gossip 
about people in their lives , some of them mutual 
acquaintances. Thus MR from time to time would 
write candidly and revealingly to Street about his 
observations of and opinions about both Steinbecks. 
(One letter contains six paragraphs about them.) 


A secondary source for information about the 
Steinbeck-Ray friendship is a memoir/biography by 
MR's second wife and widow, Eleanor Ray- Vineyards 
in the Sky: The Life of Legendary Vintner Martin Ray 
(1993). The author, as Eleanor Williams, had known 
Rusty Ray during their college years together at 
University of Washington in the early 1920s. Then in 
1926 she had married his best friend and longtime 
business partner, Walter Kamb. In the-late '20s and 
through the '30s she frequently saw Rusty and Elsie, 
including visiting them at the Masson property when 
she was once again single. (She later married Rusty in 
1951, after he had become a widower.) Her book, 
published finally when she was 89 years old, 
dramatized, partially in fictional form, the story of 
Martin Ray's lifelong love of vineyards and his pursuit 
of perfection, particularly in winemaking . 


Whether or not she actually ever met the Stein· 
becks herself, Eleanor Ray wrote several pages that 
rather colorfully describe the friendship that devel· 
oped between the two couples, the Steinbecks and the 
Rays, during the late 1930s, whenMRownedMasson. 


A marvel of a storyteller himself, John greatly 
admired Martin's narrative abilities. Martin's 
photographic mind supplied richly detailed 







pictures , and he replicated whole scenes in 
dialogue , voicing all parts . Steinbeck would lean 
forward and listen intently , gleaning gems for 
possible future use. 
Sometimes John brought a special friend to the 


mountain . One was the prototype for "Doc," the 
marine biologist who was a Martin Ray favorite 
among Steinbeck -tale characters. Martin found Ed 
Ricketts every bit as lovable as in John's stories about 
him . The times they had together on the mountain 
became legendary. Doc particularly loved the gigantic 
old bell that Martin had bought to ring in Repeal for 
Paul Masson. These days it took on an important new 
role to "ring in" and "ring out," like a flourish of 
trumpets, a succession of illustrious and fascinating 
visitors . 


When their own activities permitted , the Rays 
sometimes lunched with the Steinbecks at their place , 
after John finished writing in the early afternoon. 
He 'd read them the morning's work , so they 'd follow 
along with the progress of his stories. 


Whether the Steinbecks bought Masson wines 
from Martin Ray to take away with them , or were 
gifted with them (which must have been frequent) , 
they had a steady supply to share with their 
friends-and their friends ' friends . Actor Burgess 
Meredith had become acquainted with John while 
enacting the role of George Of Mice and Men. He also 
did the narration for the Steinbeck-scripted film , The 
Forgotten Village. As Meredith recalled in So Far So 
Good: A Memoir (1994, Little Brown) : 


Once I was sitting up in Doc's laborator y with 
John and Doc. We were drinking California wine. 
Martin Ray , a winemaker and a colorful character , 
had just made some Chardonnay and we were 
tasting it . John was in a wistful mood and started 
to talk about the golden past of California. He 
regretted that much of the beauty had 
disappeared ... . 
"But there is one bright promise," John said. 
"There are the vineyards ... the gold and rose and 
red grapes of California vineyards are good." He 
looked at the goblet of Chardonnay he was holding 
in his hand and said , "I like vineyards very much 
... and they will stay here for a long , long time ." 
He proved to be.right. (pp.138-39) 
(Some years later , as will be recounted , Burgess 


Meredith would make his own direct wine-imbibing 
and even business-connected acquaintance with 
Martin Ray .) 


What Did Steinbeck See in Martin Ray and the Paul 
Masson Property? 


R
usty Ray had been highly successful as a stocks
and-bonds salesman. With his pleasant manner , 
supply of amusing anecdotes, lightly modulated , 
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persuasive voice , and round, almost ''baby" face , he 
had an uncanny ability to inspire trust in prospective 
clients. He retained much of this surface demeanor 
when he became a winery proprietor . Solidly built and 
of medium height, he was physically vigorous , 
exercised a robust sense of humor, and exuded a 
winsome warmth when feeling at ease with someone . 
However , as an apparent neurological result of the 
stroke he 'd suffered earlier , he could quickly become 
choleric when his opinions were challenged ; he 
couldn 't tolerate controversy or dissension. In the 
company of a small, compatible group (large groups 
disconcerted him , so he avoided them), he became a 
spellbinding storyteller. Sometimes he actually 
converted susceptible listeners to new lives devoted to 
drinking fine wines , even to making career changes 
that shifted them into becoming devout vintners. He 
had an endless fund of tales to recount. -Whether 
precisely or loosely based on history , other people 's 
lives , or his own experiences , they were usually 
enlarged to fantastical proportions when enhanced by 
his dramatic and suspenseful recitations . One tale 
might go on for a half hour or more as his rapt 
listeners drank more and more of his potent wine. 
Undeniably he had some of the mesmeric traits and 
controlling tendencies of the cult leader ; these 
included a fixation evinced in his adamant vision of 
changes that must be made , and begun at once, to 
eliminate rampant evils long existing in the 
commercial practice of winemaking . 


This still-youthful vintner , two years younger than 
John , was both an idealist and a realist . The two men 
shared interests and feelings in common , such as a 
nostalgic reverence for the wholesome past of local 
rur al freeholders like their forebears , who were 
pa ssionately attached to their land - and didn 't shy 
away from doing hard physical outdoor labor upon it . 
Both Rusty and John found stress relief , even 
pleasure in physical work. Steinbeck , taking a break 
from intense writing sessions, often joined his vintner 
friend in working in the Masson vineyards - helping 
him dig drainage ditches in fall, prune the vines and 
weed around them in wintertime, field-graft budwood 
onto root stock in spring, then pick the grape bunches 
beginning in late summer: this , despite his bad back 
(he was suffering from a ruptured disc). John 
admitted consequences of this disability in his journal, 
in late September of 1938: ''Yesterday I worked in the 
grapes and it proved how soft I am for the back hurt. " 


Almost a half-century later , Daisy Haig , who as a 
young woman had been MR's secretary at Paul 
Masson for a while , vividly recalled what she saw up 
there: 


Ray was the viticultural manager , and he would 
also take the hoe and work in the vineyards too. 
He worked a lot in the vineyards. I remember that 







The Grapes 
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by JOHN STEINBECK 


WITH LITHOGRAPHS by Thomas Hart Benton 


. Th e Heritage Press , New York . 


Handsome title page of the 1940 Heritage Press edition 


John Steinbeck used to come up and the two of 
them would go and work in the vineyards. They'd 
work for hours. They really enjoyed it. They'd strip 
off their shirts and, my goodness , all their bulging 
muscles showed . It was really something when 
Steinbeck would come up there! [From an interview 
in 1983 conducted by Charles L. Sullivan] 
Sometimes the two men would work indoors in the 


extensive wine cellars, which in those years were 
mainly in the care of the experienced ''head vintner," 
as he was called-Oliver Goulet. They might sample 
some of the wines still in cask that Rusty had made 
from the fruit harvested from the grapevines in late 
summer and early fall, last year or earlier. After they 
were back at the chateau and before sitting down to 
eat the meal that Elsie and Carol were preparing, if 
John's back was hurting, Rusty, using his powerful 
hands, would give him a therapeutic massage. Stein· 
beck gratefully acknowledged this welcome service 
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when writing his inscription in the gift copy of 
Nothing So Monstrous: "For Rusty & Elsie whose 
back rubbing has made me a little less monstrous 
than I have been." 
Steinbeck , who took great interest in human 
activities of all sorts, and also enjoyed most types 
of alcoholic beverages, was getting better 
acquainted now, in a strenuous hands-on way, 
with the entire process of making wine , starting 
with the fieldwork in grapegrowing. Some of what 
he closely observed in the Masson vineyards and 
in the valley's fertile farmlands below it must 
have entered into these images and descriptions in 
Chapter Twenty· Five of The Grapes of Wrath. 
The spring is beautiful in California. Valleys in 
which the fruit blossoms are fragrant pink and 
white waters in a shallow sea. Then the first 
tendrils of the grapes swelling from the old 
gnarled vines, cascade down to cover the trunks. 
The full green hills are round and soft as 
breasts .... 
All California quickens with produce, and the fruit 
grows heavy .... Behind the fruitfulness are men of 
understanding and knowledge and skill .... The 
men who graft the young trees, the little vines, are 
the cleverest of all, for theirs is a surgeon's job, as 
tender and delicate; and these men must have 
surgeons' hands and surgeons ' hearts to slit the 
bark, to place the grafts , to bind the wounds and 
cover them from the air. These are great men .... 
And all the time the fruit swells and the flowers 
break out in long clusters on the vines . And in the 
growing year the warmth grows and the leaves 
turn dark green .... Grape blossoms shed their tiny 
petals and the hard little beads become green 
buttons, and the buttons grow heavy .... The year 
is heavy with produce. And the men are proud , for 
of their knowledge they can make the year heavy. 
They have transformed the world with their 
knowledge ... that old grape that grew among the 
trees and fed the birds its tiny fruit has mothered 
a thousand varieties, red and black, green and 
pale pink, purple and yellow; and each variety 
with its own flavor. 
And since his novel depicts the horrendous effects 


of America's severe economic depression of the 1930s 
upon both its farmers and farm workers, Steinbeck 
then zeroed in on the shameful acts of neglect and 
destruction that went on too often at harvest time in 
California's fields and pastures , and also in its vine· 
yards and wineries-not at Paul Masson, but else· 
where. He had heard often enough from Rusty Ray 
about how clever chemistry could "doctor" defective 
wines well enough to make them salable, so many of 
the wineries, large and small, used it. 


Then the grapes-we can't make good wine. 







People can't buy good wine. Rip the grapes from 
the vines , good grapes , rotten grapes, wasp·stung 
grapes. Press stems, press dirt and rot. 
But there 's mildew and formic acid in the vats. 
Add sulphur and tannic acid. 
The smell from the ferment is not the rich odor of 
wine , but the smell of decay and chemicals. 
Oh, well. It has alcohol in it , anyway. They can get 
drunk ... . 
And the men of know ledge have worked , have 
considered, and the fruit is rotting on the ground , 
and the decaying mash in the wine vats is poison· 
ing the air . And taste the wine-no grape flavor 
Finally , after reciting a long succession of 


grievances about the utter waste of the land and its 
vegetations ' bountiful produce while multitudes of 
jobless and homeless Americans were starving , Stein· 
beck ended the chapter with the sentence that 
conveyed the title for his novel: 


In the souls of the people the grapes of wrath are 
filling and growing heavy , growing heavy for the 
vintage . 
In one of his letters to Julian Street , MR tran· 


scribed what his wife Elsie just then wanted to say: 
"Steinbeck became interested in how we are doing 
things here , not that he knew much about wine but 
that we are making wines honestly , as they should be 
made ." [4/20/40] 


The Ray-Steinbeck relationship was four·way 
since it also included their wives. Because of their 
frequent social intimacy over a period of several years , 
both Rays gained special insights into the two 
Steinbecks and their marriage. Not only did Rusty and 
John work in tandem in the vineyards and winery , but 
Elsie and Carol would often be together in their 
kitchens , and sometimes went shopping together . And 
their talks went back and forth. Elsie , a highly 
pragmatic woman, would give Carol domestic advice 
from time to time. John too felt a special fondness for 
Elsie Ray, which he expressed in his inscription , in 
Spanish , in her copy of Cup of Gold "A Elsie qui es 
(espero) mi copa de oro-y que oro!' It translates into 
"To Elsie who is (I hope) my cup of gold-and what 
gold!" 


Daisy Haig, while reflecting back on her experi
ences as MR's secretary , remembered well how he 
would often dictate a letter then could go on and on for 
pages as he spouted his messages to someone--or, it 
seemed more likely , to the wine world . Perhaps MR 
had a predisposition for sermonizing ; his father, after 
all , had been a preacher . But once she 'd typed the 
letter up , or even just during or after the long·winded 
dictation, her boss would sometimes decide to junk it 
all. 


Wholly fixated on a grand mission , MR zealously 
proselytized, vocally or in print , for adherents who 
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would help him to force a virtual reformation within 
the high end of the wine industry-those wineries 
claiming (both absurdly and fraudulently , in his 
perspective) that they made superior or supreme 
wines. His evangelistic ego swelled as he detailed his 
struggles to achieve his glorious goals . And like a 
crusader , he seemed almost to enjoy battling against 
terrible odds along with fighting intractable rascals 
and vicious foes. 


Martin Ray , then , was a real·life protagonist 
whom Steinbeck would have found fascinating . In his 
era and calling , there was nobody remotely like him ; 
three decades after his death he 's still talked about as 
an iconic figure-whether loved or hated , or both at 
the same time. It's lamentable that Steinbeck never 
undertook to profile him. Had Steinbeck ever 
managed to portray the real Martin Ray in literature , 
though, readers ' might have been unable to suspend 
their disbelief. But aspects of his basic character and 
colorful personality were doubtless inserted into both 
notable and minor Steinbeckian characters. 


Charlie Chaplin's Visit to the Masson Winery 


Steinbeck had become fast friends in early 1938 
with Charlie Chaplin while staying in Los 
Angeles on movie business. They had similar 


sociopolitical orientations , as well as the habit of 
closely observing individual specimens of humanity 
-Chaplin as an actor and director , Steinbeck as a 
writer. When John told the Hollywood comedian about 
his close connection with a California winery and 
winemaker , Chaplin became excited about taking part 
in an actual vintage that autumn . After getting an 
arrival date from Chaplin , Steinbeck alerted Rusty 
Ray , who was delighted at the prospect of having the 
movie star visit the Masson place. (MR, though, rarely 
if ever went to movies then; later on in his life, never.) 


John was pleased when Rusty proposed roasting 
some large piece of meat , maybe a turkey , on his 
fireside rotisserie as the main feature oftheir feast ; or 
John perhaps requested this himself. Still, JS was 
concentrating so fixedly on finishing up his draft of 
Grapes of Wrath-at this point he was only three 
weeks away from its finis-that Charlie Chaplin 's 
impending visit somewhat unhinged him . 


Steinbeck 's journal recorded the sequence leading 
up to the visit. 


September 27 [1938]-11 :00-Tuesday: This after
noon we go up to Masson to look at the grapes. They 
aren 't really ready . Won't be for a week or ten days 
Must go to work now. Wire from Chaplin says he 'll be 
here Friday. 


September 28 [1938)-11:00-Wednesday: I'll be 
glad to see Chaplin. I think he'll like the winery and 
the grapes. I hope so. I hope so. I love it. I like the 
smell and the process. I'm sure he will. Funny man. 







Seems so dreadfully lonely. Maybe that's why he 
wants to come up so much. The rotisserie will make 
him love it, I'm sure and the bird cooking on the 
spindle. 


September 30 [1938)-11:00-Friday: [Louella] 
Parsons told in her column that Chaplin was coming 
for the weekend and already real estate people are 
trying to sell stuff. This meant guarding against 
[interruptions, intrusions] .... This is a hell of a day. I 
must get down to it now and prove to myself that I can 
concentrate no matter how badly. 


October 3- Monday: Short resume of week end
Chaplin and Dan James were here. We had lots of talk 
and fun and very little reporter trouble. Talked a great 
deal. Must be sure not to go. Up for the party [at the 
Masson place] and fun and talk. I'm confused by the 
talk yet. That's why no work today. Must shake off the 
confusion and then work tomorrow after a good long 
sleep and a dull evening. That's the necessity. And to 
slip back. I need that. I must have that. 


The Steinbeck journal's editor, Robert DeMott, 
commented: "The hilarity of the event evidently did 
nothing to ease Steinbeck's current confusion, though 
apparently he hid it well from his companions." 


In Vineyards in the Sky Eleanor Ray described 
Charlie Chaplin's visit and its aftermath, as Rusty 
Ray had recounted it to her and others in later years. 


The brilliant, already legendary film comedian and 
director had been hounding his friend John to get 
him in on a vintage with Martin Ray. No 
dilettante, he was seriously interested in the art of 
winemaking. He had already visited famous 
vineyards in Europe. Since he was keen to learn 
more about how great wines are made, he 
hankered to see the Paul Masson operation. 
So Chaplin took part in the vintage of 1938. Early 
one autumn morning he arrived on the mountain 
with Steinbeck. He quickly donned overalls and 
pitched in, pouring box after box of chardonnay 
into the crusher. (With his touchy back, Steinbeck 
had to avoid wrenching work, but still managed to 
be in on everything.) For Martin it was an 
astounding sight: seeing the celebrated Chaplin 
hoisting heavy timbers atop the grapes in the 
basket press, then swinging on the press handle 
vigorously with the rest of the vintage crew. At 
some outrageous hour, after the day's work finally 
was finished, Charlie insisted on taking full 
command of the turkey roasting in the fireplace 
rotissoire--which the Rays had inherited from 
Masson. Then in the wee hours, he pulled out his 
accordion and played furiously while everyone 
sang. Yet he was up early to recommence the 
work. 
Chaplin even took an enthusiastic hand at various 
cellar tasks, such as punching down the cap of the 
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pinot noir must, picked earlier and already lustily 
fermenting in open puncheons covered with white 
cloths. As Martin was distributing his special 
Montrachet yeast to fermenters that had just 
received the latest crush, Char lie asked how much 
sulfur he added. Abruptly Martin stopped his 
work. "None!" he exploded. "Anyone can make 
wine with sulfur dioxide-even the sloppiest 
vintner." 
"Good Lord, you mean to say-" Charlie splut· 
tered-"that you use no sulfur at al1?" 
Sulfur was so offensive, Martin now told him, that 
the slightest tinge of it ruined a wine for him. He 
had found that sulfur wasn't necessary as a 
disinfectant if he maintained the utmost cleanli
ness in every minute winemaking procedure . 
Martin explained, though, that by eliminating 
sulfur he knew he was also eliminating a 
customary preservative used in wines. He 
therefore was taking a big risk in shipping his 
bottled wines out into the unknown. For without 
the sulfite protection, they might deteriorate if 
exposed to any heat en route or later . Then he'd 
have to refund the purchase price or replace the 
order-along with risking a reputation for making 
defective wines. But in his near-fanatical desire to 
attain the highest possible degree of perfection, he 
was willing to take that risk. 
No wonder, Chaplin remarked now, that he so 
loved these wines of Martin's: their pure varietal 
aroma and flavor were untainted by sulfur. After 
"tasting through" the casks in the cellars , he 
asked Martin to reserve certain ones whose 
contents he favored most, to be bottled later and 
shipped to him as needed. This arrangement 
earned extra publicity for the Paul Masson winery 
whenever visitors' eyes fell upon signs on various 
casks: RESERVED FOR CHARLIE CHAPLIN. 
Someone at Paul Masson, perhaps Elsie Ray , saw 


to it that Chaplin 's almost surreptitious visit wouldn't 
remain unheralded, and therefore released the news 
of the occasion to the biggest local newspaper , the San 
Jose Mercury Herald. It was printed on October 3, 
1938. 


Chaplin Enjoys Quiet Visit Here, 
Though Wine Fete Off 


Chuckling at his success in dodging the public for 
a quiet week-end, Charlie Chaplin barbecued a 
turkey Saturday night in the huge fireplace of the 
Paul Masson company's chateau above Saratoga , 
spent yesterday with John and Carol Steinbeck 
near Los Gatos, and will be on his way back to 
Hollywood this morning before hero-worshippers 
can find him. 
A frequent but unannounced visitor to this part of 
California, the motion picture star some time ago 







expressed a wish to Martin E . Ray, proprietor of 
the Paul Masson Champagne company, that he 
would like to see how the famous Masson winery 
operates. 
So many other famous visitors expressed a similar 
wish that Mr. and Mrs. Ray decided to put on an 
annual vintage festival, beginning this year. But 
late harvest and poor weather conspired against 
them, and the Rays put on a private party instead , 
for the Steinbecks and Chaplin. 
The village festival, with all the costumes and 
color of vintage festivals of foreign lands, will be 
launched next year , the Rays promise. 
Chaplin motored up from Hollywood Friday , in 
time to watch the process of grape crushing and 
the fermentation already under way from previous 
crushings . He expressed keen interest as he 
compared the methods with those of foreign lands 
where he has made a study of wine production. 
Spending Friday night with Steinbeck, who now is 
one of America 's leading writers , Chaplin returned 
to the Masson chateau for dinner with Mr. and 
Mrs. Ray and Mr. and Mrs. Steinbeck , Saturday 
night. There , in the stone house that overlooks 
Santa Clara valley from a height of 2000 feet , he 
basted the turkeys on ancient French equipment 
in the huge fireplace. 
An admirer of the 46-acre ranch home the Stein
becks recently purchased in the mountains west of 
Alma , he accompanied them there on an inspec
tion tour in the rain yesterday. 
A quiet evening last night-and Chaplin expects to 
be in fine fettle , still chuckling , as he departs for 
Hollywood this morning. 
Chaplin perhaps returned to Masson a few more 


times. According to Eleanor Ray 's Vineyards in the 
Sky: 


After this first visit, Chaplin frequently dropped 
by, usually arriving in his odd limousine. The self
proclaimed proletarian insisted upon owning a 
Ford ... a custom-built one! He also kept his 
chauffeur waiting outside for many hours as he 
quaffed wines and reveled in his usual skylarking 
tie with Martin Ray. 
Wanting to convey to Street some things in her 


own words about Steinbeck 's indirect and direct 
Masson-promoting activities , resulting in many wine 
purchases , Elsie Ray dictated an insert for her 
husband 's letter. Her statements demonstrate the 
power of celebrities entertained by the Rays to market 
the Masson wines far and wide. 


He brought Charlie here and he left to praise. He 
(Chaplin) says our champagnes are the only 
completely dry wines in this country that he could 
enjoy as he did the dry Champagnes in France , 
that he had ordered them (French) in this country 
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but when they arrived here they had always had 
a dosage added to them . Chaplin drinks very little 
but he has ordered quite a good deal of our wine 
which he distributes to his friends. He seems to 
feel that he "found " or "discovered" this place and 
our wines. Through Chaplin and his converts, 
W .H. Hearst came to hear of them and telephoned 
an order from San Simeon. Doesn 't that sound like 
him? [4/19/40) 
Martin then added more to the letter in the same 


vein: 
Yes, Chaplin is certainly a wonderful man. Aside 
from his great and artistic ability which everyone 
recognizes, he is also a good friend to have. He 
goes about everywhere boosting our champagne, 
and John Steinbeck tells me that some of his 
friends are actually getting bored with hearing the 
same stories over and over. John saitl this , of 
course , with a humorous intent , and by way of 
illustrating Charlie's great interest . We have 
several customers who have written to us direct , 
as a result. 
John told me of Aldeous [sid Huxley's great 
surprise at finding a California champagne to his 
pleasure when it was served by Charlie . But I 
have never had an order from Huxley , and I do not 
know him, so cannot say that he is a customer. 
John Steinbeck has done a great deal of good also 
and is untiring in his efforts to help; even when he 
went East, had us ship some champagne to some 
of his friends there. [5/16/40) 


The Emergence of The Grapes of Wrath 


Steinbeck made two entries in his journal on 
Wednesday , October 26, 1938. The first was at 
10:30 a.m. : This should be a day of joy because 


I could finish today-just the walk to the barn, the 
new people and the ending and that 's all. But I seem 
to have contracted an influenza of the stomach or 
some-thing. Anyway I am so dizzy I can hardly see the 
page. This makes it difficult to work. ... I must go on . 
If I can finish today I don 't much care what happens 
afterward. 


Later that day he wrote: "Finished this day-and 
I hope to God it's good." Apparently after completing 
his work on that memorable day he and Carol drove 
up to the Masson premises to celebrate the occasion, 
doubtless most fittingly with abundant champagne 
poured by Martin Ray. They brought a copy with them 
of the limited edition of The Red Pony . Steinbeck gave 
it to their hosts, with this message: 


Inscribed to Rusty and Elsie on October 25, 1938, 
the day when they finished their wine and I the 


Grapes of Wrath and I wish my grapes were 
as good as theirs -


John Steinbeck 







The date on this inscription , though , is a day 
earlier than the one JS gave in his journal. Probably 
full of celebratory champagne, he put in the previous 
day 's date. 


Following the successful publications of his last 
few books and Hollywood 's awakened interest in him , 
Steinbeck had begun earning enough money to 
support himself and Carol comfortably enough , ending 
the penury of their previous lean years and enabling 
them to afford buying all sorts of pleasant things: a 
house , ample food and drink , travel. The Grapes of 
Wrath, when published in April of 1939, would bring 
Steinbeck even greater wealth and fame. 


The Grapes of Wrath, 1939 First Edition, inscribed 


"For Rusty and Elsie I My vintage for yours ." 


Steinbeck 's inscription to the Rays in the advance 
first edition copy he gave them was succinctly appro· 
priate: "For Rusty and Elsie I My vintage for yours ." 
Not surprisingly , Martin himself, entrepreneurial at 
the core as well as a political and fiscal conservative 
-scarcely a liberal and populist like Steinbeck-failed 
to admire the new novel. Several times he stated his 
dislike of the book to Julian Street , though he surely 
didn 't share this opinion with its author. Within a long 
letter to Julian he noted beneficent differences that 
the monetary effects of its popularity were making 
upon his friend John. 


He and Carol had had a hard time. He now has 
money and it is working its miracle. John doesn 't 
care for money but Carol does and they both find 
it comfortable to have . They have new friends that 
are more interesting than the "have nots " that 
once were included with their friends but who 
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have now turned against them or fought with 
them. They live very modestly and spend ver y 
little. It doesn 't seem they have decided how to 
most enjoy their money , as yet. He is helping Ed 
Ricketts , however, the friend with whom he is 
making that trip [to the Gulf of California , or "Sea 
of Cortez "]. Ed has a laboratory and needed mone y 
to lift debt and finance field work and publishing . 
[4/20/40] 
Some months later, MR wrote more to Street 


about how having a much larger income inevitabl y 
affected Steinbeck 's relationship s with other people , 
and also caused him to exercise greate r caution in 
political connections and commitments . 


John doesn 't care about money , he leaves all that 
to Carol. The first thing he did when prosperity 
came their way was to help a friend [Ed Ricketts] 
who has some sort ofresearch Laborato ry, devoted 
to the study of marine life. John paid off the debt 
and financed a research expedition which he him· 
self joined . He is now lending his name and his 
time to the publication of a book which will appear 
under the joint names of his friend and himself 
[Sea of Cortez]. I think that it sort of makes John 
ill when he observes what money does to most 
people. It is true , he has vast prejudices against 
Henry Ford , J.P. Morgan , Rockefeller and even 
against their class , if there be such a thing , but I 
have told him that he is a Capitalist now himself 
whether he likes it or not , and I have tried to show 
him how his feelings will change as his interests 
change . He and Carol had some nasty experiences 
with some of their old ·time friends who knew 
them before their success. You know the type of 
thing I mean , those who did not want them to go 
where they could not follow, but now John and 
Carol have made many new friends and the effect 
of this material and intellectual wealth has 
naturally become noticeable. It has made John a 
bigger and better man and I believe it has had the 
opposite effect upon his wife. People are forever 
trying to use John and they almost got him out on 
the end of a limb a few months ago, but he has 
side-stepped all that now . He told us recently , "I 
would be a fool to get mixed up in politics ," and "I 
am returning to my original interests which are 
history and biology ," and there you have it . If 
people make him interested in other things , it is 
because they are after him , he certainly does not 
pursue them. There are a lot of radicals around 
him and I do not know what will happen in the 
end , but I have heretofore likened him to Jack 
London, who said he believed in Socialism for 
others but Capitalism for himself. I have recom· 
mended this for John as a means of satisfying all 
current conditions now seeking to influence him. 







John is young , not yet 40. 
He is Prussian , big with 
blue eyes , he is also Irish 
and I guess that is where 
he gets his romantic side. 
He is not what I call a 
happy man and I don 't 
think he ever will be, 
because he is possessed 
with a craving to do great 
things for humanity 
which cannot be satisfied . 
The greatest thing that 
could happen to John would be to have him fall 
into a close association with a straight-thinking 
person , completely free of social prejudices and 
who could direct his efforts into some constructive 
educational outlet. If we had the right sort of 
leader in this country today , there would be a 
place by his side and John would gladly devote his 
life and everything in it to a cause on which he 
was sold. John is very much civilized for all his 
closeness to the earth and the people of the soil . 
His father was a grain broker and he worked on 
the farm as a boy and later supported himself that 
way as he went through school. It is so easy to 
understand and direct the lives of others! Perhaps 
I should confine my statement on John to a 
declaration that he is a vastly intelligent person 
with a great big heart and the ability to make 
poetry out of words . Besides this I would say that 
he is very generous and has a personality , which 
to me , is very charming . He is terribly strong
willed and yet I think his wife can do almost 
anything with him just as he would make any 
sacrifice for a friend . You will gather , I am very 
fond of John. I think he is a great person. [1/22/41] 


Literary Memorabilia 


I
n one of his early letters to Julian Street , MR 
delivered his bluntly negative appraisal of the 
novel that , some months earlier, had firmly 


established Steinbeck's credentials as a major 
American writer. He then forecast even better outlets 
for John 's pronounced literary skills: 


Some day John Steinbeck will write some great 
stories. His greatest work is ahead of him. I do not 
like his "Grapes of Wrath " but he writes 
beautifully. Have you read his "Red Pony "? [2/8/40] 
Apparently Julian and his wife , Margo, hadn 't yet 


gotten hold of this poignant , popular story by 
Steinbeck , so late in that year MR decided to send him 
a Christmas gift : a copy of the special edition, 
numbered and boxed , that would be inscribed by the 
author himself. "But about John's book, there is a 
story that must be told, " he wrote to Street to intro-
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duce his account of what transpired during his search 
for a copy of this particular book. He recounted it to 
exemplify Steinbeck 's generosity toward his friends: 


One of the finest things we have ever read is 
John's "Red Pony ." There is a little limited edition 
of it that was just what we wanted to give you and 
Mrs . Street for Christmas. We have a copy John 
gave us but we could not get another anywhere. A 
bookstore we had on its trail , not knowing that the 
Steinbecks are friends , called Mrs. Steinbeck and 
mentioned our name to her . She told John and 
they called us up. I told John that I wanted the 
book for a present to you. He said , "Must it be the 
'Red Pony '?" I said that it didn 't have to be but 
that I was pretty anxious to get a copy. So, John 
told me that he didn 't have a copy (as I knew) but 
that I could have anything else of his , if it would 
do. I told him it had to be a certain sort of thing; 
we have often talked of you and he said , "Let me 
look through my trunk. Maybe I can find some
thing for Julian Street." The very next morning it 
was in our mail box. That 's the way John is. He is 
a most generous friend. Right now both Carol and 
he are in bed with Flu . It would have been 
inscribed to you both but this is all the 
preliminary conversation that took place and he 
only had my word it was for you. But, as luck 
would have it , that book dealer found a "Red 
Pony" so now Mrs . Street has it for her very own . 
It serves you right , being more famous than your 
wife! It is coming under separate cover, from Mrs. 
Ray and me , not as a Christmas present but a 
lovely little book we hope may please Mrs. Street 
and you , too. [12/26/40] 
Several weeks later, in another letter to Street MR 


supplied this rather grisly notation: 
The "Red Pony" was written by John for his 
Mother . That pony was his as a youngster. A sad 
ending to the story , which he did not include in 
the book, was that when the grave was dug , it was 
too small and they had to cut the pony 's legs off to 
get him into it. [1/22/41] 
In one of his letters to Street MR first gave 


considerable credit to Carol for her acumen as an 
editor, then prognosticated about his friend John 's 
future as a writer . 


Steinbeck has a good critic in his wife. She has 
named all his books to date and has done a good 
job. She also criticizes. John had written a book 
just before Grapes of Wrath which his wife 
influenced him to junk, just as it was to go off to 
the publisher. Then he started off fresh and 
turned out Grapes of Wrath, which I don't like but 
which seems to sell. The discarded book was filled 
with personal hatred for all that filled his home 
town. Grapes of Wrath has a lot of hatred in it, 







too. But John is sincere , has had to get all that out 
of his system. His best work is yet to come , how· 
ever successful his previous books may become . He 
writes beautifully-needs only to find himself , 
which he is doing. [4/20/40] 
From time to time MR provided Julian Street with 


current news about the Steinbecks , who were increas· 
ingly traveling away from their home , together or 
apart . 


Incidentally John and Carol were over here 
Saturday night and they told us all about plans for 
their forthcoming trip to Mexico. I think you know 
that they have just returned from a boat trip into 
the Gulf oflower California . That newspaper clip· 
ping was wrong about Leo Carrillo accompanying 
them. John says he has never met the man . ... The 
reporter apparently made up the story. They will 
fly to Mexico City in a week or so, where they will 
make a picture [ The Forgotten Village] with that 
man who took all of the pictures in the recently 
invaded European countries , I have forgotten his 
name. John says Mexico is all set for a revolution , 
that 's why they want the pictures now , because 
they expect it to break any time. 
You will be interested to know that John told a 
story at dinner the other night which Tarkington 
reputedly told at one time, and which had to do 
with a drunk who was asking of someone if he did 
not think he (the drunk) should have one more 
little drink before going home to his wife and kids . 
I have forgotten the story , but Tarkington will 
recognise it if it is genuine . John told it as an 
illustration of the great humor he has heard 
Tarkington is known for. John is a great admirer 
of Tarkington and you , and he envies you both the 
great experiences which he knows you have had in 
a period now gone from the world, and which was 
filled with a certain richness which is no longer 
here . John 's real interest is history. He is a great 
man , and you will hear of him plenty in the future . 
Then MR zeroed in on another look at how Stein· 


beck 's success might alter his outlook on society . 
At first , I thought that he would swing too far to 
the left , but the money which he is earning and 
the friends which his success is bringing him , are , 
for the most part, a good influence , and I find that 
he is swinging constantly more to the right, 
although I do not think the influence of those hard 
years of struggle which he passed through will 
ever leave him . I think you will find it running all 
through his work in the future , as well as in the 
past . He is sincere and genuine , and they don't 
make them any better . [5/16/40] 


[ Concluding episode nex t issue : Continued friendship 
of MR &JS and the Wine Quali ty Fighd 
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A Note for WT Wine Book Collectors 
from the Editor 


T
his remarkable essay from Barbara Marinacci is 
a double gift to us! Who knew of this working 
friendship between Martin Ray and one of 


America 's greatest novelists , John Steinbeck , and the 
connection between MR and The Grapes of Wrath? I 
feel now that the book , even more than just its wine·y 
title, legitimately can be called a wine-related book 
that we should consider for our collections . These 
passages gleaned from Ch.25 (quoted by Barbara) are 
some of wine literature 's finest. If you don 't already 
own this classic book , you now have a grand excuse to 
do so. 


The Grapes of Wrath 


THE SPRING IS BEAUTIFUL in California . Valleys in 
which the fruit blossoms are fragrant pink and white 
waters in a shallow sea . Then the first tendrils of the 
grapes swelling from the old gnarled vines , cascade 
down to cover the trunks . The full green hills are 
round and soft as breasts .... 


All California quickens with produce , and the fruit 
grows heavy.. . . Behind the fruitfulness are men of 
understanding and know ledge and skill .. .. The men 
who graft the young trees , the little vines , are the 
cleverest of all , for theirs is a surgeon 's job , as tender 
and delicate; and these men must have surgeons ' 
hands and surgeons ' hearts to slit the bark , to place 
the grafts , to bind the wounds and cover them from 
the air. These are great men .... 


And all the time the fruit swells and the flowers 
break out in long clusters on the vines . And in the 
growing year the warmth grows and the leaves turn 
dark green .... Grape blossoms shed their tiny petals 
and the hard little beads become green buttons , and 
the buttons grow heavy .. .. The year is heavy with 
produce. And the men are proud , for of their 
knowledge they can make the year heavy. They have 
transformed the world with their knowledge ... that 
old grape that grew among the trees and fed the birds 
its tiny fruit has mothered a thousand varieties , red 
and black , green and pale pink , purple and yellow ; 
and each variety with its own flavor. 


In the souls of the people the grapes of wrath are 
filling and growing heavy , growing hea vy for the 
vintage. 







NEWS m ~ 
Whate ver Fortune sends, 


Let me have a Good Store of Wine, 
Sweet Books and Hosts of Friends . 


Welcome! We are pleased to add to our Membership 
Roster , from Somerset , England , Owen Carroll (owen 
carroll500@hotmail.com) . He mentions that one of bis 
favorite wine books is Ian Campbell's Wayward 
Tendrils of the Vine. 


DIRTY DICK AT CORNELL 
Tendril Mike Fordon, Library Coordinator , Frank A. 
Lee Library , New York State Agricultural Station , 
Cornell University , Geneva, NY, writes : Dear Editor 
Gail: I ver y much enjoyed your recent article on Dirty 
Dick's [ October 2011]. In response I thought it would 
be fun to scan and upload our copy to Internet 
Archive : http:// www .arcbive .org/details/Y eDirtyOld 
ManDirty Dick .AlegendOffiishopsgate. When the 
Cornell Library catalogers processed our copy they 
gave it a date of 1895 because of the header note at 
the top of page 4. Here are some details from our 
copy: Header notes at top of pages 2·4 : "Dirty Dick 's 
old wine house ," "48 & 49, Bishopsgate Without, EC" 
"Established 150 years ago (1745) ." The "history " 
begins with "97 years ago ... " Interestingly , in review· 
ing your Editor 's copies of Dirty Dick's pamphlets, 
none have header notes . The bibliographic journey 
continues! (As an aside , Tom Pinney , during a recent 
visit to London , stopped in one day at the present 
Dirty Dick 's. Inquiring of the barmaid if they still had 
copies of the pamphlet for the clientele, she had to 
look hard before finding a stash in a cupboard under 
the bar . The Legend of Bishopsgate is carried forth , 
although rather weakly .) 


GRAND ANNOUNCEMENT FROM WT! 
Our website (www.waywardtendrils.com) will now 
display , and maintain for all times , the complete 
catalogue for the Eberhard Buehler wine book 
collection, one of the finest assembled post-Andre 
Simon days. Between 1996 and 2002, he issued bis 
Wine & Gastronomy Catalogues of the books he could 
rescue from the disastrous fire that took many of bis 
treasured volumes . With knowledgeable , well-written 
and informative documentation and annotation , these 
Catalogues are a rich source of bibliographical infor
mation on the subject, and are proudly preserved on 
our website for the use of book collectors , booksellers , 
and researchers . Eberhard has recently completed a 
150-page (1162 items) Supplement to this series 
which now "represents , to the best of my reconstruc· 
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tive ability, the complete collection built over a 
roughly twenty-year period ending in 1982 ." In the 
same manner as Jim Gabler 's Wine Into Words, 
Eberhard's Catalogueswill inspire searches for books 
previously unknown to you and provide informative 
documentary for those already in your library . A 
monumental effort, and we are extremely grateful. 


JEFFREY BENSONS NEW VENTURE 
Not a new wine book to announce , but another grand 
"necessity of life. " Our intrep id British wine author 
and wineman with notable credits worldwide over a 
35-year career, has excitedly found himself in the 
premium olive oil business. He invites Tendril 
members to investigate bis Monte Castello Organic 
Extra Virgin Olive Oil from lOO·year-old trees above 
Lake Garda in Italy. It is available in the U.S. and 
Canada at the gourmet shops of Williams Sonoma. We 
send our hearty congratulations! 


Procrastinators Unite! 
Before you wait too long , please be advised that there 
are a few copies remaining of The Wine of Santa Cruz 
Island, last issue's special offering . As we announced , 
"This now rare , beautifully produced history of the 
wine making days on Santa Cruz Island , off the coast 
of Santa Barbara , California, was written by acclaim· 
ed wine historian Thomas Pinney , and published in 
1994 in an edition of only 350 copies for the Zamorano 
Club of Los Angeles and the Santa Cruz Island 
Foundation . Prof. Pinney has made available to the 
WT membership - with proceeds to benefit the non· 
profit Wine Librarians Association- 20 copies of this 
special book , signed by the author. 101 pp. 9 x 6. 
Illustrated . Burgundy cloth decorated & lettered in 
gilt . $110. " Please email your order to wayward 
tendrils@att.net 


A Tasty Vacation Read 
Found in a very welcoming little bookshop in the 
Oregon wine country , Life is Meals. A-Food Lover's 
Book of Days by James and Kay Salter, with color 
illustrations by Fabrice Moireau (New York: Knopf , 
2010 , 461 pp.) is a perfect accompaniment for travel 
(or, to enjoy cozily at home!). 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not1or-proftt organization founded 
in 1990 for Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership I Subscription 
to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (ISSN 1552-9460) is $25 
USA and Canada; $30 overseas, Permission to reprint is requested. 
WAYWARD TENDRILS, P.O. Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. 
www.waywardtendrils.com email: waywardtendrils@ail.net. Editor 
/ Publisher: Gail Unzelman. 







'Variant" ANDRE SIMON Bookplate 
Most WT members are familiar with Andre Simon's 
finely engraved bookplate, featuring his 'Vine of Life," 
with his initials ALS, the inscription "Domine Beatus 
Homo Quern tu Erudieris"[Psalm 94:12], and a few 
ancient leather-bound books; it graces the title pages 
of his two autobiographies. A number of years ago 
your Editor purchased at auction a certain Lot of 
books, several having Simon provenance . In the bunch 
was the book by Herbert Dent , Wine, Spirit and Sauce 
Labels ... the 18'-11 & lffh Centuries (Norwich, 1933), 
described as "with Andre Simon's bookplate." Upon 
receiving the parcel , imagine my surprise at seeing 
the bookplate shown below; I was completely unaware 
of this Simon exlibris, and stumped. Other than being 
with a group of books with Simon provenance , how 
could I be sure this was our Andre L. Simon; his 
initial "L" is not present, and he almost always used 
it regarding bookish matters. The design was 
strikingly different from his known bookplate. 
Recently a bit of unrelated research has shed some 
light: I believe the artist to be Frank Brangwyn R.A. 
[1867-1956], who was involved in the production of one 
of Simon's non-wine books, Les Pa uvres de France en 
Angleterre (1923); he was also a noted bookplate 
artist . Although not signed, it is certainly his style . 
[Is that a young Simon portrayed?] A further look 
notices the Biblical passage is the same . I believe it is 
our Andre Simon's bookplate. My question is : Have 
other Tendrils seen this bookplate? 
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ON BOOKPLATES 
"A happy future is dawning ... and the time must quickly 
come when no booklover, worthy the name, can deny 
himself a work of art to link him with his book, long after 
his eyes shall read and his hands embrace it no more." 


-Bookplates by Frank Brangwyn, 1920. 
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VARIETAL MYSTERY TRAIL CONTINUES 
From Merlot to Chardonnay to Bordeaux to Riesling 
to Viognier , we have followed the intriguing exploits 
of Virginia winegrower , Lucie Montgomery. In Ellen 
Crosby's sixth Wine Country Mystery, The Sa uvignon 
Secret(NY : Scribner, 2011, 256 pp. $24), we are taken 
to the world-class vineyards of the Napa Valley for 
murder, mystery, and murky secrets. 


Hie, Haec, Hock! 
Hie, Haec, Hock! A Low Fellow's Grammar and Guide 
to Drinking. A Low Fellow being Anyone Who is Not 
a Connoisseur or a Teetotaller by Charles R. Benstead 
[1896-1980] Illustrated by Edgar Norfield. London: 
Frederick Muller, 1934. pt ed. Light-hearted and 
entertaining, it is " ... far more interesting than the 
subtitle might indicate . The writing r~veals a 
competent knowledge of wine and wine literature. " 
(Gabler, p.41) Author Benstead, who se-rved with 
distinction as an artillery officer in WWI and as a 
naval training officer in WWII, wrote eleven other 
books, of which Retreat. A Story of 1918 (1930) was 
the most critically acclaimed and commercially 
successful. In a lighter vein in Hie, Haec, Hock!, he 
espouses for 212 pages on one of his favorite subjects , 
wine. "A great wine may be a work of art. It may 
inspire the classic simile. It may rise to heights where 
criticism is half-witted and defence an impertinence . 
But it is still wine. It is not a mental exercise . It was 
made to be drunk , not sniffed at and used as an eye
glass. And in my unrepentant philosophy , the first 
thing to do with any wine is to drink it [with friends , 
preferably]." 


Humorous and Poignant 
are two words to describe Lunacy and the Arrange
ment of Books by Terry Belanger (Oak Knoll Press , 
2003), an essay on the idiosyncrasies of book arrange
ments by collectors over the centuries, and the quirky 
methods of categorizing and shelving books . A nicely 
printed paperback of 26 pages , it is available from 
Oak Knoll for $10. This will make you feel rather 
smug about your sometimes criticized organizational 
patterns! 


E-BOOK FROM GABLER 
The latest book on wine from Jim Gabler (author of 
the indispensable Wine into Words. A History & 
Bibliography of Wine Books in the English Language, 
2004; the historically important Passions . The Wines 
andTravelsofThomasJefferson , 1995; and a fictional 
account of"Dinners , Wines, and Conversation " during 
An Evening with Benjamin Franklin and Thomas 
Jefferson, 2006) , Be Your Own Wine Expert is 
available via Amazon.com (for a limited time , a mere 
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INTHE 
WINE 
LIBRARY 
by Bob Foste r 


A Vineyard in My Glass by Gerald Asher . Berkeley: 
U .C. Press, 2011. 279 pp. Hardback. $30. 


''. .. dated, but fascinating ... " 


T HIS IS A DIFFICULT REVIEW for me to write. 
Here we have a book from one of my favorite 
wine authors, the legendary Gerald Asher, 


wine editor for Gourmet magazine for more than 30 
years . He always writes with great clarity, insight, 
and wisdom. He deservedly is in the Vintners' Hall 
of Fame . The book is published by the University of 
California Press , which has emerged in recent years 
as one of the greatest supporters of new wine books 
in this country. It would seem that the combination 
of these two factors would be a sure-fire hit . 


Here's the catch for me. The book is a compilation 
of twenty-seven columns that Asher wrote in the 
past. Some of these articles are two decades old. 
While at the end of each section there is a short 
paragraph updating the main core of the chapter, it 
is often frustratingly brief. For example, the chapter 
on Lodi was written in 1996. Lodi's role in the 
California wine scene has exploded in the last few 
years, moving it from off the beaten track into the 
spotlight. The change is remarkable and sadly 
outside the scope of the book. It's frustrating. I 
would have loved to read Asher's comments , an 
analysis of this huge change. Time and again in 
reading the chapters, I have the feeling I'm reading 
ancient history not a modern analysis of recent 
events. Some of the material is timeless, such as the 
section on the legendary Spanish wine , Vega Sicilia, 
but for the most part, the wine world has changed so 
much in the last two decades that the work suffers 
by not covering it . 


The book is broken into three major sections: one 
on France, one on other wine regions of Europe, and 
one on California. Within each section, separate 
chapters cover each major growing area. Asher's 
central thesis is that the land, the grapes, and the 
winemakers all combine to produce wines with a 
sense of place, that is terroir in the widest sense. 
The text is superb and his insights fascinating ... 
dated but fascinating. 


If only the sections had been updated to reflect 
the massive changes in the wine world in recent 
decades, I would have given this book a rare review. 
As it is, sadly, I can only say Recommended with 
stated reservations . Sigh . 


Wine Wars: The Curse of the Blue Nun, the Miracle 
of Two Buck Chuck, and the Revenge of the 
Teaoiristsby Mike Veseth. Lanham, MD: Rowman 
& Littlefield, 2011. 253 pp. Hardback. $25. 


" ... a myriad of wine topics ... " 


W
HAT AFASCINATING WORK. !tis the wine world 
as seen through the eyes of an economist. 
The author is a professor at the University of 


Puget Sound and author of a wine economics blog 
(see wineeconomist.com). 


We all understand that economics plays a role in 
the wine world. We have seen the demise of many 
wineries. We have watched other winery owners go 
on buying sprees. Here the author tries to give an 
overview of the factors that control such decisions 
and influence wine producers in all regions _ 


His main thesis is the ongoing struggle among 
three major factors : globalization, mass marketing of 
wine that all tastes the same , and the revenge of the 
terroirists (those fighting to ensure that wine tastes 
of the place where it is grown). Along the way he 
offers an amazing number of insights. For example, 
he notes that most wine is sold in supermarkets, but 
in a unique way. The wines are presented not 
producer by producer but by region or varietal. While 
in the soup aisle, all of the products of one producer 
are side by side in one spot, but in the wine section 
they are interspersed. Moreover, there are often over 
1000 wines in a grocery store, but hardly a tenth of 
that for other products . The cheaper wines are on the 
bottom shelf and the more expensive wines on the top 
shelf so as to convince the consumer they are 
"reaching up" for a higher quality wine at a higher 
price. (The author notes this higher quality, higher 
price correlation is, of course, not always true.) 


From an economic point the future is murky. First, 
regardless of one's view on the issue of global 
warming, there seems little question that tempera· 
tures in the vineyards of most major growing areas 
are increasing. The author notes, for example, that 
England could never produce wine grapes because it 
was too cold and damp. But with the increasing 
temperatures in England, wines are now being 
produced there. He wonders what will happen if the 
prime Cabernet Sauvignon areas of Napa Valley 
become too warm for that grape. Interestingly, while 
he mentions the carbon footprint of each winery, he 
touches on what he believes will be the even more 
difficult issue of the future: the winery's water 
footprint . He points out that it takes 960 liters of 
water to make one liter of wine. But such water is 
not , for most wine regions, an unlimited resource. 
Water may be the key factor in limiting future wine 
production. 
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The work is a myriad of wine topics through the 
eyes of an economist. It's a new perspective on the 
world of wine that is important to all of us. Highly 
recommended. 


Napa Valley: The Land, The Wine, The People. 
Photographs by Charles O'Rear. Text by Daphne 
Larkin. St.Helena, CA: Wineviews Publishing, 2011. 
224 pp. 9 x 12. Hardback. $45. 


'~ .. belongs on the coffee table of every wine lover." 


I 
FELLIN LOVE WITH Charles O'Rear's photographs 
with his first book, Napa Valley, in 1990. Since 
then he has published nine gems on various wine 


regions but always with an emphasis on the Napa 
Valley. To my eye, this work is his best. 


The book is broken into five major sections : 
History & Legend, Seasons & Light, Vines & Wines, 
Places & People, and Celebrations & Style. The 
photos follow these themes. In the history section 
there is a blend of seldom seen antiquarian photos of 
the Napa Valley often interspersed with photos 
showing the same building today. Additionally some 
of the photos of the abandoned wineries from the 
1800s are striking. O'Rear has a keen eye for taking 
the ordinary and making it come alive in an 
extraordinary way. 


Again and again the reader is shown facets of the 
valley that cannot otherwise be seen. For example, 
O'Rear photographed the same vine up on Pritchard 
Hill on five different occasions during the year. One 
sees the vine go from snow covered and barren to 
lush and ready for harvest. It is fascinating to watch 
the time-lapse effect. 


To say this book is lavish may be a gross 
understatement. The book's format is amazing, with 
great photos on top-quality paper. Additionally, 
there are several fold-out pages. One four-page-wide 
spread shows a Cabernet vineyard ready to harvest. 
The photograph is taken near the ground so the 
clusters seem to hang from above. 


Another of the fold-out sections presents some
thing never before covered in any work: the art of 
the top of the capsule. With the fold-out there are 
eight pages of these small pieces, each labeled to 
show the producer. Some of these capsule tops are 
little more than the name of the winery, while 
others are elaborate drawings or designs. It is 
fascinating stuff. Bravo! 


One of the other unique features is a collection of 
wine-related personalized license plates O'Rear has 
found in the valley. My favorites are "lgroCab" and 
"Makin Yn." 


It's impossible to list all of the interesting 
subjects in this work, from farm hands cutting spurs 
to photographs of the leaves of each of the major 


varieties to every one of the Marilyn Merlot labels. 
O'Rear's wonderful eye captures them all. 


As an aside, many of us see O'Rear's work on a 
daily basis. His photograph titled "Bliss" is the 
standard wallpaper for WindowsXP. I always thought 
the mountain on the right side of that photograph 
looked like Mt. Tamalpais in Marin County. Turns 
out it is. 


This book is superb . It belongs on the coffee table 
of every wine lover. You haven't really seen the Napa 
Valley until you see it through O'Rear' s artistic eyes . 
If I want a great photograph of Yosemite National 
Park, I go to Ansel Adams. If I want a great 
photograph of the Napa Valley , I go to the works of 
Charles O'Rear. Very highly recommended. 


[The above reviews appeared in the August/September and 
October/November 2011 issues of California Grapevine. Our 
continued Tendril thanks to the Grapevine and Bob for their 
always kind permission to reprint ''In the Wine Library" reviews 
from their excellent periodical. Contact grapevine@san .rr.com or 
www.calgrapevine .com for a sample issue and subscription 
information . - Ed.] 


A Brief Offering of Wine Guides 
by 


Christopher Fielden 


W
HAT DO YOU EXPECT from a wine book that 
describes itself a~ a guide? For me, I suppose 
there are two different types of work: the 


first is a reference book that I keep on a_shelf beside 
me and consult whenever I need to. In this class, I 
would include such hardy annuals as the Guia Pen.in 
for Spanish Wines and Platter's South African wine 
guide. On the other hand there are books that you 
have in the glove compartment of your car when you 
tour round the vineyards. Amongst these, I find 
essential such works as Michelin's The Wine Regions 
of France. What then do you get from The Finest 
Wines of Rioja and Northern Spa.in by Jesus 
Barquin, Luis Gutierrez & Victor de la Serna 
(London: Aurum, 2011, £20)? 


This book is sub-titled A Regional Guide to the 
Best Producers and Their Wines and is one of a new 
series of illustrated guides produced under the aegis 
of The World of Fine Wine magazine. The bulk of the 
book is taken up by profiles of almost ninety wineries 
and their wines, particularly concentrating on the 
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men , and the women , behind those wines. The fact 
that all three authors have long experience in wine 
means that there is a mass of interesting 
information that one is unlikely to gather from any 
other source and that this is a good book to dip into . 
There are also profiles of the top wines from each 
producer and , rather than give a tasting note , which 
with vintage changes might soon become irrelevant, 
the construction of the wine is given in detail . 


As with any selection described as 'the best ', it is 
open to discussion and there are some names , 
absent here , that I personally would have included ; 
but I have been introduced to a number that I had 
not previously met . One of the appendices is a 
series of 'Top Ten ' lists. Whilst these might be 
relevant for Rioja , I feel the authors are stretching 
the point somewhat with , for example , the 'Ten Best 
Cantabrian Coast Wines.' I also have some reserva· 
tions about the piece on 'The Magic of Aged Rioja ' 
when, until the tightening of legislation in the late 
70s, the region was notorious for the pragmatism in 
its vintage labelling. This book is lavishly illustrated 
with beautiful photography from Jon Wyand , whose 
work justl y has created for him the reputation as 
being the best in his particular field . 


Spain has recently earned for itself a reputation 
for having dramatically improved the quality of its 
wines and this book is a mirror in which that 
improvement is reflected . It is a book that I shall 
have close to me and which I shall consult regularly 
with confidence . 


The Best Portuguese Wines by J oao Afonso 
(Lisbon : Livros Cotonia , 2007 , 15 euros) I bought at 
the Oporto airport after a recent vineyard, and 
sporting , visit because Portuguese wines have 
always been somewhat of a myster y to me. The first 
thing that put me off about the book was that the 
last forty pages or so are blank , apart from the 
wishful(?) heading 'notes'. This immediately leads 
.me to believe that the author has not much to say. 
Here the bulk of the book is taken up with 
descriptions of individual wines. (Apart from their 
contact details, there is no information about the 
producers). This means that the book is a snapshot 
at a par t icular moment in time of the wines and 
therefore rapidly becomes out of date, unless it is to 
be published, say , annually. There is no evidence of 
this , with the result that the tasting notes are now 
largely irrelevant . I would suggest that a much 
better picture of Portuguese wines is given by 
Charles Metcalfe and Kathryn McWhirter in their 
Wine and Food Lover's Guide to Portugal (London: 
Inn House Publishing , 2007 ; revised , 2008 , 446 pp.); 
a more informative (and illustrated) book at a lower 
price . Afonso will be relegated to the nether regions 
of my wine library. 


It is surprising what excellent wine guides can be 
obtained at no cost. Such a one is the Guida de] 
Friuli, Venezia, Giulia 2011 (Udine: Camara di 
Commercio , 2010) . Do not be put off by the cover ; 
this book is tri-lingual, with everything (bar the 
cover) being in English and German, as well as 
Italian . The book , which runs to more than 450 
pages , profiles the various DOCs of the region and 
their legislation , gives a report on the 2009 vintage , 
devotes a page each to more than 250 individual 
producers and their wines and lists those wines that 
are outstanding. At the end come hints for tourists. 
As with Portugal , I tend to lose myself in Italy , but 
this guide should point me in the right direction. 


Wine Tourism Handbook (World Focus Media, 
2010) also comes at no cost , but could be a very useful 
tool for the wine tourist in The Cape. Whilst it is full 
of, and presumably financed by , advertisements , it 
has a mass of information , centered on the various 
wine tourism routes. This includes lists of the various 
wineries , contact details and when they open , maps , 
hotels , restaurants , bed and breakfasts , and local 
wine festivals. Do not rely on this book for qualitative 
judgements on wines , but it can well be used in 
conjunction with the more serious Platter Guide. 


Finally , it is some years since I visited the 
vineyards of New York State , but Uncork New York. 
Tradition-Diversity-Quality ( www .newyorkwines. 
m:g), shows me just how far wine production has 
developed since then . This is a simple 40·page 
brochure which gives a good guide to the wines and 
wineries of the region. For a European it is fasci· 
nating to learn about such grape varieties as the 
Vignoles , the V alvin Muscat and the Traminette , not 
to mention such table varieties as the Van Buren and 
the Himrod. This booklet should have no fears for the 
wine beginner and the tourist will find the detailed 
maps of the vineyard regions invaluable. Not all wine 


knowledge has to be paid for ! ~=== 
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WT WEBSITE IS GROWING!! 


AS OF THE FIRST OF THE YEAR OUR FIVE· 
YEAR INDEXES ARE NOW AVAILABLE (AND 


SEARCHABLE) ON OUR WEBSITE. EVERY 
ARTICLE THAT WE HAVE EVER PRINTED IN 
TWENTY YEARS IS INDEXED BY AUTHOR AND 
SUBJECT . WINE BOOKS NOTED OR REVIEWED 
ARE INDEXED BY AUTHOR. WE ARE PLEASED TO 
PROVIDE THESE INDEXES AS ANOTHER 
VALUABLE REFERENCE TOOL FOR ALL 
INTERESTED IN WINE , ITS LITERATURE AND 
IilSTORY . www.waywardtendrils .com. CHEERS ! 







TRIBUTE TO ROBERT LA WREN CE BALZER 
by Danette Cook Adamson 


[Danette Cook Adamson is Special Collections Librarian at 
Califorma State Polytechnic University, Pomona, in Southern 
CaHfornia. Among the growing and invaluable special collections 
under her charge is the History, of the Southern Califorma Wine 
Industry, (highhghted in WT v.10 #4, Oct. 2000). In 2008 Cal Poly 
Pomona was honored to receive the personal collections of the 
renowned gourmand, wine writer and educator, Robert Lawrence 
Balzer. - Ed.] 


T IS WITH DEEP SADNESS that 
we must note the passing of a 
person of greatness from 
among us. Robert Lawrence 
Balzer (1912-2011), was a bril
liant, immensely talented 
artist on many levels. He 
himself actually was an 
accomplished artist and 
painted in a bold, dramatic 
manner: drama was an 
important part of his personal
ity. During the mid-1930s he 
studied at the Royal Academy 
of Dramatic Art in London. He 
also appeared in a couple of 


movies, one with 43-year partner and friend, actress 
Gloria Swanson. He had a great sense offun and loved 
life and the people he was with. He especially loved 
his students, and enjoyed taking them on trips with 
him throughout California and around the world. 


Wine Educator 


Teaching about wine, whether in the classroom or 
on tour, was one of his greatest passions. Over 
the years, winemakers made regular pilgrim -


ages to speak to his classes, which developed almost 
cult-like followings among his students. He first 
started teaching in 1967 through UC Irvine, then 
later for UCLA and Lawry's California Center; as late 
as 2008 he taught classes on board the Queen Maryin 
Long Beach, where he could vividly recall being on the 
grand ship's maiden voyage in 1936. He led numerous 
wine tours and cruises on the Carnival and Princess 
lines, and also participated in the Crystal Cruises 
Harmony Wine Enrichment program. 


Partly because of his flair for drama, he was an 
eager and early adopter when it came to media. 
Balzer spent 32 years as the Los Angeles Times Wine 
Editor. Beginning in the early 1940s, he did radio 
broadcasts; he also appeared as a guest on many 
television programs, and even as late as 2007 did the 
series "What's Cookin' on Wine" on CRN Digital Talk 
Radio. In 1994 when American Wine (the oldest 
internet wine magazine) wanted to interview him, his 
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became the first-ever wine interview on the web. 
He met Ronald Reagan while working on a movie 


set as an advisor on food and wine during one of 
Reagan's early movies. Later he served as Chairman 
of Food & Wine for the "Taste of America," the 
invitational feature of the Presidential inaugurations 
of Ronald Reagan in 1981 and 1985, and for George H. 
W. Bush in 1989. 


Gourmet Food Purveyor and Restaurateur 


I n 1921 his father, Albert T. Balzer, established 
"Balzer's" as the first of the "fancy" grocery stores 
in Los Angeles. It carried the finest foods, took 


orders, and made deliveries, while many Hollywood 
stars frequented the gourmet grocery store located on 
Larchmont Blvd. After Balzer returned from his 
service in the Army Air Corps during World War II, 
he managed the family store and eventually built it 
into a multimillion-dollar business.[See illustration 
back cover.] In 1958 he sold it to Jurgensens [of 
Pasadena and Beverly Hills] and used the capital to 
build and operate the Tirol Restaurant in Idyllwild, 
nestled in the San Jacinto Mountains east of Los 
Angeles. Later he also ran the award-winning Villa 
Fontana restaurant in the City of Orange. 


Wine Writer 


C
onsidered by many to be this country's first 
serious wine journalist, Robert Lawrence Balzer 
wrote his first wine column in 1937 for the 


Beverly Hills Citizen, whose owner/publisher was Will 
Rogers, Jr. They had been classmates at Stanford 
University and Rogers knew and appreciated Balzer's 
strong background in wine and food. It was the first 
regular wine column west of New York and was the 
only regular wine column in the United States for 
many years. In 1970 Balzer began his own wine 
newsletter, Robert Balzer's Private Guide to Food & 
Wine, that continued for fourteen years. 


In 1973 Balzer was responsible for organizing a 
wine tasting in New York. He assembled fourteen 
leading wine experts to evaluate 23 Chardonnays 
from California, New York, and France in a blind 
tasting before an assemblage of 250 members of the 
New York Wine & Food Society. California Chardon
nays received the top four scores. Three years later in 
1976, another notable blind tasting took place in 
Paris, organized by British wine merchant Steven 
Spurrier. This historic event has been chronicled in 
George Taber's Judgment of Paris (Scribner, 2005) 
and subsequently portrayed in the movie "Bottle 
Shock." 


At age 36 Robert Balzer began writing wine books. 
His first book, California's Best Wines (1948), was 
followed by seven other popular titles. (See the 
appended Checklist.) He would also author Chefs of 
the West Cook Book (1952). In 1964 he became wine 







columnist for the Los Angeles Times, and he wrote 
regularly for the Times Sunday Magazine until 1996. 
In 1991 he served as Food and Beverage editor for the 
Les Amis du Vin magazine. (In 1963 he wrote Beyond 
Conflict. The Author's Travels in the Mystic Part of 
Asia , a philosophical book based on his experiences 
with Buddhism.) 


Vintage Celebrity Stories 


D
uring his lifetime , Balzer owned some headline 
properties. He bought the old Marsh Ranch in 
Victorville in what is now called Apple Valley. 


Then , it was the only place in the area with apple 
trees ; the fruit was used to make fresh apple cider 
that was sold at Balzer 's fine food grocery. After his 
father suffered a stroke , he sold Marsh Ranch and 
bought Falcon Lair , Rudolph Valentino 's house in 
Beverly Hills . That was in 1948, and his regular 
guests there included Gloria Swanson , Joan Fontaine 
and Olivia de Haviland. One day he invited the 
American heiress Doris Duke for tea , and she ended 
up buying "the Lair. " 


He then purchased five acres on a hilltop on 
Mulholland Drive , where he wanted to build a 
Japanese Modern home ; he put in parking for 50 cars . 
Howard Hughes liked the 360-degree view-which he 
said helped him assess the weather , as he often 
travelled by helicopter-and tried to buy it. We now 
know Hughes suffered from out-of-control OCD. He 
wouldn 't come by when anyone was around ; to insure 
his privacy he went to the expense of moving Balzer 
into a bungalow at the Beverly Hills Hotel and paid 
all ofBalzer 's expenses while he evaluated the house. 
This lasted for two and a half months , an unhappy 
experience for Balzer , in spite of all the wonderful fare 
and Romanee-Conti he enjoyed on Mr. Hughes ' tab . 
Hughes put guards on the gate and did not allow 
Balzer back into his own home. During negotiations , 
for every point Balzer won, Hughes stole something 
from Balzer-such as art , Balzer'sjade collection, and 
cuff links. To get it all back , Balzer had to take 
Hughes to court . Balzer subsequently sold the house 
to Marlon Brando. 


Wine Merchant to the Stars 


I
t is clear that Robert Lawrence Balzer had a 
natural affinity for celebrities , and he was some
times referred to as the "Wine Merchant to the 


Stars. " His regular customers at "Balzer's" included 
Cecile B. DeMille , Ingrid Bergman , Marlon Brando , 
Alfred Hitchcock. He was good friends with many 
movie stars including Gloria Swanson, Joan Fontaine, 
Rosalind Russell , Olivia de Haviland, Burgess 
Meredith , Glenn Ford, Greta Garbo and Roddy Mac
Dowell . He offered encouragement to Tom and Dick 
Smothers when they released their new wines. Chief 
of State Prince Norodom Sihanouk from Phnom Penh, 
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Cambodia , was a close friend. Past U.S. President 
Dwight Eisenhower visited Balzer at his Tirol 
Restaurant. Balzer escorted opera diva Lily Pons to 
the Lincoln 's Birthday celebration , which featured 
recipes from the 1865 Second Inaugural prepared by 
a G.A. Balzer. 


Celebrated Mentors 


The great Andre Simon-whose writings Balzer 
discovered as soon as his father gave him the 
challenging assignment of running "Balzer 's" 


and ordering the wines-served as an honored 
mentor. Simon's The Art of Good Living became 
Balzer 's bible. Founder of the Wine & Food Society , 
Andre Simon also became a lifelong friend. He later 
wrote the preface to Balzer's book, The Pleasures of 
Wine, published in 1964. Herman and Ernest Wente 
became his first tutors and remained so for the rest of 
their lives; he dedicated his Pleasures ~-- "to the 
memory of Herman L. Wente. " Publisher and wine 
enthusiast Alfred Knopf , a frequent mail order 
customer , was the one who suggested that Balzer 
should consider writing a book about American wines. 


A Blue- Eyed Buddhist Monk 


Since the early 1950s , Robert Lawrence Balzer 
studied Buddhism , at one time in a temple in 
Cambodia, where he was ordained as a teaching 


monk-and became the first known blue-eyed 
Buddhist monk . He spent mornings in meditation , 
and afternoons teaching English to the young 
Cambodian monks. 


He was married for ten years to Emily Abel, who 
borrowed his middle name "Lawrence " as her stage 
name. They had met as students while at the Royal 
Academy in London . 


Honors and Awards 


R
obert Lawrence Balzer was the recipient of 
many honors. Beginning in 1939, he received 
the Cordon Bleu Certificate of Award from the 


Wine and Food Society of Los Angeles. In 1956 he won 
1•t Prize and $10,000 for his recipe for Breast of 
Chicken Khmer Flam be at the Hawaiian Kaiser Men's 
Cookout. His Tirol Restaurant in 1965 won a 
Distinctive Dining Award from Holiday magazine . In 
1982 he was recognized with appreciation by the City 
of Los Angeles as a "Journalist and Dean of American 
Wine Experts. " In 1986 he was named 'Wine Writer 
of the Year " by Wines & Vines magazine, and in 1991 
he was presented the World of Wines Lifetime 
Achievement award. In 1997 he won an Academy of 
Wine Communications Award. In 2000 he was 
presented a Lifetime Achievement Award by the Los 
Angeles County Fair "Wines of the Americas." In 2001 
he was declared 'Wine Educator of the Millennium " 
by the American Institute of Wine and Food , Orange 
County Chapter. In 2002 he was named "Dean of 







American Wine Writers" by Wine Spectator magazine . 
And in 2004 he was presented the Wine Literary 
Award by the Wine Appreciation Guild. He also was 
decorated in Cambodia, France and Italy . 


Of the 11umerous accolades from his fellow wine· 
men, we will highlight two. From Andre L. Simon: 
"Robert Lawrence Balzer's intelligent and articulate 
appreciation of wine delights my heart." From Harry 
Serlis, President of the Wine Institute: "Robert 
Lawrence Balzer is certainly one of the most 
knowledgeable and articulate observers of the wine 
scene in America . He treats the wines of the world, 
each on its own merit, with an unprejudiced palate 
and pen ." 


Balzer was a very active, and much respected, 
wine judge. For sixty years , 1946-2007, he judged the 
Los Angeles County Fair Wine Competition in 
Pomona. He also judged for the Jerry Mead New 
World International Wine Competition and the Long 
Beach Grand Cru Wine Competition . He held 
esteemed memberships in the Chaine de Rotisseurs, 
Society of Bacchus, Guild of Sommeliers, Southern 
California Wine Writers , Cordon Bleu Wine & Food 
Society, and the Pi Delta Phi Honor Society . 


A public memorial is scheduled for January 2012. 


[Tendrils are cordially invited to visit the Cal Poly University , 
Pomona, website and tour the archives and collect ions of Robert 
Balzer . www.csupomona .edu/-library/specialcollections/balzer] 


ROBERT L. BALZER BOOKS ON WINE: 
A CHRONOLOGICAL CHECKLIST 


Compiled by Gail Unzel.man 


1948. Califorma's Best Wines. Los Angeles: Ward 
Ritchie Press . x, 153 pp. 8Y2 x 5%. Embellished 
with lovely title page and chapter heading 
illustrations by Cas Duchow, talented book artist 
who often worked with publisher Ritchie. 
2nd ed. 1949. xxi, 153 pp. A Preface to the Second 
Edition has been added , and the dust jacket now 
has a large grape leaf on the front cover amidst the 
collage of wine labels. 


Named one of the "Fifty Books of the Year" by the 
American Institute of Graphic Arts. 


In this book Balzer has selected thirteen 
wineries "where quality dominates production " 
as the best in California-Almaden, Beaulieu , 
Concannon , Fountaingrove, Freemark Abbey , 
Inglenook , Korbel , Charles Krug, Los Amigos , 
Louis Martini , Novitiate of Los Gatos, Paul 
Masson, and Wente Bros. His travel narrative , 
with a few "delectable" recipes scattered 
throughout , remains one of the best ever. See 
Index to California's Best Wines following this 
Checklist (reprinted from v.14 #3 , July 2004). 
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1964. The Pleasures of Wine. New York/Indianapoli s : 
Bobbs-Merrill. 319 pp. 10'\4. x 7%. 


In his Foreword, Andre Simon wrote , "My 
friend Robert Balzer's new book ... will help 
many to enjoy the pleasures of wine. " The book 
is a composite account of twenty-five years of 
touring California's vineyards , with occasional 
forays into the state 's romantic past and into 
the vineyards of Europe. It could be called an 
updated version of his 1948 award-winning 
California's Best Wines. 


1969. Adventures.in Wine:Legends . History . Recipes . 
Los Angeles: Ward Ritchie Press . 114 pp . 11 x 8'\4.. 


Introducing each chapter are magnificent full
page color photographs by the author, an 
accomplished cameraman who at one time was a 
UPI photographer . The photo for the Claret 
chapter is a gorgeous scene with Lat-our 1947, 
Margaux 1961 , Mouton , and Haut-Brion sitting 
alongside California 's best-flanking a copy of 
The Search After Claret by Richard Ames , 1691. 


1970. This Uncommon Heritage: the Paul Masson 
Story. Los Angeles: Ward Ritchie Press. Foreword 
by Maynard A. Amerine . 118 pp. 11 '\4. x 8'\4.. Bright 
magenta cloth covers with a background image of 
the etching "La Vendange " by the French artist 
Leon Lhermitte. 


Illustrated with photos from the author , Ansel 
Adams, Pirkle Jones, and others of note . 


This is a book in praise of wine , "an artistic 
view of the colorful history of the California 
wine industry ... where the central figure here 
is the dynamic Burgundian Paul Masson ." 


1971. Discovering ltahan Wines. An Authoritative 
Compendium of Wines, Food, and Travel through 
the Nineteen Producing Regions of Italy . Los 
Angeles: Ward Ritchie Press . 136 pp. 10% x 8%. 


Another eye-catching book produced by the 
winning partnership of Robert Balzer and Ward 
Ritchie , this one produced under the auspices of 
the Italian Nat ional Wine Committee. Balzer is 
not named as the author on the title page , but he 
has signed the Introduction and he is responsible 
for the text . 


197 3. Balzer's Book of Wines and Spirits . Los Angeles : 
Ward Ritchie Press . 118 pp. 10% x 8'\4.. 


1978. Wines of California . New York: Harry Abrams. 
271 pp. 11Y2 X 9Y2. 


A beautiful "coffee table " book strikingly illus· 
trated with the author 's b/w and color photos. 


1984. The Los Angeles Times Book of California 
Wines. N.Y.: Harry Abrams. 272 pp. 11Y2 x 9Y2. 


A revised and updated edition of The Wines of 
California (1978). Balzer called this book his 
"prolonged personal essay on the pleasures of 


. " wme. 







INDEX TO ROBERT BALZER'S 
CALIFORNIA'S BEST WINES 


Compiled by Gail Unzelman 
[Reprinted from WTQ v.14 #3, July 2004) 


I DO NOT KNOW WHY I was compelled to compile this brief index to Balzer 's 153-page book that is now 55 years 
old . But the handsome book has always been a favorite of mine , even though Balzer saw fit to provide only an 
index to the book 's two dozen recipes. At publication (Los Angeles: Ward Ritchie Press, 1948) , Califorma s Best 


Wines was named one of the "Fifty Books of the Year " by the American Institute of Graphic Arts. In 1990 Dan 
Strehl and his committee awarded it a place in their bibliography, One Hundred Books on California Food & Wine, 
with this comment: "Recipe for a good book: take one fine author; one fine printer ; one fine illustrator [Cas 
Duchow] ; steep all these ingredients in the best of California 's wineries and you have this outstanding treat " (p.39). 
Balzer 's minor inaccuracies and poetic license are accepted in his flowing and anecdotal descriptions of thirteen 
of California 's finest wineries and their historic winemen , while he weaves-in general California wine history , 
winemaking techniques, and wine appreciation . The second edition (1949) has added material in the preface. I 
have used this second edition for the indexing-and being done, I hope it is useful ... 


Abbey Hotel , Scotland 31-2 
Ahern family 102 
Alaska Commercial Co. 64 
Alicante Bouschet grape 18 
Almaden xiv, 128·, 138· 
Amerine , Maynard xiv, 23, 57· 
Ausonius xvi 
Bartholomew , Frank xx 
Beaulieu Beaumont 85 
Beaulieu Vineyards 82· 
Benoist , Louis 140 
Beringer Bros. Winery 101 
Berry , Chas. W. x, 73 
Big Tree California Wines 31·3 
Bohemian Club, S.F. xv 
Buena Vista Vineyards xix· , 53 
Buena Vista El Dorado Claret xx 
Buena Vista Golden Hock xx 
Buena Vista Pearl of Calif xxi 
Burbank, Luther 107 
CalifBd of State Viti Com 56 
Calif State Agri Society 52 
Calif State Fair 1947 xviii 
Campbell , Ian M. 30, 32 
Caymus Rancho 64 
Ch. Bellevue , Livermore 13 
Ch. d'Yquem 22, 24, 83 
Chapman, John 52 
Chase , Howard 71 
Chase , Minnie Mizener 70 
Choate , J . H . 30, 33 
Collins & Wheeland 28 
Concannon , James 42 
Concannon , Joe 42 
Cooke, Chas. xxi 
Crystal Springs Reservoir 53 
Daniel , John 61·8 , 72·9 
Downey, Gov. 53 
Druitt, Robert (quote) 120 


Duval, Alexander [incorrectly 
Alfred] 13· 


El Mocho Vineyard 24 
Ferrario , Ernest 23 
Fountaingrove xix, 105· 
Fountaingrove Pinot Noir 109 
FreemarkAbbey 101·2 
Fromm , Alfred 135 
Gallegos 44 
Garatti , Frank 23 
Golden Chasselas 73·4 
Golden Gate Expo 1939 83 
Goulet , Oliver xiv, 140 
Grand Noir wine 28 
Grange , Clarence & Frances 70 
Grape Culture , Wines & Wine· 


Making (Haraszthy) 54 
Grau, Edward 44 
Grau & Werner 44 
Hall , Chaffee xiv 
Hallcrest White Riesling xiv 
Hanuska, Jan 114 
Haraszthy , Agoston xix·, 53·61, 74 
Harris, Thomas Lake 105· 
Hearst, Phoebe (Pleasanton home) 


11 
Held , Anna 132, 145 
Hilgard , E.W. 55 
Hollis, Henry ix·x, 8, 77 
Holmes , Oliver W. (quote) 9 
Inglenook Library [see Niebaum] 
Inglenook Winery 62·8 , 72·9 
Inglenook Pinot Noir 1892 75 
Johnson, Albert 23 
Jones , Charles 133, 138 
Korbel , Joseph 112· 
Korbel Winery xix, 114·19 
Krug , Charles 100·1 
La Cresta Vineyards 133·, 140 
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labeling , generic 29 
labeling , varietal 28 
Lachman , Arthur & Co. 28 
La Montana Cabernet xvi 
Latour , Georges de 82· 
Lefranc , Chas. 130, 137·8 
Livermore 10, 16 
Los Amigos Burgundy 1934 45 
Los Amigos Vineyards 42·50 
Los Angeles 52 
Ludekens , Fred (artist) xx 
Lur-Saluces, Marquis de 22, 83 
MacBoyle , Errol 108 
Maison Blanc 138 
Maison Rouge Claret 138 
Markham, Edwin 107 
Martin Ray wines (see Ray) 
Martini Dry Sherry 97 
Martini, Louis M. 7, 90· 
Martini (Kingsburg) 90·1 
Masson , Paul xv, 128·, 138 
Masson Champagn~ 132 
Mayacamas Vineyard xvii 
Mayock, Robert [also incorrectly 


Maycock] 42·50 
[McIntyre , H.] 66 
McKey, Father 137 
Mel , Louis 24 · 5 
Mission San Diego de Alcala 51 
Mission San Gabriel 51 
Mission San Jose 42 
Mizener, Henry 70 
Mizener , Wilson 70 
Mondavi, C. & Sons 101 
Monte Vista Winery 136 
Monte Rosso 99 
Montelena Winery 104 
Montelena Carignan 1894 28 
Moscato Amabile 95 







Muscatel de Bordelais 18, 83 
Nagasawa , Kanaye 105 
Niebaum farm 62 
Niebaum , Gustav 63· 
Niebaum Library 64, 75 
Novitiate of Los Gatos 137, 140 
Pacific Union Club , S.F . xv 
Paris Expo 1937 20 
Pasteur, Louis 81 
pasteurization 81 ·2 
phylloxera 52, 56 
Pinot St . George grape 61 
Pins , Marquis de 83 
Pleasanton 11 
Price, Harold 23 
Rankey, Brother 137 
Ray , Martin xv, 133·5 
Ray Blanc de Noir 1942 xv 
Requa , Mrs. James 105 
Rixford, E.H. xv 
Ruby Cabernet grape 59 
Santa Cruz Mts . 129 


Sauvignon Blanc grape 20, 83 
Schoonmaker , Frank 23 
Seagram & Sons 135 
Semillon grape 18, 83 
Serra , Junipero 51 
Silverado Squatters 73 
Simon, Andre ix-x, 33, 93 
Souverain Cellars xviii 
Spreckels, Claus 113 
Stags Leap Manor 70 
Stevenson , R. L. 69, 73, 82 
Stewart, J. Leland xviii 
Street , Julian 8, 135 
Street , Julian (quote) 28 
Talleyrand , Chas . 3 
Taylor , Jack & Mary xvi 
Tchelistcheff, Andre 84 
Thee , Etienne 129, 137 
Tubbs , Chapin 103·4 
University of Calif 55· 
Vignes , Louis 52 
Vina 13, 15, 66 


Wayward Tendrils of the Vine 30 
Wente Bros . Winery 15·27 , 83 
Wente , Carl 13 
Wente , Ernest xiv, 17· 
Wente , Herman xiv, 10, 16·, 30 (on 


labeling), 41·2, 90 
Wente Pinot Chardonnay 41 
Werner , Emil 44 
Wetmore, Chas . xi·xiii, 24, 42 
wine label collection 28 
Wine & Food Society Vintage Tour 


1946 96 
Wine Advisory Board 42 
Wine Press & the Cellarfrontis 28 
Winkler , A.J . xiv, 23, 58 
Woodside Vineyard xv 
World 's Fair , St. Louis 1904 132 


CALIFORNIA'S 
BEST WINES 


ROBERT LAWRENCE BALZER 


TOE WAllD RITCHIE Pll l!SS , LO S A N G E L E S 
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RECEIPT FOR A CHOICEST BOOK 
by Gail Unzelman 


A 
little serendipity came my way 
recently that reminded me once 
again what a pleasure it is, this 
book collecting passion. While 
looking for something else, of 
course, I stumbled across a 
"choicest book." The title page of 
this lovely treasure, as you can 


see, reads Old English Wines and Cordials. Rules 
and Receipts for making all sorts of English Wines 
and all the choicest Cordials for the Closet 1737. 
Compiled by J. E. M. and decorated with wood
engravings by Reynolds Stone. At The High House 
Press, Bristol: 1938. On the last page, the colophon 
records that the book was "hand-set by James E. 
Masters and Beatrice M. Masters, and printed on an 
Albion hand-press by James E. Masters. The dec
orations, designed and engraved 
by Reynolds Stone, are printed 


who specialize in fine book production ... and, to 
refrain from a lengthy essay on what is, and what 
isn't, fine press, I yield to [longtime collector] Roy 
Brady's succinct appraisal: "Certainly a press 
book has to come from an identifiable press with 
a reputation for quality in design, art-work, print, 
paper, binding, and anything else involved. There 
must be a limited number of copies, which should 
be stated in the book, though one cannot count on 
that. And, there is the looser requirement that 
the book be not too large in format or length of 
text. Press books are treasured and accordingly 
tend to endure. They will appear in antiquarian 
book-sellers' catalogues until the last copy 
perishes." Because of their limited edition 
number, all are scarce and desired, some are rare 
and coveted. 


With Old English Wines and Cordials, which was 
not in our checklist, I learned something about master 


printer James Masters and his 
renowned illustrator, Reynolds 


direct from the original wood 
blocks. The edition is limited to 
215 copies, of which Nos.1-25 are 
signed by the artist & the printer. 
This copy is No_." Its thirty-one 
rough-cut pages are bound in 
beige-rose paper covered boards 
with a gilt-lettered maroon cloth 
spine; it is a handsome package 
(5% x 8%), and worthy of a men· 
tion in our WTQ. 


OLD ENGLISH WINES 
Stone. To have both partici
pate in the production of a 
book on wine is a remarkable 
event. 


In a very early issue (v.3 #4, 
Oct 1993) of our journal, we 
presented a checklist of some 50 
titles of "Fine Press Wine Press," 
with an Addendum in the January 
1994 issue of 24 more sent in by 
the members. Let me quote: 


Finely printed books on wine 
is one area of wine book 
collecting that I particularly 
enjoy. To me, these special 
books arouse the senses (much 
like a 17th century Italian 
imprint) and bring joy to the 
eye and great pleasure in 


AND CORDIALS 
* 


Rules and Receipts 
for making all sorts of English Wines 


and all the choicest Cordials 
for the Closet 


1737 


Compiled by J.E. M. and 


decorated with wood-engravings by 
REYNOLDS STONE 


* 


AT THE HIGH HOUSE PRESS 
BRISTOL : 1938 


In "A Bibliography of The 
High House Press, 1924-1939" 
found at the website of Dorset 
Rare Books, there are forty
three listed titles. The issues 
of the press were small in 
number, but of the highest 
quality. James Masters, a 
schoolmaster, began printing 
at High House in 1924, purely 
for pleasure; Beatrice was at 
his side. The press came to an 
end when James Masters died 
in 1943, age 66. ·Nearly all of 
their books were printed in 
small, numbered limited edi
tions, usually in runs of less 
than 200. 


Alas, only two books from 
the press are wine related, Old 
Enghsh Wines and Cordials in 
1938, preceded by Good Wine. 
A Song from a Fifteenth


handling: the paper is of fine quality stock, the 
text is carefully designed and printed, and the 
binding proudly houses the production. As a 
bonus, the majority of these Fine Press wine 
books offer significant contributions to the 
literature of wine. Private Press books (commonly, 
Press Books) are issued by those printers/presses 


Century Manuscript in the Bodleian Library, 1928. 
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Good Wine was included in the October 1993 WT 
checklist, with an illustration of the title page. Only 
90 copies were printed "by James E. Masters and 
Beatrice M. Masters for their Friends" at Christmas
tide. Issued in patterned paper wraps, it is hard to 
believe that many copies have survived to grace the 







marketplace today. Sad. It is such a beauty. 
Old English Wines and Cordials, in its "boun


teous" run of 215 copies, hopefully might be a tiny bit 
more available for collectors to enjoy. It is a delight, 
containing some thirty "economical as well as simple 
and practical" 200-year-old receipts from The Whole 
Duty of a Woman: Or an infallible Guide to the Fair 
Sex ... , MDCCXXXVII -including eighteen receipts for 
making tasty wines, from all sorts of fruits and 
flowers. 


The pages are brilliantly laid-out and printed in a 
pleasingly large" 16-point Bembo." Embellishing these 
pages are seven extraordinary woodcuts by Reynolds 
Stone (1909- 1979), a noted English artist with special 
talents as an engraver, designer, typographer, wood
cut artist . He executed many works for the British 
Royalty, and was awarded a Commander of the Order 
of the British Empire in 1953. He is highly collected, 
and major exhibitions of bis work have been staged. 
It is indeed serendipitous to have these fine examples 
of bis work in this little wine book from High House 
Press. 


OF ENGLISH WINES 


To make Gooseberry Wine 
Gather your Gooseberries in dry Wheather, 
,vhcn they are half ripe, pick them and bruise 
them in a Tub, with a Wooden-Mallet or other 
such like Instrument , for no Metal is proper; 
then take about the ~antity of a Peck of the 
bruised Gooseberries, put them into a Cloth 
made of Horse-hair, and press them as much as 
possible, wi thout breaking the Seeds; repeat 


If anyone would like a copy of the two articles on 
Fine Press Wine Press from our Vol.3 and Vol.4 
numbers, email me and we can see about scanning 
and sending. 
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NEWS & NOTES, cont.from p.14 -


99¢) . Jim is excited about being able to bring the 
world of wine to our fingertips . Check it out! 


Old English Drinking Songs 1500-1800 
is the title of a handsome and captivating little book 
(63 pp, 6% x 5~) printed in 1903 by The Byway Press, 
Cincinnati, in an edition of 350 copies. The decorative 
title page is printed in red & black, the text is boldly 
printed on "French Japan paper." An interesting note 
in Ransom Private Presses and their Books(l963): "In 
1903 two books were issued by A.E . Goetting, with the 
imprint of The Byway Press. During the 20 years 
before the next book appeared , he changed bis name 
to A.E. Curtis and the imprint to The Byway Studio 
Press." (Anyone know the story behind this?) In
cluded in the anthology are "The Leather Bottel," 
1682 (see article WTQ v.20 #4), "Bacchus Bountie" by 
Philip Foulface of Ale-foord , 1593, and many more 
tasty songs. 


"Bacchanalian Song" 
Wm Shakespeare (1564-1616) 


Come, thou monarch of the vine, 
Plumpy Bacchus with pink eyne: 
In thy vats our cares be drown'd; 


With thy grapes our hairs be crown'd; 
Cup us, till the world go round; 
Cup us till the world go round! 
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Wine in California: The Early Years 
The Great Valley and Its Foothills 


PART 1: The Sacramento Valley 
by Charles L. Sullivan 


[Our B°' installment of historian Charles Su1livan's never-before published, in-depth historical study of the early pioneers and framers of 
California's wine industry takes us to the state's great Central Valley, where some of the "best stories are tales of colossal milures . "As with 
his previous chapters, extensive, informative footnotes, with a substantial library of references, are provided - Ed.] 


CALIFORNIA 'S GREAT VALLEY, more popularly known as the Central Valley, is one the world's outstanding agri· 
cultural regions. With but one percent of the nation's farmland it produces about eight percent of the country's 
agricultural output. One of its most important products is the grape, for eating, for raisins, for wine and for 
brandy. In terms of value, grapes are today the regions most important crop. Fresno County is the most productive 
agricultural county in the nation and contains almost twenty·six percent of California's grape vines. But these 
facts are really not suggestive of the winegrowing history of the region during California's first half century of 
statehood, as I shall try to explain in this chapter. There is one theme here that does run through the state's 160 
years. For the producers of wine and brandy in the Central Valley their efforts might be thought of as a long ride 
on a ·roller coaster. 


J he production of dry table 
~~~~~~,~~ wines dominated the 
• optimistic hopes of the 


Great Valley's wine growing 
pioneers. This chapter's 
story ends around 1900 
with those hopes mostly 
unfulfilled. And yet in 2010 
San Joaquin County led 


tg~~~~~ the state in the production 
11,.:::;~.....:.......:a......;:,,,.==;=...=~ of dry table wines. 


Winegrowing in the western foothills of the Great 
Valley presents a different historical picture. In what 
was to become El Dorado County, gold was discovered 
in 1848 and within a few years miners and former 
miners, and their families, were planting small 
vineyards arid orchards here and in what became the 
adjoining counties to the north and south. There were 
ups and downs in this history as well, but there was 
plenty of good soil between 500 and 2500 feet in 
elevation. And the weather was much more conducive 
to the production of good dry table wine than in the 
hot lands of the valley. 


Geography: Physical and Political 


The Great Valley is about 450 miles long, tilting, 
like the state itself, on a northwest/southeast 
slant. Redding is the northernmost city below 


the great Shasta Lake and its dam. Bakersfield is the 
southernmost urban area, about thirty miles north of 
the hot and dry Tehachapi Mountains. The valley is 
about forty to sixty miles wide and covers about 
30,000 square miles, an area about the size of West 
Virginia. Today its population is about 6,500,000, with 
urban centers over 500,000 around Sacramento, 
Fresno, Bakersfield, Stockton and Modesto. 
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The Coast Range is the valley's western border. It 
is not high, its mountain crests averaging about 2000 
to 4000 feet. On the eastern side stands the gigantic 
Sierra Nevada, the longest continuous mountain 
bastion in the U.S. south of Alaska. The Sierra is a 
huge tilted block, whose western slope descends 
gradually toward the Great Valley . These are the 
Sierra Foothills. The eastern side is precipitous. 


The valley is drained by two rivers, the Sacra· 
mento from the north and the San Joaquin from the 
south. They come together to form a huge inland delta 
full of complex waterways that eventually unite and 
enter a chain of waters leading to San Francisco Bay 
and the sea. The northern and southern portions of 
the Great Valley bear the names of their rivers. 


The Delta lands themselves are not useful for 
winegrowing except near some of their slightly 
elevated margins, ten to twenty feet above sea level, 
such as Clarksburg and Oakley. But a very special 
part of the Great Valley lies to the east of the Delta on 
even higher ground, thirty to 150 feet above sea level, 
particularly the area north of Stockton up to 
Sacramento's southern city limits, including the towns 
of Lodi, Woodbridge and Elk Grove. Today this is 
officially designated the Lodi Viticultural District. 
This land faces the mammoth water-gap in the Coast 
Range carved by the valley's rivers, which opens the 
district to the maritime influences of San Francisco 
Bay area. It is a land with a very special winegrowing 
history. 


It follows that the foothills rising to the east and 
northeast of the Lodi area would benefit from the 
cooler maritime air coming from the west . It was here 
in El Dorado and Amador Counties that the most 
important historic center of wine growing in the Sierra 
Foothills developed in the 1850s and 1860s. At 







elevations between 500 and 2500 feet the nights are 
far cooler than those in the valley. And springtime 
frost is only an occasional problem. It is difficult to 
ripen grapes above 2500 feet. We shall see that the 
adjoining counties north and south are also part of 
this winegrowing history. 


and from 
deposited on 
lands of the 


The soils of the Great Valley are 
deceptive. The dry, hot months 
between May and October give the 
region an almost desert· like face. 
But eons of degradation have worn 
down the Sierra Nevada and filled 
the valleywithrichalluvialdebris. 


The same is true of numerous 
~ , areasinthe foothills. Water 


.~ .- is what has turned these 
·- \ .,,. hot lands into an agri · 
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Outside Europe ;s Mediterranean region, coastal · 
California contains the largest area of Mediterranean 
climate in the world. In the Koppen climate system 
this means dry, warm summers. Almost all the rain 
comes in the winter and spring, and then the 
temperatures are moderate. But inland the summer 
temperatures soar and much of the Great Valley can 
be classified as steppe and desert land. 


Storms from the Pacific pass over the Coast 
Range, whose highlands squeeze out part of their 
potential rain. As they pass out over the valley a rain 
shadow develops so that the western portions of the 
valley, and their foothills, stay very dry, even in the 
winter. But rain picks up as the storms cross the 
valley and the rain comes down harder and harder as 
the clouds pass over the eastern foothills and climb up 
the highlands of the Sierra. At the higher elevations 
heavy snow is usually the result. 


Storms crossing the Sacramento Valley are more 
common and wetter than those moving across the San 
Joaquin Valley. To put it simply, the eastern portions 
of the Great Valley are wetter than the western 
portions, and the northern areas get far more rain 
than the southern areas. The range from south to 
north is remarkable: on average, Bakersfield gets 6.5 
inches ofrain annually, Fresno 11.5, Sacramento 20 .0, 
and Redding 33.5. 


Nature is in charge of the physical geography of 
California. Humans determine the political geog· 
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raphy. First there are the counties, 27 of them 
initially, 58 today, the newer ones added between 
1851 and 1907 . New counties can make for noticeable 
shifts in agricultural statistics, as we saw in 1893 
when Orange County was formed from Los Angeles 
County. The changes in the Great Valley were 
concentrated in the lower San Joaquin Valley and had 
little effect on winegrowing statistics. For this study 
only Amador 's 1850-1854 status as part of El Dorado 
County should be remembered when the location of a 
few early viticultural events are noted. 


Those who drew the county lines between the 
valley and the Sierra Foothills in 1850 obviously tried 
to make altitude a defining factor , usually between 
300 and 400 feet above sea level, at least for El 
Dorado, Amador, Calaveras, Tuolumne and Mariposa 
Counties. To the north the western portions of 
mountainous Yuba and Placer Counties dip· well into 
the valley . Of course the viticultural districts (AV As) 
recognized by the U.S. Treasury since the 1980s are 
not important in the early history of this great region. 
Nevertheless, it is worth noting the political and 
physical geography of this area does not necessarily 
determine the borders of the official viticultural 
districts. For example today the Lodi District extends 
well into Sacramento County and the El Dorado 
District is but a small part of El Dorado County. 


The Sacramento Valley 


M
y usual approach to writing regional wine 
history is to tell a story in a broad chronology, 
sprinkled with snap shots of important 


individuals , sub-regions , and perhaps a rousing 
dramatic tale here and there . I think that the history 
of the Great Valley and its foothills is better told by 
doing the special story-telling first, particularly for 
the Sacramento Valley , where the best stories are 
tales of colossal failures. 


John Sutter 


I
f the eastern foothills 
of Mt. Diablo are · 
considered part of the 


Great Valley, the valley's 
first white settler, in 
1837, was probably John 
Marsh, whose wine· 
growing activities we 
have already noticed. 
But the first true settle· 
ment, and the radiating 
point for later settle· 
ments, was established 
by John Sutter in 1839, when he and his workers 
began building a little fort on a small hill near the 
junction of the Sacramento and American Rivers . This 
native of Switzerland called his settlement New 







Helvetia , but in a few years the larger settlement in 
the area came to be called Sacramento . 


The hard work performed by his band of worker/ 
colonists accounts for most of the physical improve
ments at the settlement between 1839 and 1844, 
when the fort was completed. But everything else of 
value that he needed was bought on credit. Sutter was 
in continual need of items of commercial value for 
trade to keep his credit lines open. Beaver pelts 
gathered by the local Indians were the most 
important items at first. But on his arrival Sutter had 
set out an eight-acre garden attached to the fort, '1aid 
out with taste and skill ," according to H . H. Bancroft . 
It included a small vineyard , which probably bore 
fruit in 1841. Sutter was quick to see that he had no 
need to wait until his vines developed to produce an 
item of commerce within easy reach. 


Sutter's Fort, Sacramento 


The banks of the area 's rivers and streams were 
covered with tangled masses of wild grape vines , V. 
californica . In the fall of 1840 Sutter 's Indian workers 
began harvesting the local grapes. We have already 
met San Jose 's Antonio Suiiol , who was one of Sutter' s 
chief creditors , who had already sent a small still to 
the fort for distilling brandy. In his letter of October 
7 th to Sufi.al, Sutter wrote that he would soon see 
whether wild grape brandy would become a commer
cial product at New Helvetia. Nine days later he 
followed up , announcing that he was making brandy . 


The next year the Russians pulled out of their 
settlements around Fort Ross and left California. 
Again on credit Sutter was able to acquire all the 
moveable property they left behind , including a huge 
herd of cattle . The "sale" included a small schooner, 
renamed the Sacramento by Sutter, which made 
numerous trips from Ross and Bodega to New 
Helvetia, loaded with practically everything not part 
of the real estate. One trip brought home several 
small cannons, and a brandy still. The Russians had 
been raising grapes , but apparently almost all the 
wine produced became brandy. They and their Indian 
friends around Ross had a strong appetite for 
spirituous beverages , but not wine . Now Sutter had 
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two stills . 
By 1842 Sutter was making lots of brandy , which 


Bancroft calls, "a profitable product. " Sutter even had 
his own distiller now, a German named Uber. Sutter 
had written Suiiol in 1842 : "If the brandy suits you , I 
can pay you everything I owe you with this article. " 
The Sutter/Suiiol correspondence in 1843 indicates 
that brandy was now a regular item of their trade. 


Over the years people who have described the 
brandy derived from the wild V. caliform·ca, which 
still abounds along many northern California streams, 
as having little to recommend it other than its high 
alcohol content. I once made wine from such grapes 
that grow along Guadalupe Creek in Los Gatos. For a 
day or two after fermentation the wine was fruity and 
drinkable . A week later it had a foul flavor , even 
though it was chemically sound. What must its 
distillate have tasted like? It is not surprising that 
this early fire-water was used mostly to pay Indian 
workers and to make, what Bancroft called "a kind of 
pisco," that is , a punch with fruity additives meant to 
drown out the disagreeable flavors .1 


In 1841 Sutter planted a real vineyard of Mission 
grapes at nearby Brighton, near the American River , 
today the site of Sacramento State University. 
Reference to wild grape brandy production is rarely 
seen in a few years. But brandy drinking by Sutter , 
his guests and his workers remained a very noticeable 
aspect of life at the fort . Some visitors were shocked 
by the signs of drunkenness there. And Sutter's 
personal alcoholic addiction became a common 
observation. 


A newcomer to New Helvetia in 1841 was John 
Bidwell, who had just led the first organized group of 
prospective settlers over the Rockies to California. We 
met him in a previous chapter at Mission San Rafael 
where he acquired grape cuttings for his Chico ranch 
in 1848. I should probably have devoted an entire 
section to his winegrowing career , had it not been cut 
short when he married a strict prohibittonist in 1868. 
He was powerful and athletic, and very smart, a 
school teacher before he came west. Sutter hired him 
immediately and sent him to the coast to supervise 
the transfer of the Russian property . He worked there 
for fourteen months, after which Sutter had another 
job for him. 2 


Sutter 's Mexican land grant extended far up the 
eastern side of the Sacramento Valley to beyond the 
site of today 's Marysville . In 1841 he decided to 
establish a large ranch along the Feather River north 
of his fort. Its original purpose was to supply food for 
the settlers around his growing community. As soon 
as Bidwell returned from his Russian assignment in 
1843, Sutter sent him up to the new ranch to take 
charge . Sutter paid for the improvements on the 
ranch by selling land to settlers in the area around 







today 's Yuba City and Marysville. We shall see that 
some of these men played a large part in the area 's 
early viticultural history. 3 


Sutter named the ranch Hock Farm. It became the 
first large·scale agricultural development in northern 
California, and for a while in the early 1850s it was 
the largest viticultural development in the region . 
There has been an almost continuous controversy over 
where Sutter got the name. But in 1856 he wrote 
James Warren of the California Farmer that he took 
the name from the Hok Indian village just north of 
the farm. It is not clear why he spelled it "Hock. " But 
since Hock was a generic name in the English 
speaking world since the 1 7tJJ. century for a light 
Rhenish white wine , and since this was a term known 
in California wine circles of the 1850s , I suspect that 
Sutter , a Germanophile wine lover, may have also had 
that term in mind when he named his farm. 4 


Sutter 's fortunes were thriving in 1847 when he 
sent James Marshall and a crew of workers to a place 
in the upper foothills about fifty miles east of his fort , 
later named Coloma. There on January 24, 1848, 
Marshall discovered gold . Before summer , New 
Helvetia was virtually empty ; Sutter 's prosperous 
colony was destroyed , first by neglect and then by the 
wave of gold seekers and squatters which poured into 
the area in 1849. 


The new "cash ," or better "gold dust " economy put 
debtor Sutter at a great disadvantage . His ability to 
handle his business affairs was also hurt by his 
growing personal dependence on brandy and wine. In 
the midst of the growing chaos , in September 1848, 
Sutter 's son August , age twenty·two , arrived in 
California. Sutter immediately transferred to him the 
ownership of all his land around the fort . He was a 
bright , well educated young man who understood the 
financial situation and could see that his father 's 
overindulgence was wrecking him . August sold off 
most of this property and was able to settle some of 
his father 's debts. The stills went to Mariano Vallejo 
in Sonoma. In April 1849 August sent his mother 
money for her and the rest of the children to sail for 
California. A month earlier Sutter had moved to Hock 
Farm. Anna Sutter and three children , a daughter 
and two more sons , later arrived in San Francisco and 
headed for Hock Farm. 5 


Sutter had taken a sizable crew oflndian laborers 
and vaqueros with him. Bidwell had finished most of 
the new home and was ready to receive the family 
when they arrived . The 600 acres on the river and 
surrounding the main house was designated as the 
farm. The rest was used for open grazing. In 1850 
Sutter began planting his vineyard which he 
gradually expanded to thirty acres over the next 
seven years. There was also a large orchard . 


His vineyard was but a part of Butter 's larger 
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scheme. He had decided to create a horticultural 
showplace at Hock Farm . Four steamboats a day 
passed the place and many stopped so that passengers 
could get off and visit the estate and its famous 
owner . As early as June 1850 Sutter hosted a special 
excursion for more than a hundred guests . Beyond ego 
inflation , the creation of such a tourist attraction 
might go a long way to bring about a favorable 
holding by the U.S. Land Commission on his huge 
Sacramento Valley land grant. 6 


His son Victor was placed in charge of the 
showplace . He had a powerful interest in horticulture 
and in later years taught courses in the subject at 
Oroville Industrial School. In 1851 Sutter mortgaged 
portions of Hock Farm to pay for the lavish gardens . 
He later claimed that these gardens cost him 
$100,000. 7 


In 1856 the California Farmer began reporting on 
Sutter 's viticultural activities . Publisher James L. 
Warren , who was instrumental in founding the 
California Agricultural Society , took a special interest 
in viticulture and winegrowing. He ran several 
articles on Butter 's vineyard and regularly corres· 
ponded with the pioneer on viticultural matters. In 
one 1856 letter Sutter wrote that in the future be 
believed his primar y business would be "the 
cultivation of the wine grape ." In another he wrote 
that" I will have a wine which will be superior to all 
they have seen in California ." Three months later he 
gave Warren a detailed description of his wine· 
making equipment. He now had another small still .8 


It is obvious that this confident interest in wine · 
growing was also a common sentiment in Southern 
California and Sonoma during the mid-fifties . 


During these years Sutter apparently used his 
grape crop to bolster his cash flow. Overwhelmingly 
he sold his grapes fresh and made raisins from them . 
There is no evidence to suggest that he made much 
more than 400 gallons per year , just about enough for 
the family's personal consumption. in 1858 the 
vineyard produced thirty-five tons of grapes but he 
made only 425 gallons of wine . The 1860 U .S. Census 
report showed that he had 825 gallons of wine on 
hand. But he still had thoughts of commercial wine 
production. At the 1858 State Fair held in nearby 
Marysville , Sutter had on display a dozen bottles of 
"1857 California Wine ," two bottles of"Peach Brandy ," 
and a bottle of "Brandy from Wild grapes. "9 


The Agricultural Society's visiting committee 
dropped by Hock Farm the same year and produced a 
detailed report of its operations. The 200 enclosed 
acres exhibited the "skill and fidelit y of the manager ." 
(That would have been Victor Sutter.) There was a 
detailed description of the unirrigated vine yard . The 
visitors must not have sampled the wine , since the y 
reported that it was "said to be of excellent quality. " 







Far more attention was paid to the orchard and the 
marvelous gardens , also under the care of Victor . (He 
also answered to "Emil. ") The committee awarded him 
the Society 's silver medal at the Fair. His father 
received a diploma for his pigs and pomegranates .10 


In 1860 Victor left to teach school and Sutter 
leased the gardens to a Marysville businessman as a 
"genteel retreat " for the town 's citizens. 11 Sutter 's 
personal decline , his accumulated debts and his 
growing penury moved the State Legislature to grant 
him a $250 per month pension in 1864. We read no 
more of his vineyard or orchard. But his nearby 
ready-to-harvest barley field caught the public's 
attention in June 1865 when it was torched by an 
arsonist . He also set fire to Sutter 's home. The old 
pioneer and his wife lost almost everything . 12 They 
left California forever in December 1865 and headed 
for Washington D.C. where he began lobbying Con
gress to recover the taxes he had paid on portions of 
his land grant whose claims were later denied by the 
Land Commission. It never happened . 


The family later took up residence in the 
Pennsylvania Moravian village of Lititz. They were 
able to live a fairly comfortable life , which was 
enlivened by three grandchildren, August's offspring. 
That eldest son was then a prosperous Acapulco 
businessman . The California pension , Anna's recent 
inheritance and regular remittances from August 
made it possible to build a two-story brick home . We 
hear no more of Sutter 's problems with alcohol. He 
was still a famous man and regularly received well
known persons as guests, who often recorded their 
visits. The home did have an ample wine cellar , 
always loaded with California wine, which he 
continued to advocate . 


He died 18 June 1880, the 39th anniversary of his 
New Helvetia grant , age seventy-seven. 13 


Vina 


The Sutter story set the stage for the early 
agricultural history of the Sacramento Valley . 
Sutter was a feckless , ambitious visionary , 


whose adventures brought him into almost continuous 
contact with grapes and their product. This was but a 
tangential part of his colorful pioneer history. 


The Vina story is quite different . It covers more 
than half a century of wine growing history. We shall 
see at its height a colossal wine enterprise , the 
greatest of its kind in the world. But the denouement 
ofthisdramahadnoeconomicbang ,hardly a whimper. 


It begins when Peter Lassen planted the first 
grape vines in the upper Sacramento Valley in 1845, 
just an acre of Missions, in what is today Tehama 
County. Although this Danish immigrant 's story has 
little to do with the ultimate future of wine growing in 
the region , his vineyard eventually became the site of 
a gigantic viticultural enterprise . Lassen 's name is 
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most famous for its connection to numerous western 
landmarks, most notably Mount Lassen and Lassen 
County. 14 


He was a thirty-year-old blacksmith when he 
came to the U. S. in 1831. He eventually got to 
Sacramento in 1840 and went right to work for Sutter 
at the fort. There he met John Bidwell . Together in 
1843 they led a posse up the valley to recover a herd 
of stolen horses for Sutter . On the way back they 
marveled at the spring beauty of the land, large 
port ions of which they both would soon own . 
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22,000-acre Rancho Bosquejo, northern Sacramento Valley 


From: Peninou, Great Vina Ranch 1881-1919 , 1991 


Lassen, through Sutter 's patronage in 1844, 
received a land grant of 22,000 acres north of today 's 
Chico, where Deer Creek joins the Sacramento River, 
Rancho Bosquejo. He settled on the land , determined 
to develop a colony of settlers like Sutter's to the 
south. He and his Indian workers constructed a few 
buildings , dubbed Benton City. In 1847 he headed 
east to lead a company of settlers cross·country, 
aiming for his little settlement . It was a disaster. 
They and a very few of their wagons arrived in 
Benton City , via the now infamous Lassen Cutoff , just 
in time to learn of the gold discovery. Benton City was 
soon deserted. Bidwell later wrote that Lassen was a 







confident woodsman, but strangely enough, "he 
always got lost." 15 


Lassen was deeply in debt in 1850 when he sold 
half of bis rancho and invested in a steamboat to haul 
goods up and down the Sacramento River. It sank in 
1851 and he sold the rest of bis land the next year. He 
settled near Honey Lake in the Sierra. In 1858 news 
of a silver strike in Nevada's Black Rock Desert lured 
him and two partners there. In 1859 he and one 


d h h t " d " partner were shot dea ; t e ot er par ner escape . 
Indians were not the culprits, as first believed. It was 
probably a white man, perhaps the third partner. 16 


Henry Gerke 


I t was Henry Gerke, one of Lassen 's creditors, w~o 
purchased the remainder of the Lassen rancho m 
1852. In doing so he acquired Lassen's seven-year


old vineyard, which, historian Ernest Peninou wrote , 
"would become the nucleus of the wine industry in the 
northern Sacramento Valley ."17 


Gerke was a German from Hannover, who arrived 
in California in 1847. He was an experienced 
businessman and brought some capital with him. He 
and bis wife settled in San Francisco, where he 
became an active and very successful player in the 
new city's real estate game. At one time he owned a 
large portion of what is today's Union Square . 


Gerke had a powerful belief in California's 
agricultural future, and somewhere had picked up 
knowledge of and an interest in winegrowing . His 
investment in Lassen's Rancho Bosquejo property was 
meant to make money, primarily raising grain. He 
was soon the largest wheat producer in the Sacra
mento Valley. He also started expanding Lassen's 
little vineyard. He continued to live and thrive in San 
Francisco, but loved bis ranch and was soon focusing 
much of bis interest and a good deal of capital on 
wine growing. 


He knew Sacramento well and set up a small 
winery near the old fort. There, for a while,. he 
brought bis grapes from the north and produced wme. 
By 1860 James Warren had discovered Gerke's w~e 
and wrote it up in the California Farmer. Meanwhile 
his vineyard had been expanded to forty acres and he 
had named the little tiny village growing up on his 
land, Vina. By 1861 he had begun moving away from 
the Mission grape variety and had planted several 
vinifera varieties of good quality. Riesling was one of 
them. 18 


Gerke soon came to understand that fortified 
sweet wine and brandy would be the money-makers 
for his enterprise. And this is where he laid the 
emphasis at his new winery at Vina, which he began 
building in 1861. By 1865 he had a regular distributor 
handling bis wines in San Francisco. By the seventies 
he had his own depot there on Market Street. In 1869 
he retired from his real estate business in San 
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Francisco and settled on his growing estate at Vina . 
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By the early seventies Gerke was becoming 
famous in the California wine world . He was selling a 
lot of port, Angelica and brandy . But his fame derived 
mostly from his slightly sweet table wine, his 
"Hock."19 This fame was boosted when Charles 
Nordhoff featured him in one of his travel books as 
the owner of "one of the largest and finest vineyards 
in the State." A few years later historian E. J. Lewis 
proclaimed that Gerke "has done more toward bring
ing about successful manufacture of wine than any 
other in the northern Sacramento Valley, " and 
praised Gerke for his introduction of better vinifera 
grape varieties. His "mammoth wine-cellar , pr~ss 
house and distillery," with a 100,000-gallon capacity, 
were perfections of "tidiness, order and conveni
ence."20 


The reader may rightly wonder at the praise 
heaped on Gerke 's white table wine by the Califor~a 
Farmer and the Alta California , wine that E. J. Lewis 
called his "reisling." Was such a good product possible 
from grapes grown in the torrid upper Sacramento 
Valley where daily summer high temperatures 
average about 95° F? Possible? Yes! Today there are 
almost 10,000 acres of high quality whi~e wine grapes 
growing in the northern Sacramento V~lley. Prob
able? Highly unlikely, unless Gerke applied som~ of 
today 's principles for growing decent table wme 
grapes in hot climates. 


He needed to keep fermentation and storage 
temperatures down. He needed better grape varieties 
than the ubiquitous Mission. He should produce small 
lots under watchful eyes. He should avoid irrigating 
these better vines and should hold down production 
per vine. He should not allow his grapes to hang long 
in the fall just to attain a higher alcohol content. In 
light of the general mediocre quality of Califor~a 's 
commercial table wines in the sixties and seventies, 
consumers did not expect perfection . All these things 
Gerke was able to accomplish, starting with the 
winery's below-ground-level cellar . His whites might 







not have been as flavorful or as bright as the Napa , 
Sonoma and Santa Clara Rieslings of Crane , Dresel 
or Stock, but they were good enough to earn a reputa
tion for acceptable quality at a reasonable price . 


Leland Stanford 


F
or all his business acumen and sound wine 
Gerke could not escape the hurtful effects of the 
national depression after 1873. By 1875 the 


California wine industry was on the ropes . Gerke , 
now in his sixties , decided to sell the Vina estate, but 
found no takers. But when the business cycle turned 
upwards after 1878, the wine industry began to 
prosper. By the eighties the Great Wine Boom was 
under way . In 1881 a prosperous neighbor (5500 
acres) , Joseph S. Cone , bought Gerke 's remaining 
6000 acres for $191,000. He then sold it to Leland 
Stanford's business manager , Nicholas Smith , who 
then transferred it to Stanford. Thus the former 
governor became the owner of Gerke's 75-acre 
vineyard and his impressive winery , both the largest 
and most successful in the region .2 1 


It was Stanford's intention to expand Gerke 's 
operation exponentially , to create a winegrow~g 
estate that reflected his own massive wealth and his 
extraordinary public eminence. He would produce 
wines to rival and surpass the finest of France and 
Germany. 


LELANb STANFORD 


At the age of fifty
seven Leland Stanford 
was still energetic and 
ambitious , but not in 
the pursuit of greater 
wealth. He had been 
one of California 's Big 
Four tycoons who built 
the western portion of 
the transcontinental 
railroad. He had also 
been the state 's gover
nor. In 1869 he and his 
wife Jane had their 
only child , after nine-
teen years of marriage. 


The young boy, Leland Junior , had become the 
centerpiece of their happiness . . 


The family had traveled in Europe m 1880. 
Stanford made it a point to visit France and the great 
wine chateaux of Bordeaux , for he had picked up an 
interest in winegrowing. In 1869 he had purchased 
what was left of Clement Colombet's winery after the 
great earthquake of 1868. It was located at Warm 
Springs near Mission San Jose . There was also an 
excellent vineyard of about 70 acres . Thus by 187_1 
Stanford owned a producing winery , although his 
brother Josiah was in charge of the operation. In 1874 
the Stanford family spent several months at Warm 
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Springs to escape a scarlet fever epidemic in San 
Francisco . The Stanfords were much impressed by the 
life there and by the excellent wine . Stanford 
certainly had this relaxing and pleasant stay in mind 
when he was planning the future of his Vina estate. 22 


He took charge at Vina months before he officially 
took ownership . He hired William Smith-his 
partner 's brother and a Sonoma County vine
yardist-as superintendent of the operation . Smith 
brought in the 1881 vintage and then cleared 1000 
acres for planting , adjacent to the former Gerke 
vineyard. By February 1882 his workers had built _ an 
impressive irrigation system , and began planting 
vines, at first Burger, Charbono , Cinsaut, Zinfandel , 
and some Muscats . Sound table wines from such 
varieties might be expected , but they would not be 
world class. Later there would be world class 
varieties : Riesling, Pinot Noir , Cabernet Sauvignon , 
Malbec and many others. Later yet came Sauvignon 
Blanc , Semillon and Muscadelle de Bordelais. With 
these later vines Stanford was aiming high and the 
press couldn 't get enough of the great enterprise. The 
San Francisco Examiner praised the 1881 wines but 
predicted that the wines from the new vineyard "will 
command universal attention ."23 


The planting continued and Stanford started 
buying up adjacent ranches in 1883. That year_ and 
the next the crop still came from the Gerke vmes. 
Smith sold the grapes to a Sacramento winery. Work 
on the new Stanford winery began in 1885, to be 
ready for the coming flood of grapes from the new 
vines in 1886. 


But there was little joy in the Stanford family 
these years . In 1884 their son died on a family trip to 
Italy. A powerful sense of serious intention soon 
dominated the Stanfords ' future plans. Gone were the 
dreams of an opulent life of retirement on the Vina 
estate . A few months after his death they chartered a 
university as a memorial to their son, Leland Stanford 
Junior, to be established on the San Francisco 
Peninsula on farmland today part of the Palo Alto 
community. The first class was enrolled in 1891.24 


Eventually Vina would be given to the university as 
part of its endowment. 


Another event changed the life of the Stanford 
family a few months after their son 's death. With 
practically no effort on his part , Leland Stanford was 
elected to the U.S. Senate by the California State 
Legislature. (Senators were not popularly elected 
until 1913.) He took office in March 1885 and held the 
seat until his death in 1893. From now on the 
Stanfords lived for long stretches in Washington D. C. 
Their focus on life was now almost totally on 
developing the new university and on life as a U.S. 
senator. 25 


The Vina project went on , but not for as long as it 







was planned. The new winery was finished for the 
1887 vintage. It covered 2.5 acres, with a capacity of 
a million gallons, the largest in the world, with 900 
oak casks ranging in capacity from 1600 to 2000 
gallons. In 1887 Smith was replaced as manager by 
Hamden W. McIntyre, Inglenook's famed manager. 
He brought with him a young man who later became 
one of the great names in California wine history. Two 
years later, on McIntyre's recommendation, Frederic 
Bioletti took charge of Eugene Hilgard's University of 
California wine cellar. A few years later he was 
teaching viticulture and enology at the Berkeley, later 
at the Davis, campus. Wags at Davis used to joke that 
the only thing important ever to come out of Vina was 
Bioletti. 26 


A small section of Stanford's sprawling Vina wine facility 


In 1888 the annual State Viticultural Convention 
in San Francisco, as always, was a place for California 
wine and brandy producers to show off their best 
wares. Stanford entered ten wines and won awards 
for his Zinfandel and Angelica-Josiah Stanford, that 
is, from the East Bay Stanford winery . Vina exhibited 
Zinfandel, Riesling, Chasselas, Burger, Verdelho, 
three Muscats, a Trousseau port, Angelica and 
brandy, even a Catawba. The Vina name went totally 
unmentioned in the awards. And yet two small·scale 
Central Valley wineries, which I shall discuss later, 
won numerous awards for their sweet wines and 
brandies. 27 


Over the next three years it became obvious to all 
involved that the table wines being grown at Vina by 
the hundreds, perhaps thousands of acres, were 
mediocre at best. 28 But there was certainly hope for 
the fortified sweet wines and brandy, which had 
always been part of the operation's goals. After the 
poor dry·wine vintages of 1885-1887, beverage· 
brandy and brandy for fortification became the 
dominant focus at Vina. In 1887 a new distillery went 
into operation . It could turn out 1367 gallons of spirit 
every twenty-four hours. Meanwhile, no Vina dry 
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wines were placed on the market; the only sales were 
in bulk to other wineries. The cover story to the press 
was that their table wines would only be released 
after extended aging, at first for three years. Then the 
story changed to five years, counting from 1887. 
Stanford's business manager proclaimed that "Every 
drop of wine that is doubtful is made into brandy." 
And that is what happened to thousands of gallons 
from previous vintages. By 1890 the Vina storage 
facilities were bulging and the great distillery was 
running day and night. 29 


For the public Stanford and McIntyre apparently 
had not given up on dry wines. For a while Stanford 
seemed convinced that extended cellar age could bring 
them through. For the 1889 vintage he ordered that 
every bunch of grapes crushed should first be 
inspected. The year before he was quoted as saying, 
"the finest quality dry wines can be produced at Vina." 
McIntyre was quoted as praising the new Riesling 
plantings. "The soil and climate seem exactly to suit 
them." He also expressed confidence in the white 
Bordeaux varieties they were planting. "We are 
hoping to make a sauterne." Did the people at Vina 
know nothing of Professor Hilgard's continued 
warnings about trying to produce delicate white table 
wines on the rich soils and in the torrid climate of the 
Central Valley? Did they not receive the numerous 
University of California publications on where to 
plant what varieties? What was happening at Vina 
flew in the face of the best scientific research of the 
time. 30 


Even if Vina's leaders had wanted to push their 
mediocre dry wines onto the market, the American 
economy after 1887 would have blocked the way. The 
eighties had been a period of industrial and agri· 
cultural expansion for the country. Over expansion 
was the time-honored result, first in agriculture. The 
California wine industry was in dire straits by 1889. 
Nationally these years saw the rise of the Populist 
movement to defend the embattled farmer. The entire 
economy cracked and plunged after the Panic of 1893, 
not to begin recovery until 1897. The huge 1889 
vintage at Vina was a back breaker. Huge amounts of 
wine from previous vintages headed for the distillery. 


But there was also a thoughtful push to raise 
brandy quality. Vina 's managers began importing 
thousands of Folle Blanche vines, the standard 
variety for Cognac production then. They also 
purchased a large French still. Greatly due to the 
influence of Mrs. Stanford the large·scale advertising 
campaign that accompanied this new thrust empha· 
sized the purity and medicinal properties of Vina 
brandy. Almost all their brandy had been sold in bulk 
before 1894. There had been no real Vina brand. After 
that date it was sold in labeled bottles with heavy 
emphasis on the Chicago, New York and New Orleans 







markets. In San Francisco cable cars wore placards 
proclaiming , "Vina Brandy - It 's Pure , That 's Sure ." 
In 1891 virtually the entire crop at Vina had become 
brandy . The next year large shipments of brandy 
went overseas to Germany and England. 31 


So huge was Vina 's brandy production and its 
growing inventory that California producers in the 
fall of 1892 began voicing concern that Vina might 
flood the brandy market and undercut others ' prices. 
Stanford responded by publicly ordering his managers 
not to undercut their competitors. 32 


On May 5, 1893 the stock market crashed , 
marking the beginning of the great Panic of 1893. Six 
weeks later Leland Stanford died in his sleep at his 
residence on the family 's Palo Alto estate. His death 
has often been blamed for the great changes that took 
place at Vina over the next five years. That is not 
quite the case . Overall it was a combination of the 
national depression and the U.S. government 's 
financial pressure on the Stanford fortune that ca used 
the retrenchment at Vina. 33 Actually , had Stanford 
lived things there might have been worse. The muscle 
behind the retrenchment came from Mrs. Stanford ; 
had her husband lived he might have tried to carry on 
in his profligate spending. Jane Stanford knew very 
well that her university would have trouble surviving 
if Vina kept losing money . She was not about to allow 
that to happen. 


Assisted by her brother , Charles Lathrop, Mrs. 
Stanford took a firm grip on Vina operations and 
finances . Many of her husband 's ego satisfying 
expenditures were made clear to her and she 
immediately put on the brakes. From now on Vina 
would be run with a clear eye on the market and 
expenses. Half the management staff was dismissed. 
A local newspaper stated that "A good many fat posi· 
tion s ha ve been knocked in the head , hence the 


more than a million gallons in bond that had to be 
sold . Large portions of the huge ranch were put up for 
lease. 


Mrs. Stanford 's public image remained that of a 
concerned temperance supporter in regards to brandy. 
But she strongly supported its production and the ad 
campaign. In 1894 and 1895, 1,800,000 gallons of 
mediocre dry wine went to the stills. 35 


A repeated picture of the widow 's work at Vina for 
the university between 1893 and her death in 1905 
has placed her under the strong influence of the 
university's president , David Starr Jordan. He is 
notorious today as a racist and Social Darwinist with 
radical views on eugenics. He was also a committed 
prohibitionist . But there is no evidence in Mrs. Stan· 
ford's correspondence or in the press coverage of 
events to suggest that he had a negative influence on 
Vina 's production of alcoholic beverages during Mrs . 
Stanford's remaining years. In fact, after 1897 there 
is clear evidence that Vina operations were in 
contradiction to his stance on prohibition. 


Mrs. Stanford had to choose between strict 
temperance and the financial survival of her beloved 
university during the depression years . But there was 
no choice. She never faltered in her work to keep the 
school afloat. The government suit against her 
husband 's estate meant that she had to pour huge 
sums of her own personal funds into the school's 
coffers. And her retrenchment at Vina was no more 
harsh than at the Palo Alto ranch. She even sold off 
her husband's huge fleet of thoroughbred race horses . 
And Jordan understood the situation perfectly, 
despite the occasional howls from the eastern 
Protestant clergy , such as this rant from Chicago. "I 
would certainly oppose sending any Christian youth 
to a college supported by the sale of liquor ."36 


Brandy sales continued and grew , particularly as 
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growl."34 The huge work force was cut back to a bare 
minimum. The drive to push brandy production and 
sales began in earnest , as I noted above. There were 
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the high quality of the Vina product became better 
known. The beginnings of this progress can be traced 
to the 1893 Chicago Columbian Exposition . Charles F. 







Oldham was the most respected wine and brandy 
critic in America. After Chicago his detailed evalua· 
tion of the California entries gave Vina a powerful 
advertising tool. Nine Vina brandies were entered and 
Oldham gave them all good marks, the 1889 the 
highest. He was particularly impressed that the 
samples had been taken directly from wood and had 
not yet had a commercial bottling. He also gave Vina 's 
sweet wines a boost when he declared that the 1892 
Angelica was "by far the best exhibited. "37 


As the business cycle turned after 1897 so did 
Vina 's financial situation. Prices for wine and brandy 
were on the rise and demand was firm. In 1898 Vina 
opened an immense facility for its agency in New 
York City for the sale of brandy and sweet wines. A 
west coast trade journal declared that the company 
"could now meet the requirements of an immense and 
growing trade ." At the same time a huge new 
continuous still was set up at Vina. 38 


The drive for diversity at Vina ranch continued. 
For example , in 1903 four hundred tons of pears were 
shipped off to San Jose canneries. Lots of useless 
wine grape vines were replaced by raisin and table 
varieties. There was also an expansion of varieties 
suitable for port production , since that style of dessert 
wine had passed Angelica and Muscatel in Vina sales . 
All new vines were now planted on resistant root· 
stock; signs ofphylloxera infestation had appeared , a 
sure sign that eventually the entire vineyard would 
have to be replanted if Vina was to survive. 39 


The power of the national prohibition movement 
grew steadily after 1905. This was also the year of 
Mrs. Stanford 's death at age 76 . Now we can see 
President Jordan 's hand at work at Vina. In 1907 he 
was convinced that prohibition was not far off. He 
hired a former banker to develop a plan for the 
gradual elimination of the grape industry at Vina .40 


Between 1908 and 1913 the vineyard acreage fell from 
2400 to 1600. Yet planting on resistant rootstock 
continued through 1910, with the view of perhaps 
selling this more valuable vineyard land sometime 
soon . And vintages were still large , as pruners were 
instructed to leave more buds for greater yield per 
vine. Production was 6679 tons in 1913.4 1 


The phylloxera problem was growing at Vina . And 
anyone who could read a newspaper knew that the 
tiny louse had destroyed about 85% of the Napa and 
Sonoma vineyards in the nineties. They were now 
being replanted at huge expense. Added to these 
gathering clouds was a botanical threat that had 
appeared in the vineyards in 1908. It was Johnson 
grass (Sorghum halepense) , an erect perennial grass 
weed that spreads rapidly and thrives on rich bottom 
land. 42 It is today considered one of the worst noxious 
weeds in the world. By 1913 hundreds of acres of 
vineyard land were being pulled up at Vina as a result 
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of the infestation. A local newspaper predicted that 
''Vina 's vineyard and orchards in a few years may be 
sown to grain. "43 


Stanford University permanently went out of the 
wine and brandy business in 1913 when the trustees 
leased the entire operation to the giant California 
Wine Association . 


The final blow came in August 1915 when the 
great winery was destroyed by fire . That ended wine· 
growing at Vina . There was no way the Stanford 
trustees could afford to build a new winery and face 
up to replanting the phyllo xerated vineyard in the 
face of the growing national prohibition movement. 
The CWA shipped off the 1915 crop to their giant 
production plant at Winehaven in the East Bay . It 
was still huge-6000 tons . 


After the vintage the last 1800 acres of vines were 
ripped out ; the land for now was planted to -alfalfa. In 
December the Red Bluff Sentinel gave this vivid 
picture: 


"The biggest vineyard in the world is no longer at 
Vina . Three big caterpillar tractors , to each of which 
is attached a long chain and 'snaking ' apparatus , are 
now at work pulling out the vines as fast as men and 
caterpillars can do the work ."44 


Like most historical phenomena, multiple causa· 
tion accounts for Vina 's demise . But let's start with 
the always uncomfortable "what if. " If Stanford had 
lived on more than five years he and Vina would 
probabl y have survi ved the nat ional depression. By 
1898 the operation was showing a good profit. Its 
brandy and sweet wines had developed a reputation 
for high quality . And agricultural diversity on the 
thousands of acres outside the huge vineyard led to 
even more profits. But Leland Stanford could not have 
escaped the spread of phylloxera , the Johnson grass , 
or the steadily growing threat of national prohibition . 
President Jordan and the Stanford trustees could 
easily read the bottom line of the financial statistics 
supplied by their advisors. The value of Sacramento 
Valley land was going straight up at such a rate that 
the university would prosper by selling off the huge 
ranch in pieces . And that they did. In 1919 the last 
200 acres , where the winery had stood , were sold to a 
Berkeley investment company . 
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20-page CATALOGUE OF "THE WINE CELLAR FROM BALZER'S" c 1940 
"All Wines Selected by Robert L. Balzer'' 


Knowing not a thing about wine when 24-year-old Robert Lawrence Balzer was put in charge 
of the wine department at his father's "fancy food & wine" store, he hurried to the 


secondhand bookshops on Hollywood Blvd and bought every book on wine that he could find. 
Read a tribute to his life, beginning on page 18. 
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"Red as Alicante Wine": The Wines of Alicante 


in English Life and Letters, 1500-2007 
by John Maher 


[John Maher, our resident Tendril in Valencia, Spain, first g-raced our Quarterly with his incomparable essay on the life of Fron a Eunice Wait, 
"Herculean Deeds of Worthwhile AchievementYVol.21 No.3), and followed almost immediately with two lively book reviews in our April 2012 
issue . We sincerely welcome his latest scholarly inspiration . - Ed.] 


INSPIRED BY TWO TASTINGS-one vertical and one horizontal-of Fondill6n I at Vinoelite in Valencia in April 2007, 
and by Joan Martin's introduction to the tasting of the nine current producers of Fondill6n , "Los Nueve 
Magnificos, " in which he emphasized the wine heritage of Alicante and the fact that Ferdinand II 's 1510 charter 
forbidding foreign wines in Alicante could be considered as the world's first Protected Designation of Origin ,2 I was 
tempted to engage in some research myself . I set out to explore references in English to the wines of Alicante. 3 


It has been fascinating to encounter early English allusions to these wines , and I hope that I will be forgiven for 
succumbing to the lure of the footnote. 


~~~~~2Ii~~~~nHEREFERENCESthathave 
emerged suggest the pos· 
sible trajectory of Ali
cante wine in England 
over the centuries. They 
convey a "heroic" Eliza· 
bethan and Jacobean 
period of buccaneers and 
bloodshed, when Alicant 


U~i~~~~~;~~ (also alycaunt, allecant, 
aligaunte, allegaunte, ale· 


gaunte, alligant, alicant, alicante) 4 was a staple of the 
mighty drinkers of the time. This was followed into 
Hanoverian and Victorian times by a more orderly age 
of travellers and writers rather than pirates, and 
specific wine references rather than the earlier full· 
blooded literary context, with a gradual falling off of 
the presence of Alicante wine into the realms of the 
archaic and the obsolete. It was not simply the arrival 
ofphylloxera in Alicante just when the rest of Europe 
was recovering from the pest (exports of Alicante wine 
halved between 1900 and 1901)5 that undermined the 
province 's wine, but the culmination of a long process 
of entrenchment of hierarchies and orthodoxies that 
saw Bordeaux and Burgundy enshrined as the 
pinnacle of winemaking , with fortified Port , Sherry 
and Madeira as the only "generosos" worth noting. It 


is instructive to compare the magnificent eclecticism 
of the sixteenth century wine references with th e 
narrower accounting of nineteenth and twentieth 
century engagement with the drink . It may be that 
the scientific and cultural certainties of the Victorian 
age, and the ideological rigidities of the twentieth 
century are being replaced by a more dynamicall y 
fragmented return to the all-inclusive energy of 
earlier times, when Alicante 's wines, and especially 
the unique Fondill6n, can again take their place in the 
limelight. 


Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries 


T
he earliest English reference that I have been 
able to find is in "Colyn Blowbols Testam ent ," a 
c.1500 parody, by an unknown author , of more 


serious works in honour of drink. It begins : 
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Whan that Bacchus, the Myghti Lord, 
and Juno eke, by one accorde, 
Hath sette a·broche of myghti wyne a tone, 
And after wardys in to the brayn ran 
Of Colyn Blobolle, when he had dronke a tante 
Both of Teynt and of wyne of Alycaunt, 
Till he was drounke as any swine; 6 


The same long poem lists more wines and beers, 
including Alicante again, towards the end: 


Rede wyn, the claret, and the white, 
With Teynt and Alycaunt, in whom I delite; 
Wyn ryvers and wyn sake also, 
Wyne of Langdoke and of Orliaunce therto, 
Sengle bere , and othire that is dwobile, 
Which causith the brayn of man to trouble; 
Spruce beer, and the beer of Ham bur, 
Whiche makyth oft tymes men to stambur; 
Malmasyes , Tires, and Rumneys, 
With Caperikis , Campletes, and Osneys, 
Vernage, Cute, and Raspays also, 
Whippett and Pyngmedo, that ben lawyers therto; 
And I wille have also wyne de Ryne, 
With new maid Clarye, that is good and fyne, 
Muscadelle , Terantyne , and Bastard, 
With Ypocras and Pyment comyng after warde 7 


It is clear that Alicante wine kept both high and 
low company. If Colyn Blowbol is hardly a picture of 
refinement (Blowbol is a synonym of the time for 
drunkard), there are plenty of more approving and 
courtly references . The c.1517 manuscript of the 
morality play "The Interlude of the Four Elements," 
attributed to John Rastell (Thomas More's brother -in · 
law) includes the lines: 


Taverner: Ye shall have Spanish wine and Gascon, 
Rose colour, white, claret, rampion, 
Tyre , Capric , and Malvoisin , 
Sack. raspice , Alicant, rumney, 
Greek, ipocras, new-made clary, 
Such as ye never had; 
For if ye drink a draught or two, 
It will make you, ere ye thence go, 
By Gog's body, stark mad! 8 


In 1542 Dr Andrew 
Boorde in his Breuyary of 
Health recommended the 
therapeutic, and even meta· 
physical qualities of wine, 
including "Aligant": 


I do take good Gascon 
[Bordeaux] wine, but I 
wy 1 not drynke strange 
wmes, as Malmesey , 
Romney , Romaniske 
wyne, wyne Qoorse, wyne 
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Greke and Secke; but other whyle, a draught or 
two of Muscadell or Basterde, Osey, Caprycke , 
Aligant, Tyre, Raspyte, I wyl not refuse. 9 


The general esteem in which Alicante wine was 
held in Tudor and Stuart England is corroborated by 
our being told that the abstemious Queen Elizabeth I 
"loved Alicant wine above any other." 10 Her successor 
James I was less discerning and seems to have used 
Alicante wine as a remedy for stomach trouble : 


In drink he errs in quality, quantity, frequency , 
time and order. He drinks promiscuously beer , ale, 
Spanish wine, French sweet wine , and especially , 
his ordinary drink, thick white muscatel; whence 
diarrhoea . Sometimes, when his stomach is loose, 
he takes red Alicante wine, but he does not care 
whether the wine is good so long as it is sweet. He 
hates water and anything watery .11 


King James himself described his urine to his 
doctor as being "red as Alicante Wine." 12 This in itself 
is interesting, because the dark red, purplish colour 
described, and associated with porphyria, is not the 
colour of the long· lived oxidized vino rancio we know 
today as Fondill6n. The Alicante wine of the period 
had not been leeched of its colour by ageing. On the 
contrary, its high colour appears to have been a key 
feature of its appeal. 


Sir James Smith, James I's ambassador to Russia, 
and also governor of the East India Company , wrote 
of his toast drinking at the court of the tsar Boris 
Godunov: 


The ambassador receiving his cup from his 
princelye hand , returned againe to his owne place , 
where all ofus standing, drank the same helth out 
of the same cup, being of fayre christall, as the 
emperor had commanded, the wine (as farre as my 
judgement gave leave) being alligant .13 


Whether the wine used in the tsar's toast was in 
fact Alicante is perhaps less significant than the fact 
that it seemed highly plausible in such circumstances. 


James I also sent the first official ambassador to 
India in 1615, Sir Thomas Roe, to smooth the path of 
the East India Company at the Mughal court. A 
welcome element in Roe's diplomatic overtures was 
Alicante wine ("one Case of Aligant. It was somewhat 
sower, yet soe much in request that it was receiued 
with good acceptance"), 1


4 so Alicante wine can be said 
to have helped pave the way for what would become 
the British Empire. The Indian connection is 
reiterated in the references to Alligant by Walter 
Mountfort, an official of the East India Company , in 
his play "The Launching of the Mary or The Seaman's 
Honest Wife," written on the author 's return from 
East India in 1624, in which these lines are spoken : "I 
am somwhat bold, but I assure you for a morninges 







draft no better wine in the world then Alligant," and 1602 tells us was seen on several occasions by 
a later dialogue includes the remark, "as good alligant Elizabeth I, whose preference for Alicante wine has 
as ever I drew ."15 been noted) : "I warrant you, coach after coach, letter 


In contrast to the references above to royalty and after letter, gift after gift; smelling so sweetly,-all 
aristocracy, Alicante wine was also commonly avail· musk, and so rushling, I warrant you, in silk and gold; 
able. It could be bought in the humble London bor· and in such alligant terms; and in such wine and 
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From Oxford Companion to Wine, 1994 


ough oflslington in 1608 for 6d a pint .16 In the same 
year of 1608 the pirate John Ward entered Algiers 
harbour with two prizes, a French ship carrying oil, 
cochineal and hides and a Spanish ship laden with 
"alligant wines." 17 A few years earlier, the highway
man Luke Hutton wrote a horror story set in New gate 
prison, TheDiscoveryofaLondonMonster, called, the 
Black Dagg of New·gate, based on his experience of 
the dreadful conditions there (he was hanged at York 
in 1598). He set the scene thus: 


I found Scottish, Welch, Irish , Dutch, and French, 
in several roomes , some drinking the neate wine 
of Orleance, some the Gascony, some the 
Burdeaux, there wanted neither Sherry sack , nor 
Charnoco , Maligo, nor Peter·Seemine, 18 Amber 
coloured Candy, nor liquorish Ipocras, brown 
Bastard, fat Aligante, nor any quick spirited 
liquor that might draw their wits into a circle to 
see the devil by imagination. 19 


The strength and sweetness of"FatAligante" was 
no doubt much prized at this time when Falstaffs 
beloved Sack ruled the roost in preference to "thin" 
French wines. Shakespeare's sole reference to 
Alicante wine is characteristically indirect. When 
Mistress Quickly gabbles in the "Merry Wives of 
Windsor" (which the first page of the first quarto of 
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immediate reference to wine. Immediately 
before this speech Mistress Quickly makes 
another wine·related verbal slip when she 
says: "Marry, this is the short and the long of 
it: you have brought her into such a canaries 
as 't is wonderful. The best courtier of them 
all, when the court lay at Windsor, could 
never have brought her to such a canary." 
Here the use of "canary ," with its evocation of 
Canary wine, instead of her intended 
"quandary," primes the audience for the 
"alligant"/ Alicante reference immediately 
afterwards. 20 


The audience would have been familiar with 
theatrical references to Alicante wine. There 
is a passing reference in "Timon, a play" 
(1585), a version of the story of Timon that 
predates Shakespeare's "Timon of Athens" 
(though there is no indication that he ever 


read it). This "old" Timon play was first printed in the 
19th century and includes the following lines: 


Pseudocheus . In Ganges Iles I thirty rivers saw 
Fill'd with sweet nectar. 
Laches. 0 dainty lyer! 
Pseudocheus . Thirty rivers more 
With Aligaunte. 21 


The first performance of "The Devil's Charter, " a 
play by the now almost forgotten Barnabe Barnes, 
was given by Shakespeare's Company in 1607. In Act 
iii, Scene v, there is a mock-heroic reference to "purple 
Aligant the bloudy gyant " in a list of mythical deities 
with wine-related names. 22 


Cloak- Lane. 


HEnce to Cloak-lane, nenr Dow_qale-hill, we steer 
And nt Three Tums cnst Anchol" for good Bee,.; 


l ----- --- ------
From A Vade Mecum for Malt-Worms, 1865 


Alicante seems to have been ideally suited to full· 
blooded Jacobean playwrights of all ranks, particu · 
larly when writing in tandem, which despite the 







evidence of these references is a relatively rare 
occurrence. PerhapsAlicante wine helped to lubricate 
the joint creative process. In "A Cure for a Cuckold" 
(performed 1624; printed 1661), co-written by John 
Webster and William Rowley, the following exchange 
takes place in the Three Tuns tavern: 


Boy: What wine drink ye, gentlemen? 
Lionel: What wine relishes your palate, good 
Master Pettifog? 
Pettifog: Nay, ask the woman. 
Compass: Ellegant for her, I know her diet. 23 


Pettifog: Believe me, I con her thank for't: I am of 
her side." 24 


Another co-written play, "The Chances" (c.1617), 
by Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher, has a 
landlady berating a lodger carrying a baby with the 
words, "Bring hither, as I say, (to make my name 
Stink in my neighbour's nostrils,) your devices, Your 
brats , got out of Aligant, and broken oaths!" 25 This 
suggests that Alicante wine was a precursor of 
Flanders and Swann's "Have some Madeira, m'dear" 
as an effective aid to caddish seduction. 26 Alicante 
wine puts in an appearance in a reference to blood at 
the start of "An Honest Whore" (1604) by Thomas 
Dekker and Thomas Middleton, 27 and a similar 
reference to blood in the context of various popular 
wines of the day can be found in William Cartwright's 
"The Ordinary": 


Hearsay. Thou hast forgotten Wine, Lieutenant, wine. 
Slicer: Then to avoid the grosse absurdity 
Of a dry Battel, 'cause there must some bloud 
Be spilt (on th' enemies side, I mean) you may 
Have there a Rundlet of brisk Claret, and 
As much of Aligant, the same quantitie 
Of Tent 28 would not be wanting, 'tis a wine 
Most like to bloud. Some shall bleed fainter colours, 
As Sack, and white wine. Some that have the itch 
(As there are Taylors still in every Army) 
Shall run with Renish, that hath Brimstone in't" 29 


In his peculiar "Praise of Hempseed" (1630), 30 


John Taylor the Water · Poet also lists several Spanish 
wines: 


And braue wine Marchants, little were your gaine, 
By Mallegoes, Canaries Sacke from Spaine, 
Sweet Allegant, and the concocted Cute, 
Hollack and Tent would be of small repute; 


An enemy and rival of John Taylor's in London 
theatrical and poetical circles was William Fennor, 31 


polyglot poet and soldier, who is the probable author 
of Pasquil's Pahnodia, and His Progress to the 
Ta veme ,' Where, After the Survey of the Sellar, You 
Are Presented with a Pleasant Pynte of Poeticall 
Sherry ,32 which includes the suggestive lines: 


In dreadful darkenesse Alligant lies drown'd , 
Which marryed men invoke for procreation. 


To calm our fevered brow after the blood and 
baseness of these early Stuart references to Alicante 
wine we must turn to Francis Bacon, who urged more 
soothingly in his Sylva Sylvarum, that a cure for 
stomach ailment was to take some new bread "bedew 
it with a little Sack or Alegant ," and lay it on the 
stomach. 33 


The early seventeenth century marks the high· 
water mark of literary references to Alicante wine in 
English. It was routinely invoked for boisterous and 
metaphorical effect, perhaps most joyfully conveyed in 
tl:ie drinking song "Sack for my Money," also from the 
time of James I, whose repeated chorus runs: 


The purest wine, so brisk and fine, 
the Alligant and Sherry, 
I hold it good to purge the blood, 
And make the senses merry 34 


From the earlier allusions to the rapid souring of 
Alicante wine, we can assume that these references 
are both to ordinary red wine which might become 
vinegary in barrel, and to what came to be known , and 
we know today, as Fondill6n, the aged, oxidized , noble 
Monastrell "vino rancio." 35 This latter was in fact very 
long -lasting, and much prized by sailors for its 
effectiveness in preventing scurvy . Ferdinand Magel· 
lan is said to have taken 200 barrels of Alicante 
"rancio" on his voyage to circumnavigate the globe. It 
came in particularly useful in the Philippines, where 
the expedition was able to exchange the wine for fresh 
water and fruit. 36 It was also cherished by English 
explorers. Captain Thomas James at the lowest ebb of 
his "dangero us voyage" after an icy winter kept the 
bulk of the Alicante wine for those most in need of 
sustenance: 


I ever doubted that we should be weakest in the 
Spring ; and therefore had I reserved. A Tun of 
Alegant Wine unto this time. Of this, by putting 
seven parts of water, to one of wine, we made 
some weake beverage : which (by reason that the 
wine by being frozen, had lost its Vertue) was 
little better than water. The sicker had a Pint of 
Alegant a day, by itselfe. 37 


"The Wives Excuse: or, Cuckolds Make Them· 
selves" by Thomas Southerne was a failure when first 
performed at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, in 1691. 
As a comedy of manners it was full of topical 
references. On being complimented as to the quality 
of his wines, the foppish arriviste Friendall asks his 
dinner guests (Act iv, Scene i): "How did you like the 
Lucina I gave you, the Gahda, the Mountain·Ah·cant? 
You taste the Sun in them perfectly, Gentlemen." This 
is the prelude to an all too familiarly pompous 







discussion of wine and other luxuries. From this we 
can gauge that Alicante wine still smacked of luxury 
and desirability, though it was readily available. Out 
of 9,862 pipes of wine from Spain entering the port of 
London in 1693 , 1,081 were Alicante wine .38 


This 1 uxuriousness is alluded to in more exuberant 
examples , such as the uproarious menu imagined by 
the previously mentioned John Taylor in his "Bill of 
Fare " offered in John Taylor 's Feast which had as its 
centrepiece , "A Rhinosceros boyld in Allecant ."39 Over 
a century later , we can also find Alicante present in 
such magnificent , and real rather than imaginary , 
banquets as that offered by the Due de Richelieu in 
1756 to aristocratic Hanoverian prisoners during the 
Hanoverian War , at which the endless array of second 
course dishes was rounded off with "Beef Jelly with 
Alicante Wine and Verdun Mirabelles." 40 


The drink 's popularity spread far afield, as can be 
seen from the value put on it in the American colonies . 
In the new colony of Virginia , 


To check exorbitant charges on the part of 
innkeepers , special rates were now laid down for 
retailers of the different wines and strong waters . 
The price by the gallon for canary , malaga, sherry, 
muscadine , and allegant was fixed at thirty 
pounds of tobacco; for madeira and fayal, at 
twenty pounds; for French wines, at fifteen for the 
finest brands of English spirits, at eighty; and for 
brandy or aquavitre, at forty .41 


It can be seen that "allegant " and the other Span· 
ish wines mentioned ("muscadine" being moscatel) 
were double the value of "French wines." 


As ever with alcohol, the taxman tends not to be 
far off. In 1660 parliament decreed : 


Provided always , and be it Enacted, That from 
and after the First Day of September 1661, no 
Canar y Wines, Muscadell, or Alligant, or other 
Spanish , or Sweet Wines, shall be sold or uttered , 
by an y Person or Persons within his Majesty's 
Kingdom of England , Dominion of Wales, and 
Town of Berwick upon Tweed, by Retail, for above 
Eighteen-pence the Quart; and that no Gascoigne 
or French Wines whatsoever shall be sold , by 
Retail , above Eight·pence the Quart ; and that no 
Rhenish Wines whatsoever shall be sold , by 
Retail, above Twelve-pence the Quart 42 


Similarly in William of Orange 's reign the costs of 
war against France required revenue. Consequently, 


... of every Butt or Pipe of Muscadels Malmeseys 
Cutes Tents Alicants Bastards Sacks Canaries 
Malagaes Maderaes & other Wines whatsoever 
co[m]monly called Sweet Wines of the Growth of 
the Levant Spain Portugal or any of them or any 
of the Islands or Dominions to them or any of 
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them belonging or elsewhere that shall come or be 
brought into the Port of London by his Majesties 
natural borne Subjects the Su[m]m of Fort y five 
shillings of current English Money ... 43 


Eighteenth Century Onwards 


T he beginning of the eighteenth century saw the 
appearance of John Gay's first published poem , 
a burlesque called "Wine" parodying Milton , 
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written to celebrate the Act of Union between England 
and Scotland, so we have Alicante wine appearing 
again in the chorus witnessing a key moment in the 
development of Great Britain : 


Name, sirs! the wine that most invites your taste ; 
Champaign, or Burgundy , or Florence pure , 
Or Hock antique , or Lisbon new or old, 
Bourdeaux, or neat French white , or Alicant 44 


Over in Dublin, the wine-loving Jonathan Swift 
wrote in a letter of 20 October 1714 that "I cannot stir 
from hence till a great Vessell of Alicant is bottled and 
till my Horse is in a condition to travel and my 
chimney piece made." Victoria Glendinning makes a 
minor but tellingly modern slip in her 1998 biograph y 
of Jonathan Swift when she states that Swift was 
referring to forty-six wine bottles he had recently 
bought. Swift's letter makes it clear that there were in 
fact a more reassuring forty-six dozen bottles to be 
filled. 45 


There is another fleeting Anglo· Irish encounter in 
a later eccentric eighteenth century work , The Life of 
John Buncle, Esq. by Thomas Amory , in which the 
sharing of a bottle of "old Alicant" gives rise to a 
learned and seemingly endless postprandial conversa
tion between the Anglo- Irish narrator (a thinl y 







disguised Amory), and the father of Miss Noel, one of 
his many objects of affection .46 


However , we are rather beginning to scrape the 
barrel. References to Alicante wine clearly become 
more occasional and prosaic , appearing generally in 
the specific context of wine and travel books. Joseph 
Townsend describes part of the process of making 
"Fontillon" in A Journey Through Spain in the Years 
1786 and 1787, in virtually the only specific use in 
English of the name the wine has come to be known 
by : 


For the Fontillon wine, the grapes are gathered, 
picked from the stalks, and exposed on elevated . 
wicker frames for the space of fifteen days to the 
influence of the sun and wind , in order to 
evaporate the superfluous moisture, after which 
they are submitted to the press .47 


Townsend's great successor as a traveller in 
Spain, Richard Ford, wrote in 1845: 


The [Alicante] wines, rich, with a rough taste com -
bined with sweetness, are used to doctor thin 
clarets for the British market. The celebrated 
Aloque, the best of them, ought to be made from 
the Monastrel grape : however, the Forcallada 
Blanquet and Farrell are used indiscriminately, 
and hence it is said arises the name Aloque-"A lo 
que saldra. "48 


"The Vintage" from Redding, 


History & Description of Modern Wines 


Cyrus Redding, a wine writer rather than a travel· 
ler , wrote in 1851, "At Alicant there is an excellent red 
wine , which becomes of the very first order by age; it 
is made from grapes of two or three sorts, mingled 
together ."49 Whether the reference to blending is 
accurate is hard to judge . However, the occasional 
nineteenth-century reference indicates that Alicante 
wine became less well-known. If at the start of the 
century a soldier could refer to the "valley of Alicant, 
where the so well-known Alicant wine is produced," 50 


and a physician could refer to "Alicant wine" as "one 
of the most precious cordials in pharmacy," 51 a later 
dictionary reference of 1857 presents the reader with 
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the deflating, "Alicant. A Spanish wine formerly much 
esteemed, said to be made near Alicant , and of 
m ulberries." 52 


In fiction, nineteenth-century allusions toAlicante 
wine appear to occur mainly in such historical 
adventures as Charles Kingsley's buccaneering West· 
ward Ho/' 3 set in Elizabethan times. Conan Doyle also 
refers to "Alicant ," though somewhat disparagingly , in 
his third novel, set in the 17th century. 54 This is rather 
a comedown when it is considered that Fondill6n at 
one time commanded a price of 800 francs per hecto· 
litre, when Sherry was selling at 204, Port at 153, 
Malaga at 135 and Valdepefias at 60.55 There are still 
references from the same period suggesting that the 
reputation of Alicante wine continued to be high . 
James Lemoine Denman, in his 1861 BriefDiscow·se 
on Wine, wrote: 


Alicant produces an excellent red wine, which 
ripens by age into one of the very first order ; but 
this town is noted most for a red sort, both strong 
and sweet. It comes from the t1ntilla grape, and , 
like the wine of Cyprus, is said to possess healing 
qualities, and to be efficacious as an external 
remedy for wounds. 56 


By contrast , Thomas George Shaw, writing at the 
same time, described a depressing wine-drinking 
situation on this coast: 


We sailed that evening for the interesting town of 
Alicante, where, and indeed as far as Barcelona , I 
could meet with nothing but the same dark , coars e 
red wine, universally drunk with water at meals 
along this eastern coast. 57 


There is an odd echo of the early sixteenth century 
associations of Alicante wine with sourness (and 
urine) in the figure of the German founder of neuro· 
chemistry John Louis William (originally Johann 
Ludwig Wilhelm) Thudichum, who had moved per
manently to England in 1853. Having written an 
analysis of urine as his first book, 58 he wrote in a 
subsequent treatise on wine that "The British Consul 
at Alicante informed him that a quantity of Alicante 
wine had in 1860 been shipped to England , to which 
an addition of only 3 to 37'2 gallons of spirit per pipe 
had been made at the time of exportation, no spirit 
having previously been added; and that on arrival in 
England the whole was found to be completely 
spoiled." 59 


This practical approach is some way from the 
glories of250 years previously. To find more evocative 
references to Alicante wine at this time, it is helpful to 
move in the opposite direction to Dr Thudichum and 
head to the Continent. Alicante wine has been de· 
scribed as both prolonging the life of King Louis XIV 
as it was coming to its end , and saving the life of his 







great·grandson and unexpected successor, the future 
Louis XV. The wine 's benefit to the ailing Sun King is 
described by Saint·Simon: 


On donna done au roi dix gouttes de cet elixir dans 
du vin d'Alicante, sur les onze heures du matin. 
Quelque temps apres il se trouva plus fort .60 


The role of Alicante wine in the saving of Louis 
XIV's great·grandson , after the death from smallpox 
or measles of all his immediate family and precursors 
in line to the thrnne, is narrated by the Duchesse 
d'Orleans: 


The King's brother died of the small·pox in 
consequence of being injudiciously blooded; this 
one, who is younger than his brother, was also 
attacked , but the femme de chambre concealed it, 
kept him warm, and continued to give him Alicant 
wine , by which means they preserved his life .61 


These eminent figures are joined by such 
luminaries as Balzac ("He! bourgeois, peut·on vous 
offrir un verre d'Alicante et des talmouses? dit 
Georges au comte") and Casanova ("Not a drop of 
water was drunk, for the Champagne, Tokay, Rhine 
wine , Madeira, Malaga, Cyprus, Alicante, and Cape 
wines would not allow it"), 62 as well as a much·quoted 
exchange in The Count of Mon tecristo. 63 The Marquis 
de Sade also puts in an appearance, as the 
unfortunate Madame de Noirceuil is poisoned in (and 
by) his Juliette before suffering further depredations 
in her death agony: 


Aimable infortunee, lui dis·je apres avoir mele la 
poudre dans un verre de vin d'Alicante, avalez ceci 
pour vous restaurer, et vous allez voir l'etat de 
reconfortation ou ce breuvage va mettre vos 
esprits 64 


Perhaps the continuing lustre of Alicante wine in 
Europe and the relative ordinariness with which it 
was coming to be regarded in Britain is reflected in 
these two quotes, one from the French sophisticate 
Eugene Sue and the other from Walter Scott. In The 
WandenngJew, Sue writes "Bordeaux, Madeira, and 


Alicant sparkled like rubies and topazes in large glass 
decanters ."65 While Scott in Woodstock," Or, The 
Cavalier has the following exchange: 


"But what liquor is there? " 
"Only a bottle of Alicant, and one of sack, with the 
stone jug of strong waters," answered Phoebe. 66 


In the story "Little Zaches called Cinnabar" in the 
Tales of Hofmann, Professor Mosch Terpin has been 
given by his future son·in·law the dream job of 
researching the difference in taste of wine and water. 
We are told that his studies have embraced the Rhine 
and Champagne and that he is halfway through a butt 
of Alicante .67 
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In Spanish literature Azorin kept the flame 
burning for Fondill6n. Born in the heart of Fondill6n 
country in Mon6ver in the high Vinalop6 valley , but 
making his literary and political career in Madrid , he 
refers to the wine in his writings, and is said to have 
doused his handkerchief in aromatic Fondill6n in 
order to carry its perfume with him .68 


In twentieth·century writing in English , it is left 
to a rumbustious Irishman, Brendan Behan , and a 
diffidently nomadic English gentleman, Norman 
Lewis, to hold the fort for the wine of Alicante. 
Behan's wife describes how "Brendan hated the [local] 
wine. As soon as our money arrived he ordered a 
thirty·gallon barrel of imported Alicante wine which 
cost him thirty shillings." 69 This is confirmed by E.H . 
Mikhail: "Sometimes, in the afternoon , we would sit 
outside Francisco's drinking our Alicante wine and 
watching the happenings of San Jorge." 70 But this 
was red wine rather than Fondill6n. Similarly , 
Norman Lewis spent several post·war summers in 
Farol on the coast of Catalonia, described in Voices of 
the Old Sea. Both these episodes represent straight· 
forward descriptions of living in Spain and drinking 
Alicante wine, so may be said not to really represent 
Alicante wine in English literature. However, it is 
worth noting that both authors present Alicante wine 
as being more desirable than the wine of the locality 
in which they find themselves . In Voices of the Old 
Sea, the Alicante wine is so desirable that it is used to 
bribe the local mayor. 71 


Who knows where the future lies for this drink. In 
the horizontal tasting at Vinoelite the "Nueve 
Magnificos"-spearheaded by Bodegas Primitivo 
Quiles and Salvador Poveda, instrumental in the 
survival and reappearance of Fondill6n-the last 
Fondill6n to be tasted came from Felipe Gutierrez de 
la Vega, whose version is startlingly different to the 
other eight, bright red rather than amber , and far 
younger-going back just to 1996, compared to 
Salvador Poveda's 1980 and Primitivo Quiles' 1948 . 
This could prove to be a dynamic debate. The wine is 
certainly back on the map, given the ultimate accolade 
in our day of approval (and over ninety points) in 
Robert Parker's Wine Advocate. In February 2007 
there appeared the following : 


Casta Diva Fondill6n 1996 
Made from 100% Monastrell , is a saturated 
purple, offering aromas of plums, prunes , and 
raisins. On the palate this intensely sweet wine 
remains slightly tight and tannic. It is reminiscent 
of an Italian Recioto . . . should be consumed 
within 2-3 years of purchase.-92 points .72 


This encomium from the most influential organ in 
the wine world might be a first step on the road to 
seeing Fondill6n return to the international wine 







arena. The Primitive Quiles bodega sells half of its 
tiny 30,000 annual production of Fondill6n in the 
USA. 


As stated in the opening paragraph, the first draft 
of this article was written in 2007, when the global 
economic crisis was merely looming. The Vinoelite 
tasting which sparked my interest was part of the 
jamboree surrounding the holding of the America's 
Cup in Valencia that year. In the intervening four 
years, Spain's economy has been battered more than 
most, and Alicante wines have not achieved a 
noticeably higher profile. It is instructive to note that 
Oz Clarke's comment in his Pocket Wine Gwde 2010, 
" ... Alicante to the south [of Valencia] produces a little · 
known treasure, the Fondill6n dry or semi-dry forti · 
fied wine," 73 is identical to what he wrote in the 1999 
and 2004 editions. Jon Hurley in his 2005 A Matter of 
Taste : The History of Wine Drinking 111 Britain is both 
slightly disparaging when referring to the wines of 
Alic ante (and inaccurate when describing Fondill6n as 
intensely sweet): 


The region still makes a variety of wines, from the 
basic brews, earthy and powerful-Monastrell· 
driven reds which happy tourists use to accom· 
pany their chicken and chips-to Fondillon, a 
solera·made, intensely sweet dessert wine. 74 


Nevertheless, I look forward to the day when 
Alicante wine is mentioned on screen or TV, or even 
as an app, in a contemporary parallel of the Jacobean 
playwrights for whom Alicante wine was everyday 
alcoholic and metaphorical currency. 


EPILOGUE: However, there is a more immediate threat 
to the region's centuries of distinctive winemaking in 
the shape of current moves by the Valencia region's 
ministry of agriculture to blur the lines of the regional 
Denominaciones de Origen Wicante, Utiel·Requena 
and Valencia) through the creation of a single giant 
Valencia DO. This is a prospect that is doubly galling 
as the Valencia DO is smaller, and generally making 
less interesting wines, than the other two denomi· 
naciones. We can be sure that Alicante will do its best 
to resist this putsch and to preserve its ancient 
heritage and qualities. 75 


Perhaps there is no one better equipped to express 
this than the doyen ofValencian wine writers, Joan C. 
Martin. He started his newspaper article "Alicante, 
the essence of the kingdom"(referring to the medieval 
east Iberian kingdom of Valencia): "The wines of 
Alicante are the link with winemaking immortality of 
the people of the Pais Valenciano ."76 


Long may this be so. 


NOTES._~~~~-
1. Fondill6n is a semi·sweet "vino rancio'' made from grapes 


which are left to overripen on the vine before 
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fermentation, resulting in a sweet wine that is very high 
in alcohol (the finished product comes in at 16·18% 
ABV). It is then aged in giant wooden barrels for no less 
_than eight years and often more than twenty. The 
process slowly oxidizes the wine, adding complexity and 
refinement. The original brilliant red turns gradually to 
amber until the result is not unlike its fellow "vinos 
nobles" ofMadeira or Oloroso Sherry in colour and style, 
though unlike these it is not fortified. 


2. See Joan C. Martin, "La cultura del origen en la 
gastronomia," El Pais, 14 June 2005. 


3. It is sometimes claimed (see Fulbert Dumonteil , "Les 
Vins de Paris" in "Le Cuisinier Fani;;ais," no. 494 , 
July-Aug-Sept . 2000, pp. 12-13) thatAlicante wine was 
successful at the first recorded wine challenge ("La 
bataille des vins"), overseen by Philip II of France in 
Paris in the early thirteenth century, as narrated in a 
poem by the troubadour Henri d'Andeli (available at 
http://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/La Bataille des vins). Here 
were represented the best wines from France, Italy , 
Spain, Greece and Portugal. The tasting committee was 
presided over by King Philip II (Philippe Auguste) aided 
by an English monk. The Cyprus wine was deemed 
overall champion, but I suspect that the occasional 
inclusion of Alicante among the winners is a misreading 
of "Vin d'Aquilat" (probably Aquila in the kingdom of 
Naples), especially as all the wines were white. See 
Legrand D'Aussy, Fabh'aux ou contes. Fables et romans 
duXIIeetXJIIesiecle(JulesRenouard, 1839), vol. 3, pp . 
38, 46, 47. 


4. As indicated by the Oxford English Dictionary , though 
we have also encountered "Aligant" and "Ellegant," see 
notes 6 and 12. 


5. Gavin A. Smith and Susana Narotzky , Immediate 
Struggles: People, Power, and Place in Rural Spain 
(University of California Press, 2006), p. 41. 


6. See W. Carew Hazlitt (ed.), Remains of the Early Popular 
Poetry of England (John Russell Smith , 1864), pp. 
92-109. 


7. The full text is available online at http ://oldpoetry .com/ 
opoem/5 3962· Anonymous-Olde · English · ·· Here· 
Foloweth ·Colyn · Blowbols·Testament. 


8. See W. Carew Hazlitt's edition of R. Dodsley , A Select 
Collection of Old Engh 'sh Plays, vol. I (Reeves and 
Turner, 187 4; first published in 12 vols ., R. Dodsley , 
17 44·45), p. 53. The full text is available online at 
http://www.fullbooks.com/A ·Select· Collection ·of· 0 Id· 
English· Plays I.html. 


9. See the introduction by F. J. Furnivall to his 1870 edition 
of Andrew Boorde, TheFyrstBoke of the Introduction of 
Knowledge (Elibron Calssics, 2005, facsimile of 1870 
edition published by N. Trubner) , p. 75. 


10. According to Edmund Bahun, The character of Queen 
Eh'zabeth (R. Chiswell, 1693). See also Christopher 
Hibbert, The Virgin Queen: Eh'zabeth I, Genius of the 
Golden Age by (Addison Wesley, 1992), p . 105. 







11. Theodore Turquet de Mayerne left a vivid portrait of the 
king in a memorandum for those who were to tend to 
him while Mayerne was on a diplomatic mission to 
Switzerland . For the description of James I's urine see 
BL Sloane MS 1679, folio 20v. See Deborah Lupton, 
Medicine as Culture : Illness, Disease and the Body in 
Western Societies (Sage, 2003), p. 124; see also Ida 
MacAlpine and Richard Hunter , George III and the 
Mad-Business Wlen Lane, 1969) , pp . 204, 206-7 ; and 
Peter N. Miller , "Persecution and the Art of Healing," in 
The New Republic , 11 June 2006 , available online at 
http://www . tnr .com/doc.mhtml?i=2006 l l 13&s=miller 1 
11306 . 


12. T . Cox, N. Jack , S. Lofthouse, J . Watling, J. Haines, M. 
Warren , "King George III and porphyria : an elemental 
hypothesis and investigation, " The Lancet, vol. 366, 
issue 9482 , 23 July 2005 , pp . 332-5 . James I probably 
suffered from porphyria . 


13. Sir Thomas Smith , Sir Thomas Smithes Voiage and 
Entertainment in Rushia With the tragicall ends of two 
emperors, and one empresse, within one moneth during 
his being there: and the miraculous preseruation of the 
now raig111'ng emperor, esteemed dead for 18 yeares 
(Nathaniel Butter, 1605). 


14. Thomas Roe, The Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe to the 
Court of the Great Mogul, 1615-1619 : as narrated 1'n his 
Journal and correspondence (Kraus Reprint , 1967) p. 
208 . This tendency to sourness is repeated by James 
Howell, later historiographer royal to Charles II, writing 
in 1643, "Those kinds that our Merchants carry over are 
those only that grow upon the Seaside, as Malagas , 
Sherries , Tents and Aligants : Of this last there's little 
comes over right, therefore the Vintners make Tent 
(which is a name for all Wines in Spain except white) to 
supply the place of it." See J. Jacobs (ed.), The Famih'ar 
Letters of James Howell (David Nutt, 1890), p . 455. 


15. Walter Mountfort , The Launching of the Mary (OUP , 
1933), pp . 82·3 . 


16. See John Harland (ed.) , "The House and Farm Accounts 
of the Shuttleworths of Gawthorpe Hall, in the County 
of Lancaster at Smithils and Gawthorpe, " in Remains 
Historical and Literary Connected with the Palatine 
Counti·es of Lancaster and Chester (The Cheetham 
Society, 1858), vol 46, p . 1112 . 


17. Like a good Englishman, Ward was happy to swap a tun 
of red wine for a tun of beer. See C. Estrange-Ewan , 
Captain John Want, Arch-Pirate (privately printed, 
1939), p. 9. See also Daniel Vitkus (ed.), Three Turk 
Plays from Early Modern England(Columbia UP, 2000), 
p. 41. 


18. This refers to Pedro Ximenez . 
19. Luke Hutton, The Discovery of a London Monster, 


called, the Black Dogg of New-gate (1596, repr . 1612) . 
20 . See the 1990 OUP edition of "The Merry Wives of 


Windsor " edited by T.W . Craik, p. 129, note 65. See also 
the similar play on words in "A Cure for a Cuckold" 
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referred to in footnote 22 below . The vinous play on 
words is noted in Edward Holdsworth Sugden , A 
Topographical Dictionary to the Works of Shakespeare 
and His Fellow Dramatists (Univ of Manchester , 1925 . 


21. Alexander Dyce (ed.), "Timon , a Play,"(first performed 
1585, first printed The Shakespeare Society , 1842), act 
ii, scene v, p. 39 . 


22. See Barnabe Barnes , "The Devil's Charter " (Nick Hern 
Books, 1999), p . 54 , p . 123 . 


23 . "Ellegant" here is a play on words with "Allegant ," and 
the Boy immediately goes on to ask, "A cup of neat 
Allegant?" 


24. "A Cure for a Cuckold", act iv, scene i. 


25. "The Chances ", act i, scene viii. 
26 . And to sexual performance. "Pimlyco or Runne Red· 


cappe," an anonymous tract from 1609 that has been 
described as "a satirical rhapsody on the age 's animal 
spirits and headlong folly," refers to "fat lecherous 
Alligant Whose juice repaires what Backes doe want ." 


27. Again, as an alternative to what would become the long 
standing use of claret in the same context (also first 
found in this play, I believe) , "you'll bleed three pottles 
of Aligant, by this light , if you follow 'em ," ("An Honest 
Whore Part I," act i, scene i) . 


28 . "Tent" is a corruption of "tinto" referring to Spanish red 
wme. 


29 . "The Ordinary" (1635?) , act ii, scene ii. 
30 . "The Praise of Hempseed " is subtitled , "The Voyage of 


Mr. Roger Bird and the Writer hereof, in a Boat of 
browne -Paper , from London to Quinborough in Kent ." In 
1619 the eccentric Thames ferryman, John Taylor the 
Water-poet, made an extraordinary journey from London 
to Queenborough in a paper boat. Taylor's 40-mile 
journey stood as the world-record distance travelled in 
a paper boat until 2003. 


31. John Taylor challenged William Fennor , "the King 's 
Rhymer," to a "trial of wit" in the Hope Theatre, 1614. 
Fennor failed to appear. 


32. Pasquil's Pah'nodia (1619, repr. 1620, 1634, 1866) has 
been attributed also to Nicholas Breton, who wrote 
several "Pasquil" texts (including Pasquil's Fool es cappe, 
entered at Stationers' Hall in 1600, Pasquil's Mistresse 
(1600), Pasquil's Passe and Passeth Not (1600)) , but 
Fennor (who was probably a Dutchman) is considered 
the most likely author of this work. 


33. Francis Bacon , Sylva Sylvarum , Or a Natural History in 
Ten Centuries (first printed 1627) , this reference from 
Basil Montague, The Works of Francis Bacon (A Hart , 
1852), vol. II, p. 16. 


34 . See John Payne Collier (ed .), A Book of Roxburghe 
Ballads (Longman, Brown et al, 1847) , pp . 177- 203 . 


35 . The "rancio" style refers to a type of wine obtained by 
means of intentional oxidation or maderization , general · 
ly achieved by prolonged (decades in some cases , as with 
Fondill6n) periods of ageing in wood , or exposure to 
heat. 


- ------







36. See Joan C. Martin, Manual de los vinos valencianos 
(Jose Huguet, 1986), p . 103. This is the best book on the 
wines of the Valencia region and their history, and 
indeed on Fondill6n (pp. 102-8). A new updated edition 
is highly overdue . 


37. See Thomas James, The Dangerous Voyage Of Captain 
Thomas James, In his intended Discovery of a North 
West Passage into the South Sea, Wherein the Miseries 
Indured Both Going, Wintering, Returning, and the 
Rarities Observed, both Philosophicall and Mathemat· 
icall are Related in this Journall ofit (John Partridge, 
1633), p. 73. See also Robert James Merrett, "A Political 
and Social History of Wines and Spirits in Canada, 
1630-1900 ," in Etudes Canadiennes/Canadian Studies, 
no. 35, 1993. 


38. See Jose Ignacio Martinez Ruiz and Perry Gauci, 
Mercaderesingleses en Ah'cante en el sigloXVJJ: estudio 
y edici6n de la Correspondencia Comercial de Richard 
Houncell & Co. (Universidad de Alicante, 2008), p. 94. 


39. John Taylor, Taylor's Feast. A Bill of Fare (J. Okes, 
1638). See http://www .godecookery .com/mirth/mirth0l9 . 


40.See Prosper Montagne, The New Larousse Gastronom· 
ique (Hamlyn; 2001), p. 95. The duke was limited to 
serving beef-based dishes due to a shortage in his food 
supplies. The first two courses consisted of. 
FIRST COURSE 
Tureen ofGarbure Gratinee-Palate of Beef a la Sainte· 
Menehould - Kidneys with Fried Onion - Tripe a la 
Paulette with Lemon Juice - Rump of Beef with Root 
Vegetables - Oxtail with Chestnut Puree - Civet of 
Tongue a la Bourguignonne - Paupiettes of Beef a 
l'Estouffade, Pickled Nasturtium Buds - Filet of Beef 
Braised with Celery - Beef Rissoles , Hazelnut Puree -
Beef Marrow on Toast . 
SECOND COURSE 
Roast Sirloin - Endive Salad with Ox Tongue - Beef a la 
Mode with White Jelly - Cold Beef Gateau with Blood 
and Furancon Wine and Glazed Turnips - Beef Bone 
Marrow Pie, Bread Crumbs & Candy Sugar-Beef Stock 
Aspic with Lemon Rind and Pralines - Puree of 
Artichoke Hearts, Beef Stock & Almond Milk - Beef 
Jelly with Alicante Wine and Verdun Mirabelles. 


41. Hening's Statutes, vol. I, p. 300, quoted in Philip 
Alexander Bruce, Economic History of Virginia in the 
Seventeenth Century(Macmillan, 1895), p . 221. 


42. From: "House of Commons Journal Volume 8: 27 
December 1660," Journal of the House of Commons: 
volume 8: 1660·1667 (1802) , pp. 227·31, available at 
http://www.british · history. ac. uk/report .asp?compid 
=26335. 


43. Seehttp ://www.british · history.ac . uk/report.asp?compid 
=46872 . William III, 1696·7: An Act for granting to His 
Majesty a further Subsidy of Tunnage and Poundage 
upon Merchandizes imported for the Terme of Two 
Yeares & Three Quarters & an additional Land Tax for 
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One Yeare for carrying on the Warr against France. 
[Chapter XXIV. Rot. Parl. 8 & 9 Gul. III . p. 8. nu . 2.J. 


44. See John Gay "Wine" (1708), in James Parton, The 
Humorous Poetry of the Engh'sh Language; from 
Chaucer to Saxe (Mason Brothers , 1856) p. 355. Also the 
website "Spenser and the Tradition: English Poetry 
1759· 1830," compiled by David Hill Radcliffe (http: 
//198.82 .142.160/spenser/TextRecord.php ?action=GET 
&textsid=38062). 


45. Victoria Glendinning, Jonathan Swift (Hutchinson , 
1998), p. 140. For the relevant letter see George Birk· 
beck Hill (ed.), Unpubhshed Letters of Dean Swift (T. 
Fisher Unwin, 1899) pp . 14·15 . 


46. Thomas Amory, The Life of John Buncle, Esq. 
Containing Various Observations and Reflections, Made 
in Several Parts of the World, and Many Extraordinary 
Relations (J. Johnson & B. Davenport, 1756·66) , p. 56 : 
"We sat down immediately to two very good dishes , and 
when that was over, Mr. Noeland I drank a bottle ofold 
Alicant." Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 
provides the following under Bunde: "A prodigious hand 
at matrimony, divinity, a song, and a peck." He marries 
seven wives, loses all in the flower of their age, is 
inconsolable for two or three days , then resigns himself 
to the decrees of Providence, and marries again . ("John 
is a kind of innocent Henry VIII, of private life ."-Leigh 
Hunt) . 


47 . Joseph Townsend, A Journey Through Spain in the 
Years 1786 and 178? With Particular Attention to the 
Agriculture ... vol. 3 (C. Dilly, 1791), p. 200. 


48. Richard Ford, A Handbook for Travellers in Spain (John 
Murray, 1855), Part I, p. 354. Richard Ford (1796-1858) 
spent the years 1830-34 on riding tours in Spain. A 
connoisseur and critic, this work (first published in 
1845) was from the first regarded as one of the finest 
travel books in the English language . The Times 
declared upon its publication, "So great a literary 
achievement has never before been performed under so 
humble a title ." 


49. Cyrus Redding , A History and Descripti'on of Modern 
Wines (Henry G. Bohn, 1851, first pub!. 1833), p. 199. 


50. Johann Christian Mampel, Adventures of a Young 
Rifleman in the French and Engh'sh Armies, During the 
War in Spain and Portugal. Written by Himself(Henry 
Colburn, 1826), p. 263. 


51. See M. Pissis, "Observations upon Alicant Vine, and 
particularly the Alicant Raisin Wine" in The 
Philosophical Magazine, vol 25, June ·September 1806, 
pp. 313·17. 


52 .Thomas Wright, Dictionary of Obsolete and Provincial 
Engh'sh (Henry G. Bohn, 1857), p . 52, and a nearly 
identical reference appears in Robert Nares et al., A 
Glossary: Or, Collection of Words, Phrases , Names, and 
Allusions to Customs, Proverbs , Etc. (J .R. Smith , 1867), 
p. 17. 







53. Charles Kingsley , Westward Ho! Or, The voyages and 
adventures of Sir Amyas Leigh (B. Tauchnitz, 1855), p. 
302: "And so Jack was sent·home , with a pint of good red 
Alicant wine in him (more, poor fellow, than he had 
tasted at once in his life before) ." By a nice coincidence 
"Westward ho!" happens also to be the title of a play by 
John Webster , see note 22. 


54. "But what is this upon the table? Alicant? Fie, fie, it is 
a drink for boys. Let us have some good sack with plenty 
of body in it . Claret for youth, say I, sack for maturity," 
in Micah Clarke : His Statement (Longmans, Green & 
Co, 1890), p. 114. 


55 . From a leaflet (unpubl.) by Juan Ferrer Espinosa, 
"Historia del Fondill6n," available on the internet at 
http://www .monover .com/2006/fondillon.htm. 


56. James Lemoine Denman, A Brief Discourse on Wine: 
Embracing an Historical and Descriptive Account of the 
Vine (J.L . Denman, 1861), p . 59. 


57. Thomas George Shaw, Wine, the Vine and the Cellar 
(Longman , et al , 1863), p . 60 . 


58. John Louis William Thudichum, A Treatise on the 
Pathology of Urine ... (John Churchill, 1858). 


59. John L. W. Thudichum, Treatise on Wines: their Ori· 
gin, Nature and Varieties, with Practical Directions for 
Viticulture and Vini.icat.ion (Macmillan, 1872), p. 656. 


60. See M. le Marquis de Saint·Simon Memoires complets 
et authentiques du due de Saint·Simon sur le siecle de 
Louis XIV etla Regence , vol. XII (A. Sautelet, 1829, first 
pub!. 1788), p. 486 : "Ten drops of [Le Brun's] mixture in 
Alicante wine were therefore given to the King about 
eleven o'clock in the morning ." 


61. See Elizabeth·Charlotte of Bavaria, Palatine du Rhin, 
Duchesse d'Orleans, Secret Memoirs of the Court of 
Louis XIV and of the Regency Extracted from the 
German Correspondence Duchess of Orleans ( Whit· 
taker , 1824), pp. 382·3 . 


62 . Honore de Balzac, Un debut dans la vie (first publ. 
1842) . '"Hey! bourgeois , may I offer you a glass of Ali· 
cante and some cheese·cakes? ' said Georges to the 
count," Katherine Prescott Wormeley transl., A Startin 
Life and Other Stories (Roberts Brothers, 1895), p. 84. 
See Giacomo Casanova , The Many Loves of Casanova 
(Holoway House, 2005), p . 152, for this reference to a 
sumptuous society breakfast he hosted . 


63. Alexandre Dumas, Le Comte de Monte·Cristo CLa 
Bibilotheque electronique du Quebec - http://jydupuis . 
apinc.org/vents/Dumas·comte·3.pdf, first publ. 1844), 
vol. III, p. 349: "Maintenant, dit le comte, voulez·vous 
prendre quelque chose; un verre de xeres, de porto, d'alicante? 
- D'alicante, puisque vous le voulez bien, c'est mon vin 
de predilection. 
- J'en ai d'excellent . Avec un biscuit, n'est·ce pas? 
-Avec un biscuit, puisque vous m'y forcez." 
("'Now,' said the count, 'would you like something to 
drink : a glass of sherry, port or alicante?' 'Alicante, if 
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you please; it is my favorite wine .' 'I have some that is 
very good. You will take a biscuit with it, will you not?"'). 


64. Marquis de Sade, Histoire deJuh'ette , ou Jes Prosperites 
du vice (1797· 1801) The complete text is available at 
http ://www. sade· ecrivain. com/j uliette/juliette. h tm 


65. Eugene Sue, The Wandering Jew, Part 3 (National 
Library Company, 2005) , p. 63. First published as Le 
Jui! errant, 1844·45. 


66. Walter Scott, Woodstock; Or, The Ca vah'er. A Tale of the 
Year Sixteen Hundred and Fifty-one (A. Constable & 
Co., 1826), vol. 1, p. 96. 


67. See E.T.A. Hoffmann, Klein Zaches genannt Zinnober 
(Elibron Classics, nd, first pub!., 1819), p.73 : "Er hat 
schon einen halben Oxhoft alten Rheinwein sowie 
mehrere Dutzend Flaschen Champagner verstudiert 
und istjetzt an ein FaI3 Alikante geraten." 


68. Azorin was the pseudonym of Jose Martinez Ruiz (1873· 
1967), novelist, essayist and the foremost Spanish 
literary critic of his day. He was one of a group of writers 
engaged at the turn of the twentieth century in a 
concerted attempt to revitalize Spanish life and letters . 


69. Beatrice Behan with Gus Smith and Des Hickey , My 
Life with Brendan (Nash Pub., 1974), p. 103. 


70. E. H. Mikhail , Brendan Behan J: Interviews and 
Recollections (Macmillan, 1982), p . 93. 


71. See Norman Lewis, Voices of the Old Sea (Carroll and 
Graf, 2005, first publ. 1984), pp. 179, 186·7, 203 . 
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(Sterling, 2009) p. 302. 
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Thomas George Shaw's 1863 


Wine, the Vine, and the Cellar, 


acknowledged as one of the 


most Interesting books on the 


subject, Included his thoughts 


on the wines of Alicante . 







A Special Napa Valley Wine History 
Published this summer , Napa Valley's Jewish 
Heritage by Henry Michalski and Donna Mendelsohn, 
is a noteworthy addition to the history of California 's 
Napa Valley, particularly its wine industry. The well· 
illustrated book is one of the Images of America Series 
published by Arcadia Press (128 pp, card covers , $22). 
The Jewish involvement in California's wine history 
has not been thoroughl y addressed before , and 
authors Michalski and 


A brilliant measure of its taste .... There is one 
curious library in town which is largely made up 
of works on grapes and wine. It belongs to Arpad 
Haraszthy , and is apropos of his business . He 
knows all there is to know about wine·making , 
said one of his friends . He even studies th e 
classical side of his work , and knows the whole 
history of wine from the Bible down before Bible 
times, maybe. You know wines were invented 
sometime before telephones or even printing . 
Haraszthy thinks that the making of it was 
instinctive, and I don 't know but he 's right. 
But his library tastes do not stop at wine history. 


He has travels and philo· 
Mendelsohn have dug into 
many archi val collections to 
bring us stories of the well· 
kn own players, along with 
an outstanding supporting 
cast , from the mid· 1800s to 
the present . It is a valuable 
resource , and a very good 
read . (As with most of 
Arcadia 's publications , it 
does not ha ve an index, but 
your Editor has created one 
for the "Wine Industry 
Nam es" in the book and will 
be happ y to share . Just 
send me an email at 
waywardtendrils@att .net or 
nomispress@att.net.) 


A Good Link 
Tendril Joe Lynch sent in a 
us eful websi te to search for 
book sales in your area , or 
perhaps somewhere you 
might be planning to visit . 
http ://www . booksalefinder . 
com/ind ex.html. 


Arpad Haraszthy's Library 
This tidbit was gleaned by 


~fi OFFERED FOR SALE -t-. 
~ by Isaac Oelgart ~ 


A nearly complete collection 
of all the IVP-Port Publications 


The Instituto do Vinho do Porto (IVP) was 
established in 1933 to Test, Regulate , Serve and 
Protect the best interests of Port , and to that end 
published a wide variety of material on all 
aspects of the Port trade. Their publications are 
the primary source for all information on Port. 
They actively published in Portuguese and 
English , with promotional publica ·tions in 
foreign languages such as German, Italian, 
Danish , and French , and likely others . 


Included are all the prized volumes of the ANAIS 
[Annuals] , the CADERNOS [Notebooks] & the 
SUPLEMENTOS [Supplements], PORT WINE IN 
[yearJ.. .. Pamphlets, Books & Brochures ... Includ· 
ing the 3·volume 5,000·item bibliography, &c. 
Over 150 items-send for email list. Originally 
offered at $6,000.00 . Now offered for $1500 .00, 
post paid in the U.S. 


Isaacoelgart@gmail .com I 503.288 .3606 


logical work , and histories 
besides. He owns 5,000 
volumes ." 


While on the subject of 
Arpad Haraszthy 
let's enjoy this wine·y pas· 
sage from Ambrose Bierce : 
The Making of a Misan · 
thrope by Richard Saunders 
(SF : Chronicle Books , 1985), 
sent by Bo Simons. 
"The wine of Arpad Harasz· 
thy has a bouquet all its 
own . It tickles and titillates 
the palate. It gurgles as it 
slips down the alimentar y 
canal. It warms the cockles 
of the heart, and it burns 
the sensitive lining of the 
stomach." [from Bierce 's 
"Prattle " column in the S. F. 
Examiner] --


Haraszthy was outraged by 
the column and immediate· 
ly consulted his lawyers and 
demanded that they threat· 
en the Examiner with a 
lawsuit unless Bierce ran a 
retraction. Bierce and 


Marvin Collins from an article in the November 12th 
1899 San Francisco Call , ''Valuable Private Libraries." 
Marvin writes : This feature story describes and 
comments on the private libraries of many of the 
wealthy men of San Francisco. It is written in a very 
chatty style , and was illustrated with cameo 
photographs of some of the library interiors. The 
article is framed in answer to the quote from the 
London paper to prove that San Francisco is an 
edu cated and refined city. 


"Twent y·one years ago a London paper said that 
San Francisco does not care for art and learning . 


Hearst [Examiner owner/ publisher] were equally 
insulted by the threats of libel issued by the vintner , 
and the "retraction" in the next column was a good 
example of how the writer and publisher could team 
to jointly thumb their noses at legal threats as well as 
deliver a highly sarcastic apology: "The wine of Arp ad 
Haraszthy does not have a bouquet all its own . It does 
not tickle and titillate the palate . It does not gurgle as 
it slips down the alimentary canal. It does not warm 
the cockles of the heart, and it does not burn the 
sensitive lining of the stomach ." 
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The Wine Book List of the University of California Press 
by Thomas Pinney 


[ With his love of wine and its history , Thomas Pinney is well-known and applauded by any wine enthusiast who has even the slightest inkling 
of an inter_est in _the history o~wine and ~·ts printed wo~d. !!_is books in the fie}~ now number eight titles, wh1Je his contributions to our WTQ 
have proVJded significant add1t1onal ms1ght mto the h1stoncal literature ofwme . We salute his valuable efforts. - Ed.] 


THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS is now the leading publisher of books about wine and related subjects in this 
country , having long since outpaced the former leader , Alfred A. Knopf. 1 How it got to that position may be briefly 
outlined here . A close look at the list of books it has published and is publishing will also tell us something about 
the fortunes of wine in this country over the last sixty or seventy years. 


HE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
-but not the University of Cali· 
fornia Press-has long been a 
publisher of work about viticul· 
ture and winemaking. California 
has been the overwhelmingly 
dominant producer of vinifera 
grapes and wine in America since 
the 1850s, and so important a 
branch of the state's agriculture 


inevitably became a subject for scientific and practical 
study. Such work was carried on in the College of 
Agriculture and the associated Agricultural Experi
ment Station of the University, and it was from these 
sources that the early publications issued. The first 
that I know of is Dean Eugene W. Hilgard's "Lecture 
on the Phylloxera or Grape Vine Louse," Bulletin No. 
23 of the University of California , 1876 (the 
University had been founded at Oakland in 1868 and 
moved to Berkeley in 1873) . This early publication 
was followed by innumerable others by Hilgard and 
his associates in the years following , down to 
Prohibition . It would be tedious even to sample them, 
but among their authors one may mention , as well as 
Hilgard , Arthur Hayne, Frederic Bioletti, F .C.H . 
Flossfeder, Leon Bonnet , E .H . Twight, and F .W. 
Morse . Hilgard himself is said to have written 1,250 
pages of viticultural reports alone. 


Prohibition, coming into force at the beginning of 
1920, of course put an end to further publication 
concerned with wine, though studies about grapes 
could and did continue, so long as it was pretended 
that grapes had nothing to do with the dreaded thing 
called wine but only with the innocent supply of fruit 
for the table or for juic(;l. Prominent among the 
researchers at the University during these dark years 
were W. V. Cruess , A. J . Winkler , and Harold Olmo. 


Publication of research about grapes and wine by 
the Agricultural Experiment Station resumed soon 
after Prohibition came to an end in December, 1933. 
One of the notable items was Frederic Bioletti's 
Ampelography, 2 the work of a lifetime, now at last 
permitted to appear . It was Bioletti's nunc dimittis, 
for he died in the year after its publication. The 
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University of California's work in agriculture , now 
carried on by what is called the department of 
Agriculture and Natural Resources, continues to 
include much work on wines and vines , but that work 
is not now nor has it ever been published by the 
University of California Press . 


So where does the Press come in? The answer is, 
not for a long time, and then very hesitantly. The 
University of California Press, founded in 1874, was 
literally, in the beginning, a press ; that is to say , a 
place where things were printed. The needs of the 
University for printing were many and various : the 
catalog, course lists, bulletins, information of all kinds 
for faculty, staff, and others . The Press began to take 
on a publishing function only when the University 
founded a series of monograph studies, beginning in 
1893, in geology, archaeology and anthropology , 
botany, zoology, classical philology and so on. These 
were non·commercial , scholarly publications in serial 
form, and they were the only sort of publication that 
the press was permitted to produce . Under the 
autocratic control of President Benjamin Ide Wheeler, 
who had founded most of the monograph series, the 
activity of the Press was strictly limited : "No books, no 
royalties, no advertising except bare lists , virtually no 
sales, no practices remotely commercial in nature . 
Distribution was primarily by exchange with other 
libraries." 3 And so it continued for many years, even 
after Wheeler retired in 1919 . 


But after a time, a book or two was manufactured 
and sold by the Press , as we may call it, and this 
activity gradually grew in an irregular way . August 
Fruge, who came to the Press in 1944, found it in a 
gradual process of change but still recognizably 
working in the way that Wheeler had designed it . 
Fruge had a different idea; that the Press should 
become a general publisher of scholarly books, after 
the model of the great presses at Oxford , Cambridg e, 
Harvard, Yale, Princeton , &c. With the help of like· 
minded people, Fruge presided over this change, not 
without opposition, and so opened the way for the 
University of California Press to publish books about 
grapes and wine. 


Fruge's strategy for leading the Press away from 







its old restrictions was to build "lists" in different 
subjects, on the theory that once you had published, 
say , a book about Ancient Greece, you would attract 
another book in that field, and the power of attraction 
would grow with the growth of the list. At some point 
you would find that you had a large field to cultivate. 
So there was a classical list , a Latin American list, an 
Asiatic list , a film list-but no wine list . One reason 
for that was, I think, that Fruge did not want the 
Press to be identified as a regional press . American 
wine , if people thought about it at all , was largely a 
California commodity, so anything published about it 
would have a provincial character. But the main 
reason that no list of wine books developed was simply 
that there was no supply . Before around 1970 wine, as 
a thing to write about, was nowhere. The exceptions, 
such as Frank Schoonmaker's publications, surely 
prove the rule in this case . 


The beginnings, and the erratic progress, of the 
Press 's career in wine publishing, are clearly 
displa yed in the chronological list that follows. My 
comments on that list will make up the rest of this 
article. [EDITOR NOTE : In brackets are the WT notations 
or reviews of the book.) 


UN IVE RS IT Y OF CA LIF O RN IA PRESS 


Berkeley Los Angeles London 


Chronological List 


1946 . Hutchison, Claude, ed . Califorma Agriculture . 
By Members of the Faculty of the College of Agri
culture , University of California. 444 pp . 


1951. Amerine, Maynard A., and Joslyn, M.A. Table 
Wines: The Technology of Their Production in 
Caliform·a. 397 pp . [v.17 :3, pp.16-17) 


1951. Amerine, M.A., and Wheeler , Louise. Check List 
of Books and Pamphlets on Grapes and Wine and 
Related Subjects , 1938-1948 . 240 pp . 


1951. Carosso , Vincent. The Califorma Wine Industry, 
1830·1895 :A Study of the Formative Years. 246 
pp . [v.10:1, p .5] 


1962. Fisher, M.F .K. The Story of Wine in Caliform·a. 
125 pp . [v.10:1-3) 


1962 . Winkler, A.J . General Viticulture. 633 pp. Rev. 
ed ., 1974 . [v.14 :4, p.11] 


1965 . Amerine , M.A., and Singleton , Vernon. Wine: 
An Introduction for Americans. 357 pp. Rev. ed ., 
1977. [v.8:3, p .10) 


1984 . Muscatine , Doris ; Amerine , M.A.; and Thomp
son , Bob , editors. The Um·versity of Caliform·a I 
Sotheby Book of Caliform·a Wine. 615 pp. [v.6:2, 
p .2; v.6:3, p.7] 
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1986 . Amerine, M.A., and Phaff, Herman . Bibliog
_raphy of Pubh'cations by the Faculty, Staff, and 
Students of the um ·versity of Caliform·a, 1876-
1980, on Grapes, Wines and Related Subjects . 244 
pp. [v.18:4, pp . 1, 7; v.19:3, p.8] 


1989 . Pinney , Thomas . A HistoryofWine1nAmerica : 
From the Beginmngs to Prohibition . 553 pp . 
[v.20:3 , p .22) 


1995 . Coates , Clive. Grands Vins : The Finest 
Chateaux of Bordeaux and their Wines. 816 pp. 
[v.5:3, p.4] 


1996 . Amerine, M.A., and Borg, Axel. A Bibh "ography 
on Grapes, Wines, OtherAlcohoh "cBeverages, and 
Temperance Works Pubhshed in the US. before 
1901. 294 pp . [v.19:1, p.16; v.19:3, p.8] 


1996. Lapsley, James. Bottled Poetry: Napa Wine· 
making from Prohibition to the Modern Era. 296 
pp. [v.20:2, pp.8, 12) 


1997 . Coates, Clive . Cote d 'Or: A Celebration of the 
Great Wines of Burgundy . 608 pp. [v.8:1, p.8 ; v.9:1, 
p.6] 


1997 . Jones, Idwal. The Vineyard. [Fiction] 279 pp . 
[v.20:1, p.10] 


1998. Sullivan, Charles . A Compam ·on to Cahfornia 
Wine. 441 pp. [v.8:4, p .9; v.9 :1, p .8] 


1998. Wilson, James E. Terroir: The Role of Geology, 
Climate and Culture in the Making of French 
Wines. 336 pp. [v.9:2, p.9] 


2000. Coates , Clive . An Encyclopedia of the Wines and 
Domaines of France . 608 pp . [v.11:2, p.13] 


2003. Sullivan, Charles. Zinfandel: A History of a 
Grape and Its Wine. 224 pp . [v.13:4, p.4 ; v.14:3, 
p .3] 


2004. Coates, Clive. The Wines of Bordeaux : Vintages 
and Tasting Notes , 1952-2003. 720 pp . [v.16:2, 
p .21) 


2004. Fanet, Jacques . Great Wine Terroirs. 240 pp . 
[v.15:2, p .18) 


2004 . Haeger, John. North American Pinot Noir . 445 
pp. [v.15:1, p.10) 


2004 . Swinchatt, Jonathan, and Howell , David. The 
Winemaker's Dance: Exploring Terroir in the 
Napa Valley. 229 pp . [v.15:2 , p .18; v.15:3, p.8 ; 
v.16:2, p.23) 


2005 . Heimoff, Steve . A Wine Journe y Along the 
Russian River . 285 pp. 


2005. Johnson , Hugh. Wine:A Life Uncorked. 383 pp. 
[v.16:1, p.7; v.16:3, p.12) 


2005. Livingstone-Learmonth , John . The Wines of the 
Northern Rhone . 704 pp. [v.16:2, p .13) 


2005. Pinney, Thomas . History of Wine in America: 
From Prohibition to the Present . 532 pp . [v.15:3, 
p.4; v.15:4, pp .1-3) 


2006. Goldstein, Evan . Perfect Pairings : A Master 
Sommeh'er's Practical Advice for Partnering Wine 
with Food. 328 pp. 







2006 . Goode, Jamie. The Science of JiVine: From Vine 
to Glass. 216 pp. [v.16 :3, p .14] 


2006. Halliday , James. JiVine Atlas of AustraHa. 324 
pp.[v.17:2 , p .19] 


2006 . Sokol Blosser, Susan. At Home in the Vineyard: 
Cultivating a Winery, an Industry and a Life . 256 
pp . [v.16:4, p.16] 


2006 . Warrick, Sheridan. The Way to Make Wine: 
How to Craft Superb Table Wines at Home. 267 
pp. 


2007. Matasar, Ann B. Women of Wine: The Rise of 
Women 112 the Global Wine Industry. 252 pp. 
[v.16:4, p .16; 17:4, p .14; v.20:1, p .20] 


2007. Gregutt, Paul. Washington Wine and Wineries. 
360 pp . Also, 2nd ed. 2010 . [v.18:1,p.13] 


2008 . Ausmus, William. Wines and Wineries of 
Caliform·a's Central Coast. 376 pp . 


2008 . Colman, Tyler . Wine Pohlics: How Govern
ments , Environmentahsts , Mobsters , and Critics 
Influence the Wines We Drink. 186 pp. [v.19:1, 
p.23] 


2008. Coates, Clive. The Wines of Burgundy . 896 pp. 
2008. Heimoff , Steve . New Classic Winemakers of 


California. 285 pp . 
2008 . Saintsbury , George. Notes on a Cellar-Book, 


Thomas Pinney, ed . 348 pp . [v.19:1, p .17] 
2008 . Haeger , John . Pacific Pinot Nair : A Compre


hensive Winery Gwde for Consumers and Con
noisseurs. 496 pp. [v.19:1, p.22] 


2008. Pitte , Jean-Robert . Bordeaux, Burgundy . 268 
pp . [v.18:4, p.17 ; v.20:3, p .21] 


2009. Belfrage, Nicholas. The Finest Wines of Tus
cany and Central Italy . 320 pp . 


2009. Edwards, Michael. The Finest Wines of Cham
pagne . 320 pp . 


2009. Grahm, Randall . Been Doon So Long -'A Randall 
Grahm Vinthology. 318 pp . [v.20:3, p .23; v.21:1, 
p .23] 


2009. McGovern, Patrick. Uncorking the Past: The 
Quest f01· Wine, Beer and Other AlcohoHc Bev
erages. 352 pp . [v.20 :1, p .18] 


2009 . Mendelson, Richard. From Demon toDarling-'A 
LegalHistoryofWine1nAmerica . 320pp. [v.19:4, 
p .10] 


2009. Strang , Paul . Southwest France : Wines and 
Winemakers. 376 pp . [v.20 :2, p.19] 


2010. Goldstein , Evan . Daring Pairings: A Master 
Sommelier Matches Distinctive Wines with 
Recipes from the Favorite Chefs. 364 pp. 


2010. Lawther, James . The Finest Wines of Bordeaux . 
320 pp . [v.21:2, p .10] 


2010 . Olken , Charles , and Furstenthal, Joseph. New 
Connoisseur's Gwdebook to Caliform·a Wines. Rev. 
ed. 200 pp. 


2010 . Theise, Terry. Reading Between the Wines. 189 
pp . [v.20:4, p .32] 
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2011. Asher , Gerald . A Vineyard in My Glass. 179 pp. 
[v.22:1, p .15] 


2011. Barquin, Jesus; Gutierrez, Luis ; and de la 
Serna, Victor . The Finest Wines of Rioja. 320 pp. 
[v.22:1, p .16] 


2011 . Brook, Stephen . The Finest Wines of California : 
A Regional Gwde . 320 pp. [21:3, p.23] 


2011. Gale, George . Dy1ngon the Vine:How Phyllox
era Transformed Wine. 323 pp . [v.21:3, p .13; 22:2, 
p.9] 


2011. Goode, Jamie, and Harrop, Sam. Authentic 
Wine: Toward Natural and Sustainable Wine
mak1ng . 272 pp. 


2012. Asher, Gerald . A Carafe of Red. 280 pp . 
2012. Nanson, Bill. The Finest Wines of Burgund y. 


320 pp. [v.22:2, p.27] 
2012. O'Keefe, Kerin. Brunello deMontalc1no . 312 pp. 
2012.Pinney, Thomas. TheMakersofAmerican Wine: 


A Record of Two Hundred Years. 319 pp .[v.22:3, 
p .11] 


2012 . Reinhardt, Stephan . The Finest Wines of Ger 
many. 272 pp . 


2012. Shafer, Doug, and Demsky , Andy. A Vineyard 112 
Napa . 284 pp. 


The first item on this list , Cahform·a Agriculture, 
is included only by courtesy. It contains about 
four pages on wine in a long, long chapter called 


"The Rich Pattern of California Crops" and is the 
product of many different contributors . Two of them 
are W. V. Cruess , of Berkeley , and A. J . Winkler , of 
Davis , and they are doubtless responsible for the brief 
but well-informed remarks on grapes and wine that 
make a small part of the chapter. To say that the 
book belongs on a list of books about wine is a very 
long stretch indeed . But we may put it down as at 
least the beginnings of a beginning. Hutchison , the 
editor, is remembered as a strong supporter of the 
University's work in viticulture and enology. Maynard 
Amerine recalled Hutchison as saying that California 
was the only university that would have a department 
devoted to grapes and wine, so, he said, "we better 
have a good one." This attitude was all the more 
remarkable given the fact that Hutchison was a 
Mormon. 


The year 1951 , with three publications , looks as 
though it might mark the beginning of a stead y 
growth , but a glance at the list shows that for the next 
decade these three had no successors at all. The 
Amerine-Wheeler bibliography (1951), as the dates of 
its coverage show , was an effort to fill in the gaps in 
the record created by the war years. The Amerine
Joslyn Table Wznes (1951) was a re-writing of what 
originally was an Agricultural Experiment Station 
Bulletin from 1940 ; such border-crossings are, as ha s 
been said, unusual: there have not been an y since, I 







think. The book was intended for professionals. The 
comatose condition of the profession meant that the 
book had only a modest sale, to Amerine's great 
disappointment . 


The ground-breaking book in the trio from 1951 is 
Vincent Carosso 's history of the early California wine 
industry . There had been brief specialized studies of 
the early California wine trade before Carosso, but no 
one had yet consulted the original sources or had 
studied the subject closely enough to see what the 
issues were. 4 Carosso's book therefore deserves to 
stand as a landmark in the history of this particular 
subject. Carosso had a distinguished career as an 
economic historian after publishing The Caliform'a 
Wine Industry (originally a Berkeley doctoral 
dissertation) , but so far as I know he never returned 
to the subject of wine . 


The Press appears to have fallen back exhausted 
after the effort of producing three books on wine in the 
same year , 1951, for nothing further appears until 
1962. But the two books that came out then were both 
noteworthy , and they could not have been more 
different from each other. Albert Winkler's General 
Viticulture summed up his forty years of work in 
scientific viticulture at Davis ; it remains the standard 
authority on the subject for an American audience . 
The Story of Wine 1n Caliform'a was a book quite 
unprecedented in scholarly publishing-a big, glossy, 
coffee-table book devoted to wine , with a text by a 
famous writer on gastronomical things, Mary Frances 
Kennedy Fisher. The idea for the book came from the 
California Wine Institute , the promotional body of the 
trade , and why the Institute chose the University of 
California Press asp ublisher I do not know. The Press 
was not wholly passive in the matter. Mrs. Fisher 
was reluctant to take on the job, and August Fruge 
had hard work persuading her to accept. He finally 
prevailed, but only after much cajoling and corres· 
pondence . The photographs, by Max Yavno , had been 
accumulated over many years of travels up and down 
the state for the purpose . Together, the Institute, 
Press , author, and photographer made a formidable 
combination, but they failed to overcome the inertia of 
the American public about the subject of wine. Sales 
of the book were disappointing and must have 
dampened any enthusiasm for wine publishing at the 
Press. 


Since the sponsor of the book was the Wine 
Institute , it had to avoid any appearance of 
favouritism towards any one of its supporting 
wineries , so none of the scenes exhibited in the 
photographs was identified by name. Years later I 
had the idea of providing those identifications and 
spent many happy hours running them down, 
thinking that they would justify a new edition of the 
book. I could not sell that idea, but Gail Unzelman 
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was kind enough to publish my results in WTQ.5 


August Fruge, then long-retired from the Press, was 
pleased to help me make a good many of the 
i_dentifications and put me in touch with others who 
could also help. August was then living in Twent y 
Nine Palms and could not do any leg work for me . 
"But I am a demon letter-writer ," he said , and 
proceeded to demonstrate the fact. He was then 
nearing blindness and had to use a magnifying device 
to write at all. He was a special person. 


The way that things were changing on the 
American wine scene is strikingly demonstrated by 
the next publication from the Press : Amerine and 
Singleton's Wine.An Introduction for Americans . The 
Fisher·Yavno book three years earlier, though an 
attractive package, had flopped; the Amerine and 
Singleton book, a deliberately pedestrian account , 
became a best seller , at least by scholarly publishing 
standards . What had happened? Interest in wine all 
over the country had been slowly , and largely 
invisibly, growing, and in the decade of the 1960s th e 
fact at last became clear . The most striking evidence 
that I know of is in the sales figures for fortified and 
table wines. Ever since Repeal , at the end of 1933, 
Americans had favored fortified wines over table 
wines by a proportion that often ran three to one. 
Gradually the proportion began to change , and in 
1965, the year of the Amerine-Singleton book , the 
sales of table wine had at last caught those of fortified 
wine and would soon leave fortified wine sales in the 
dust, a critical change in the fortunes of American 
wine. 


The change had been felt at Davis earlier than 
elsewhere, given the prominence of wine at that 
institution. In the 1950s Maynard Amerine had 
lamented the falling enrolments in enology at Davis
"Registration is here-little interest in enology," he 
wrote . A decade later Amerine's courses were swollen 
and he had to call in help . That is how the Amerine· 
Singleton book came about, as a series oflectures that 
the two men wrote in collaboration for a popular 
introductory course about wine for undergraduates at 
Davis. No one, given the history of wine publication at 
the Press, would have predicted much of a response to 
Wine .An Introduction .. . ; it is a sober , unornamented 
exercise in information, without any evident charm. 
But the weather had changed and the book took off. 


Despite the success of Amerine-Singleton, the 
publication record of the Press for the next twenty 
years is, inexplicably , a blank. And this was so at a 
time when trade publishers were scrambling for books 
about wine in order to exploit the booming national 
interest. Lichine, Schoonmaker , Massee, Adams , 
Thompson, Wagner - a long, long list of experts , a few 
of them old, most of them new , was producing books 
about wine, but not for the University of California 







Press, which remained silent on the subject. I have no 
idea why. The explanation must have to do with 
something in the internal history of the Press . 


A new beginning was made with a blockbuster 
book in 1984, and since that year there has never 
again been such a gap in the record as that between 
1965 and 1984. Here I may call attention to some 
points about the list since the renewal of publication 
in 1984. Before that year the Press had managed to 
publish , in twenty years, a mere seven books having 
something to do with wine. Since that year, it has 
published 54 such books in 28 years. According to my 
analysis (subject to correction) that list includes the 
following subject categories : 


Wine from California: 15 titles (including Idwal 
Jones's The Vineyardbut excluding Amerine and 
Joslyn 's Table Wine). 


Wine from North America : 9 titles 


Wines from foreign countries: 
France 9 titles 
Italy 2 titles 
Spain · 1 title 
Germany 1 title 
Australia 1 title 


Special topics: 4 titles 


Technical works : 2 titles 


Add the books on miscellaneous subjects - archaeol· 
ogy, bibliography, biography, home winemaking-and 
you have the shape of the list . Most of the books 
having to do with foreign wines were not originally 
published by the University Press but were co· 
published with various English publishers. A few of 
the titles are reprints or editions-Idwal Jones's The 
Vineyard , for instance , or Saintsbury 's Notes on a 
Cellar-Book. The three bibliographies were the special 
project of Maynard Amerine ; I do not suppose that 
they will have any successors. 


To return to 1984. The big um ·versityofCaliform ·a 
I Sotheby Book of Cahform ·a Wine of that year 
appears , in retrospect, to have been a belated 
response to the growing excitement about wine in 
America since the 1960s . Its 615 pages in large quarto 
size make it difficult to hold, and its 53 articles by 44 
different contributors make it difficult to take in . I 
have never managed to read it, though I often read in 
it . It is as though the Press wanted, in a single 
volume , to catch up with the rapidly-changing scene 
after twenty years of neglect. The book had lots of 
glamour-the association with Sotheby's, the highly 
distinguished editors , and a glittering array of con· 
tributors: M.F .K.Fisher, Philip Wagner, Roy Brady , 
Hugh Johnson , Dan Berger, Gerald Asher, Darrell 
Corti , Alice Waters. The sheer numbers of those 
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involved guaranteed unevenness in the execution . It 
is, nevertheless, a good book that will be useful for 
reference for a long time to come, and its range of 
topics gives an interesting view of the richness and 
variety of the subject. They touch on everything from 
"The Contributions of the Chinese" to "Collecting 
Wine Labels," and all that lies in between . 


The chronological list shows that another, 
dramatic, turn was made in 2003 . That was the year 
that Blake Edgar, whose title at the Press is Senior 
Sponsoring Editor for Natural Sciences, came to 
preside over the publication of wine books at the 
Press. No year since then has been without one or 
more wine books from the Press, and in some years 
there have been as many as five (2006, 2011) or six 
(2009, 2012) or seven (2008) . The acceleration in the 
rate of publication has been terrific; after chugging 
along at a slow and irregular pace for many years, the 
Press is now going at breakneck speed along this line. 
Edgar's nine years have seen 44 of the Press's total 
list of 61 wine books published in the last 66 years. 
Around 20 of those titles originated elsewhere and 
were co-published by the University Press , but that 
still leaves an impressive number of home·grown 
titles . 


The distinctive character of the list since 2003 , 
apart from the books about foreign wines , is its 
coverage of American wines. California of course plays 
the main role, and after California, the Pacific Coast. 
But studies such as Tyler Colman's Wine Politics and 
Richard Mendelson's From Demon to Darling-A Legal 
History of Wine 111 America, range over the whole 
country, as does my Makers of American Wi·ne0 The 
list is also strong in special topics: Ann Matasar 's 
Women of Wine, George Gale's Dying on the Vine: 
How Phylloxera Transformed Wine (I don 't think it 
did , but that is not the point), Patrick McGovern 's 
Uncorking the Past. It also has room for such 
distinctive personal voices as those of Gerald Asher , 
Randall Grahm, and Hugh Johnson. 


August Fruge's notion in building up the 
University of California Press as a general publisher 
of scholarly books was that books would attract books ; 
that seems to have worked for him, and it is now 
obviously working for Blake Edgar. I have no idea 
what directions the literature of wine will take in 
coming years, so I never prophesy . But I can at least 
guess that wherever it is heading, the University of 
California Press will be right there too. 


1. See my article on the Knopf wine list in WTQ 13 
(January 2003). 


2. Outline of Ampelography for the Vinifera Grapes m 
California, Hilgardia, 11 (1938). 


continued on page 18-







The Early California Wine Trade Archive 
A Museum Project at EarlyCalWineTrade.org 


by Dean Walters 


[ Our WTQ is very pleased to announce the Early California Wine 
Trade Archive, formed by Dean Walters, longtime Tendril and 
astute collector of Pre-Prohibition advertising wine material. Over 
the years, we have been treated to a number of superb articles by 
Dean that have featured many neverbefore·seen, exciting 
illustrations from his collection of thousands ofitems. We offer our 
support for his ambitious archival venture . - Ed.] 


"Today is part of yesterday and 
the foundation of tomorrow." 


Andre Tchelistcheff, 1975 


T
ODA Y'S VIBRANT CALIFORNIA WINE industry began 
late in the first half of the 19th century, 
established by tenacious wine producers and 


merchants. A substantial wine industry operated in 
California before Prohibition effectively brought it to 
a halt in 1920. The earliest California wines were 
commercially produced mostly in and around Los 
Angeles. Thousands came to the state from around 
the world during the gold rush, seeking opportunity 
and adventure, bringing with them a mighty thirst. 


Consequently, the wine industry grew rapidly, 
soon concentrating in the north with San Francisco as 
its hub. Ironically, although early wine producers 
were met with a myriad of difficult challenges, by 
Prohibition most issues of pestilence, disease, poor 
winemaking techniques , overproduction and quality 
control had been resolved with relative success. 


With the repeal of Prohibition in 1933, the wine 
industry didn't find itself where it left off in 1920. 
The great California wine renaissance would not 
emerge until well into the second half of the 20th 
century, even though a few stars shone brightly early 
on . 


California 's early wine trade is well documented 
by wine writers and historians such as Charles 
Sullivan Thomas Pinney, Brian McGinty, Ernest 
Peninou: William Heintz, Ruth Teiser, and Catherine 
Harroun. However, perceptions of the early wine 
trade, generated from its own ephemera, have been 
minimal. The collections in the archives of institu· 
tions and private collections are rarely exhibited. A 
museum devoted to the early California wine trade 
would provide such a venue . 


The Early California Wine Trade Archive website 
was created to raise interest in the founding of a 
California wine trade archive and museum, where 
artifacts from pre· Prohibition California can be 
collected, archived, preserved and exhibited, to edu· 
cate, provide research material, and to entertain ~11 
who are interested. The images on the website 
tangibly connect us to the golden years of California's 
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viticultural history, and illustrate the importance of 
preserving such artifacts for generations to come. 


The museum may best function as a non-profit 
50lc3 organization, and include a director , a board of 
directors, and a small paid staff assisted by volun
teers. Where might the museum be established? 
Perhaps the most ideal location for the Early 
California Wine Trade Museum would be somewhere 
·in the Napa Valley, where the audience of interested 
parties, including winemakers and tourists, is most 
concentrated. 


Funding for the museum can be multifaceted with 
grants, contributions, membership and entry fees, 
annual fundraising events, and licensing fees for 
images from the museum archives. 


If interested, you can become involved. In the pre· 
50lc3 phase, we will be looking for pro·bono legal & 
financial services, and expertise in fields such as fund 
raising, special events planning, business planning , 
museum design, advertising promotion, insurance , 
security, and computer & internet services. 


If you have talents in some of the above areas , we 
would love to hear from you. You can find more about 
these needs on the website where you will be able to 
fill out a form with details of what you might have to 
offer, including the following: pledges for contribu· 
tions, donations , and volunteer services. Please note 
that we cannot seek monetary contributions until the 
museum is successfully organized as a 50lc3. 


This is just the beginning of the project. All 
journeys begin with a single step , and you can help to 
make this project a reality. 


Stay tuned ... the WTQ will carry future progress 
reports and announcements, as will a newly created 
Facebook page, "Early California Wine Trade Ar· 
chive," which you can link to from the website 
EarlyCalWineTrade .org. 


PINNEY, continued from page 17-


3. August Fruge, A Skeptic among Scholars: August Fruge 
on University Publishing, Berkeley, U.C. Press , 1993, 
p.3. My account of the general history of the Press is 
drawn from this source. 


4. See Herbert Leggett, "Early History of Wine Production 
in California," published in mimeograph form by the 
Wine Institute, San Francisco, 1941: and the many 
articles on early California grapes and wine by Irving 
McKee in California Magazine of the Pacific and other 
periodicals, from 194 7. McKee's articles have never 
been collected. 


5. WTQ, 10 (January; April; July 2000). • 







Wine in California: The Early Years 


The Great Valley and Its Foothills - The Sierra Foothills 1849-1900 


Part r: El Dorado County 
by Charles L. Sulh'van 


[In our previous installment of historian Charles Sullivan's study of the early pioneers and framers of California s wine industry, we visited 
the San Joaquin Valley in the southern portion of the Central Valley, one of the largest wine growing regions in the world. With our J J'h chapter 
we head into the foothills of the Great Valley and El Dorado County . As in previous chapters, extensive, informative footnotes , and a 
substantial library of references, are provided . - Ed.] 


HEADING NORTH AND EAST FROM THE STOCKTON wine country, travelers today gradually ascend into the foothills 
of Amador and El Dorado counties. Above the 400-foot elevation marker vineyards begin to appear. Thus it was 
about 150 years ago when , under much rougher traveling conditions, this region of the Sierra Foothills was 
developing for a short while into one of California's most productive and prestigious winegrowing regions. 


g!,l§~~;rn~~~ ~ HAT ARE THE SIERRA Foothills 
so far as successful wine· 
growing is concerned? We 
have already looked at the 
Natoma, or Folsom Lake, 
area east of Sacramento. In 
the early years it was 
commonly considered foothill 
land . But the town of Folsom, 
central to this old and long· 


P'.lillitlili!!iml!iliri~illl gone winegrowing area, sits 
at a 250-foot elevation. Today the official 1987 
Treasury Department boundary of the Sierra Foot· 
hills Viticultural Area (AV A) allows the boundary only 
to dip as low as 500 feet, which it does only rarely. 


Heavy winegrowing in the AVA today is concen · 
trated in El Dorado and Amador counties with vines 
rarely seen below the 800-foot line , most over 1000 
feet. But 160 years ago the pioneer farmers in these 
counties , mostly fresh from the gold fields, were happy 
to stick a few hundred cuttings in the ground to see 
what might happen. There were others to the south in 
Calaveras and Tuolumne counties and to the north in 
Nevada and Placer counties who took heed. In such 
endeavors they were encouraged by the State 
Agricultural Society, its county branches and by the 
press all over northern California. 


To construct a very detailed history of viticulture 
in this huge region between the Gold Rush years and 
1900 is almost impossible. In the fifties and sixties the 
foothills were full of miners, former miners and 
settlers . If they wanted to stay after the placers ran 
out, agriculture of some sort had to be the answer for 
most. To their advantage almost no Spanish or 
Mexican land grants reached up out of the Central 
Valley. Thus, for most settlers it was simply a matter 
of acquiring government land, mostly by preemption, 
legalized in 1853 when U.S. law was applied to Cali· 
fornia. For $1.25 per acre, 160 acres of land could be 
had by legal settlers. After 1862 the U.S. Homestead 
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Act made the 160 acres virtually free. Township sites 
not exceeding 640 acres were also quickly scattered 
through the foothills. Among others, Placerville, 
Nevada City and Grass Valley are good examples of 
such early foothill towns. 1 


Historically El Dorado was the early center of 
winegrowing in the foothills. It was one of the state's 
first twenty -seven counties and then the largest of 
those in today's AVA. It became number two behind 
Tuolumne after 1854 when its southern area became 
today's Amador County. Today the vineyards of El 
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COMMISSIONERS, 1880 


7TII DISTRICT - EL DORADO 


Comprised of 15 counties , the 
major winegrowtng counties 


being El Dorado , Amador . 
Calaveras , Tuolumne , 
Mariposa and Nevada 
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Dorado and Amador counties cover about 5200 acres, 
almost 81 % of the AVA. Calaveras and Tuolumne 
have 17% with a total of about 1000 acres in vines . 


El Dorado County's First Vineyard 


The first vineyard in El Dorado County may have 
been planted as early as 1849 by a man named 
Stevens on property acquired in 1854 by Jacob 


Zentgraf. The little ranch was located southwest of 
Coloma and near today's village of Rescue. At about 
11 lO·foot elevation he planted Mission vine cuttings 
in the 1854-1855 dormant season . Their early growth 
was prodigious. By the fall of 1857 he had enough 
grapes to produce 1800 gallons of wine. Two years 
later he built the county's first distillery. 2 


In 1855 the San Francisco press discovered El 
Dorado as a potential wine country . The California 
Farmer counted about 50 acres of vines there that 
year . The Alta California was impressed by A.T. 
Taylor's 1650 vines near Placerville .3 By 1860 the 
U.S. Census listed seventeen El Dorado vineyardists 
who produced wine . Ten of them were from the 
Coloma area, where gold had been discovered in 1848. 
Seven were near Placerville, mostly southwest of town 
near Diamond Springs. Only two could be considered 
commercial wine operations, with as much as 1000 
gallons on hand. But the four who had more than 200 
gallons probably sold to or bartered with their 
neighbors . Zentgraf had one of the commercial 
operations, but was listed with a Coloma location, 
even though his little winery was nine miles from 
town . The other was Martin Allhoff, who by the mid· 
sixties was by far the county's leading winegrower. 4 


Martin Allhoff 


H
istorian Eric Costa has cited the years between 
1860 and 1866 as the time of the foothills' first 
vineyard planting boom. California viticulture 


expert Wilson Flint reported in 1859 that large 
numbers of former miners in the foothills were 
"turning their attention to winegrowing." The follow· 
ing year the Agricultural Society's visiting committee 
paid special attention to the spread of the small 
vineyards near Coloma and Placerville, with special 
attention to the work of Martin Allhoff. Official 
statistics are not reliable, but El Dorado vines probab
ly covered almost 1000 acres in the mid·sixties. 6 


Allhoffs story, and that of the man who married 
his widow, would have become a legend in the foot· 
hills, even if not a gallon of wine were involved. 
Allhoff had come to America from Prussia in the 
forties and, like so many from Germany, headed for 
Ohio and the Cincinnati area. There he worked in the 
vineyards of Nicholas Longworth and was impressed 
with that wine master 's success with the native 
Catawba grape for the production of dry table wine 
and sparkling wine .6 
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The lure of gold brought Allhoff to California in 
1849 and to the Coloma area where James Marshall 
had made his historic discovery . Allhoff did well 
enough to return to Ohio to marry Louisa Wever, 
whose name also becomes a part of the Coloma legend . 
In 1855 the Allhoffs bought L. H. Ranney's 26·acre 
ranch, which already had a small vineyard of Mission 
vines. Allhoff was now one of the many in the 
Coloma/Gold Hill area dabbling in viticulture, 
including James Marshall himself , who planted a 
small vineyard there in 1857. He eventually estab · 
lished a small nursery business and in the late 
seventies successfully produced raisins. 7 


FROM: Sullivan , Companion ... , 1998 


Allhoff s dabbling days were over by 1858. He 
planted more vines and had a respectable crop that 
year which gave him about six tons of grapes , many of 
them from the Catawba vines he had brought back 
from Ohio three years earlier .8 In 1859 he was set up 
for a real vintage with barrels he bought in Placer· 
ville. He made 2500 gallons, which the local miners 
slurped up and called for more. He planted more vines 
and lined up grape purchases from neighbors who had 
more grapes than they needed. In 1860 he hired a 
stone mason to build a real winery, later expanded 
several times. Its impressive ruins survive to this 
day. 9 


By 1862 Allhoffs vineyard covered thirty acres 
and his entries at the county fair were dominant , 
leaving no question as to who was the king of El 
Dorado winegrowing. The California Farmer declared , 
"There has never been so select an exhibition of fruit 
in our state as this fair." His vine collection, acquired 
mostly from Anthony Smith's great Sacramento 
nursery, reflected the current northern California 
rage for vinifera table grape varieties brought from 
New England nurseries. But there was Zinfandel and 
several muscat varieties useful for winemaking . All· 







hoff won the prize for the county's best vineyard. 10 


Earlier Allhoff had begun propagating vines for 
the development of a commercial nursery. He opened 
his "Coloma Gardens" in 1862, announcing he had 
300,000 vinifera cuttings for sale. His ad in the local 
newspaper claimed that most of these had been 
imported "from the river Rhine," an obvious exaggera · 
tion that might sit well with his many German
American neighbors. The rest, we read, were the 
native Catawba and Isabella. 11 


At the 1863 and 1864 California State Fairs his 
white wines and brandies won numerous awards. At 
the latter event he won two special silver cups. Allhoff 
expanded his winery in 1866 and had added twenty 
acres to his vineyard. 12 


The Civil War between 1861 and 1865 had done 
nothing to hold back California 's happily buoyant 
enthusiasm for growth . Even before the conflict began, 
railroads began criss-crossing northern California. 
The Sacramento Valley Railroad had reached north 
from the capital city to Folsom by 1860. In El Dorado 
County the spirit of growth was stimulated in 1863 by 
the news that a railroad line would be built into the 
foothills from Folsom . The Placerville and Sacramento 
Railroad reached Shingle Springs in 1865 but did not 
make it to its target, the county seat, until 1888. But 
the wagon ride from the end·of·the·track at Shingle 
Springs was only ten miles from Placerville and 
seventeen from Coloma. The new line cut ten miles off 
the haul to Folsom , and who knew the tracks would 
not reach Placerville for another twenty-five years? 
The great thing was that now the Coloma/Placerville 
area had a solid link to the Sacramento Valley and the 
San Francisco Bay Area. 


Adding to the enthusiasm for the future was the 
fact that in 1863 the construction of the western leg of 
the transcontinental railroad began heading into the 
foothills, up from Folsom . Another federal govern· 
ment policy also fueled growth. Its inflationary 
monetary policy during and after the Civil War made 
the expansion of winegrowing in the foothills more 
and more attractive. The brakes were applied lightly 
by the Monetary Act of 1869. Events in 1873 finally 
popped the great speculative bubble. 


By 1867 Martin Allhoff was at the top of his game. 
In that year the Alta California described his winery 
as the "handsomest wine cellar in the state ." Seven 
days later the same newspaper reported Allhoff s 
mysterious demise. 13 


His most profitable trade outside his home market 
was across the Sierra in the Nevada mining towns , 
particularly Virginia City. Although a long haul by 
wagon, it was a profitable one . On October 7, 1867, 
Allhoff traveled to Virginia City and checked in to a 
boarding house. In late September a shipment of his 
wine and brandy had been hauled by wagon to this 
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town and seized by a Nevada official for non-payment 
of a county license fee . The teamster who had brought 
over the shipment paid for the license, but the barrels 
were then seized by an IRS agent since they lacked 
the federal tax stamp . The teamster then posted a 
$500 bond and Allhoffhurried down to settle the suit. 
All witnesses agreed that the wine man became 
despondent and "seemed to think that his entire 
business was irretrievably ruined, and that his family 
would come to want." He thought the police were 
watching him and that he would surely go to prison . 
His friends could not convince him that he had 
nothing more to fear than a small lawyer 's fee . 


A few days later he appeared at his lodging house 
"unnatural and strange." When he went out but did 
not return for breakfast , the hostess went out and 
found him in a privy in the back yard in a large pool of 
blood; he died in a few minutes , "his throat fearfully 
gashed." No convincing explanation of this unhappy 
event has ever been made . The coroner's jury ruled 
temporary insanity. If Allhoff knew that his situation 
might lead to the uncovering of a serious crime, no 
later events suggest this as a logical explanation. 14 


It is ironic that the Allhoff tragedy took place just 
when El Dorado winegrowing was experiencing 
another period of expansion. In the spring of 1866 a 
group oflocal businessmen , many of whom had small 
vineyards, met in Placerville and formed the El 
Dorado Wine Company. The idea was to rationalize 
production by concentrating winemaking at one 
facility . They selectedJ. M. Weatherwax 's farm south
west of town as the company's production facility and 
base of operations. Banker Charles Jackson, with 
business connections in Chicago , moved to that city, 
with hopes of establishing an agency for El Dorado 
wine. The next year the Alta California announced 
that Jackson had made a market in Chicago with his 
wine . Since shipments east by rail were still two years 
away, it is not clear how this was accomplished . 
Driving the final spike in the transcontinental rail
road on May 10, 1869 , may have changed the 
situation. A few weeks later the local press announced 
that Jackson had opened a Wine Commission House 
in Chicago, with El Dorado wines a specialty . After 
this date we read no more of this enterprise , as the 
cost of rail shipments and the effects of the govern
ments new tight money policies gradually became a 
grim realty for California winegrowers everyw here .15 


Robert Chalmers I Coloma Vineyards 


L
ouisa Allhoff was able to continue operations 
after her husband 's death with the skilled crew 
he had put together . By 1869 the winery and 


vineyards were being supervised by a Placerville 
businessman with a decided passion for horticulture. 
Robert Chalmers had known the Allhoffs for some 
time and in 1870 Louisa became Mrs . Chalmers. He 







had come to Coloma in 1850 and in 1852 was able to 
buy the town 's Sierra Nevada Hotel. In 1855 he 
acquired 160 acres through preemption south of 
Coloma near Gold Hill. He gradually created a 
horticultural paradise with no particular emphasis on 
grapes . By 1861 he had won first premium for the 
county 's best fruit nursery and four years later he won 
a prize for his exhibit of 52 varieties of apples. 16 


The Allhoff Winery became Coloma Vineyards in 
1870 . That year Chalmers produced 20,000 gallons of 
wine. By 1872 his total was up to 40,000 from 85 acres 
of vines . By the late seventies he had an astonishingly 
large number of wine products , sweet and dry. There 
were also various fruit cordials and brandies. By 187 4 
he had finally given up on the Catawba and grafted 
most of these old vines to raisin varieties. The few of 
th ese vines left provided grapes for what may have 
been his most popular product , "Catawba Wine 
Bitters ," a high alcohol concoction very popular with 
th e Nevada miners . Like Allhoff , Chalmers made his 
best mone y in Virginia City .17 
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FROM: Crosly, Colom a, 1958 


In 1875 the State Agricultural Society published 
a comprehensive analysis of El Dorado County wine· 
growing. There were 23 commercial vineyards in the 
Coloma/Gold Hill area , 19 scattered about the rest of 
the county , mostly near Placerville. There were 800 
acres of wine grapes with a commercial wine product 
of 123,000 gallons and 3650 gallons of brandy. This 
low figure indicates that about half of these grapes 
were sold fresh, made into raisins, or , most probably , 
made into wine for home use and/or barter .18 


For El Dorado vineyardists the seventies intensi· 
fied the realities of their relative isolation and, after 
1873, brought them the hurt of a national depression . 
Rising production from the vines planted in the late 
sixties and early seventies forced growers to get rid of 
th eir grapes as best they could. The fresh market in 
th e Central Valley was one outlet . But the hope of 
getting count y grapes east of the Rockies by rail was 
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crushed by the total failure of the attempt in 1869. 
The Mountain Democrat asked , "What Shall We Do 
With Our Grape Crop?" Part of the answer came from 
the increased use of the Placerville· Nevada toll road 
over the Sierra to the Nevada mining country . This 
was a profitable outlet for fresh fruit of all kind s, not 
just grapes. Thirsty miners were always a good 
market for the county 's brandies and sweet wines , less 
so for dry wines. Four-horse teams, two tons at a time , 
made the nine-day trip dozens of times ever y month 
that weather would allow . Still , the permanent 
answer was clearly a large scale commercial winery 
like those that had grown up in the Central Valle y. 
The local press's calls for such an investment went 
unheeded . Where would the capital come from ?19 


In 1878 Chalmers sensed correctly that th e 
economic business cycle was turning around. He wa s 
able to borrow enough money to build a lavish 
two-story hotel with eighteen rooms and a grand 
ballroom . The opening of "Vineyard House " was a 
huge affair on April 4, 1879 . A few months later 
Chalmers was declared mentally incompetent and , in 
the words of a local historian , "became a man of 
mystery to the people of the Coloma Valley. " The 
mystery was, where was he? Tales of the poor man 
chained to a wall in the cellar of the Vine yard House 
have circulated for years, down to the present. He died 
in 1880 and from then on his and other ghosts wer e 
regularly heard and sighted in and around th e 
Vineyard House, which still stands right across th e 
road from the local cemetery. Twice in recent years 
the San Francisco Chronicle has sent reporters to 
Coloma to listen to and report on the ghost stories .20 


Coloma Vineyard House & Winer y Build ings 


Louisa Chalmers inherited her husband 's debts 
and lawsuits from the children of Allhoff s first 
marriage . The winery was closed down and she ran 
Vineyard House as a boarding establishment for 
several years . She remarried and died in San J ose in 
1913.21 







After 1878 a ten·year period of moderate pros· 
perity came to the Sierra Foothills. County vineyard 
land increased in the eighties to about 1300 acres. In 
1889 Frona Wait wrote the first consumer-oriented 
book on the California wine industry and passed on 
some good words for El Dorado wines. She wrote that 
many of them had "exquisite aroma and bouquet." She 
also wrote that most of the county 's wines were drunk 
"by those who produce them." She should have 
included their many neighbors in that number. She 
also might have added that the demand for El Dorado 
grapes had sent up their prices by more than 50% in 
recent years. 22 


In this period many growers sent their grapes to 
small wineries west of Placerville. Wine prices were 
high enough in the early eighties that most of the 
wine made here could be taken by rail from Shingle 
Springs to Sacramento for sale to larger wineries 
there. Some of this wine even made it to San 
Francisco where the great firm of Kohler and Frohling 
used it to upgrade the flavor of lesser wines. 23 


Kramp Brothers 


T
his pattern was not universal in El Dorado. Two 
German brothers, William and Philip Kramp, 
were notable exceptions . Eric Costa pictures 


them as "riding high atop the crest of the wine boom 
of the 1880s . .. . " Before 1879 they were noted for 
their cling peaches, but they had planted vines in the 
sixties and by the eighties were producing dry table 
wines, sparkling wine, and brandy. By 1884 they were 
selling their wine in the east. Figures published in 
1888 indicate that the Kramps ' Diamond Hill 
Vineyard near Placerville was probably the most 
prosperous winegrowing operation in the county .24 


Lombardo I Fossati I Boeger Winery 


A
nother winery deserves our attention for its 
accomplishments, its symbolic transformation 
after 1900, and its re-transformation as a 


historic part of El Dorado's wine story since the 1970s. 
In 1864 Giovanni Lombardo began planting Zinfandel 


Lombardo I Fossati Winery. built late 1860s 
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and Mission vines northeast of Placerville on land 
already developed, which Eric Costa describes as 
"primitive pioneers gardens." Winegrowing at the 
Lombardo, later Fossati, Winery continued into the 
zoth century; but the vines here, and in this neighbor
hood, were gradually replaced by apple and pear trees. 
In 1973 another transformation began taking place 
when Greg Boeger began planting wine grapes in the 
old orchard for the first new winery in El Dorado 
County in more than a hundred years. The old 
Lombardo/Fossati Winery survived and served as 
Boeger 's tasting room for many years. The old distil· 
lery building also survives. 25 


In the nineties the previous pattern prevailed . 
Acreage was static and large amounts of grapes were 
shipped out fresh and as raisins . The great difference 
was the economy, which was even worse than the 
seventies until 1897-98. 26 Wine prices were rock 
bottom after 1893, resulting in less wine shipped 
down to the Sacramento wineries . This excess of 
grapes encouraged distillation of more and more 
brandy as a beverage and for fortifying sweet wines. 
A much lower federal brandy tax also encouraged its 
production. For years in the foothills , brandy and 
sweet wines were probably consumed by local folk in 
larger quantities than whisky . 


El Dorado County is about three times the size of 
Amador County, its southern neighbor . It has a more 
complex early winegrowing history than its 1854 
offshoot. Yet in 2012 Amador County had half again 
as many acres of wine grapes. Most of El Dorado is 
mountainous and extends all the way to the Nevada 
border. But Amador probably has as much upper 
foothill land suited for premium viticulture as its 
neighbor, perhaps even more . It also has an 
interesting early wine history. What is the source of 
El Dorado 's earlier comparative success? I suggest it 
was transportation . The 1865 railhead at Shingle 
Springs gave El Dorado a huge advantage. It was 
many years later that any kind of dependable railroad 
service was established in Amador County . 


[continued next issue] 
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the Foothill District. " 


23. Costa , Gold and Wine, 64-66 ; Mountain Democrat, 
10/9/1880, 9/29/1883, 10/29/1887 . 


24. Mountain Democrat, 9/18/ 1880 , 11/15/ 1884 , 5/5/1888 . 
25 . Costa, Gold and Wine, 35·38 . This section contains some 


excellent historic photos. 
26 . Pacific Wine & Spirit Review , 7/15/1890. 
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THE STORY OF THE VINTNERS CLUB 
"BIG BOOK" 


by Callie Konno 


[Most wine lovers-especiall y those of us who count the '70s and 
'80s as major chapters in our education about wine-treasured our 
copies of the massive book published by the San Francis co Vintn ers 
Club. Tendnl Callie Konno, who served as assistant to the Club 
founders , gives us a personal look into an extraordina1J ' piece of 
wine literature . All illustrations are from the book - Ed.] 


UBLISHED 1988 , 
Vintners Club: 
Fow ·teen Years 
of Wine Tast
ings 19 73- 198 7, 
is a data-ri ch 
reflection of the 
wine industry 
in California at 


a seminal moment in the industry 's history. During 
the fourteen years covered in the book , over 9,000 
wines , both domestic and imported , were tasted and 
scored. The results of the tastings and descriptions of 
the wines were collected , typed, printed and mai led to 
the membership . These tasting results provid e the 
foundation of the book ; but interspersed betw ee n the 
monumental amounts of sta tis ti cal information on the 
wines tasted are edited interviews of respected 
winemakers, wine writers and wine industry 
professionals of the time , including Paul Draper , 
Joseph Swan, Merry Edwards , and Richard Graff. 


Why is the Vintners Club book a reflection of th e 
wine industry at a seminal period? Several answers 
come to mind. The tastings notes record the growth of 
the wine industry in California as well as its 
increasing sophistication. In 1973 the California wine 
industry was in its infancy and a review of th e ear ly 
tastmg notes show the limited number of wineri es and 
thei .r offerings . After the 1976 Spurrier tastings in 
Pans, the world's perception of California wines 
changed forever. Not only did the Vintners Club 
recreate those tastings in January 1978 , with similar 
results, the founders had helped Steven Spurrier 
collect the wines tasted , so he agreed to attend the 
Vintners Club tasting and offer his commentary on 
the Paris results. The interest in California wines 
heightened and the Vintners Club tastings notes 
reflect the profusion of California wineries and wines 
in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 


Additionally, the tasting results provide snapshot s 
of significant turning points for the global wine 
industry. The '82 vintage in Bordeaux crea ted quite 
a buzz, and the Vintners Club held seven tastings of 
the vintage where the results reflect the promise of 
those wines. The '82 vintage provided mom entum to 
the wine futures market for Bordeaux and Burgund y, 







bringing ever higher prices for those wmes which 
continue today . 


On another level, the interviews and articles in 
the book offer valuable insight by wine professionals 
on varying aspects of the industry from winemaking 
to wine marketing, as well as industry trends. In his 
article on buying and selling wines as a retailer , Steve 
Gilbertson reflects on the changes in the retail market 
over the past ten years and the various influences of 
personal preference , hype and fad in procuring wines 
for sale. 


For those unfamiliar with its history, the Vintners 
Club was founded in 1973 by Jerome C. Draper, Jr. 
and W. Reed Foster, real estate developers. Both men 
were wine aficionados who turned their hobby into a 
business , first by establishing Drapier Wine Mer 
chants Oater Draper & Esquin Wine Merchants), 
Wine Distributors and Wine Imports . They then 
turned their attention to supporting the fledgling 
California wine industry by putting together tastings 
where other wine devotees could sample 12 wines 
weekly at minimal cost. The Vintners Club offered a 
venue where winemakers could taste and compare 
their wines against the competition and provided a 
forum for both experienced tasters and novices to 
learn about and discuss current wine offerings. 


Wine Library 


T
he Vintners Club also maintained a library of 
approximately 1,200 volumes which they made 
available to their membership and wine industry 


professionals. The core of the collection, about 1,000 
volumes, had been acquired circa 1974 from a 
Southern California wine collector. Roy Brady, the 
renowned wine writer, acted as broker for the 
collection. It was rumored that the collection was 
"hot ," i.e. not paid for; however, by the time of the 
acquisition , Roy had worked with the collector to 
resolve any ownership issues. Jerry, Reed and two 
Bohemian Club camp mates of Jerry , John Huntington 
and Douglas Watson, paid for the collection and 
donated it to the club. 


The collection had never been catalogued, so Jerry 
and Reed hired Barbara Barnhart, who later went on 
to head up national sales for Chalone Vineyard, to 
review the publications and develop a system for 
organizing , cataloging and lending the books. Since 
this was pre- high tech , the lending system was similar 
to what libraries of the day used. Each book had a 
pocket with the book's title, author, etc. When a book 
was borrowed the card was collected so Barbara knew 
which book had been lent and a due date card was 
slipped into the pocket so the borrower knew when to 
return the book. The club also subscribed to most of 
the popular wine journals and newsletters, including 
The Wine Advocate, Connoisseur 's Guide to Wine and 
Wine and Food. 
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In 1984 the Board of Directors decided to sell the 
collection and the Sonoma County Library had 
expressed interest. By the end of the year, the sale 
was completed and 24 boxes of books , journals and 
newsletters transferred to the library. That purchase 
formed the basis for the Wine Library of Sonoma 
County that is now housed at the Healdsburg Branch. 


Vintners Club Tastings 


T
he Club tastings were held every Thursday at 
4:30 to accommodate original member Bill 
Kent's need to get to the Bohemian Club by 6:00. 


The format of the tastings was drawn from Jerry 's and 
Reed 's experience with several informal tasting 
groups, including the San Francisco Wine Sampling 
Club mentioned by Joel Peterson in the book. The 
wines were tasted double- blind; t!sters were unaware 
of the identity of the wines and the order in which 
they were served. Each taster sat before twelve 
glasses of wine labeled A through L. Breadsticks and 
water were offered to cleanse the palate. For the first 
hour members and their guests smelled , swirled and 
tasted in silence to avoid being influenced by other 
tasters. The tasters then ranked and scored each 
wine based on the Davis 20-point system. Rankings 
and scores were turned in to a club official , usually 
Reed Foster, who tallied the results. Tasters brok e 
silence to discuss and describe the wines and a person 
at each table took notes that were used to develop 
consensus commentary for the published tasting 
results. Just before rankings and scores were 
announced, a list of the wines tasted was circulated 
causing a buzz of discussion as tasters tried to match 
wine producers to wines tasted. Results were based 
on the sum of the rankings , so the wine with the 
lowest number was first and the highest was twelfth. 
After the ranking results were announced, the order 
of the wines tasted was revealed causing many tasters 
to re-smell, re-swirl and re-taste . 


Th~ first two tastings were comparisons between 
Australian and California wines, held at the Bankers ' 
Club in the Bank of America Building where Jerry 
and Reed had their offices . Jerry had gone to Ade
laide, Australia on business and had met with the 
head of the Bacchus Club in Adelaide. They agreed to 
swap 50 cases of the best California wines for 50 cases 
of the best Australian wines and when Jerry and Reed 
received the 50 cases, they felt that these wines would 
be a perfect launch for the Vintners Club. They were 
also interested in German wines and decided to start 
with wines in the Mosel, then work their way to the 
Ruwer. Tasting the German wines comprised tastings 
three through nine (that is 84 German Rieslings over 
a straight seven-week span ; there was a lesson 
learned there by the founders) , and the Vintners Club 
was on its way. 







The Book 


I
n 1983, after 10 years of weekly tastings, the 
Vintners Club Board of Directors felt that the 
tasting notes could serve as a valuable reference 


for wineries, wine historians and wine enthusiasts, 
and decided to look into the possibility of publishing 
the tasting results. In part, this feeling was supported 
by the fact that a 3·ring binder of Vintners Club 
tasting results kept at Draper & Esquin by the staff 
disappeared with regularity. Additionally, Jerry and 
Reed had developed numerous relationships with 
many winemakers and winery owners worldwide and 
felt a book would provide a great forum for industry 
professionals . 


No one on the Board had much experience in 
publishing , but Jerry felt it was an important project 
and committed the funds and staff to make the book 
a reality . He looked to his newly married daughter-in· 
law, Mea McNeil-Draper, for assistance in bringing 
the book to fruition. Mea , a neophyte wine taster, 
embraced the project enthusiastically . For her, it was 
a great opportunity to learn about wine, the Vintners 
Club and her new family 's commitment to the wine 
industry. She, together with Jerry 's son, Jerome 
Draper III, or Jerry III, identified the myriad issues 
-from the technical to the artistic-that needed to be 
resolved before a manuscript could be brought to a 
printer . Additionally, they were aware that the 
budget for production and printing was tight, so it had 
to be done on a shoestring. 


The first problem was 
how to transfer the 
tasting results and 
consensus commentary 
from stand· alone word· 
processing systems to a 
relational database so 
the information could be 
stored , sorted and 
formatted. To put the 
problem in context, 


Apple released their first Macintosh in 1984, so the 
personal computer was not the ubiquitous presence of 
today . Attempts with electronic transfer and optical 
character readers resulted in poor results and the 
decision was made to manually input most of the data , 
excluding the consensus commentary, into an IBM 
System 36 that Jerry used for his businesses . For ten 
years of tastings, the amount of data was staggering 
at over 6,000 wines, with at least ten attributes for 
each wine . The consensus commentary was typed into 
an IBM PC using Microsoft Word and Sarona Word 
IV. Not surprisingly, inputting then proofreading the 
data took a couple of years, and with each week one 
more tasting needed to be added to the database. 
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While the data was being input into the System 
36, Mea and Jerry III worked on other technical 
issues. Jerry III was a computer expert with his own 
consulting business, Trilobyte Software Systems . 
Desktop publishing was in its infancy but Jerry III 
and Mea felt this was the most cost-effective way to 
produce a manuscript ready for printing. They 
reviewed the available software and finally chose 
Ventura Publisher, one of the first desktop publishing 
packages for IBM personal computers . Ventura 
offered the flexibility of infinite· length records and the 
data could be imported from the System 36 with 
publishing marks , i.e . font style and size , centering , 
column format, etc . For those with a technical bent , 
the Colophon of the book describes in detail how the 
data was transferred and laid out for printing . In 
layman's terms, the data from the System 36 was 
transferred via modem to an IBM PC where it would 
be prepared for printing. While Jerry III figured out 
how to download the data from one system to another , 
Trilobyte employee , Valerie Clary was learning how to 
use Ventura . She soon became an expert , combining 
the tasting data with the consensus commentary and 
formatting each page of the 765 tastings. Mea 
recalled that printing the manuscript required that 
she and Jerry III sleep next to the printer overnight 
because it only held 200 sheets of paper and the 
printer needed to be refilled several times since the 
manuscript was approximately 1,150 pages . Addition· 
ally , after the first printing , several errors were found 
during proofreading and another night was spent next 
to the printer for the second round. 


In order to make the book useful, it needed several 
indexes so readers could find specific tastings or types 
of tastings with relative ease. Mea , Jerry, Reed and 
several board members determined that at a 
minimum the book would need an index by varietal 
and another by producer . The index by producer was 
simple - the database had a field for winery and/or 
producer and could be sorted alphabetically with a 
secondary sort by varietal for California wines . 
However, the index by varietal was a challenge 
because of the difference in labeling laws between 
Europe and the United States. Europe's emphasis on 
terroirprecluded identification of varietal on the label 
since, by law, only certain varietals could be grown in 
specific wine areas . Unfortunately, because the 
varietal was rarely identified on European wine 
labels, the information was not included in the 
database. The problem was finally resolved by creat· 
ing an index that was by varietal for wines from the 
United States, while European wines were indexed by 
region. 


Mea then tackled the aesthetic components of the 
book. She created the end papers from linoleum block 







prints which she carved. The backdrop for the end 
papers is Draper Vineyards, Jerome C. Draper Sen· 
ior's property on Spring Mountain Road in Napa. The 
front end papers depict Mr. Draper, Sr. with his be· 
loved German Shepherd, Schatze, and Jerry Draper's 
two grandchildren , Josh and Stephanie, with his Aire· 
dale , Mary. The vineyards are shown just before 
harvest , with grape bunches on the vines. The rear 
end papers show Rogelio Gonzalez, the long·time 
vineyard manager for Draper Vineyards, pruning the 
vines in preparation for winter . Mea also created the 
block print shown between the Acknowledgments 
page and the Introduction. At first glance, it looks like 
two wine glasses. However, the "white space" shows 
the profiles of Reed Foster on the left and Jerry 
Draper on the right, a fitting tribute to the founders 
of the club. A talented calligrapher, Mea also designed 
the jacket, cover and title page using a dip pen with 
Brause nibs. 


W Reed Foster and Jerome C. Draper, Jr. 


Vintners Club Founders 


From the beginning of the book project, Jerry and 
Reed planned to include articles and interviews by 
leading wine experts to relieve the tedium of the very 
statistical nature of the tasting notes. They drew on 
their many relationships in the wine business and 
persuaded 22 individuals to be interviewed or to write 
articles . The list of wine industry professionals is 
impressive-Warren Winiarski on Cabernet Sauvig· 
non, Zelma Long on Chardonnay, Harry Waugh on 
Bordeaux , Charles Sullivan on Bordeaux Rankings at 
the Vintners Club, to name a few. Rick Witschonke, 
a board member (and now fellow Tendril), put 
together the template for the interviews and Mea, 
along with several board members, conducted them. 
Each interview was transcribed by Valerie Clary and 
then edited by Mea. Considering the dynamic nature 
of the wine industry in the mid· 1980s, the interviews 
make fascinating reading . 


Five years after the concept of a Vintners Club 
book first arose at a board meeting, a manuscript was 
ready for printing and publication . The technical and 
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artistic problems had been solved and resolved. The 
interviews had been conducted , the articles written , 
the manuscript edited, the pages printed. Jerry had 
found a printer, Kingsport Press in Tennessee, to 
print and bind the book-1,000 copies for $10,000 . 
Kingsport had one limitation ; the binding could not 
exceed three inches. Thus the tasting results had to 
end with December of 1987 . Over the five years , 
several important changes had transpired . Mea had 
given birth to two sons and Jerry and Reed had 
handed over the running of the tastings to Paul and 
Gretchen Rehs. The two founders had supported the 
club for over twelve years and now it was time to hand 
it over to their successors. The last Vintners Club 
project for Jerry and Reed was the book and with its 
publication their commitment to the club was 
complete. Today, 24 years after its release, the "Big 
Book" is not only an historical document of California 
wine history, but a lasting legacy to Jerry's and Reed 's 
service to the ind us try. 


Vintners Club:Fourteen Years of Wine Tastings 1973· 
1987. Edited by Mary· Ellen McNeil· Draper. San Fran -
cisco: Vintners' Press . 1154 pp. 10 x 8. 6.5 lbs. Beige 
cloth with gilt decoration and lettering , decorated end 
papers; with dust jacket [see back cover this issue]. 


NOTE: The information provided in this article is based 
on the recollections of Jerome C. Draper, Jr., W. Reed 
Foster, Mea McNeil· Draper, Jerome C. Draper III and 
the author who worked for the Vintners Club from 
1977 through 1985. The majority of these recollec· 
tions were recorded earlier this year during a two· 
hour meeting. While everyone strived for accuracy , 
Jerry and Reed are now in their 80s and their 
memories have faded over the years. Apologies are 
offered in advance for any misstatements of facts. 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS Is a not-for-profit organization founded 
in 1990/or Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership I Subscription 
to th, WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (ISSN 1552-9460) is S25 
USA and Canada; $$0 overseas. Permission to reprint is requesJed. 
WAYWARD TENDRILS, P.O. Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. 
www.waywardtendri/s.com. email: waywardtendrils@all.net. Editor 
I Publisher: Gail Unze/man. 







WINE NOVELS: A VINTAGE APPRAISAL 


by Dr. David Ethridge 


[Weare indebted to Tendril Mike Fordon, Library Coordinator at Frank A. Lee Library, Cornell University, for sending us this vintage 
"Vintage Appraisal" of some early wine novels. The article was first published in Friends of Wine (Sept/Oct 1981-Vol.XVIJJ No. 5), the 
magazine of Les Amis du Vin, Maryland, founded 1n 1965. Prof Ethridge was the Les Amis du Vin founder-director of the Flint , Michigan 
Chapter . In addition to the timely reviews, enjoy the references to 30-yearold television hit shows and to the old-fashioned, recommended 
method of finding a book: ask your local bookshop . - Ed.] 


WITH THE RISING POPULARITY OF WINE DRINKING, it is only natural that wine makers and wine lovers have become 
the subjects of popular fiction. But not every year's crop of books is a vintage one. Though the wine novelist can 
find romance, heroics , intrigue , scandal, passion, and triumph over evil in the world of wine , it is how he crafts 
all the ingredients into a blend that separates the "Lafite" from the "simple Medoc" of wine story telling. 


The 1980 Vintage 
HE 1980 VINTAGE of wine novels 
gives us Anita Clay Kornfeld's 
panoramic epic of life and 
times of the Napa Valley from 
the 1890s through the 1960s 
under the simple but some· 
what pretentious title of 
Vintage (Simon & Schuster, 
599pp, $13.95). If Adam Do· 
nati, the youngest son of an 


aristocratic but disenfranchised wine family of Italy, 
had known the trials and tribulations he and his 
progeny would suffer, he might well have followed his 
banker's advice and become a hotelkeeper. 


It's easy to fall in love with the youthful, hand· 
some , enthusiastic Donati as he sets off to build his 
winery , a replica of the old family villa sold to settle 
the estate among his brothers. But love doesn't come 
easy for a young Italian in an anti·ltalian Napa 
Valley . And so, young Donati finds he must prove 
himself to his new country before trying to re· 
establish the eminence of the name Donati in the 
wine world . Of course the beautiful, vivacious first 
love is denied him and so he immediately enters an 
ill·fated marriage. Just as great wines have to come 
from roots that have to struggle for existence, great 
characters suffer every adversity to demonstrate their 
worth. To keep the reader's attention , the Donati 
family endures insanity, illegitimacy, the phylloxera 
blight, earthquake , alcoholism, prohibition, bootleg· 
ging , family feuds , courtroom drama , illegal aliens, 
the KKK and labor organizers. 


Sprinkled in , almost as a bonus, is a well· 
researched history ofwinemaking and winemakers of 
the Napa Valley . The culture, attitudes, biases, and 
provincialism of this small winemaking valley is what 
makes this book rise above the common and assert 
itself as having a measure of substance even though 
at times it seems like a mixture of Dallas, Knot's 
Landing and Dynasty. 


Although not like a classic California Cabernet 
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that will grow in stature with the years , it is like a 
fresh Gewi.irztraminer , full of spice , exciting to 
consume, even memorable, but not one to keep in an 
honored place on the shelf. It's to enjoy now while 
available on the market , for surely there will be a new 
one available next year. This vintage novel shows 
definite varietal characteristics, fresh and spicy , per· 
haps even a bit earthy, some lingering complexity but 
generally a little too thin and too delicate; it is a little 
off-dry, just a touch too sweet, without much depth 
and lacking staying power, but it is just right for now, 
for pleasant sipping on a quiet evening in front of the 
fireplace. My rating : 14; above average , good but not 
great. 


Sparse Vintages 


W
ine novels seem to go in spurts , none some 
years and big crops other years. Vintage is 
the only volume appearing in 1980. Only one 


little book appeared in 1979 and none in 1976. A 
quick review of the other recent vintages might help 
the occasional reader pick an interesting one, al· 
though certain selections may be hard to find while 
others are plentiful. Some are now out in paperback. 
Best bet is to try your public library, but most are still 
in print and you can order them through your book· 
shop. 


The 1979 novel is a zany 
bit of whimsy guaranteed to 
keep you in stitches. Nan and 
I van Lyons have followed up 
their earlier delight , Someone 
Is Killing the Great Chefs of 
Europe, with an even funnier 
bit, Champagne Blues (Si· 
mon & Schuster, 304pp, $10; 
Fawcett, 1979, $2.25). Have 
you ever wondered what the 
people who write the tour 
guides are like? Well, here 
you get to meet the two 
extremes; a couple who write how to tour Europe 
when money is no object (in a Rolls·Royce, naturally) 







and another couple who write about doing it for 
practically nothing (in a VW camper-bus, of course). 
That these two couples would collaborate on a wine 
tour makes for just the beginning of the fun. As they 
visit their favorite haunts in Paris, interspersed with 
plenty of local character and more than enough sex , 
the fun continues to bubble forth. That some of the 
characters have a more sinister plot in mind does not 
slow down the action at all and it gets as exciting as 
a cork·popping party on New Year's Eve as the story 
races to a hilarious climax. Along the way you get a 
good tour of Champagne and those magnificent 
cellars. Our friends , the tour book writers, live out the 
fondest dream of any Champagne lover-to be locked 
away in the cellar with all the greatest Champagnes 
and nothing to do but sample them all; what a way to 
go! My rating: 13; anything this much fun has trouble 
being taken seriously-full of bubbles and sparkles 
through to the end , very earthy, so rich in zest that it 
may be considered vulgar by some, but sheer, un
adulterated fun. 


The 1978s 


N
ot a particularly good year, 1978, only a couple 
and neither very distinguished . The chapter 
headings in one literally make your mouth 


water: Ch . Lafite· Rothschild 1924; Quinta do Naval 
1920; Vieux Chateau Certain 1943 (yes, it's really 
spelled that way in the book); Dom Perignon 1941; 
Berncasteler Schlossberg 1936 . What wine lover 
wouldn 't take great risk to come into a cellar full of 
these treasures? Wine of the Generals by R. Page 
Jones (Jove /HBJ, 284pp, 1978, $1.95) gives the wine 
lover a chance for vicarious thrills as an impossible 
assortment of characters set off behind Russian lines 
(naturally ) to smuggle out their prize . It would have 
worked well on Mission-1mpossible. But disregarding 
the misspelled chateau , that the Dom is probably flat 
by now and no idea whether the Berncastel is a Ka· 


., ~ ·.,;'.f, ..,,,...,,. , binett or Trockenbeerenauslese , ,. , pt:.~;,.~~ 
'.1, · ,ii. ,, =· the story moves fast and sweeps 
~,' · you along hoping to savor that 
·f) magnificent Lafite at the cli· 
' f . max. Fun reading but not really 


a wine novel; they could just as 
well have been going for buried 
art treasures with no real 
change in plot. Best described 
as a simple , straightforward, 
common blend of spice and 
mystery , intoxicating to the 
point it'll keep you up all night 
just to polish it off, but, as is 


often the case , the next morning you'll wish you 
hadn 't . My rating: 10, very average or even just a bit 
below but good enough to make the list. 


The second 1978 appearing is not really a wine 
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novel either , but a winemaker and his winery are key 
elements in the plot, so we can keep it on our list. The 
second of the two·volume work by Howard Fast , 
appropriately titled The Second Generation 
(Houghton Mifflin, 44lpp, 1978 ; Dell, 1979, $2.75) 
continues the saga of the Lavette family where the 
1977 The Immigrants leaves off. Although the first 
issue is decidedly the better Cit was on the New York 
Times bestseller list for six months), The Second 
Generation does a lot more with wines , California 
during the depression, World War II , and the 
expanding wine years of the post·war boom. But the 
book is really about corporate empires , big money , 
and movie stars, with a counterplot of rustic 
simplicity and real people who seem to have it all , the 
winemaker and family. Even though it gets maudlin 
at times, Fast is a good and prolific writer, the pace is 
fast, the characters believable ; just the thing that 
could be turned into a six·part made·for-TV mini· 
series (Fast's earlier work Freedom Road was on last 
year) . More exciting than some but definitely a blend , 
goes down well and stands up to the competition well 
-perhaps a little too earthy for some but not 
vulgar-like a perky young Zinfandel. My rating: 15, 
above average from a good producer. It may have a 
little staying power, but is probably best now . 


1977 a Big Year 


Abig year both in volume and quality except for 
one clinker that slipped in. As we noted above , 
Howard Fast's The Immigrants (Houghton 


Mifflin, 494pp, 1977 ; Dell , 1978, $2.75) hit th e best · 
seller list in 1977. You'll have to read two·thirds of the 
way through before the winery enters, but it 's fast 
reading and enjoyable. Dan Lavette struggles through 
life, the son of ·an Italian immigrant fisherman , 
orphaned by the San Francisco earthquake , to rise to 
the top of Nob Hill society and wealth . The winery 
counter theme starts late in the book as th e next 
generation seeks a new way of life away from big 
business. The scandals , the Great Depression , the 
striving for acceptance of the Orientals in the New 
World, all contribute to the scene . The last 75 pages 
are the best and make the work of getting to them 
worthwhile, like the long, lingering finish on a good, 
vintaged California Cabernet Sauvignon . This is a 
good one , lots of class , rich in character , bette r than 
its successor, with staying power to last a few years 
but probably not destined to be a classic. My rating: 
17, after a rather weak opening it builds, takes on 
strength and finishes strong. 


Another California entry is Jack Bickham's The 
Winem ak ers (Doubleday & Co., 570pp, $10) . Just as 
its title implies, this is clearly a story about the men 
and women who make wine in California . That th e 
Robert Mancini Vineyards sounds amazingly like th e 
Robert Monda vi Vineyards seems to be no coincidence 







when you throw in the family feuds and court suits 
that follow. Add a young, beautiful female winemaker, 
an old established winemaking family from Italy, a 
strike by grape pickers , a labeling scandal-along with 
other neat twists and turns-and you have a rather 
well-rounded taste of the Sonoma wine scene in the 
early 1970s . It's fun to try to figure out which 
wineries and famous wine names are disguised by the 
new names and locations used in the plot. Throw in 
the big corporation takeovers of famous-name 
wineries , the power plays on the boards of old family


owned estates, and it 
makes for good reading in 
a brambly and lively style 
similar to one of "Gus" 
Sebastiani's (you don't 
suppose that's the model 
for "Gus Trella" do you?) 
young Zinfandels . The 
writing, a bit ponderous , 
lacks the excitement of 
some of the others, but 
still it is the only one of the 
lot that portrays the most 
recent California wine 
scene . My rating : 14, 


enough life to be savored, won't keep very long, so 
enjoy now; a little rough around the edges but just 
right to take along on a picnic for light-time 
refreshment. 


Jacques Cyprien can only be described as an 
unmitigated scoundrel. His daughter , an infant when 
they arrive from France in 1878, is a true chip-off-the
old-block. She becomes his new "French Connection" 
in their quest to make The Wines of Cyprien (by 
Dorothy Daniels, Pyramid Books , 317pp, $1. 75) into 
the equal of the great wines of Bordeaux, where 
Jacques had been kicked out in his youth , and where 
his daughter triumphantly returns, but with a 
sinister plot to steal the precious vines of the greatest 
chateaux for the glory of Cyprien. Traveling back and 
forth between the north coast of California and the 
wine country of France this three-generation story of 
proud wine families provides insight into both the 
frontier wine days of California and the snobbery of 
the French winemakers. Chateau Cyprien and Ch. 
Marcel share more than vines of common heritage; 
the lives of those who live in each are just as 
intertwined . As the spoiled children of Charlene take 
their place on the scene , the story moves toward an 
inescapable climax, with Cyprien in ruin and nothing 
to do but start again . Definitely not in the class of 
either a classified growth or even a prize-winning 
estate bottled Cabernet Sauvignon, the book ranks 
among the perfectly respectable "cru bourgeois," good 
balance , easy to enjoy , short on class and finesse but 
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true to type, perhaps a little rough around the edges 
but holds together to the end. My rating: 12, average 
fare , enough going for it to make it worthwhile . but 
not a great selection . 


Not a very good year for wine in France, 1977 was 
even worse for wine novels about France. The French 
portions of Cyprien are weak but do present a 
reasonable segment of life in Medoc . The glimpse of 
Burgundian life presented in Ethel Gordon's The 
French Husband(Thomas Crowell Co., 257pp, $7 .95) 
is anything but what one would expect of a selection 
from Burgundy! This story tries to answer the 
question : "Can an innocent American girl find tru e 
love trapped in a web of European deceit? " Sound like 
the beginning of a soap -opera?-that's just what it is . 
The words generally used to describe a French 
Burgundy are big, rich, noble, full-bodied, complex , 
powerful; but unfortunately this one comes off thin , 
almost transparent, out of character, and even dis
agreeable at times . The air of mystery is all that 
keeps the thinking together . The conflict betwe en 
brothers , their wives , and their wine estates , Cha.tea u 
Giron and Clos Boissy, is at times overworked. This 
selection falls in the category of vin de queue (rather 
inferior stuff made from pressing the stalks), not even 
in the running to reach the level of generic- labeled 
"American Burgundy. " Fortunately , it is a short book, 
not very widely distributed and you may have trouble 
finding it. But if there's nothing else available , I've 
even been known to sip on Annie Green Springs. My 
rating : 8, poor, decidedly below average, just enough 
body to it to make it through to the consumer. 


An Undiscovered Classic 


The best of '77 by far is Spanish. On the surface, 
Catherine Gaskin 's Summer of the Spanish 
Woman (Doubleday, 503pp ; Fawcett , 1979, 


$2.50) might appear to be just another of those 
Barbara Cartland-type romantic novels . But like so 
many Spanish wines , we have an undiscovered 
classic. Not only is the story good but the wine knowl
edge of the sherry industry is 
impressive. Starting off in 
Ireland , our heroine, a perky 
red -headed Irish lass , is soon 
deprived of her rightful inher
itance except for a bit of 
Spanish property unknown to 
the rest of the family. She 
takes off for Spain with her 
eccentric (to say the least) , 
mother , and over the next 50 1 


years manages to introduce 
us to every facet of Spanish 
life. The descriptions are so 
vivid one has no difficulty 
visualizing old Jerez , the bodegas, the feria , the castle 







of the marquisa , and all the romance and excitement 
of the flamenco. As we endure the abuse of an ill-bred 
and spoiled first love, the drive to rise above the cruel 
fates and the assimilation of a strange Spanish 
culture , we watch the strong-willed Irish lass turn 
into a respected and powerful aristocratic Spanish 
lady . Like a transplanted Gone With The Wind, this 
is th e story of a woman, her life and loves set in a 
location , per iod and culture, and is written with such 
knowledge and conviction that it should not be 
overlooked. At times one feels that the book resembles 
a fine Manzanilla ; fresh , light , with a special tang , 
almost a bitterness. As it moves along it is more like 
a fuller Amontillado ; richer , more characteristic, more 
pleasant but with a special unique flavor like nothing 
else . It mellows to a rich, full-bodied and powerful 
Oloroso , one you'll never forget; you will keep 
recalling it long after you finish it . My rating: 18, they 
don't get much better. Too often in wine novels 
something is awry-the story is too much for the wine 
setting , the wine lore is lost in the romance , or the 
necessary balance is disturbed by a creator without 
enough background in both story-telling and wine· 
making . But this one is near-perfect! 


The Wine Novel that Set the Trends 


R
eaching back to 1975 we find the wine novel 
that set off the writing binge that seems to be 
slowing down of late. Robert Daley's Str ong 


Wine Red as Blood (Harper's, 400pp, $10) hit the 
shelves in the midst of the big wine boom, sat 
alongsid e the Hugh Johnson and Alexis Lichine wine 
books , and was the first wine novel read by most 
readers. As a trend setter it was great to savor when 
it was new , but how does it hold up with a little age? 
In comparison with some of the later entries, very 
well indeed . Set in Chateau Conderie, Margaux (a 
fictionalized classified growth) , one has a firsthand 
glimpse of the battle between proud old chateau 
owners and efficiency-expert corporate businessmen . 
Seems like a lot of that was going on then! Add a 
Bordeaux scandal , a bit of love life , a fair amount of 
wine knowledge , and there is just enough to fill the 
formula of a wine novel. The descriptions of visits to 
Lafite , Ausone , and Palmer, among others, make it all 
that much more fun for the armchair traveler. This 
1975 Margaux doesn 't quite live up to what we've 
come to expect from the bottled 1975 Margaux, but 
then that's really asking too much. Corporate take· 
overs of prestigious wineries are still in vogue, wine 
scandals seem to crop up with amazing regularity, a 
hot little affair never hurt any good novel, and the 
good-triumphs-over-evil theme is as ancient as the 
writt en word. It all holds together pretty well . 
Although I can remember all the Lafites I've ever had , 
the rest of the classified growths get a bit more hazy 
and kind of blend together-it's that way with this 
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story ; not a Lafite but certainly a classified growth . 
My rating: 17, still good now but probably at its peak , 
staying power questionable , but one of the better 
productions everyone else tries to copy. 


A '42 Vintage, Readily Available 


B ut what does one have to compare them with ? Is 
there a true wine novel classic? Restricting our
selves only to those in English and publish ed in 


the U.S ., the answer is an unqualified "Yes." One 
exists , is still in print and if you haven 't already 
enjoyed it, you must. The nice thing about books is 
that you can enjoy an old one over and over, but once 
you enjoy that rare old vintage wine in your cellar , 
future enjoyment must come vicariously through 
memories or by reading about John Grisanti and his 
purchases at the Heublein auctions . To have a 1942 
vintage readily available to everyone makes you stop 
and appreciate how a wine novel can span the times 
and still be on top. That is exactly what Alice Tisdale 
Hobart's The Cup and the Sword(Bobbs , 1942) does . 
If not readily available through your bookstore , it 
surely is available in your local library . With insight 
and warmth, the narrative follows an immigrant 
family through the building of their winery in th e 
great San Joaquin Valley, to expanding it to a 
specialty little winery for no·profit·but·great·wine s in 
the Napa Valley , only to struggle through the 
incomprehensibility of Prohibition. The life and times , 
love and warmth, still shine through this now nearly 
40-year-old jewel. But unless you want to spoil all the 
others, don't read this one first . After all , don 't you 
wait for a special occasion to open a 40-year·old 
classic-holding back what you know will be sheer 
joy, and enjoying the recent vintages in the mean· 
time? My rating : still a 20. one would have thought it 
peaked long ago but there 's still lots of body. It is full 
and rich and just what you always hoped for in a 
vintage wine novel. 


Why aren't there more wine novels? Who knows , 
maybe novel writers are more the gin·and·tonic , 
whiskey·and·water types . Not that a sip of wine 
doesn't play prominently in many contemporary 
novels . .. (who can imagine James Bond without a 
bottle of Dom Perignon or Bollinger R.D.?). But the 
wine isn't central to the theme . Surely there must be 
an interesting story just waiting to be developed into 
a novel about the start of the wine industr y in th e 
Finger Lakes, the bootlegging era in Western Michi· 
gan and Chicago, and the pioneering wine families of 
Arkansas, Oregon , Idaho. Historical accounts of the 
wine industry, the people in it , and the wine they 
make are fine ; but for real pleasure to go with my 
education, give me a wine novel, a fireplace , a big 
easy-chair, and a good bottle of wine. My rating: a 
pure 20 all the way! • 
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THE HISTORY AND CULTURE OF WINE 
by Kathleen Burk 


[In our October issue oflastyear Kathleen Burk, the Professor of Modern and Contemporary History at University College London, presented 
the little-known 11h & 18'1' century "Grub Street Hack," Ned Ward. Professor Burk, author ofa lengthy list of works in her field, has also 
published the entertaining Is This Bottle Corked? The Secret Life of Wine (2008). We welcome Kathy's richly referenced "The History & 
Culture of Wme, "adapted from her public valedictory lecture at University College London, May 2011. - Ed.] 


WINE FOR ME IS AN A VOCATION rather than a vocation. My primary work is as an historian of Anglo· American 
relations, but it will not be the first time that an increasing interest in a hobby has developed into an 
interest in its origins, its history, its importance - and in this instance, in the way in which it is intertwined 


with the culture of many parts of the world. Who invented it? Why are there so many myths about it? Does it play 
much of a part in art? And, perhaps closer to more mundane concerns, why do we need guides? 


ho first invented wine? It 
is probably more to the 
point to ask, who first 
discovered wine? It is not 
difficult to make it. On 
the outside skin of the 
grape is the yeast and on 
the inside is the sweet 


- juice: mix them together, 
leave it for a few days for 


--· th e yeast to ferment the 
sugar and turn it into alcohol, and the result is wine. 
All you really need are grapes. One claimant for first 
place is Noah. According to Genesis chapter 9, verses 
20-21: 'And Noah began to be a husbandman, and he 
planted a vineyard: And he drank of the wine, and 
was drunken'. So for Christians and Jews, at least 
historically, it was Noah. 1 For the ancient Greeks, the 
discovery of wine by men was the gift of Dionysos, the 
god of wine, Hesiod's 'Inspirer of frenzied women',2the 
avatar who burst out of Thrace-or perhaps Phrygia 
(the 'land of vines')-and brought the knowledge of 
wine to Attica. Certainly, the vine was widely culti
vated in Greece and Grecian areas by the early Bronze 
Age-both Homer and Hesiod make it clear that wine 
was an essential part of life-and clay tablets dating 
from the late Bronze Age, about 1200 BC, connect 
Dionysos with wine. 3 


Another candidate is the legendary, or mythical, 
Persian King Jamshld, a great lover of grapes. One 


day it was discovered that a jar of them had spoiled, 
and it was taken to a warehouse and labelled 'poison'. 
Not long after, a very depressed lady of his harem 
went to find the jar. According to one source, he had 
banished her from his kingdom; according to another, 
she was plagued with horrendous migraines. In any 
case, having lost the will to live, she found the jar and 
drank deeply, after which she fell into a deep and 
healing sleep. She went back to the King and revealed 
what she had found: he and his court drank it with 
pleasure, and she was welcomed back into the harem. 
This Persian legend has some plausibility. By the use 
of microchemical techniques on archaeological resi · 
dues in some of the earliest wine jars known, which 
were found at Hajji Firuz Tepe in the northern Zagros 
Mountains of northwestern Iran, it has become clear 
that wine was being produced in the highlands of 
Persia in the Neolithic Period from about 5400 BC. 4 
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The primary competitor, and probably the winner, 
is the Transcaucasus. This could be in what is now 
Georgia, but was once ancient Armenia, which once 
included much of eastern Turkey, Azerbaijan, and 
Georgia. The vine was indigenous to the Armenian 
valleys, having established itself there over a million 
years ago, with petrified grape pips found at several 
Neolithic sites; there have also been found vessels 
dating back to 6000 BC 5


, and special pruning knives 
dating back to between 3000 and 2000 BC. Georgia 
was always my favourite as the home of an old and 
pervasive wine culture, because 
when Christianity arrived in 
Georgia in the fourth century, the 
first cross was made of vines. But 
today's Armenia has recently pulled 
ahead, in particular if you are of a 
technological bent. Recently dis· 
covered, in the Areni·l cave com· 
plex near Armenia's southern 
border with Iran - and outside a tiny 
village still known for its wine· 
making activities-is the world's 
oldest known winery. The site 
includes grape seeds, withered 
grape vines, remains of pressed 
grapes, a rudimentary wine press, 
a clay vat apparently used for 
fermentation, wine-soaked pieces of 
pots and a cup and drinking bowl. 6 


From the grapes to the glass: what 
more evidence does one need? 


,, 


who in thanks gave Odysseus many gifts, amongst 
them twelve jars of a very precious wine , red and 
honey-sweet, which was so strong that it was drunk 
by diluting it twenty to one with water. When the 
ships reached the land of the Cyclops and the men 
landed, Odysseus took with him a wineskin of the 
Maronean wine. When, then, they were caught by one· 
eyed Polyphemus, and the monster had eaten a 
number of Odysseus' shipmates, the hero offered to 
him an ivy bowl of the undiluted black wine. He 
drank it, and Odysseus offered him a further two 


bowls. The Cyclops then fell back to 
sleep, after some of the wine gurgled up 
from him, carrying gobs of human meat 
with it. Odysseus and his shipmates 
then, with a hardened stake, put out his 
one eye. 


What is clear is that the 
drinking of wine was widespread 
over the ancient world. The tomb 
in Abydos, Upper Egypt of King 
Scorpion I, dated to about 3150 BC, 


WINE JAR FROM KING TUT'S TOMB 
[L. Lesko, King Tut's Wine Cellar, 1977] 


The Greeks loved wine. Aristophanes 
has the orator Demosthenes declaim in 
Knights that 'tis when men drink they 
thrive, Grow wealthy, speed their 
business, win their suits, Make them· 
selves happy, benefit their friends.' Plato, 
however, was quite clear in Book II of 
Laws just who should drink and when: 
'Boys under 18 shall not taste wine at all, 
for one should not conduct fire to fire. 
Wine in moderation may be tasted until 
one is 30 years old, but the young man 
should abstain entirely from drunken· 
ness and excessive drinking. But when a 
man is entering his fortieth year . . . he 
may summon the other gods and 
particularly call upon Dionysus to join 
the old men's holy rite, and their mirth 
as well, which the god has given to men 


showed a chamber filled with 
imported ceramic wine jars. 7 In the tomb of King 
Tutankhamun were found thirty-six wine jars, with 
labels giving the name and vintage of the wine, its 
source, and sometimes the name of the grower or 
winemaker. So, for example, one of the jars had 
written on it 'Wine of the House·of·Tutankhamun 
Ruler-of·the·Southern·On, Lp.h. in the Western River. 
By the chief Vintner Khaa.' There were faint traces of 
residue in the jars, and by analysing the component 
that gives the red colour to young red wines, Spanish 
scientists determined that the favourite wine of the 
young king was red. 8 


In Egypt, wine was drunk primarily by the kings 
and the upper classes. In Greece, however, it was 
drunk by everybody. It played an important role in 
The Odyssey of Homer, in Odysseus' fight with 
Polyphemus. Odysseus relates how he had saved from 
harm Maron, a priest of Apollo and his wife and child, 
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to lighten their burden-wine, that is, the 
cure for the crabbedness of old age, 


whereby we may renew our youth and enjoy forget· 
fulness of despair.' 9 In other words, once-you are forty 
and thus an old man, you can drink as much as you 
wish and get as drunk as you want. 


There was one Greek social convention which has 
come down to our time, but whose organisation has, 
regrettably, changed. This was the symposium, a 
word which meant nothing more or less than 'drinking 
together', and which we would today see as a dinner 
party of a special sort. Its modern definition as a 
learned conference probably derives from the habit of 
aristocratic Greeks of indulging in after-dinner con· 
versation, although one faint hangover during the 
modern period might be the after-dinner conversation 
over a bottle or two of port. The so-called flute girls, 
who in Socrates' time were part of the ambience, 
seldom now make an appearance, although the geisha 
is perhaps a possible comparison. Plato, in his dia· 







logue The Symposium , emphasises the symposium as 
a search for truth , and the discussion that night 
focused on the nature of love . But his dialogue also 
provides some clues as to the uses made of wine. After 
the meal was cleared away , the guests had their 
hands washed , and were sometimes garlanded with 
flowers and anointed with perfumed oils, although not 
on this occasion . The symposium began with a taste of 
unmixed wine , accompanied by hymns to the god 
Dionysos . Subsequently , wine was mixed with water 
in a large bowl called a krater, normally in the 
proportion of five parts wine to two parts water which 
was often sea·water . For the Greeks , only barbarians , 
such as those from Thrace , or Polyphemus , drank 
unmixed wine. The resulting drink was roughly the 
strength of modern beer; you could get drunk , but you 
had to drink rather a lot of it. One person , the 
symposiarch , was elected to set , in consultation with 
others , the precise strength of the mixture , the 
number of bowls to be mixed, usually three , and the 
size of cups to be used . The andron , a square room in 
the men 's part of the house , had seven to eleven 
couches. Guests reclined on them , typically two to a 
couch , in the manner learned from the Assyrians in 
about 600 BC. Wine was poured , and the party began. 
I suspect that Plato 's injunction as to how much one 
ought to drink was not always followed . One example 
was Alcibiades , described as the handsomest man in 
Athens , and madly desired by Socrates. He arrived 
drunk at the symposium , and took over the 
proceedings. 10 


The Greeks did differentiate between the different 
types and qualities of wines , preferring wine which 
was a bit sweet . Wines were often referred to by their 
islands or regions of origin - Lesbian wine from the 
Island of Lesbos , or Chian wine from the island of 
Chios , for example-but true connoisseurship appar· 
ently had to await the Romans. Here , my hero is 
Pliny the Elder , who is probably remembered 
primarily for being killed in 79 AD by the eruption of 
Vesuvius. But in his own day, for centuries there
after, and amongst those today who are interested in 
the ingathering of know ledge, Pliny was famous above 
all for his NaturaHs Historia , in whose thirt y-seven 
books he surveys all of nature. Book XIV is devoted to 
the vine and wine. He describes the various ways of 
cultivating the vine , and follows this with pages on 
the many varieties of grapes and their uses . He talks 
about famous wines of former times , the oldest of 
which was the wine of Maronea , grown in the 
seaboard parts of Thrace , and used by Odysseus 
against Polyphemus . He also celebrates a more recent 
vintage , that of Opimius , called such because it was 
the year of the consulship of Lucius Opimius ; this was 
in 121 BC, a year as memorable for the assassination 
of Gaius Gracchus 'for stirring up the common people 
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with seditions ', or proposals for reform. That year the 
weather was so fine and bright-they called it 'the 
boiling of the grape '- that wines from that vintage , 
according to Pliny , still survived nearly two hundred 
years later . He did , however , add that they had 'now 
been reduced to the consistency of honey with a rough 
flavour , for such in fact is the nature of wines in their 
old age '. He discusses the unbelievable sums such 
wines attracted, stupidly , he clearly felt, and here one 
might think of the few bottles of wine from the cellar 
of Thomas Jefferson which still exist, one of which , a 
bottle of Chateau Lafite 1787 , fetched £105 ,000 at 
auction in 1985.11 


Many are familiar with the Bordeaux classifica· 
tion of 1855, when the red wines of Bordeaux were 
classified as Premier, Deuxieme , Troisieme , 
Quatrieme and Cinquieme crus. Pliny pre-dated this 
classification technique by nearly two thousand years , 
when he listed Italian wines in order of merit , for, he 
says , 'who can doubt ... that some kinds of wine are 
more agreeable than others, or who does not know 
that one of two wines from the same vat can be 
superior to the other , surpassing its relation either 
owing to its cask or from some accidental circum· 
stance?' 12 He then classifies Italian wines into first· , 
second· , third-, and fourth-class wines , other wines , 
and foreign wines . He does not , however , follow 
fashion blindly . Many commentators have exalted 
Falernian wine , and , indeed , he remarks that 'no 
other wine has a higher rank at the present day '.13 


Pliny , however , puts it into the second class: the 
reason , he says, is that 'the reputation of this district 
also is passing out of vogue through the fault of 
paying more attention to quantit y than to quality .'14 


Modern parallels leap to mind . 
But then , thanks to the barbarian invasions and 


the fall of Rome, we lost wine connoisseurship almost 
entirely , and in this case , if no other , the next 
thousand years or so were truly the Dark Ages. In 
part , this was the result of the neglect or destruction 
of farms and vineyards by the invaders (although the 
fact that many preferred barley · or grain-based 
alcoholic drinks to those made from grapes had an 
effect once they had settled down). Numerous 
accounts in Gregory of Tours ' History of the Franks 
tell of this destruction and pillage: 'Those who had 
attacked Nim.es ravaged the entire neighbourhood , 
burning the houses and the crops , cutting down the 
olive -groves and destroying the vineyards '.15 Yet the 
greatest damage done by these invaders was arguably 
not the destruction of the vine yards and wineries , but 
the subsequent collapse of the economic and social 
structure of the western Empire. The division of Ital y, 
Gaul and Iberia into a number of small warring 
kingdoms effectivel y undermined the long-distance 
wine trade whilst the decline of the population of 







cities, such as Rome itself , dramatically curtailed the 
demand for such wines. Furthermore, there were 
reasons in the transport of the wine itself which 
mostly killed any chance of drinking decent wine. The 
Romans had used airtight amphorae for both storage 
and shipping, closed with cork stoppers, but this 
knowledge of the use of cork was lost during the 
mediaeval period. Instead, amphorae gradually gave 
way to wineskins and barrels and the cork was 
replaced by beeswax and oil-soaked rags-only in the 
seventeenth century did cork make a re-appearance. 


But we must celebrate the attempt during the 
reign of Charlemagne as King of the Franks and then 
Emperor of the West (768·814)-or, perhaps, that of his 
son, Louis the Pious (there is some uncertainty)-to 
reform the making and the shipping of wine. 16 Re· 
forms were mandated in many areas of the economy. 
For wine, it was required [Clause 8]: 'That our 
stewards shall take charge of our vineyards in their 
districts, and see that they are properly worked; and 
let them put the wine into good vessels , and take 
particular care that no loss is incurred in shipping it.' 
[Clause 48]: 'That the wine-presses on our estates 
shall be kept in good order. And the stewards are to 
see to it that no one dares to crush the grapes with his 
feet, but that everything is clean and decent'; and 
[Clause 68]: 'It is our wish that the various stewards 
should always have by them good barrels bound with 
iron , which they can send to the army or to the palace, 
and that they should not make bottles of leather.' 17 


As a result, although the growing of vines and the 
making of wine merel y survived in Southern Europe 
as part of a subsistence economy , it prospered north of 
the Seine and the Mosel , around Aachen, Rheims and 
Cologne. 18 The concurrent expansion of monasticism 
provided both continuity and record-keeping. There 
are arguments over the actual importance of the 
Church in keeping alive the intelligent growing of 
grapes and making of wine-some ascribe great 
responsibility , since wine was necessary to the liturgy , 
whilst others argue that private enterprise, such as 
lay winemakers, were more responsible for keeping 
the knowledge and traditions alive. 


The consumption of wine in Europe increased 
significantly in the late Middle Ages. After 1400 , as 
the French historian Ferdinand Braudel has written, 
'the whole of Europe drank wine [although] only a 
part of Europe produced it.' He also notes a 
geographical demarcation , pointing out that 'the 
whole population of northern Europe did not drink 
wine. Only the rich did as a rule' , 19 whilst the other 
normally drank beer. Nevertheless, overall , wine 
consumption increased , a trend as true for the lesser 
sort as for the better sort . (It has been estimated that 
the daily average in the fifteenth century was up to 
two litres a day .)20 The better sort , of course, drank 


better wine. This better wine became increasingly 
available because of more specialised varieties of 
grape being grown and much more attention being 
paid to how they were grown. It was not only 
Burgundy which benefitted from this attention. 


LA BATAILh'E DES VINS 


Signs of a reviv· 
al of a connoisseur· 


I ship such as Pliny 's 
are first recorded in 
the poem titled La 
Batajjje des Vins, 
written by the 
Norman poet Henri 
d'Andeli in 1224. 


I 
o~ojr _unc gn~t £~tile I The French king 
·Qu"il avmt ,l'aumcr ru, In table . . . 
Au bon ,roi qui .ot non P..hclippc, 1 Philip Augustus 


I - ' .• Q':i vol~nlicn·moilloit f.1,pipe I had more than sev· 
I 1 , pu bon ".m qu!,tRo,t du bl1nc. . enty different wines 
. ; 11 1c rcnu sm111·& &anc-, I fr E 
I Si leckmoit (on<amcor. om across urope 
I Por Jeblcn.&:·por'la ctou,;or I called for 21 includ · 


Quc-
0


li vln5,avoit.dockn"z {oi, 1 ing ones ' from the 
j " U :ois CD butJnnz avoir !oi. . 


I:.i rois qui cllc:ortoif& 1ilgt$ Mosel , Spam and 
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Manda." udloz res mc!l'«g~ j Cyprus , to be judg· 
Qu'ihlailfr::nt',_k mcillorqucr~ ed and the winner 
Qu'il wvaj!l'cnt •cn nulc tcrrc. , to be a wine which 


'Par sa bonte , par sa puissance 
D'abreuver bien le roi de France.' 


The judge was an English priest, an unbiased expert: 


Une prestre englois si prist s'estole , 
Qui moult avoit la teste fole 


-is this the first example of the celebrated English 
palate? This priest classified each wine as either 
'celebrated ' or 'excommunicated' . Naturally , most of 
the wines were French , yet a sweet wine from Cyprus , 
probably Commandaria , was the overall winner of the 
battle: 


Vin de Cypre fist apostoile, 
Qui resplendist comme une estoile. 
And thus, 
Prenons tel vin que Diex nous done . 
Explicit la Bataille des Vins. 22 


During the period of the Renaissance , regional 
distinctions became more pronounced , and specific 
grapes might be cited. Today in Italy , a useful but 
usually pretty neutral white wine is made from the 
Trebbiano grape ; well , in his poem 'The Partridge 
Hunt' , Lorenzo de Medici has hunters celebrating 
with a 'cask of cooling wine ', adding that 


'The Trebbiano wine was most suspicious , 
But longing will make an ything delicious .'23 


There were a number of sixteenth-century 
treatises on wine , but two from the 1550s stand out. 
One is by Sante Lancerio , bottigh"ere or bottle master 







to Pope Paul III , and is an account of fifty-seven wines 
which the two of them had sampled. All are Italian , 
except for a 'vino francese ' and 'vino di Spagna'; they 
are classified by region and evaluated for their appeal 
to the palate. Here, apparently for the first time , 
colour, aroma, texture and taste are carefully 
considered. Words such as round, rich , delicate, 
powerful , smoky , and mature are used, and the foods 
with which certain of the wines would match most 
harmoniously are sometimes named. After most of the 
wines, Lancerio notes whether or not the Pope drank 
the wine with pleasure. The French wine was , they 
decided , unfit for gentlemen , whilst the Spanish wine 
was unfit for everyone. The red wine of Monte
pulciano , the pope 's favourite, earned the greatest 
praise , and was proclaimed a wine for lords. To this 
day, it is called Montepulciano Vino Nobile. The other 
treatise , by Giovanni Battista Scarlino , is essentially 
a list of all of the wines available for sale in Roman 
wine shops, and , like Lancerio , the author says which 
ones are worth buying. He also suggests the linking of 
certain foods and wines, a fairly commonplace habit 
during this period. 24 


There were , of course , many , many less good 
wines , produced in quantity from common -or-garden 
vines and with the highest yield possible squeezed out 
of them. Not expected to last very long , they were 
usually made with an eye to the wholesale markets in 
the larger cities . Cheap wine contributed to what 
Braudel noted as an ever-increasing number of 
ordinary drinkers and 'drunkenness increased every
where in the sixteenth century.' 25 In Rome , for 
example , several hundred wine shops served a 
population of only about 40 ,000. The rest of Europe 
was just the same. Rulers from England to Venice 
tried to outlaw drunkenness , usually with little effect. 


I want to pause for a look at the most obvious 
example of the intertwining of wine and culture , and 
this was in art. From the paintings and sculpture of 
Dionysos in Greece , to Bacchus and his followers in 
Rome; from the invocation of wine in religious 
paintings, to its place in the secular art of the 
seventeenth century and later , wine for millennia has 
had a prominent place in visual culture. After water , 
wine was the most widely consumed drink in ancient 
Greece . (Water , after all , could kill you .) Beer was 
dismissed as effeminate by Aeschylus ,26 and viewed 
with suspicion by many Greeks. Wine was a man 's 
drink , and it is thus not terribly surprising that the 
image of Dionysos in early Greek verse was of a 
ruggedly masculine and sometimes violent figure , as 
well as a bearer of wine and good cheer. Religious 
rituals dedicated to the god virtually required that 
large quantities of wine be consumed ; then there was 
music and dancing and heightened pleasure . Of 
course , at times the party got out of hand , and people 
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could be torn limb from limb, as Euripides makes 
clear in his play The Bacchae. But religious festivals 
were not the only occasion when large quantities of 
wine would be consumed: it was central to upper-class 
sociability , and was present at both weddings and 
funerals. And let us not forget its use in the 
symposium , when it stimulated the interplay ofideas , 
as well as, sometimes , other activities. 


Dionysos, once he segued into the Roman god 
Bacchus , had a very different image. Here he was 
more likely to be unclothed , youthful , delicate, and 
rarely intoxicated. In his Metamorphosis , Ovid writes 
that 'For he is one whose youth never fades: he 
remains always a boy, the loveliest god in the heights 
of heaven ',27 a complete transformation of the Greek 
manly deity. In Roman art , except for individual 
statues , depictions of Bacchus tended to be limited to 
a few episodes taken from Ovid. One of the most 
popular was his rescue of Ariadne , daughter of the 
Cretan King Minos , from the island of Naxos where 
she had been abandoned by Theseus after she had 
helped him to slay the Minotaur. 28 From Roman 
sarcophagi to Titian , this story has stimulated the 
creativity of artists. 29 


Wine was critical in both Dionysian and Christian 
rituals , but in very different ways. In Dionysian 
ritual , wine was drunk in large quantities in order to 
achieve an ecstatic , intoxicating union with the god; 
Christians, conversely , took wine in small quantities 
as a symbolic memorial of Christ 's death and resurrec
tion. There are thousands of drawings , illuminations , 
and paintings of Christ with wine. It is central to 
Christ's first recorded miracle , the turning of water 
into wine at the wedding at Cana. Another favourite 
subject was the Prodigal Son , whose welcome home 
feast normally included wine. Religion continued to 
play a predominant part in the visual arts for several 
centuries thereafter , but by the early seventeenth 
century , more and more genre paintings were being 
produced , particularly in Northern Europe . In many 
of these , wine has a central role to play , for good or , 
more often , for evil. 30 


Genre paintings bring me firmly back to the 
secular life , in particular to the nature of a drinking 
culture. I want briefly to look at a country where it 
thrived and then was stopped , and at a second where 
it did and still does thrive. The first is Persia , or Iran ; 
the second , of course , is Britain. As you will 
remember from the tale of J amshid and the evidence 
of archeological remains , Persia had been a wine
drinking culture practically since the dawn of time. 
But in 642 AD, barely ten years after the death of the 
Prophet , the Arabs brought Islam to the country . In 
northeast Persia , where another of my heroes , the 
mathematician , philosopher and astronomer Omar 
Kha yyam , was born , the orthodox principles oflslamic 







law were determinedly enforced. Islam forbade its 
followers from drinking wine , a prohibition 
strengthened in the eleventh and twelfth centuries by 
the growth of religious factions , many of w horn were 
fanatical in support of their beliefs. Born in 1043 , 
Khayyam was nominally a Muslim , but he was 
secular in his bones , and had little time for turbulent 
religious controversies. Nevertheless , it was safer to 
wear an outward conformity , and the ruba'i , a two· 
lined stanza of poetry set out as a quatrain , provided 
a vehicle with which to express his disdain. 


The ruba 'i was epigrammatic : beginning with a 
reflection or a description , it drew a moral in the final 
line. Witty and intelligent people , such as Khayyam , 
could use it to express their feelings and opinions. 
With examples circulating anonymously and often 
voicing criticism of imposed doctrines and prohibi· 
tions, it was a favourite verse form amongst 
intellectuals , who might meet in each other 's home 
and recite a ruba 'i or two. Given that Persia had been 
a wine-drinking culture and Islam prohibited wine, 
what could be more natural than to use verses about 
taverns, the grape and wine both as descriptors and 
as metaphors for private opposition to the attempts to 
stamp out suspicious opinions? This is what Omar 
Khayyam did. 31 


Here is a verse with a touch of anti· Islam about it , 
in the famous translation by Edward Fitzgerald: 


As much as Wine has played the Infidel , 
And robb 'd me of my robe of Honour - well , 
I often wonder what the Vintners buy 
One·half so precious as the Goods they sell. 32 


This is even clearer in a near-literal translation: 


Drinking wine and consorting with good fellows 
Is better than practicing the ascetic 's hypocrisy; 
If the lover and drunkard are to be among the 
damned 
Then no one will see the face of heaven. 33 


But according to Khayyam , heaven probably does 
not exist-and this in itself might have been enough to 
condemn him, had the authorities known: 


When the world is filled with the fresh rose 
Command, love , the wine to be copiously poured; 
Don 't bother about houris , heavenly mansions , 
Paradise , Hell- they 're all rumour , too. 34 


For Khayyam , wine was a metaphor for life: drink 
it whilst you can , because you will eventually die and 
there is nothing more. This is Fitzgerald 's version: 


YESTERDAY This Day 's Madness did prepare ; 
TOMORROW's Silence, Triumph , or Despair: 
Drink! For you know not whence you came , nor 
why: 
Drink! For you know not why you go, nor where. 35 
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Yet , he was not always so ridden with anguish , or 
such a sense of finality . His ruba 'iyat must also have 
struck sparks because of their occasional devil-may· 
care cymc1sm: 


You know , my Friends , with what a brave Carouse 
I made a Second Marriage in my house ; 
Divorced old barren Reason from my Bed , 
And took the Daughter of the Vine to Spouse. 36 


I wish, I wish that I had been there , sipping a 
glass of wine whilst listening to Khayyam recite his 
verses . 


You know , my Friends, with what a 


brave Carouse 


I made a Second Marriage in my 
house; 


Divorc'd old barren Reason from my 


bed, 
And took the Daughter of the Vine to 


Spouse . 
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From THE LOVELY 1951 GREYSTONE PRESS PRINTING 


But less enjoyable might have been to be stuck 
with that exemplar of British over-indulgence , Sir 
John Falstaff. His drink was sherry. Sack , or sherris· 
sack , was a very popular drink from the early Tudor 
period and through the next century or two . The plays 
of Shakespeare are littered with references to sack , 
but probably the most famous , as these things go, is 
Falstaff s paean in Act IV of Henr y VI, Part II: 


'The ... property of your excellent sherris is the 
warming of the blood ; which before , cold and 
settled , left the liver white and pale , which is the 
badge of pusillanimit y and cowardice ; but the 
sherris warms it , and makes it course from the 
inwards to the parts extremes ... [S]kill in the 
weapon is nothing without sac k, for tha t set s it a· 
work .' 







But sack did more than make men brave: it also 
'Ascends me into the brain ; dries me there all the 
foolish and dull and crudy vapours which environ 
it ; makes it apprehensive , quick , forgetive , full of 
nimble , fiery , and delectable shapes ; which is 
delivered o'er to the voice , the tongue , which is the 
birth , becomes excellent wit.' 


So sack was a wine which could make the drinker
depending on the point of view of the spectator-witty 
and brave , or garrulous and foolhardy. 


The English had a centuries-long 
affair with the wines of Iberia for 
reasons of taste and politics: 
centuries of war with the French 
had rendered access to their 


wines less than affordable , and the English were the 
most notable devotees to sack. Sack could be both dry 
and sweet , and the English-who had a notorious 
sweet tooth-often themselves added sugar or honey to 
it. But this passion for sack or its residual legatee , 
sherry , has drifted away-who knows why-but today , 
sales of sherry in Britain and in many other countries 
are notably low. The question is unanswerable: why is 
sherry-delicious and varied as it is-now out of fashion 
and drunk by only a minority? 


The alternative for wine both alcoholic and sweet 
was port. For much of the period since 1386, Portugal 
has been a British ally ; conversely , for even longer , 
France was an enemy. British governments therefore 
preferred that their subjects spend their drinking 
money elsewhere than in France , so they prohibited 
the importing of French wine , whilst keeping the 
duties on Portuguese wine very low. But port had to 
be massaged for the English market . It began life as 
a rather light red wine , but it then went through a 
makeover. First of all , in the Douro where port was 
made , twelve gallons of brandy were added to a pipe 
of port , then measuring about one hundred and forty· 
five gallons ; then , 'the colour of the skin of the grape 
not being deemed deep enough , elderberry colouring 
is added ', as well as another four gallons of brandy. 
The wine then went to Oporto , where another two 
gallons of brandy were added. At nine or twelve 
months old, most port was then shipped to England, 
another gallon of brandy being added on shipping. 
Two-thirds of port was thus immature when shipped, 
and it required being sweetened and softened. In all , 
twenty-four gallons of brandy were added to each pipe 
of one hundred and forty-five gallons; as well , a 
mixture called geropiga was added afterwards and 
before bottling (recipe for geropiga : fifty·six pounds of 
dried elderberries , sixty pounds of coarse brown sugar 
and treacle , sevent y-eight gallons of unfermented 
grape juice , and thirty-nine gallons of the strongest 
brand y).37 I have no idea how much geropiga was 
added to what was alread y a drink of some power. You 
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can imagine the result. But Englishmen loved it. 
There developed the concept of the three· bottle man
three bottles of the wine I've just described drunk at 
a sitting-and there were even clubs devoted to its 
drinking. One famous one was 'The Brilliants ', a club 
in Covent Garden in London , whose only rules were 
the minimum number of bottles every member had to 
drink. Today 's heavy drinking continues a long British 
tradition. 


But your Briton not only drank port. Indeed , the 
Scots and especially the English , in spite of the 
difficulties of war or high excise duties , were the most 
notable consumers of the wines of Bordeaux , and 
nearly all of the first growths , such as Chateaux 
Latour , Lafitte , and Margaux , were consumed in 
Britain. Unfortunately , rather as was the case with 
port , they could not leave it alone because , as the 19th 
century wine writer , Cyrus Redding , wrote , 'the pure 
wine is not spirituous enough for the English palate '. 38 


In order to make the wines attractive for this market , 
they had to use certain methods , which together were 
referred to as travaillage a l'Anglaise or 'working ' the 
wine. There were two steps . Firstly , to give it a 
warmer or more intoxicating effect , approximately 
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Cyrus Redding 's classic history was the first book in the English 


language to deal exclusively with " modern" wines. First published in 
1833, its immediate popularity saw a 2°• edition in 1836 and a 3'' in 1851. 


four and a half gallons of brandy 'of the best kind ' 
were poured over grapes as the y were being trodden. 
For the second step , the producer or broker added 
more body to the wine by the addition of wine from 
the Rhone , such as Hermitage , or full-bodied wine 







from Spain. The result was big , red and alcoholic, just 
what the British liked. 39 


It is a curious thing that in spite of all of this , by 
the twentieth century, Britain was not a particularly 
wine-drinking country. There was beer, there was 
gin, there was champagne for special occasions , and 
Christmas called for a glass of sweet sherry. Port 
certainly continued to be drunk , but as for wine 's 
making a regular appearance with meals , this was 
relatively rare, even amongst the upper middle and 
upper classes , the traditional buyers and drinkers of 
wines. The Second World War appears to have 
changed this . Many Britons spent at least part of the 
war in Italy or France , and there they discovered the 
pleasures of a glass of wine with meals or over con
versation with friends, and when they returned to 
Britain , they wanted to continue this new way of life . 
But what to drink? Fortunately, Slovenia came to the 
rescue and provided a wine which took the new 
drinking classes by storm, becoming the best-selling 
white wine for several decades. This was Lutomer 
'Riesling', really Rizling. The grape juice was ferment
ed in Slovenia, shipped in bulk to the coast, 
substantially sweetened , shipped in tankers to the 
London docks, stored, and bottled as needed. Britain 
became awash with cheap , medium-sweet white wine 
which went down easily , and the drinking of which 
gave a touch of sophistication to households. Everyone 
needs a starter wine , and for many , this was it . Some 
presumably went on to prefer dryer wines. 


But as the range of wines available vastly expand
ed, a lot of these new drinkers felt insecure: what 
should they buy in the shop, faced , as they were, with 
a bewildering choice? Great Britain now imports 
wines from at least sixty-five countries. Who can know 
all of these , which are good and which should self
destruct? 


The ranking of wines has , as I've already indicat
ed, a long pedigree: remember Pliny, remember 
Lancerio. A big step was taken in the mid-nineteenth 
century with the Bordeaux classification of 1855. 
Prince Napoleon-Jerome , organiser of the 1855 Paris 
Exposition , asked for an exhibition of the wines of the 
Gironde , to be arranged by category. This task was 
eagerly undertaken by the wine brokers , who were 
rather more interested in the commercial possibilities 
than in anything else . The result was a listing of sixty 
of the leading chateaux of the Medocplus one from the 
Graves and the leading sweet wines from Sauternes 
and Barsac. But how did they decide the classification 
to which each wine should belong? There had been 
earlier classifications of quality, one from 1647 and 
another in 1767; they also paid attention to lists 
compiled by later connoisseurs such as Thomas 
Jefferson. But most did nothing so unnecessary as 
actually to taste the wines to put them in their 
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rightful place. Rather , they listed the wines in 
descending order according to the prices they then 
fetched in the market , on the assumption that price 
reflected quality. This is the origin of the list which 
has an apparently unbreakable hold on the throat of 
the wine trade and of the more affluent consumer. 40 


Yet , the mergers , acquisitions and breakups affecting 
most of these wine estates since 1855 means that the 
fundamental basis of the classification-that of a wine 
produced from the grapes grown on land belonging to 
a named estate-is , at the least , muddied . The whole 
situation supports the theory that the human quest 
for certainty is stronger than the desire for a more 
truthful ambiguity. 


So-the list is imperfect , and limited to a small 
group of wines which few of us can easily afford to buy 
frequently . The need for help in grappling with choice 
was met in 1977 with the publication of the first 
edition of Hugh Johnson 's annual Pocket Wine Book 
(he no longer writes the guide part). Wine merchants 
could be seen carrying a copy in their coat pockets , 
useful as it was for the comprehensive nature of its 
coverage and its sensible comments . In due course , 
native guides appeared in virtually all countries 
where wine was produced commercially , whilst in 
Britain , the number of guides to both vintage wine 
and plank proliferated . Things were clicking along 
very nicely until , suddenly , a guru appeared . This was 
Robert Parker, whose mission is to help the poor 
consumer to find out more about a wine than could be 
gleaned from reading a label. But because rather 
than just telling you about the wines, he scores them , 
this imbues his choices with an objectivity and 
precision which others deride. How can you tell if a 
wine is an 89 or a 90, a 97 or a 98? This arguably 
spurious precision , and Parker 's rock-hard certainty 
that he is accurate , gives him thousands of followers 
who place their wine bets on his choices. One also 
hopes that they like the kinds of wines he apparently 
tends to prefer-heavily extracted , alcoholic , less 
acidic , with 'gobs of fruit' , what one female sommelier 
has referred to as 'penis wines '. Because the wines he 
picks shoot up in price , sometimes stratospherically , 
amongst those who invest in wine rather than just 
drink it , he is accused of having driven many wine
makers to skew their winemaking methods in order to 
create so-called 'Parker wines ', which he is likely to 
rate highly and which as a result will be swept up by 
eager customers-and by eager investors. 


Parker 's is by no means the only guide-there are 
a number , in addition to the wine magazines which 
also rate wines. Perhaps the problem now is in 
choosing your guide. But the Parker phenomenon has , 
I suspect, changed the wine world irrevocabl y. In the 
first place , the ranking of, in particular , the classed 
growths of Bordeaux , but also the top wines from 







some other regions , and the use ma de of these 
rankings by investors , means that common·or·garden 
wine drinkers such as ourselves find that we are shut 
out , perhaps permanently , from enjoying some of the 
world 's great wines. We cannot afford the cost . But 
this high cost has meant another result of the Pa~ker 
phenomenon, the entry into the ~arket of high· 
spending high achievers from countries m which the 
drinking of good wine is a prerogative of wealth, and 
extremely expensive wines are a status symbol of the 
first order. This has helped to engender a wine price 
bubble in the Far East which will pop sooner or later. 
But meanwhile , it has brought the rich classes of 
China , Hong Kong , Singapore and , to a lesser extent , 
Russia into the global wine-drinking community, and 
this means that demand for the great wines will 
permanently outstrip supply. We will never be able to 
catch up with the price. 


What is more encouraging is that the expansion of 
the numbers of wine-drinkers has encouraged the 
expansion of the number of producers . There 8:1'e now 
masses of interesting wines out there , for which one 
need not take out a mortgage. Not all of them will 
have a place in every guidebook , which means that 
the scope for personal discoveries is very large. Do 
you really need a guru? How much certainty do you 
require? Exploring is fun. The next t~me you go t? a 
wine shop , go stand in front of the wmes of a region 
which you don't know . Choose a wine , take it home , 
and drink it. You may not wish ever to drink it again, 
but you 've begun a new venture. In the North of 
England you can go fell -walking. I myself recommend 
wine-walking , since it will not limit you to the 
geographically familiar . 


The production and drinking of wine is a thread 
which runs through human history. And wine itself : 
what else can be so intellectually challenging, if you 
want it to be , whilst putting your senses on alert? 
What else has such a range of styles, of tastes, of 
aromas? And most important of all, what else 
combines all of these AND tastes so good? There are 
few greater pleasures than sharing a bottle of good 
wine with friends . 
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Welcome! to our new Tendril members. Martin 
Doerschlag (mdoerschlag@gmail.com ) in Washington , 
DC, is an avid longtime wine buff and an enthusiastic 
budding collector of wine books. Mark L. Chien 
(mlcl2@psu .edu) , is State Viticulture Educator , Penn· 
sylvania State Cooperative Extension , College of 
Agricultural Sciences. 


The History Press Series 
Thanks to Hudson Cattell we learn about the History 
Press series of U .S. state wine histories. Books pub· 
lished so far are on Virginia , Michigan , North Caro· 
lina , Connecticut and Maryland . His own contribution 
to the series , The Histor y of Pennsylvam ·a Wine, with 
Linda Jones McKee , was published this June. Each 
book in the series follows the History Press formula , 
being 125-150 pages , 70 photos and a color photo 
section of between 16 and 32 pages , 9 x 6, bound in 
colorful card wraps . The volumes are priced at $19.99 . 
Hudson believes the series will be limited to the states 
of the East and Midwest , at least for the time being . 
He reviewed the North Carolina and Michigan histor
ies for Wines & Vines , and assessed both as "valuable 
contributions to Eastern wine literature. " He later 
remarked that , unfortunately , the Connecticut volume 
"is more of a travel guide than a history and has more 
than a few serious misspellings and errors ." 


Congratulations to Hudson Cattell! 
Mike Fordon , Library Coordinator at Frank A. Lee 
Library , NYSAES , Cornell Universit y, Geneva , has 
passed along the splendid news that Hudson Cattell 
has received the first Lifetime Achievement Award of 
the Eastern Winery Exposition for his work in 
documenting Eastern North America 's wine industr y 
since 1976 . For the complete award news , please visit 
www .winesandvines .com/templa te .cfm. ?section =new 
s&content=98253 . 


Welcome Back, John Roberts! 
With great pleasure we announce that John Roberts , 
Bookseller (Bristol , UK), has resumed his busines s in 
the world of antiquarian wine and gastronom y books. 
It has been a lapse of almost eight years , and we have 
missed him and his treasures. You can search his 
available books listed on ABE at www.abebooks.com/ 
servlet/SearchResults?vci=57626123& vcat=Wine_ 
and_Other_Drinks&vcatn=Wine+and+Other+D 
rinks , and at www.abebo oks . com/servlet/Search 
Results?vci=57626123&vcat=Cookery __ Food _ 
_ Gastronom y&vcatn=Co oker y%2C+ Food %2C+Ga 
stronom y, or he welcomes shor t lists of desiderata at 
wine.books @blueyonder.co .uk . 







Not To Be Missed 
Although technically not a "wine book ," Napa Valley 
Historical Ecology Atlas: Exploring a Hidden Land· 
scape of Transformation and Resilience , by Robin 
Grossinger (Berkeley: UC Press , 2012) , is so well· 
researched and written , embellished with magnificent 
maps , photographs, and other color illustrations , that 
you will gratefully welcome this fascinating atlas into 
your library. 


The Garden of the World 
is the title of a new novel by Lawrence Coates (Reno: 
University of Nevada Press , 2012, 201 pp.), Associate 
Professor of Creative Writing at Bowling Green State 
University, Ohio. Set in Northern California 's Santa 
Clara Valley with its once flourishing wine industry , 
it is a well-told, rather aching , saga of a pioneer wine 
family: the fiercely ambitious winegrower father , the 
phylloxera epidemic , the perils and trials of Prohibi· 
tion , betrayal , the bitter alienation of his older son . It 
is a good read. 


An Editor Smiles: TYPICAL TYPE TYPOS 


The typographical error is a slippery thing , and 
sly. 
You can hunt till you are dizz y but it somehow 
will get by. 
Till the forms are off the presses , it is strange 
how it keeps ; 
It shrinks down to a corner , and it never stirs or 
peeps. 
The typographical error is too small for human 
eyes, 
Till the ink is on the paper ... when it grows to 
mountain size . 
The boss , he stares with horror , then grabs his 
hair and groans; 
The copy reader drops his head upon his hands 
and moans. 
The remainder of the issue may be as clean as 
clean can be. 
But the typographical error is the only thing 
that you see. - Anon. 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profll organizationfounded 
in 1990/or Wine Book Collectors . Yearly Membership I Subscription 
to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (ISSN 1552-9460) is $25 
USA and Canada; $30 overseas. Permission to reprint is requested . 
WAYWARD TENDRILS, P.O. Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. 
www. wayward1endrils. com. email: wavwardtendri/s(a!,att. net. Edi1or 
I Publisher: Gail Unzelman. 
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THE MAKERS OF AMERICAN WINE: 
A Record of Two Hundred Years by Thomas Pinney 


A Review by Hudson Cattell 


T
HOMAS PINNEY, WHOSE TWO-VOLUME History of 
Wine in America comes as close to being a 
definiti ve history of American wine as we 're 


likely to have for many years to come , has now 
retold the story of American wine in a different way. 
In this book , the 200 years of wine history comes 
alive through the stories of thirteen people who 
either played an important role or represented a 
significant change in direction that occurred at 
some point during the past two centuries. Some of 
the names are familiar: Ernest and Julio Gallo-they 
are counted as one person in the list of thirteen-and 
Robert Mondavi will be well known to most readers. 
Other names such as Charles Kohler and Percy T. 
Morgan ma y not be. 


In his introduction , Pinney makes it clear that 
the individuals he has chosen to profile do not in 
any way constitute a "most important people" list . 
Sometimes they are representatives or symbolic of 
something new on the American wine scene. Thus, 
the chapter on Andrea Sbarboro , an Italian immi· 
grant who in the 1880s helped make Italian-Swiss 
Colony a leader in California wineries , is subtitled 
"The Italians are Coming." Here Pinney recognizes 
the dominant role that Italians with such family 
names as Gallo , Foppiano, Martini , Bisceglia and 
Mondavi came to play in the growth of the American 
industry after Repeal. 


Importantly, Pinne y has written a history book 
to please himself as well as make a contribution to 
history of American wine. The thirteen significant 
advances or achievements he identifies are 
presented to the reader through the lives and 
careers of the people he associates with these 
events. In his introduction , he states that one of his 
intentions in writing the book , and a reason for 
choosing some lesser known people to profile , was to 
give them the overdue recognition they deserve. 


Pinney presents a broad overview of the 200· 
year historical record. The first three chapters are 
devoted to Jean Jacques Dufour, Nicholas Long· 
worth and George Husmann . While Dufour 's Ken· 
tucky Vineyard Society in the late 1 700s and early 
1800s ended in failure , his determination to succeed 
helped make it possible for Nicholas Longworth to 
establish the Cincinnati area as a winegrowing 
center in the second quarter of the 19th century. The 
568,000 gallons of wine produced there in 1859 were 
based on Catawba , an American grape , and market· 
ed under that name. George Husmann , whose 
career began in Hermann, Missouri , in the middle of 
the 19th century and later continued in California , is 







recognized for his advocacy of grape growmg and 
winemaking based on native vines. 


The importance of the business side of Cali
fornia wine during the 19th century is represented 
by Charles Kohler, whose firm Kohler and Frohling 
supplied California wine to every sizeable American 
city by 1875, and Percy T. Morgan, the man whose 
brainchild was the California Wine Association. 
Paul Garrett closes out the pre- Prohibition era. His 
fortified wines, the best known of which was 
Virginia Dare, led to the creation of a winemaking 
empire that produced millions of gallons of wine in 
the South, New York, and California. His decision to 
market his wine with a proprietary name and bottle 
it himself rather than follow the usual practice of 
selling it in bulk was instrumental in his success. 


In the 20th century, Ernest and Julio Gallo are 
recognized for their mass marketing of wine and 
Robert Mondavi for his determination to make 
wines that would match up with the finest in the 
world. Maynard Amerine was chosen to illustrate 
the vital contribution of science and technology to 
modern winemaking and Dr. Konstantin Frank for 
his outspoken advocacy of vinifera in the East. 


What Tom Pinney has given us in this book, 
then, is one man 's opinion of thirteen significant 
episodes in American wine history. Each profile is 
complete in itself at far greater length than was 
possible in his two-volume history and is engagingly 
told. Since Pinney is an historian, he has been very 
careful to question facts that cannot be accurately 
determined. A case in point is the chapter on Frank 
Schoonmaker, one of the thirteen people I am 
personally very glad he decided to include. 


In the 1930s and 1940s, Schoonmaker made a 
case for the varietal and regional labeling of 
American wine. Rather than calling a wine a 
California Chablis , for example , it would be more 
honest in his opinion to identify it as a Livermore 
Chardonnay, and with the additional information 
being made available to the consumer, the wine 
could probably be sold for more money. As an 
importer in the 1930s, he would designate wines 
that met his specifications with the words "A Frank 
Schoonmaker Selection" printed in yellow on a 
green neck label. Through his books and news
letters, notably during the postwar years at 
Almaden, he became a major influence in educating 
a new generation of American wine drinkers. 


At the beginning of the chapter, Pinney writes 
that little is known about Schoonmaker's personal 
history. Adding to this problem for the historian are 
a good many misstatements that have been made 
about him and his work, and the result is a dearth 
of facts compounded by pseudo facts. Pinney gives 
his opinion based on the best available facts, but as 
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an historian he lets the reader know where the facts 
end and his opinion begins. 


High on the list of confusing issues involving 
Schoonmaker is the journalist Tom Marvel who was 
associated with Schoonmaker for many years in the 
1930s and 1940s , and who co-authored The Com
plete Wine Book in 1934 and American Wines in 
1941. Pinney simply states, "No one, as far as I 
know , has been able to assess the extent of Marvel's 
contribution to Schoonmaker 's work. " Pinney 's 
knowledge of the writing styles of the two men has 
led him to "suspect " that Schoonmaker sometimes 
wrote under Marvel 's name. 


The fact that Pinney has the ability to tell a 
good story and be accurate with his facts does not 
mean that he does not have his own opinions. He 
does , but the reader can usually tell the difference. 
Nowhere is Pinney 's personal opinion more evident 
than in the last chapter, "Cathy Corison: Women 
Become Winemakers ," where Cathy Corison , pro
prietor and winemaker at Corison Winery in Napa 
Valley, is chosen to represent the growing impor 
tance and prominence of women in the American 
wine industry. At the start of the chapter he 
expresses his opinion in a way that leaves no doubt 
as to the depth of his own feelings: 


"At first glance, it would appear that the wine 
trade is open without restriction to women: there 
are women cellar rats , women sales reps , women 
vineyard managers , women lab technicians, women 
winemakers, women CEOs, women proprietors, and 
women anything else you can think of in the 
business of wine. But as long as we continue to note 
that such and such a person is a woman CEO or a 
woman winemaker, there is still an unwelcome hint 
of surprise in the observation: should a woman be in 
these positions? Perhaps the day will come when we 
no longer specify the female identity in talking 
about a winemaker or a grape grower , but, as the 
title of this chapter shows , that day is not yet." 


Cathy Corison's story is an interesting one and, 
while Pinney says that no one woman can be singled 
out as making a decisive change in the possibilities 
open to women, he has chosen her to illustrate the 
subject of women in wine. 


As in Pinney 's other books , history predomi· 
nates. For many readers it will be a pleasure to 
have whole chapters devoted to a single subject , 
especially when they are highly readable . The 
Makers of American Wine [Berkeley : U.C. Press , 
2012 , 318 pp.] is a significant contribution to the 
history of American wine and is a worthy 
companion to his earlier books. ~ 


~ 
[See "News & Notes ," p .10, for an appreciative note 


on Tendril Hudson Cattell . - Ed] 







Encyclopredi a Britannica: The Death Knell Has Sounded 
by 


Nina Wemyss and Gail Unzelman 


THE PRINTED ENCYCLOP£DIABRITANNICA has lived a long, illustrious life- 244 years. Very little endures a quarter 
of a millennium. The 15th and latest edition comprised 33,000 entries, 44 million words , and sold for $1395. Each 
of the 32 volumes weighed four pounds. The publisher has decided to ditch the hefty tomes and focus on an internet 
version-price , $70 a year. According to the President , "A printed encyclopedia is obsolete the minute you print 
it, whereas our online edition is updated continuously ." 


First Edition of Encyclopredia Britannica 
,_"""",,_ __ ..... _ he first edition of the Encyclo· 


--~ ptedia Britannica was published 
and printed in Edinburgh for the 
engraver Andrew Bell and the 
printer Colin Macfarquhar by "A 


_..,""'"'-....., Society of Gentlemen in Scotland" 
and was sold by Macfarquhar at 
his printing office on Nicolson 
Street. The work was issued from 
December 1768 to 1771 with 


double-columned pages. The parts were bound in 
three stout quarto volumes of some 2,500 pages, with 
160 copperplate engravings by Bell, and dated 1771. 
This iconic Dictionary of Arts and Sciences , compiled 
upon a New Plan ... was not the first , but ultimately 
became the most well ·known encyclopedia in the 
English-speaking world. 


The first edition contained more than forty 
treatises on many fields. Notable, in Volume I: A-B , 
e.g., ANATOMY is 165 pages , plus numerous full·page 
plates; ARCHITECTURE, 43pp. , is stunning with mag· 
nificent plates; ARITHMETICK is a very detailed 58 
pages; BOTANY, 26pp.; the BOOK, amazingly a mere 
two pages , while BOOK-KEEPING gets 38 pages. In 
Vol.II: C-L, CHEMISTRY and LA w each had major 
entries, ELECTRICITY about a dozen pages , FARRIERY , 
40 pages plus another 10 pages of HORSEMANSHIP . In 
Vol.III. M-Z , the major topics were MECHANICS , 


MEDICINE, MIDWIFERY, MORAL PHILOSOPHY , MUSICK , 
NAVIGATION, SHIPS , and SURGERY. Interestingly , there 
are no biographical entries. 


Wine in 1771 


The entry for WINE is but two short paragraphs , 
beginning: "Wine, a brisk , agreeable , spirituous 
and cordial liquor , drawn from vegetable bodies, 


and fermented. " Under this "class of Wines, or vinous 
liquors , come not only wines absolutely so called, but 
also ale , cyder, &c. See BREWING and CHEMISTRY ... " 


The subsequent paragraph gives the different 
"degrees" of wine in France (goutte , must , pressed 
wine , worked wine , boiled wine , strained wine ... ). The 
ending sentence states , 'Wines are also distinguished 
with regard to their colour into white wine , red wine , 
claret wine, pale wine rose , or black wine; and with 
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regard to their country, or the soil that produces 
them, into French wines, Spanish wines, Rhenish 
wines, Hungary wines , Greek wines , Canary wine, &c 
and more particularly into Port wine , Madeira wine, 
Burgundy wine, Champain wine, Falernian wine, 
Tockay wine, Schiras wine , &c." 


Encyclop~dia Britannica; 
0 R, A 


DICTIONARY 
0 F 


A R T S and S C I E N C E S, 


COMPILED UPON A NEW PLAN. 


IN WHICH 


The different Sc IE N c Es and A I\ T, a.re digeficd into 
di.!lind TrcaciCcs or Syllcms i 


The vario1U Tac:"" 1 C4L Ts.1.•1, &,. •re ll"XplainC'd u ·thcyoccur 
ia the order of the Alph&bct. 


ILLUST&ATI.D WITH OHl HUHDJ.I.D AMD SIXTY co,,, .. ,1. ... TiS. . 


B1 • SOCIIT'I' 1/G!:NTLEM[N i11 ScOl'LAHC, 


lN TH.llEE VOLUMES. 


VOL. 1. 


t D I W B V R G H 1 


Priflled for A. Bl LL 1..11d C. )t.1,C,.1,IQ\llh& j 
Alld!oldb7C0Llfl M..1,,r•1.~v»•1. , iciilt Prill1Ul1°olic, , Wirol!OA-[lntt, 


M.UCC.l.l.Il 


Subsequent Editi ons 


F
ar more ambitious in length and scope, the 
second edition comprised 10 volumes with some 
9,000 pages, and included biographical articles. 


It appeared in parts from 1 777 to 1784. There were 
two pirated editions of the third edition , one by a 
Philadelphia printer - who called his the first Ameri
can edition - and the other by a Dublin printer. 


The world 's most respected authorities in their 
field were pleased to contribute to the various 
Britannica editions and Supplements. Most entries 
were signed , usually with their initials , with an index 
of contributors at the end. 


The 9th edition, consisting of 24 volumes and an 
index volume , was printed one by one from 1875 to 
1889 and sold in both authorized and pirated versions 
in the United States. Notable contributors - among 







the 1,100 or so, and comprising women for the first 
time - to this "Scholar 's Edition" included: Matthew 
Arnold , Edward Everett Hale, T.H. Huxley , Henry 
Cabot Lodge , Robert Louis Stevenson , and George 
Saintsbury, who wrote the almost 50-page essay on 
France-Literature, besides various biographies . 
Saintsbury, Professor of Rhetoric and English Litera· 
ture at the University of Edinburgh, whose literary 
accomplishments are prodigious , is fondly remember
ed by Wayward Tendrils for his Notes on a Cellar 
Book(see v .12 #1 , v.13 #2 , v.14 #1 , v.18 #4 , v.19 #1). 


In this 9th edition , in Vol.XXIV (1888), WINE is 
covered "in the narrower sense of its ordinary 
acceptance [as] it designates the fermented product of 
grape juice ." The lO·page entry is written by H . J . 
Newman, editor of London's Ridley 's Wine & Spirit 
Trade Circular. The WINE entry refers the reader to 
FERMENTATION , which has an entry of its own. Also in 
this volume is an interesting essay for the VINE , and 
its diseases, giving significant space to the "much· 
dreaded ... Phylloxera , by far the most destructive of 
all insect pests which attack the cultivated vine ," and 
was indeed destroying the vineyards of Europe at the 
time . 


American Ownership 


I
n 1901 Britannica came under American owner
ship . The 11th edition , published in twenty-nine 
volumes by Cambridge University Press (1910-


11), is thought by many to be the finest encyclopedia 
ever written. It was created for a general audience, 
was serious and thorough. It was inscribed not only to 
King George V, but also to President William Howard 
Taft. This dual dedication became standard. 


Encyclopmdia Britannica developed a reputation 
for trustworthiness and excellence, and has been 
called "the Patriarch of the Library ." Tales of its 
history abound, including that Ernest Shackleton took 
a volume on his doomed Antarctic expedition and is 
said to have burnt it page by page to keep warm . 


The 15th and final edition was published in 1974, 
with major revisions in 1985, and annual revisions 
through the 1990s. Printings of the 15th edition 
continued into the 2l8t century , though the focus now 
was on digital ventures. 


A search in the 2010 Britannica finds WINE under 
the general heading of "Beverage Production. " The 
article-eight & one half pages , contributed by 
Maynard A. Amerine-begins: 'Wine is the fermented 
juice of the grape." The condensed story is then told 
in six sections (with three illustrations ): Histor y, The 
Wine Grape, Wine Regions and Varieties , The Wine· 
Making Process , Aging & Bottling , Special Wines . 


In 1990, the top year for sales of the printed work , 
120,000 sets were sold. Just six years later , that 
number fell to 40,000 and Britannica was sold to 
Swiss financier Jacob E. Safra, for $135 million , well 
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below the hoped for price. Only 8000 copies of the 
2010 "revised edition" were sold. 


Many Tendrils may still have a set of the Encyclo· 
pmdia Britannica on their shelves. It is a valuable 
relic of the fine art of printed and bound research and 
scholarship. 


NOTE: There are copies of a fine facsimile reprint (with 
foxing and browning! ) of the 3·volume 18th century 
first edition available online for a very reasonable 
price. A nice addition to our libraries. 


~ ~ :~,·.:... -. ' . 
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VOODOO VINTNERS 
A Review 


by Will Brown 


"may be the best summary of biodynamic 
winegrowing in English today' 


Voodoo Vintners: Oregon~ Astonishing Biodynamic 
Winegrowers by Catherine Cole. Eugene , OR Oregon 
State University Press , 2011. 192 pp . 


A
UTHOR KATHERINE COLE has been a wine writer 
for the Portland Oregonian for the past ten 
years. Having become aware of several 


biodynamic wines that she enjoyed , she wanted to 
learn more about the biodynamic process . Failing to 
find enough accessible information , her interest led 
her to research and write "a readable and enjoyable " 
book on the subject. 


To begin , what exactly is biodynamics? While no 
exact definition exists , this one is close enough : 


The key to biodynamics is considering the 
farm in its entirety as a living system. To this 
end , biodynamic farms are supposed to be 
closed , self-sustaining systems. Biodynamics 
also sees the farm in the context of the wider 
pattern of lunar and cosmic rhythms. In this 
holistic view , the soil is seen not simpl y as a 
substrate for plant growth , bu t as an organism 
in its own right. The idea of using synthetic 
fertilizers or pesticides is thus an anathema to 
biodynamic practitioners . Instead , the y use a 
series of special preparations [in homeopathic 
doses] to enhance the life of the soil, which are 
applied at appropriate times in keeping with 
the rh ythms of nature . And disease is seen not 
as a problem to be tackled head ·on , but rather 
as a symptom of a deeper malaise within th e 
farm 'organism ' : correct th e problem in the 
system and the disease will righ t itself . * 







*http://www .wineanorak.com/biodynamic2 .htm. 
(This excerpt is a Jamie Goode wine blog). 


The biodynamic system is based on a series of 
lectures by Austrian scholar Rudolph Steiner dating 
from 1924 and collected now in English in a single 
volume titled Spiritual Foundations for the Renewal 
of Agriculture. Biodynamic vineyards in the U.S. may 
be certified by the agency Demeter USA (which 
approp .riately is headquartered in Oregon ), but man y 
practitioner~ . mo~e or less follow the principles 
without certificat10n . At the time of research for this 
book, sixty -eight U.S . vineyards were Demeter 
certified , sixteen of which were in Oregon , but these 
numbers do not include those growers employing the 
concepts but who are not certified by Demeter. 
Because the movement is growing the numbers are a 
moving target. 


VOODOO 


~•NTNERS 


Wh y the subtitle 
"Oregon s Astonishing 
Biod y namic Wine· 
growerS'? Well , the 
author lives in Portland , 
Oregon and makes her 
living writing about 
Oregon wines which 
brings her into contact 
with the wines and 


O~EGON ' !"; ASTON il !S MI NG, · wmegrowers in nearby 
B I O..OYNAM t C 


W I NEGROWERS -


Willamette Valle y 
whose Pinot Noirs have 
achieved international 
acclaim. Consequently , 
profiles of Oregon bio· 
dynamic winegrowers 
and winemakers appear 


throughout the book of twelve chapters. Why is 
interest in biodynamic winegrowing so prevalent in 
Oregon? Wine Spectator columnist Matt Kramer a 
former colleague of the author at the Oregoni~n , 
answers : 


.. it 's here in the culture ; it 's here in the air. 
The very DNA of Oregon winegrowing is 
sympathetic to this non-interventionist 
naturalist , small -scale form of farming and 
winemaking , whether biodynamic or an y other 
form. Biodynamics because of its French 
origins happened to have attracted more 
adherents . 


While most of the book is devoted to the practices 
and practitioners in Oregon, the author delves into 
other related matters like the biographical back· 
ground of founder Rudolph Steiner, and the histor y 
and practice of biodynamics in other locales , notabl y 
Burgundy where some of its best known adherents are 
among its finest wine estates. Domaine de la Romanee 
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·Conti , Maison Joseph Drouhin and Demaine Leroy 
are a. few mentioned . It should not come as a surprise 
that m Oregon , biodynamic wine growing can be found 
among several of the best estate wineries such as 
Beaux Freres , Domaine Drouhin , Archery Summit , 
and Bergstrom to name just a few . Because the 
practice of biodynamic winegrowing is sometimes 
called "voodoo" by non-adherents , the author even 
discusses voodoo as practiced in Haiti and New 
Orleans. 


Not everyone is enamored of the biodynamic 
regimen as dictated by Steiner and required by 
Demeter for certification . It is still a controversial 
system of viticulture on the edge , and many of its 
practices and practitioners are thought to be 
somewhat kooky. The principal objection to the 
practice is that it is not scientific enough and its 
precep~s would not withstand scientifically rigid 
study , if such a study could actually be designed. To 
date there is a paucity of controlled studies 
demonstrating the efficacy of this method. Man y feel 
tha~ any success in biodynamic winegrowing may be 
attributed to more attentive vineyard care , extensive 
use of compost , or even to a "placebo " effect. 


This brings us to the consideration ofbiod ynamic 
winemaking . Philippe Armentier , a French bio· 
dynamic consultant , states that "biodynamics stops at 
the cellar door" going on to say that there is no such 
thing as biodynamic wine , there is only wine made 
from biodynamic grapes. That is not the case in the 
U.S . where Demeter also certifies biodynamic 
wineries . Ms . Cole speaks hardly at all about this 
conundrum but it is of concern to this writer as a 
winemaker so I consulted a new book by wine 
scientist/writer/blogger Jamie Goode and his co· 
author Sam Harrop , winemaker and Master of Wine. 
The book is Authentic Wine, which will probabl y be 
the subject of a Wayward Tendrils review in the near 
future. The authors outlined the Demeter-issued 
guide~nes for biodynamic wine from 2008 . Totall y 
proscribed are five modalities: the use of geneticall y 
modified microorganisms , potassium hexacyanofer
rate (used to remove copper in red wines ) diam -
monium phosphate (n AP: a ver y commonl y used 
inorganic yeast nutrient ), and isinglass , blood or 
gelatin (fining agents derived from animal sources ). 
Beyond these proscriptions man y if not most common 
winemaking procedures are permitted including 
sugar , S0 2 and acid additions commonly employed in 
Oregon winemaking. One hundred percen t bio· 
dynamic grapes must be used in order to market the 
product as biodynamic wine. 


In addition to Cole's text chapters ther e are a 
preface and an introduc tion. In the back of th e book 
there is a section called Notes on Sources that 
r esembles a cross between a bibliograph y and non · 







enumerated endnotes. I found this section difficult to 
navigate perhaps because I am not familiar with this 
style. There is also an index that could be more 
comprehensive as several terms I wanted to locate 
were not in this index. 


In the end the intent of this book is achieved and 
it may be the best summary of biodynamic wine
growing in English today. The author, who con
tributes regular wine columns to the Portland 
Oregonian and Portland 's MIX Magazine , is a 
graduate of Harvard College and the Columbia 
University Graduate School of Journalism . This is her 
first book but hopefully not her last because she is an 
accomplished writer, articulate and knowledgeable 
about wine and winegrowing and humorous as well. 
She has met her goal of writing a "readable and 
enjoyable " book . We are likely to be hearing more 
about wine from her in the future. 


The book is aimed at the general audience of wine 
drinkers who will be hearing more and more about 
biodynamic vineyards and wines. It will also appeal to 
consumers of fine wines who usually want to know as 
much as possible about their costly purchases , 
particularly if they are Oregon Pinot Noirs or 
Burgundies . Finally it should be highly recommended 
reading for wine professionals and students in the 
field because this world view is on the ascendancy , 
and in the future they may want to be aware of its 
precepts since market forces might demand more of 
this kind of "authentic wine. " Price should not be a 
deterrent since the paperback book is currently 
available at Amazon for under $15. 


[ 1.Vith our Tendril appreciation, Oregonian Will Brown , a retired 
physician and winemaker, continues to keep us abreas t of the wine 
hlera ture coming out of America 's northwest . - Editor] 
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A VINTAGE LOOK AT A SPECIAL WINE BOOK 
by Gail Unzelman 


Clarets and Sauternes. Classed Growths of the Medoc 
and Other Famous Red and JiVhite Wines of the 
Gironde[byG.A. Keeler] . 1920. London:Wine & Spirit 
Trade Record . 398 pp. 9% x 6. Illustrated with 
photographs of the chateaux , their labels , cork
brands , case-brands and capsule tops. Sky-blue cloth 
with gilt-stamped title on front cover and spine , a.e.g. 


I
N THE SPRING 1939 WINE AND FOOD, Edward A. 
Bunyard [1878-1939] , an intimate friend of Andr e 
Simon and his circle of literar y gourmets and an 


original member of The Wine & Food Society-who 
contributed an essa y to almost every issue of Win e 
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and Food until his untimely death-presented a very 
entertaining look at this magnificent book. The 
erudite Bunyard was also a founding member of the 
Saintsbury Club and was Britain 's leadingpomologist , 
epicurean nurseryman , and eminent leader of the 
Royal Horticultural Society. (In Vol.19#3 of our WTQ 
we reviewed his worthy 2007 biography The Down
right Epicure. Essays on Edward Ashdown Bunyard , 
edited by Edward Wilson , and visited his books on 
wine and food.) 


Bunyard 's article on Clarets and Sauternes is 
titled "Bordeaux Labels. " We send our WT apprecia
tion to Wine & Food for their kind permission to 
reprint . 


Bordeaux Labels 


W
E ARE TOLD THAT THERE are collectors of 
almost everything , and we know that match
box labels have their rarities and incunabula 


prized by man y. I suppose that there must therefore 
be collections of Claret labels. And why not? What 
could be more pleasant than to recall our notable 
bottles of the past in the tranquility of our study; the 
friendly discussions they aroused, and the good 
company they had called together? 


Unfortunately, the rules of politeness forbid any 
careful study of them at table, but a substitute is at 
hand, the admirable and anonymous Clarets and 
Sauternes published in 1920 by the Wine and Spirit 
Trade Record. 


In its pages we can turn in leisure to the 
reproduction of Claret labels in all their varied 
typography and periods. What a problem must 
confront the proprietor of an ancient Chateau when 
the question of a new label is mooted, and who would 
dare to moot it , I wonder? I suspect the daughters-in
law. Figure for yourself the family discussions , which 
it would arouse. 'Le conseil du famille ' summoned ; the 
heart-breaking never-ending struggle between con
servatism and progress. 


Needless to say , in France conservatism usually 
wins, but new labels are not unknown. 


The decision must have to be made at some time , 
whether the Chateau is to be depicted or not. In some 
cases this probably settles itself . How wisely did 
Chateau Mouton-Rothschild decide to suppress its 
small bow-windowed villa , such as may be seen an y 
day on Blackheath Common, and confine itself to 
dignified print. 'Mouton . Hers. Du Bon de Rothschild 
Proptres.' Need more be said? 


Even the palatial Palladian front of Chateau 
Margaux is suppressed on their label on the principle 
that good wine needs no bush . Fortunatel y, Cos 
d'Estournel had no such scruples , and boldly show you 
that surprising building in the Chinese style which 
stands up so exoticall y above the plain of Medoc. Can 







we wonder that Biarnez, the poet of Bordeaux, was 
inspired by it to some of his finest lines: 


Avec des minarets groupes sur ses coteaux 
Etalant jusqu 'aux cieux ses fronts orientaux 
Fiers d'etre des nababs le supreme regal 
Voila Cos d'Estournel qui peut marcher egal 
De tousles plus grands crus classes de la Gironde 
Brillant d'un vif eclat de gloire dans le monde. 


All the same , I should have liked to hear the 
comments of the local vignerons when they first gazed 
at its sky-piercing minarets. 


The Chateau Lafite label must be very old. In fact, 
it might well be a Bewick woodcut, even to the two 
ladies in the foreground taking the air. We would not 
have it changed for all the scarlet and gold in 
Burgundy. 


When photography came into vogue the vignette 
was much favoured. Chateau Batailley , white behind 
its shading trees , Chateau Le Terte , solid and low 


Cj-iHTEAU BHTAlhliEY 


BORDEAUX 


with a circular 
drive approaching , 
Chateau Nenin, 
and others follow· 
ed suit. But vign· 
ettes, alas, show 
the march oftime, 
and instead of 
fading gracefully , 
develop a hard 
line around them. 
A point , no doubt , 
for revolutionary 
daughters·in·law. 
The Exhibitions of 
the last century 
also left their 


trace. The Grandes Medailles d'Or could not be 
resisted, and so on the label they had to go. Chateau 
Petrus Arnaud had two, and Domaine de Puyblanquet 
went four better, but wise growers saw the limitations 
of space and did not enter into this particular 
competition. 


A coat of arms lends distinction to many labels, as 
on Grand· Puy· Ducasse ; Pape Clement with the Papal 
keys , or even a coronet which the Marquis de Ter~e 
had the right to use. Branaire·Ducru with its 
Countess, Marquis and Vicomte proprietors put up 
four , but two are obviously duplicates. 


The Chateau Olivier label fails to please me-the 
silhouette of the old Chateau is as admirable as the 
wine it enshrines , but the Walter Crane·ish border of 
vines is unseemly to my eye. Perhaps I am prejudiced 
by the early memories of pre · Raphaelite ladies with 
bare feet who always seemed to choose to walk round 
blackberr y bushes. My youthful heart bled for them; 
why didn 't they put on their shoes? 
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Ch.Rauzan· 
Gassies has a 
charming label in 
the Moreau le 
Jeune 1 style, with 
chaplets of flow· 
ers tumbling a· 
bout. Here one 
would suspect the 
feminine hand , 
and rightly so. 
Madame Veuve 
Rigaud, purchas· 
ing the Chateau 
in 1887, set her 
own mar kupon it. 


The owners of 
Leoville· Lascase 
had a difficult 
problem before 
them: a mere 
bungalow is their Chateau; should they choose the 
bottling cellar, far more imposing, thoughprison·like? 
They chose neither: an imposing Gateway was at hand 
surmounted by a Lion couchant, and it is this we see 
today on their label; a gate we would willingly crash. 


Hard must have been the way of label designers 
when seeking something distinctive to put on their 
bottles, but the ingenuity of man surmounts all 
obstacles. Let us congratulate Chateau Palmer 
Margaux on a brilliant conception. A black label 
printed white - no one would forget that , and so it is 
today , I fancy , the only red Bordeaux which is so 
labelled. Or was it Chateau Guiraud , the famous 
Sauternes , which first registered this device? 


But with all such conceptions let us be thankful 
that Bordeaux has resisted the temptation to which 
Burgundy has succumbed: the rather German style of 
the old 'Hostellerie', coloured , and often gold-dusted . 
Any such label would scare away any true Claret 
lover . Vines creep round the label , and I fear that 
before long red ·cheeked damsels will be added , 
dreadfully chocolate box·y. 


Let us clear our palate with a glance at Chateau 
Yquem-there 's dignity for you! A coronet , 'Chateau 
d'Yquem-Lur Saluces ', and the year in slender gold 
letters and a narrow golden border . Need more be 
said? 


And , looking back , I see I have said nothing about 
Latour. Let us leave it so, 'on ne badine pas avec 
Latour ' [You do not compromise with Latour]. 


1. Jean·Michel Moreau (1741-1814 ), also called Moreau le 
Jeune ("the younger") , a French illustrator and engraver of 
the highest note. 


~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 







LOCKE ON WINES 
by Ron Unzelman 


[This engaging peek at a well-known gentleman and his rather 
unkn own book on wine was first printed in the Januar y 200 4 
issu e of the Wavward Tendrils Newsletter . We are pleased to 
offer it again for the benefit of our newer members. - Ed.] 


'"WHERE THERE IS NO PROPERTY," wrote John 
Locke , the famous political theorist whose 
work inf1 uenced Jefferson and other fram -


ers of American government , "there can be no loss ." 
Perhaps Locke in that instance was thinking of 


the rich , grape-laden vineyards around Montpellier , 
France , where he had once retired for fourteen 
months to restore his health. There he studied , 
among other things, winemaking practices of 
southern France . The corollary of his statement is , 
of course , that with property , a bountiful gain ma y 
result. That was certainly the case during his stay , 
as he observed and catalogued no less than fort y-one 
grape varieties grown in the area. His notes are 
preserved for us in Observations Upon the Growth 
and Culture of Vines and Olives: the Production of 
Silk : the Preservation of Fruits. 


John Locke , author of numerous philosophical , 
political and educational essays , was born in 1632 in 
Somersetshire . From 1652 to 1660 he studied 
philosophy , science and medicine at Christ Church 
College , Oxford Universit y, and stayed on to 
practice medicine and lecture on Greek , rhetoric and 
philosophy. In 1666 the powerful English statesman , 
Anthony Ashley Cooper (who became the 1•t Earl of 
Shaftesbury in 1672), engaged Locke to be his 
personal physician , secretary and confidential 
advisor. Under Shaftesbury 's patronage , Locke 
began his masterpiece , An Essay Concermng 
Human Understanding , immersed himself in 
politics , and pursued scientific interests. Also, under 
Shaftesbur y's direction , Locke wrote the plan of 
government for the Province of Carolina in America . 


Because of ill health , John Locke journeyed to the 
south of France and lived for a little more than a 
year in Montpellier (December 167 5 to Spring 1677). 
The scientist-side of Locke led him to stud y the local 
French trade and its products. He was a diligent 
observer of everything of interest-customs , occupa
tions , and buildings . 


In 1679, at Shaftesbur y's instigation , Locke wrote 
a small treatise based on his gathered facts. In it he 
names and briefly catalogues almo st four dozen 
grape varieties grown for wine or t able , and 
describes the local vine yard and winemaking 
practices in the area. He also provides similar 
descriptions for thir teen varieties of olives , olive oil 
production , silk manufacture and frui t drying . 
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Locke's manuscript , "ver y neatl y written with lus 
usual accurac y," remained in the possession of the 
Shaftesbury family , unpublished , for almost 90 years . 
Then , in 1766, the "Present Earl of Shaftesbur y," who 
was Trustee for the Colony of Georgia and a propert y 
owner in Carolina , must have realized the work could 
be valuable in the new Colonies. It was published in 
London with an added 15-page introduction , "Editor 
to the Reader ," in which editor Gregory Sharpe 
explained: "Should it gain a passage to America , it 
will be of far more extensive use both to that country 
and to Britain. " Sharpe devoted most of his com -
ments to America , addressing the new colonies of 
Georgia and Carolina in particular . Britain en
couraged the colonies to grow and produce vines , 
olives , silk and fruits "which cannot advantageously 
be raised in England ," and thus England and America 
would not be "rivals in trade ." 


A fascinating bit of trivia in the book is Locke's 
reference to "Mr. Pontac 's [vineyard] near Bordeaux 
... the wine de Pontac , so much esteemed in England ." 
This would be a reference to the present-da y First 
Growth , Chateau Haut- Brion , and similar to the 
famous entry of 10 April 1663 in Pepys' diary: he 
"drank a sort of French wine called Ho Bryen that 
hath a good and most particular taste that I never 
met with. " 


Observations Upon the Growth and Culture of 
Vines and Olives .. -, with its modest title page , is a 
small book , only 6"x4" and 73 pages . 


OBSERVATIONS UPON 


THE GROWTH A N D CULTURE 


OF VI N ES AND OLIVES: 


THE PROD U CTION OF SILK: 


THE PRESERVATION OF FRUITS. 


WRITTE N AT THE REQYEST OF 


THE EARL OF S HAFTESBURY, 


TO WHOM IT IS INSCRIBED: 


BY MR, JOHN LOCKE. 


NOW FIRST PRINTED FROM THE 


ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT IN 


THE POSSESSION OF THE 


PRESENT E A RL OF 


SHAFTE SBURY . 


LON DO N, 


PRINTED FOR W, SANDBY, rt, FLEET STRE ET, 


MDCCLX VI. 







"Oh , My Hand: Complaints Medieval Monks Scribbled in the Margins 
of Illuminated Manuscripts," by Maria Popova 


[Gleaned by Ruth Walker from Brain Pickings-for the enjoymen t of all Tendrils] 


T
he histor y of bookmaking hasn't_been wi_thout its _challenge~ , but never ';as its ~raft ~s painst_aking as during 
the era of illuminated manuscripts . This collection of medieval monks margm scribbles Joms the ranks of 
entertaining historical marginalia . 


thank !jod, ii will 
,0011 IJe dark. 


.New parchment, 
11ad Ink: I ,a11 
11olhl1111 more. 


the parchment 
Is hair.,. the 
ink is lhltt. 


i:hal's a hard pa11e 
and u weal'IJ work 


ro read II. 


.Now l'De wrlrren 
Ike whole lhi1111: 
for Christ's sake 
11iDe me a drink. 


!el Ike reader's 
Doke honor Ike 
writer's pen. 


llbiof?etnitint 


4:~~'i!!!£~~~ 
1111t1lici ou1inis fram1m mino1um.'fdi 
atalllci it. 


Bartholomeu s Anglicus , De Proprietatibus Rerum , 1488 
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this is sad! 0 llllle llookl 
A daq will come in lntlh 
when someone oDer IJOllr 
pa11e will sa11, "the hand 


lhal wrote II ls no more." 


Sr. Patrick of Arma11h, 
deliDer me from 
wrllittfl, 


£er Ike reader's Doice 
honor Ike writer's pen. 


I am Der., cold. 


Oh. ml} hand. 







Wine in California: The Early Years 
The Great Valley and Its Foothills 


The San Joaquin Valley 
by Charles L. Sullivan 


[ This 10th installment of historian Charles Sullivan's neverbefore·published, in ·depth historical study of the early pioneers and framers 
of California 's wine industry focuses on the southern portion of the great Central Valley . The San Joaquin Valley, containing a little more 
than half of the State's winegrape acreage and one of the largest winegrowing regions in the world, has a history of constant winegrowing 
success from the earh·est days to the present . As with Sullivan 's previous chapters , extensive, informative footnotes , with a substantial h"brary 
of references , are provided. - Ed.] 


THE SOUTHERN PORTION OF CALIFORNIA 'S GREAT VALLEY has a history quite different than that of the Sacramento 
Valley to the north . The reasons for the great difference are difficult to explain convincingly. Obviously the most 
dramatic difference is in the level of their winegrowing success from the earliest days to the present. Winegrowing 
and viticulture in the San Joaquin Valley provide us with stories of almost continuous success. Actually , the 
history is comparatively dull, since there are no great tales of dramatic disaster. And how many can recite the 
names of the region's winegrowing heroes. They are several, but there are no Sutters , Stanfords or Livermores. 


HE HISTORY ITSELF provides 
some helpful hints. With two 
exceptions north of Fresno, the 
San Joaquin Valley story begins 
in the seventies and eighties, 
many years later than the 


~ pioneer days of the Sacramento 
Valley. We might guess that the 
Fresno pioneers learned from 


the failures at the north . But a careful comparison of 
regional chronologies makes this a less than 
persuasive explanation . 


The natural environment is not particularly 
different . Both have hot summers and ripen grapes 
easily , although rain at the north is much heavier 
than below. This gave the south a definite advantage 
in raisin production. Today, as it was a century ago, 
raisins rule the roost in the Fresno region. 
Nevertheless , that is a positive factor for wine growing 
today and in the earliest years. Perfectly sound wine 
can be produced from raisin varieties , such as the 
Thompson Seedless. These varieties can be 
particularly useful for blending with more tasty wine 
grapes, when market conditions warrant large scale 
production of sound but ordinary wine. Even more 
important , raisin varieties were and are still 
particularly useful in the production of fortified sweet 
wines and brandy . In 2011 more than 300 ,000 tons of 
Fresno region raisin grapes were crushed to produce 
California wine and brandy. 


One factor that leaps out from the San Joaquin 
story are the differences between the leaders of the 
early wine industry north and south. The southerners 
were more careful and less given to speculative 
ventures . They depended less on financial advisors 
than on their own know ledge and experience and 
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those of their advisors and superintendents. No better 
stories illustrate this factor than the two sets of 
brothers who pioneered the development of the wine 
industry in the Fresno and Lodi/Stockton regions . 


Several early settlers in the general Fresno area 
planted grapes long before there was a town of 
Fresno. The first may have been planted by Henry 
Akers , who in 1852 had brought a bundle of cuttings 
over the mountains from San Gabriel tied to his 
horse's saddle. He planted them east of today 's Fresno 
near the Kings River. The fixst permanent vineyard 
was planted in 1869 by William Christy at Millerton , 
the old county seat. In 1938 his fig trees were still 
bearing, but the grape vines were gone .1 


A dependable water supply was the key to 
horticultural success around Fresno , where the 
average high temperature from June to September is 
94° F. and average annual rainfall is less than ten 
inches. The answer was irrigation. Although the 
Fresno region comes close to the Koppen desert 
classification , the Sierra Nevada to the east drains the 
passing storms as they climb over the mountains. The 
resulting streams and rivers flow west into the valley . 
When commercial interests began capturing these 
waters in the 1870s , large areas of land were 
transformed into a rich agricultural region. Between 
1871 and 1880 , 190,000 acres were being irrigated by 
the San Joaquin and Kings River Canal and its 120 
miles of branch ditches. 2 


Francis and Gustav Eisen 


Francis Eisen was the pioneer of commercial 
viticulture in the Fresno region . Despite his ver y 
German last name , he was born in Stockholm 


and came to California in 1851, age twent y-five. 
Earlier he had spent several years in the banking and 
commission business in German y. In San Francisco 







he eventually made his fortune in the milling 
business, which he pursued there until 1885. But in 
1872 he was attracted to the agricultural possibilities 
of the Fresno area. First he leased a 631 ·acre plot east 
of town, which in that year was little more than a 
railroad station and a very few buildings. Irrigation 
was at hand , since Fancher Creek ran right through 
his property. Right away he planted a few grape 
vines. They were already bearing in May 1875 when 
he bought the tract and that fall made 250 gallons of 
satisfactory wine. 


Francis Eisen's much younger brother , Gustav, 
had remained in Sweden until he received his 
doctorate in biology in 1873 at Uppsala University. He 
then came to California and arrived at Fresno Station 
near the end of the year. These two made a great 
team, and certainly lived up to the German meaning 
of their last name, "iron." Gustav, the scientist, had 
an expert background in _ horticulture, and Francis 
was a seasoned businessman with a keen interest in 
wine. 3 


Although the .Eisens were the Fresno area's 
pioneers in commercial wine and raisin production , 
they took several years to develop the powerful 
emphasis on winegrowing that became the defining 
characteristic of their large property. Gustav became 
the manager of the estate in 187 4 and also acquired a 
piece of land adjoining the larger property . He and 
Francis were convinced that careful experimentation 
would be the key to success. They experimented with 
all manner of crops and their products, and in doing 
so created a very beautiful and verdant property. 
Gustav even had a large experimental rose garden. 


At first their viticultural interest was high on 
raisins. The story goes that in the mid-seventies they 
once inadvertently left the grapes of a plot of Rose of 
Peru vines unharvested. After they dried on the vine, 
Gustav sent them to San Francisco as raisins where 
they "caused an immediate sensation," in the words of 
one historian. 4 Although the 1883 list of the 52 Eisen 
grape varieties contained mostly raisin and table 
types, by 1891, of the 300 acres of vines on the 
property, 285 were of wine grapes and the rest were 
muscats. Nevertheless , the Eisens are still saluted as 
the raisin pioneers of the region. 5 


Francis was able to buy his 631 acres in 1875 for 
only $10 per acre. Such a bargain was possible 
because the nation was experiencing its greatest ever 
agricultural and industrial depression, which lasted 
from 1873 to 1878. Land prices in the San Joaquin 
Valley were dirt cheap. These facts help account for 
Eisens ' very cautious and very deliberate approach to 
developing their operation. But when the economic 
clouds cleared after 1878, Francis recognized the 
excellent potential in wine production. 


Gustav planned the large new vineyard and 
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_supervised its planting . By the winter of 1879-1880 
there were 172 acres of new vines in the ground. The 
most numerous were the 47 acres ofZinfandel, which 
Francis thought would make a good base for port 
wine. 6 By the end of 1879 these young vines were 
yielding an astonishing 2.75 tons per acre , which gave 
Eisen 79,000 gallons of wine. He had built a two·story 
adobe brick winery and hauled down by rail a vast 
amount of equipment and cooperage. 7 This huge and 
early output was certainly due to the deep and fertile 
soil, the unlimited irrigation water, and the heat of 
the Fresno summer. By 1883 production was up to 
135,000 gallons plus 4,000 gallons of brandy for use in 
fortifying sweet wines and dry sherry. A year later 
Eisen complained about the bad results of having 
over-irrigated his vines. 8 


Eisen Vineyard and Wine Cellars c1890 


showing part of his almost 300-acre vineyard 


and mammoth 800,000-gallon-capacity cellars 


By the time that Thomas Hardy had headed for 
the Central Valley on his 1883 tour of the California 
wine country, it had been made clear to him that his 
first stop had to be at the Eisen facility. Here he was 
guided by a Mr. Baber , an Englishman who was now 
managing the property. Gustav now managed Fred
erick Reeding 's famed Fancher Creek Nursery. 
(Reeding had sold Eisen his property in 1875.) 







Hardy could hardly believe his eyes. "The growth 
of everything here is simply astonishing." The winery 
buildings and new distillery were impressive. The 
largest structure contained about 100 vats , the larger 
ones with capacities of 1500 and 3000 gallons. The 
astonishing fecundity of the heavily watered land 
explains Eisen's crops from very young vines. Hardy 
found two·year vines planted as cuttings which 
already bore a good crop of grapes. There were now 
450 acres of vines, and an orchard of 1,000 trees. 


The Australian wine expert liked Eisen's products, 
particularly the sweet wines. His favorite was a 
fortified muscat. The table wines got scant comment. 
Only a "light wine from Zinfandel" got a tepid 
approval. Hardy predicted correctly that fortified 
sweet wines and a dry sherry type would eventually 
bring Eisen his highest honors. "To try to make 
clarets and hocks in this hot and dry climate is quite 
a mistake." Eisen kept trying for a while , but on a 
very small scale. 9 


By the late eighties Eisen's fortified wines were 
famous. When Frona Wait visited in 1888 she was 
most impressed by his sherry style wines. Later at 
Chicago's 1893 Columbian Exposition both his sherry 
and port won awards. English wine expert Charles 
Oldham declared that the Eisen port was the best 
sweet wine shown at the Exposition. Eisen 's winery 
was now producing about 250 ,000 gallons of wine and 
had a capacity of 800,000 gallons. His top wines were 
port, malaga, muscat and sherry. His son August took 
over the operation after Francis died in 1895. In 1902 
the company became part of the California Wine 
Association. 10 


We cannot leave the Eisen name without notice of 
Gustav 's later years. He died in 1940 at the age of 93. 
Much of his life after the eighties was devoted to 
scientific research in the field of horticulture and 
biology. He also wrote important works on the raisin 
and fig industries. He was an early leader of the 
environmental element of the National Progressive 
movement in the nineties. For years he was an active 
leader of the California Academy of Sciences. In 1941 
that organization successfully requested that a peak 
in Sequoia National Park be named for him. His ashes 
were buried at the foot of Mount Eisen. 11 


Neighboring Large·Scale Operations 


T
here is no good reason to relate the detailed 
history of the other large winery operations that 
grew up in the Fresno region in the last quarter 


of the nineteenth century. This is mainly because 
their histories were so similar to the Eisen success 
stories. Most of them began in the 1880s as part of 
California 's first great wine boom , and man y of the 
operations were developed by wealthy capitalists and 
corporations. There were also a few large·scale 
colonies established, some of which became notable 
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producers of wine and brandy. They were organized 
similarly to the Anaheim Colony of the 1850s. 


In 1882 the Pacific Rural Press published a long 
article on several of the large-scale vineyard 
operations being developed in the region . 12 They 
included George Eggers , the Barton Vineyard , George 
Malter (St. George Winery) , the Fresno Vineyard Co., 
M. Theo. Kearney, the Scandinavian Colony, and 
Eisen. A few years later the list would have been 
longer. Most of these operations tried to produce dry 
table wines from well established vinifera wine 
grapes. None was particularly successful , but a few 
hung on for several years. Eventually sweet wines , 
dry sherry, and brandy were the really profitable 
items being produced by the end of the eighties . 
Profits were excellent until about 1891. After that 
date these wineries began feeling the hurt from the 
national agricultural depression that began in 1889 .13 


California Wine Association 


The general depression, heralded by the Panic of 
1893, made it clear that the growth of the 
eighties had led to over-expansion of productive 


capacity. Wine prices plummeted and in 1894 the 
state's large scale producers combined to form a 
virtual wine and brandy monopoly , the California 
Wine Association (CWA). 


By the end of the 1890s almost all the wine from 
the old San Joaquin Viticultural District was 
produced by or under the control of the CWA. That 
district's lines had been drawn in 1880 by the new 
State Viticultural Commission, outlining virtually all 
the San Joaquin Valley from the Lodi area in the 
north to Kern County in the south. All large produc· 
ers in the Fresno region were connected to the CW A.14 
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Those operating that had established brand identities 
kept them. But the CWA maintained tight control. 


In an age of robber barons and industrial 
monopoly the national Progressive movement , later 
headed by President Theodore Roosevelt , chose to 
divide monopolies into two groups. Those whose 
practices were thought to hurt the public were 
prosecuted quite successfully under new federal anti
trust laws. Those whose practices were deemed to 
have a steadying effect on their industries were left 
alone. Several monopolies were broken up during the 
Progressive Era as the result of federal action. But 
the CW A prospered and maintained its economic 
power until Prohibition . 


In 1890 Fresno County had 49,500 acres of vines . 
More than 85% of these vines were raisin varieties. 
There were only 5574 acres of winegrapes. Other 
counties in the Fresno region , primarily Tulare 
County , had 13,000 total acres , with 95% raisin 
grapes. Even though the winegrape acreage was 
relatively small , when market conditions so indicated , 
thousands of tons of raisin grapes were converted into 
wine and brandy. There are no useful pre- Prohibition 
statistics to tell us what the early ratios were , but the 
recent vintage 2011 statistics are suggestive: in 
California 's modern Viticultural District 13, which 
includes Fresno , Madera and Tulare Counties , 
1,028,437 tons of grapes were crushed. Of these 30% 
were raisin varieties and 4% were table grapes. 


Red Mountain Winery 


T
he northern portion 
of the San Joaquin 
Valley provides us 


with a success story even 
greater than those of the 
Fresno region . But before 
we focus on the Lodi/ 
Stockton area , we should 
take a detour to an 
unlikely spot about 20 
miles northeast of Mo
desto , just inside Stanislaus County. Knight 's Ferry 
was a crossing on the Stanislaus River, named for 
William Knight , who lived just long enough to give his 
name to the tiny village that grew up there. The ferry 
itself was run for several years after 1849 by Lewis 
Dent, later a federal judge and General Grant 's 
brother-in -law. 15 


In 1853 New Yorker George Krause bought land 
south of town and planted a few grape vines. His 
small vineyard attracted a Stockton attorney with an 
interest in winegrowing . Abraham Schell bought a 
large tract of land in the same area in 1856 and the 
two men became partners in what would become the 
Red Mountain Winery. Their first large planting was 
in 1860 , about 10 acres. Schell 's interest in viticul-
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ture must have been well known , for he was 
appointed in 1861, along with Agoston Haraszthy , as 
a state wine commissioner. But for some reason he 
almost immediately resigned. 16 


The partners experimented with a large number 
of grape varieties , including some exotic raisin and 
table grapes. They always made a small amount of 
dry table wine , for sale in the immediate area . But 
like the winegrowers to the south, they concentrated 
heavily on sweet wine and brandy . Their partnership 
was Schell & Krause , their winery was Red Mountain 
and their brand was Glen Clara . 


After Krause 's death Schell brought in his 
talented nephew, Herrick Schell , as manager and 
winemaker. By the end of the sixties Red Mountain 
was famous , particularly for its angelica, and that 
wine particularly when well aged in the tunnels that 
had been dug into the stone mountain above the river. 
The sherry and port were also very successful. After 
the State Fair in 1868 the wine evaluation committee 
rained praise on all the Red Mountain wines ex
hibited . "Indeed it seems impossible that wine of the 
same age could excel those of Schell & Krause .... "17 


In the eighties the operation became A. Schell & Co. 
By then Red Mountain was producing about 35,000 
gallons annually, with good sales on the East Coast 
under the Glen Clara label. 


The vineyards covered some 75 acres , with about 
65% of the vines Mission for angelica production. 
There were also muscats and Zinfandel , the latter for 
port wine. In 1888 at the State Viticultural Conven
tion there was a great contest for medals among the 
state's top wine producers. The judges ' panels 
included some of the greatest names in California 
wine: Husmann, Rixford , Pellet , McIntyre and Portal , 
to name a few. Red Mountain's "old" Angelica took 
first place , ahead of George West 's. They won seconds 
for 1886 angelica and 1885 brandy , both behind West , 
who we shall meet shortly. 18 


After Schell 's death in 1892 his nephew ran the 
winery as H. R. Schell & Co. It continued to operate 
successfully and independently under the Schell 
family until Prohibition . After Repeal in 1933 it 
opened for a short time as the Oakdale Winery .19 


The iron-gated entrance to the massive underground 
aging tunnels of Red Mountain Winery, c 1870 







Numerous writers and wine industry leaders , 
looking back before Prohibition and into the 
nineteenth century, agreed that the state's most 
successful single wine operation had originated and 
grew up in San Joaquin County , specifically in today 's 
Lodi/Stockton region. 20 Yet Leon Adams was correct 
when he wrote that this region was not wine country 
in the 19th century. 21 And when vineyard planting did 
explode here after 1900, it was still not wine country ; 
it was grape country , the home of the popular Flame 
Tokay table grape , and after Prohibition the home of 
the variety 's equally popular brandy. 


George and William West 


B
ut George and William West thought this_ mig~t 
be good wine country . They came to Califorma 
in the first days of the Gold Rush from 


Massachusetts , where their father had dabbled 
seriously in horticulture. After a few profitable 
months in the Gold Country , they bought a piece of 
land in 1852 just north of the new town of Stockton. 
At first they did not set out to focus on winegrowing; 
they knew that this newly settled land needed well 
stocked nurseries. 


Apparently they had previously established 
relations with Hovey & Co., Boston 's leading nursery , 
and in 1853 imported seed stock , fruit trees and grape 
vines . In their first shipment of vines they had forty 
vinifera varieties , almost all meant for the production 
of table grapes and raisins. For a few years , as they 
expanded their nursery business , their viticultural 
interests were focused on the San Francisco fresh 
table grape market , where profits were substantial .22 


The Wests were not the pioneer viticulturists in 
the area. Charles Weber founded Stockton in 1850 
and planted a few grape vines there that year . But he 
was better noted for his vineyard near San Jose where 
he was an early advocate of Zinfandel. 23 In 1852 
Clement von Detten also planted his vineyard near 
town . He was an active winegrower into the 1880s , 
but in a small way . But he probably ranks as the 
number two wine operation in the area for many 
years. His white wines won numerous awards at the 
county 's annual fair. 24 Nevertheless , the only winery 
of any size before the 1890s in the area was the Wests ' 
El Pinal. 


Three of the Wests ' early grapevine import s 
deserve special notice. Among his "table " varieties 
was the Zinfandel , whose excellent winemaking 
potential was discovered almost simultaneousl y in 
1859 in Sonoma and Santa Clara Counties , and in the 
Central Valley. By the 1860s the Wests were among 
the chief advocates for the variety , both for red table 
wine and for port . The y were also the first in 
California to produce a "white " Zinfandel , actuall y 
pink . Years later Viticultural Commissioner Charles 
Wetmore recommended Zinfandel as a white wine . 
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The basis for this recommendation was West 's White 
Zinfandel, which , "when not fermented on the skins , 
produces wine with a delicate flavor. ... " But the Lodi 
area had to wait until the 1980s to become well 
known as "White Zin" country .25 


The label on another West import seems to have 
been lost, but the white wine from the vines was quite 
good. The vines were vigorous and productive and the 
wines ' acid and pleasant flavor made it a perfect 
variety for the Stockton area . West called it the White 
Prolific, eventuall y everyone called it West 's White 
Prolific. It was later discovered to be the French 
Colombard , which still covers 26,000 acres of Central 
Valley vineyards .26 


The third grape of special interest also came to 
West from Boston. It was the Sultana , or Sultanina , 
a seedless table grape that was good for raisins and 
for eating . But West kept it out of his fermenters , 
since the resulting wine had practically no flavor. The 
Sultana has a well-known synonym , Thompson Seed
less. The received history today has this grape being 
first imported to California in 1872 by William 
Thompson , a Sutter County rancher. It arrived from 
a New York nursery as the Lady de Coverle y . It later 
caught on as a raisin grape in the Sacramento Valley , 
and on August 16, 1888 , the Sutter County Historical 
Society" officially " named it Thompson Seedless. After 
1900 this raisin grape became firmly established in 
the San Joaquin Valley . It still is , but not just for its 
raisins . In 2011 there were 325,000 tons crushed 
there to produce California wine and brandy. The 
variety does deserve its Thompson name , but it was 
the West Brothers who first brought it to California. 27 


After 1855 there was a short flourish of interest in 
wine production in both northern and southern 
California. The Wests had their first small vintage in 
1858, but there is no record of the varieties involved . 
Theirs was still primarily a "grape and nursery " 
operation into the sixties and its was in that category 
they won a special award at the 1860 county fair . By 
then they had planted a plot of Mission vines which 
was later expanded , producing the brothers ' 
celebrated angelica and brand y. But it was their 
Zinfandel based port that put "West" into the pages of 
the wine loving northern California press in the mid
sixties . 28 It was in the early sixties that the brothers 
planted a small grove of pine trees near their little 
wine cellar. Within a few years the name of their 
operation was El Pinal. 


CEORCE WEST A SON, 
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In 1868 William and George amicably ended their 
partnership. By then William had his own 44-acre 
nursery operation. He operated it as the Stockton 
Nursery and dominated the field in the county until 
1882 when he sold the business. 29 


George West began expanding his winegrape 
acreage in 1868 when he planted 62 acres of vines 
about seven miles northwest of Stockton. Warm 
weather varieties such as the Palomino and Burger 
joined his French Colom bard to produce sound white 
table wines . He also planted a small amount of 
Riesling to boost the flavor of his white wine . He also 
used his muscats for that purpose and for his 
angelica. His favorite was the Muscat Frontignon 
from which he also made a sparkling wine that won 
an award at the 1870 State Fair. At the same event 
his white table wine won the gold medal in that 
division. In the seventies he imported sherry varieties 
from Spain and port varieties from Portugal. Before 
then his port from the red Trousseau and Zinfandel 
had won numerous awards. 30 


By the mid-seventies West 's sweet wines 
and brandies had made him one of the 
dominant forces in the California wine 
industry. When the State Legislature set up 
its Viticultural Commission in 1880, West was 
appointed commissioner for the San Joaquin 
District , which encompassed the entire San 
Joaquin Valley. His annual reports are a 
useful source of information on winegrowing 
in the valley in the eighties. But in his first 
report he had to admit that Fresno County 
was by far the leader in the region, far 
surpassing production in his own area. So far 
as his part of the valley was concerned, "all 
the energies of our farmers have been devoted 
to wheat culture. " Nothing had changed since 
he expanded his operation in 1868, when 
there were already 163,000 acres of grain 
grown in San Joaquin County. In 1880 there were 
only 550 acres of grapes in the county, and one third 
of these were table grapes. Most of the wine grapes in 
the county were owned or controlled by El Pinal .31 


For his brandy production in the mid-eighties 
West was using the Folle blanche variety, favored in 
France 's Cognac district. It was observed by most 
commentators that only Henry Naglee 's San Jose 
brandy could rival West 's. Frona Wait agreed, and 
after visiting West in 1888 she wrote , "he is one of the 
most level-headed grape-growers in the State. " At the 
state winegrowers convention in 1888 the awards 
committee declared that , "Such a brandy as this ... 
will bring fame to California as the Cognac brandy 
has brought to France." He also won three firsts in the 
four port categories and a first for his 1886 angelica. 32 


By the end of the eighties West was producing 
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annually 350,00 to 400,000 gallons of wine, mostly 
sweet. About 30% of this production was sold in East 
Coast markets . At this time he also began growing the 
classic red wine varieties of Bordeaux on an experi· 
mental basis, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet 
franc. 33 He had never given up his lofty goal of 
producing first-class red table wine , but he knew that 
the northern coastal valleys were better adopted for 
producing such wine. So he began buying top-notch 
red wine grapes from these areas. In 1891 alone 1200 
of his 4000 tons crushed came from the coastal 
valleys, mostly from Livermore. It is not clear 
whether he blended the wine from these grapes with 
his own. But I think it is obvious that he would have 
experimented with such blends. 34 


West had also begun expanding his wine opera· 
tions to the south. In 1880 he joined Thomas Minturn 
in establishing the Sierra Vista Vineyard in Madera 
County. His total production had reached 750,000 
gallons in 1892 when he turned over much of his 
operations to his twenty-nine year old son, Frank. The 


Early postcard view of the harvest trains loaded with grapes at El 
Pinal Winery. Four railroad spurs, totaling over two miles of 


track, were not sufficient to accommodate the great inrush of 
grapes at the height of the vintage. [Peninou & Unzelman , CWA. p.305] 


company was now George West & Son. This was a 
very good move since Frank West was something of a 
financial genius, and was able to guide the company 
successfully through the deep national depression of 
1893-1897. 


Along the way the Wests struck gold at the 1893 
Columbian Exposition in Chicago for their port , 
sherry and brand y. Brandies, vintages 1876-1890 , 
were, "the best and most reliable exhibited," according 
to English wine and spirit expert Charles Oldham. 35 


After George West died in 1899 the company 
entered a very close relationship with the California 
Wine Association and in 1903 became part of that 







grand monopoly. Frank West became one of the top 
officials in the CWA and continued to exercise active 
control over his own company . Historian Ernest 
Peninou was correct in writing that by 1912 , "West 
and the California Wine Association virtually 
controlled the wine industry of the Central Valley. " 
Frona Wait's "levelheaded" observation certainly fits 
both the Wests and the Eisens. The y were careful, 
experimental , and well-liked by others in the wine 
industry. Their stories stand out refreshingly against 
those from farther north in the Great Valley . 


• • • • • 
Heading north and east from the Stockton wine 
country , travelers today gradually ascend into the 
foothills of Amador and El Dorado Counties. Above 
the 400-foot elevation marker vineyards begin to 
appear. Thus it was about 150 years ago when, under 
much rougher traveling conditions , this region of the 
Sierra Foothills was developing for a short while into 
one of California 's most productive and prestigious 
winegrowing regions. 


[continued next issue] 
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RECOLLECTIONS OF 
Andre Simon's VINTAGEWISE 


by Roy Brady 


[In remembrance of Roy Brady [1918--1998}, an appreciative 
student of wine for over fifty years who graced these pages many 
a time with his thoughts on collecting anything in the printed 
world of wine, we pull from our 1997 WT archives (v. 7 #1) this 
little Brady gem for your pleasure . Enjoy! - Ed.] 


ny list of essential wine books 
must include Andre Simon's 
Vintagewise (1945) just as it 
must include George Saints
bury's classic Notes On a 
Cellar-Book (1920). Simon 
called his work a Postscript to 
Saintsbury and published it in 
Saintsbury's centenary year. 
Simon was not a scholar of the 
prodigious proportions of Prof. 


Saintsbury, but he was a merchant-scholar in the best 
English tradition (though French born). In preparing 
his unequaled , three-volume History of the Wine 
Trade in England (1906, 1907, 1909) he worked with 
original medieval documents. 


The interbellum school of English writers about 
wine defined an age. Simon was the most prominent 
and most prolific of them. His slender volume of 17 4 
pages, actually 158 subtracting index and whatall, 
sums up that age better than any other book. 
Vintagewise offers the most compendious account of 
the age and a sample of Simon's style, not rococo 
(actually there is not a suitable word) like Saints
bury's, but much his own. 


Saintsbury's province was all drinks alcoholic (if 
one may be permitted to use the word in any sense 
but pejorative in these Pecksniffian times). Simon's 
first eight chapters cover essentially the same wines 
as Saintsbury's first six. They were sherry, port, 
Madeira, claret, Burgundy, and the finest white wines 
of France and Germany. If Simon ever tasted malt 
whisky, much less gin, we don't hear about it. Saints
bury was fond of and discriminating about both. 
Simon doesn 't even mention Cognac though it appears 
in all his menus . 


Simon must have kept detailed notes from his 
early years because he gives so many details. "The 
Haut Brion 1864 was a magnificent wine up to 1906, 
when the bin of it we had at Mark Lane came to an 
end" (p.63). "I do not remember any '89 in perfect 
condition later than November 1932, when Guy 
Knowles gave us a La Tache of that vintage which 
was excellent" (p.109). I once asked Michael Broad
bent if he knew what happened to Simon's notes. He 
didn't think Simon kept notes unless working on a 
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book, but the constant rain of details about wines, 
people, places and circumstances argue that he must 
have. Where are they? They would be of far greater 
intrinsic interest than Saintsbury's cellar book. 


Simon and the English school seemed to feel some 
quasi-mystical nexus between greatness and longevity 
in wine. The fact that 1929 Burgundies were so good 
so young made him "rather nervous" (p.119). He 
thought the motor car a deleterious influence on 
genteel living (pp.23-24), and he was doubtful about 
science in the winery. I am too, after a certain point. 
There was a story around at one time that some idiot 
persuaded Louis Petri to run that marvelous 1870 
Angelica through an ion exchanger. The deadly 
principle is: if you got it use it. 


The rest of the world Simon polishes off in a page 
and a half (pp .162-163). He said, "I am of the opinion 
that fine wines can be made almost everywhere where 
the vine will grow and the grapes will ripen." He 
traveled widely and was hopefully polite about the 
local stuff he was offered, but I am sure that, in his 
heart of hearts, he did not believe that any plot on 
earth would ever challenge his beloved French terroir. 
He "tasted very good wine" at the Cape and in 
California, and "some admirable wines in Chile." The 
word "great" is far from that chapter. Another 
continuing theme is the progressive loss of individu
ality in French and German wines, and after tasting 
more than half a century of vintages, I'm ready to add 
California to that list. 


. * 


* 
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Vintagewise enjoyed several printings after the 1945 1' ' ed. 
including 1946, 1952, 1955. This personal recollection of 


memorable wines and favorite meals with intimate friends 
remains one of Simon's most popular books. 
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EARLY 161
H CENTURY WINE CELLAR 


From: Andre L. Simon Bibliotheca Bacchica, 1972 


See "The History and Culture of Wine" by Kathleen Burk 
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A Toast to Eclipse: Arpad Haraszthy 
and the Sparkling Wine of Old San Francisco 


by Brian McGinty, 2012 
Reviewed by Bruce L. Johnson 


[Bruce L. Johnson has had a life·long Jove of wine, printing, and m'story. He was formerly Curator of the Edward C. Kemble Collections on 
Western Printing & Pubh'shing, then Director of Libraries for the California Historical Society in San Francisco, and, as an active member 
of the Book Club ofCaliform'a , he served on the Board of Directors and the Editorial Committee . He is the author of James Weld Towne: 
Pioneer San Francisco Printer, Publisher , and Paper Purveyor (2008) Tendril readers wj]] remember his earlier contribution to our 
Quarterl y, "Printing California 's Wine Labels ." - Ed.] 


I
N A TOAST TO ECLIPSE: Arpad Haraszthy and the Sparkling Wine of Old San Francisco, Brian McGinty , the 
great-great-grandson of Agoston Haraszthy , has written a natural segue from his earlier book, Strong Wine: 
The Life and Legend of Agoston Haraszthy (Stanford University Press, 1998). Just as Arp ad strove to secure 


his father 's reputation, so, too , McGinty strives here to secure the Haraszthy family 's place in California 's wine 
history . Not that the family needs much help , but now the story is well-documented and encompassed in two 
well-written and engaging volumes. 


cGINTY IS AN ATTORNEY, 
historian , and writer , who 
began his in-depth look at 
the Haraszthy family with 
Haraszthy at the .Mint(Los 
Angeles: Dawson's Book 
Shop , 1975). He spent the 
subsequent decades con -
ducting extensive research 
in Hungary , Wisconsin , 


California, and finally Nicaragua , where the elder 
Haraszthy met a strange death in 1869; McGint y' s 
research efforts have paid off. Based upon a wide 
array of material-government documents , original 
manuscripts , newspapers , and secondary sources , A 
Toast to Eclipse is an affectionate yet fair -minded 
appraisal , one that's willing to portray its subjects 
with warts and all. 


After summarizing Agoston Haraszthy 's (1812-
1869) trailblazing efforts to establish a world-class 
wine industry in California , a narrative fully explored 
in Strong Wine, McGinty closely follows Arpad 's 
career, his character , his faults , and his accomplish
ments. Even though in many minds Agoston 's 
reputation today often rests upon his association with 
Zinfandel-at least among people who have not read 
Strong Wine-his primary goal was to produce an 


excellent sparkling wine in California , one of the 
reasons he sent his third son (one of six children ) to be 
schooled at the city of Epernay in the Champagne 
region of France . Arpad spent two years at the House 
of de Venoge , studying every nuance of Champagne 
production , filling three volumes with his notes and 
illustrations. 


Although "The Manner in Which Champagne is 
Made ," published in the Dail v Alta California (20 May 
1861) was merely Arpad 's translation from one of his 
French textbooks , it marked a beginning . As with his 
father before him , and perhaps as important as 
Arpad 's efforts at viticulture on the ground were his 
writings in the press , which promoted grape growing 
and winemaking in California and the United States; 
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today these writings serve as neat summaries of the 
state of viticulture during the second half of the 19th 
century. To emphasize that point , no fewer than forty 
citations appear in the book 's Bibliography under 
Arpad's name, including a 12-part series for the 
California Wine, Wool and Stock Journal. In 1864 he 
also wrote an extensive piece on 'Wine-Making in 
California ," for Harper's New Monthly Magazine , and 
in 1871-72 four long articles with the same title 
appeared in San Francisco 's Overland Monthly. 


Arpad began his efforts to make sparkling wine at 
his father 's Buena Vista Winery in the fall and winter 
of 1862-1863 . Although Benjamin Wilson was 
probably first in this arena in the 1850s , followed by 
Pierre and Jean Louis Sainsevain , Arpad 's experi
ments with sparkling wine eventually paid off in 
greater measure than anyone else 's earlier efforts. 


Many hands have undoubtedly contributed to the 
discovery offeature articles about grapes and wine in 
San Francisco 's and other local newspapers, but the 
first· hand accounts of visits made by newspaper 
reporters to the vineyards and winemaking facilities 
of Agoston and Arp ad Haraszthy published in several 
of the fourteen newspapers cited in McGinty 's 
Bibliography bring a genuine sense of immediacy to 
the narrative in A Toast to EcHpse. The first of these 
correspondents represented the Alta California ; he 
summarized his two visits in page-one stories in July 
and September 1863, and the reports provide a 
detailed glimpse into the inner workings of the 
Haraszth y operation. Later, a reporter from the 
California Wine . Wool and Stock Journal paid a 
similar visit , and his story describes a tasting of 
"champagne from the rack ... which was of excellent 
qualit y," which resulted in some 5,000 bottles that 
year of Sparkling Buena Vista Champagne. 


If the wine industry in California was in its 
infancy in the 1850s , its impressive increase during 
the ensuing decade was due at least in part to Arpad 's 
efforts , not only through publicity , but also by 
attracting viticulturists to the state. By 1864 , the list 
included more than fifty names , tending almost 3,000 
acres, which represented an increase of almost sixty 
times that of the mid·l850s. Arpad formed partner
ships with several of these entrepreneurs , including 
Pietro Giovanari and , more importantly, Isidor 
Landsberger . Although Arpad 's efforts to make 
sparkling wine in the style of French Champagne 
(according to the method champenoise) with Lands· 
berger & Co. were most likely not an immediate 
success , by September 1867 their wine had won top 
premiums at county fairs and the California State 
Fair and were being shipped worldwide. The company 
became the first successful sparkling wine house in 
the state . Interestingly, lightly pressed Zinfandel 
grapes became an important element in Arpad 's 
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typical sparkling wine cuvee . 
After Agoston 's death in 1869, Arpad seemed 


determined to secure his father 's place as the pioneer 
winemaker in California-"the Father ofViniculture 
in California"-and very few have disagreed with the 
assertion that Agoston Haraszthy was, at least , a 
pioneer winemaker in the state. To be sure , detractors 
have made their cases through the years , which , of 
course , is their prerogative , but if Arpad was 
concerned about his father 's place in wine history , he 
need not have been. It is secure , as is now his own , 
thanks largely to A Toast to Echpse. Author McGinty 
does not mount a spirited defense of Arpad and 
Agoston against their detractors , but merely presents 
his documentation and states that Arpad would have 
stood up for the truth, were he alive . That low-key 
approach works quite well here. 


Arpad 's Eclipse Extra Dry , perhaps named after 
a celebrated 18th century racehorse , was first 
marketed in 1875. Bottles were entered into wine 
competitions almost immediately , and the awards 
followed. As McGinty notes , "At the American 
Institute Wine Fair held in New York in 1877, Eclipse 
won a 'medal of superiority ,' the highest medal the 
Institute had ever given for a beverage to that date. " 
Benjamin Cummings Truman , a booster of the Golden 
State if there ever was one , gave extraordinary praise 
for Eclipse, writing that it "far exceeds the French 
[product] , which is artificial to a very high degree ." 
Finally, the artist Samuel Marsden Brookes used 
bottles of Eclipse in several of his paintings , one of 
which graces the cover of A Toast to EcHpse. 


In 1880, Arpad joined 
Henry Epstein to form 
Arp ad Haraszthy & Co. The l'ures~ and Best Cha.mpagnet ill 


I.he :Market. 
The company 's San Fran· 
cisco facilities expanded to 
such an extent that, on 
average, 600,000 bottles of 
sparkling wine at various 
stages of aging could be 
stored in the company 's 
underground wine vaults. 
Besides providing his 
financial backing for the 
new company , Epstein had 
recently purchased the 
Orleans Vineyard north· 
west of Sacramento for 
$28,000. In 1885 , the 
partners erected a winery. 
Arpad built a bungalow 
overlooking the winer y and 
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he stayed in "Arpad 's Cot· mm at Dinners an! Banquets. 


tage" during his frequent 
visits to act as sparkling 







winemaster. Arpad changed his cuvees annually to 
achieve the characteristics he wanted for the three 
sparkling wines produced by the company-Grand 
Prix , Sillery Mousseau, and, the mainstay , Extra Dry 
Eclipse. 


Like his father before him, Arpad sought 
leadership roles in California's wine industry, first by 
accepting the presidency of the California State 
Vinicultural Society from 1878 to 1886; from this 
position he continued to advocate for state-funded 
programs that would promote grapes and the produc
tion of California wine. The work of Arpad , Charles 
Wetmore , and others bore fruit in 1880 with the 
formation of the Board of State Viticultural Commis
sioners; Arpad was the first commissioner for the San 
Francisco district. The Board took important steps to 
help secure the future of grape and wine production 
in California, such as the formation of a Committee on 
Phylloxera , Vine Pests and Diseases of the Vine, and 
the founding of a library to house books about wine 
and vineyard culture. 


In 1883, Arpad tried to expand his activities into 
the El Cajon Valley of Southern California, hoping it 
might become a grape-growing Eden , and the next 
year he was elected president of the El Cajon Land 
Company. The Valley never became the vision that 
the Land Company 's investors had dreamt, however, 
and development in that arena had to wait until the 
20th century. 


In two consecutive chapters, "The Zinfandel 
Connection" and "His Cup of Content ," McGinty 
tackles perhaps the most controversial subject 
involving Agoston and Arpad Haraszthy, the son's 
claim that his father brought the first Zinfandel vines 
to California in the early 1850s , possibly as early as 
1852 . Arpad 's statement was widely accepted until 
more than a century passed and wine historian 
Charles L. Sullivan began to challenge it. Sullivan 
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made for pecuniary gain. Other wine historians, most 
notably Thomas Pinney, author of A History of Wine 
in America: From the Beginnings to Prohibition , 
endorsed Sullivan 's arguments. 


In Strong Wine, however, and again in summary 
fashion in A Toast to Eclipse, McGinty presents 
convincing evidence with meticulous documentation 
that tends clearly to corroborate Arpad's recollections 
about his father , that the elder Haraszthy may very 
well have obtained Zinfandel vines as early as 1852 
with the help of Lazar Meszaros , a horticulturalist 
with a nursery in New Jersey. The question, however , 
will never be answered conclusively. 


In any case, and setting aside the controversies 
about who fathered California 's wine industry or 
brought Zinfandel to the state, Arpad's contempo
raries thought highly of the man. At a party in 1888 
to honor him, and as cheers filled San Francisco's 
Pioneer Hall, Charles Wetmore introduced the man 
"whose genius, understanding , industry and patriotic 
zeal have won for him a place in the hearts of the 
people." 


In the later years of his life , Arpad Haraszthy 
continued doing what he knew best-writing about 
California wine and making Eclipse. One of his more 
popular essays, "How to Drink Wine," was published 
several times in his own lifetime and reprinted even 
more extensively following his death. Arpad remained 
sensitive to critics who said French Champagne was 
better than California's sparkling wine, including his 
Eclipse . That the criticism was often leveled by people 
who may not have been totally unbiased, including 
Baron von Mumm, the German head of the French 
Champagne house of G.H. Mumm , brought renewed 
support of the American product from many quarters. 
Even so, California wine in general was still held in 
low esteem by too many Americans , who stubbornly 
clung to the notion that good wine could be produced 
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claims that others 
cultivated Zinfandel 
on the East Coast in 
the early 19th cen
tury and indeed 
brought that grape 
variety to California 
in the 1850s. He 
also argues that 
there is no credible 
evidence that Har
aszthy brought the 
Zinfandel to Cali
fornia and that 
Arpad 's claim about 
his father 's primacy 
was false , '·almost 
pur e hokum ," and 
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in Europe , but not 
in California. 
Economic depres
sions adversely af
fected the fortunes 
of many businesses, 
including the wine 
business , which also 
suffered from in
creased vineyard 
production and fal
ling consumption 
into the 1890s. 
Arpad was not im
mune. The forma
tion of a joint stock 
company, the Cali-
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ation , which would try to stabilize the state 's wine 
market , resulted mainly in controversy and 
recrimination, and did little to solve the problems 
besetting the industry at the end of the century. 


Unexpectedly, Arpad Haraszthy died of heart 
failure in November 1900 ; he was 60 years old. In the 
Afterword, McGinty offers a summary of contempo
rary assessments of the man as reported in the public 
press. Some of what they wrote was family legend , 
but not all , for Arpad had indeed worked "valiantly to 
make the dream of a high quality California sparkling 
wine a reality ." He "never compromised his viti
cultural ideals ," and he made significant contributions 
to the field as a writer and speaker. If Arpad 's 
insistence that his father was the first one to bring 
Zinfandel into the state was his Achilles Heel , as 
McGinty suggests, there seems to exist ample 
evidence in support of Arp ad 's other accomplishments 
to render any negative judgment in "The Zinfandel 
Connection " fairly moot. 


A Toast to Eclipse: Arpad Haraszthy and the 
Sparkling Wine of Old San Francisco will find favor 
among both wine enthusiasts and students of 
California history. McGinty has done his research 
extremely well , and his narrative is insightful and 
refreshing; through A Toast to Echpse one easily 
gains an appreciation for Agoston and Arpad 
Haraszthy, Eclipse , and the process in 19th-century 
California of making a wine sparkle . 


A Toast to Eclipse: Arpad Haraszthy and the Sparkling 
Wine of Old San Francisco by Brian McGinty. Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press , 2012. xii , 244 pages. 
Illustrated with historical images , many from the author 's 
private collection. 


NOTE: Bruce Johnson is the editor ofEnophilatelica. the quarterly 
journal of the Wine on Stamps Stud y Unit, and Philateli·Graphic s. 
the publication of the Graphics Philatel y Assn . If you have wine 
or printing philatelic interests , email Bruce at indvbrucel @ 
vahoo.com and become a member . 


Celebrate ! 


NEWS"'~ 


Welcome! Derek Turnbull (drt@drturnbull.co .uk). 
Derek 's special interest in wine and wine books is 
Port , and his website www.booksaboutport.com con
tains a good selection of Port books and many general 
books on wine , with brief descriptions of contents , &c. 
Alder Yarrow (alder@vinography.com ) is the founder 
and editor of the award-winning wine and food blog , 
Vinography.com. See his review of The Drops of God 
this issue . With the gracious compliments of Tendril 
Elliott Mackey , we welcome to WT membership Jean -
Charles Boisset (St. Helena , CA) and Patrick J. West 
(Bancroft, Ontario , Canada) , while Tendril Randy 
Heinzen sent in a gift subscription/membership to 
Rich Schaefers (Talmage , CA). Graeme MacDonald 
of Oakville , CA (graeme.macdonald@hotmail.com ) has 
a fast growing collection of some 150 books with an 
emphasis on the technical and the historical aspects 
of wine. Welcome to all! 


JUST IN CASE 
anyone else has become hooked on Peter Pauper Press 
books with wine interest (see our Checklist , v.15 #3 
July 2005) , here is another one for your bookshelf: 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Selected Poems , 1967; 
edited and introduction by C. Merton Babcock , with 
several full-page illustrations by Wend y Watson , who 
also did the cover art. "Catawba Wine" is included , 
with a fitting illustration. 


A"CORKED"FAMil,Y 
Tendril Joe Lynch has turned up another winner: 
Amorim. A Family History 1870-1997 by Carlos 
Oliveira Santos (Portugal , 1997). This is a fine addi
tion to the few existing titles on the cork industry in 
our wine literature. It is a splendid two-volume 
history , 11 ':4 x 9, luxuriousl y illustrated , and bound 
in a rich forest-green cloth , with dust jackets. The 
two volumes (Vol.1:1870-1953 , 119 pp ; Vol.2: 1953-
1997, 210 pp) are housed in a matching slipcase. In 
our October 2009 WTQ (v.19 #4 , p.7), we briefly 
covered "Corked Literature " in the English language 
and listed seven titles on the subject (plus another 
five with "cork" in the title , although not at all helpful 
if you wish to know about corks ) . Perhaps Tendril 
members know of other titles to add to our list? 


Fine Drinking 
is the title of a recently found booklet that is quite 
lovely and would be a fine addition to any wine 
library . Issued c1949-1950 by Ayala Champagne : 
Croize t Brand y : Rocher Liqu eurs in London , the 26· 







page booklet was printed by the celebrated Curwen 
Press in its classic , handsome fashion. (Tendrils might 
remember that The Curwen Press printed a number 
of Andre Simon 's books and pamphlets, and all of the 
issues of Wine & Food for a 32-year run , 1934-1966.) 
Fine Drinking is printed in two colors and embel
lished with attractive woodcuts and drawings , while 
its pleasing card covers are a typically decorative 
Curwen Press wallpaper-like pattern . 


JAPANESE WINE NOVELS 
An amazing series originally written and published in 
Japan are now becoming available in English . The 
Drops of God by Tadashi Agi and Shu Okimoto , Vol. 
1-3 should be readily available on Amazon ; volumes 
4 and 5 are promised for June 2012. See full review 
this issue . 


NEW ANDRE SIMON REFERENCE BOOK!! 
Your Editor and Nomis Press are excitedly pleased to 
announce the publication of Printer's Ink: A Biblio
graphic Remembrance of Andre L. Simon and His 
Written Works by Gail G. Unzelman. A work in the 
making for some ten years, it is a handsome book in 
a format worthy of the appreciation of the "grand old 
man " of wine and food literature: each book is biblio· 
graphically described , with additional comments on 
the "why , who , and how ," and a color photograph to 
illustrate almost all of the titles . Please see enclosed 
Prospectus for full details . 


THE MAKERS OF AMERICAN WINE: 
A Record of Two Hundred Years , the latest work by 
eminent wine historian Thomas Pinney, is scheduled 
for release in early May. This engaging history is told 
through the lives of thirteen individuals-twelve men 
and one woman-who played significant roles in 
building the U.S. wine industry to what it is today. 
Watch for it! We promise a full review next issue. 


A Cordial Invitation 
is extended to all fellow Tendrils by Leo Lambiel
the dynamic collector of all things beautiful , including 
wine and wine books-to have a personal tour of the 
Lambiel Museum , an Art Site on Orcas Island , San 
Juan Islands , Washington . From Fine Art to Archi· 
tectural Follies this is the most extensive private · 
collection of the finest original artwork by the San 
Juan Islands ' bes t artists , from 1915 to the present : 
paintings , drawings , etchings , sculptures , murals , 
glasswork , photography , ceramics . In a very early 
issue of our journal (April 1997) we introduced Leo 
and the breath·taking setting for his wine library and 
cellar . Visit his website for a grand preview tour of his 
ever ·growing museum. www.lambielmuseum .org . 


GEORGIA'S WINERIES & VINEYARDS 
A Wine Lover's Guide 


has been written by fellow Tendril Warren R. 
Johnson (GA: A Little Local Color , 2011). His 73·page 
book- the first and only guide to the state 's wine 
country-is a lovely presentation with color photos of 
the wineries and vineyards , with detailed maps of 
each of the six winegrowing regions. The first print· 
run has sold out, but Warren is busily working on a 
second edition for this "ever·growing and ever
changing" wine industry. Salud! 


COPIES AVAILABLE FOR TENDRILS 
The WT Wine Book Collectors Society has a supply of 
Ernest Peninou 's History of the Orleans Hill Vine
yard & Winery of Arpad Haraszthy & Co. (1983). It 
is a nicely produced 33·page booklet in card covers (8 
x 5Y2), well illustrated . If you would like a copy for 
your library, email waywardtendrils@att.net . and we 
will be happy to send, with our compliments. 


''Emotionally triumphant novel" 
in "the sunlit elegance of California 's Napa Valley ... 
amid the lush green vineyards ... passion and intrigue 
unfolds" in Bed of Roses by best-selling author 
Katherine Stone (Warner Books , 1998). Sounds like a 
bedtime story. 


ENTERTAINING FIRST NOVEL 
Michael J. Caldwell, an Oregon winemaker and 
resta uranteur , brings a fine story together in Varietal 
Tendencies. Book I of the Crush Chronicles (Hood 
River , OR: Tannin Ink Press , 1997. 254 pp. Softcover). 
Intertwining three generations of a winemaking 
family , it is a war story , a love story , a winegrowing 
saga, and an antic meditation on the metaphysical 
characteristics of winegrape varietal characteristics . 
A recent email to the author relates that "Book II is 
progressing after 15 years, 3 restaurants , 2 kids ... " 


Dear Tendrils, 
We are keenly grateful for our longtime bountiful 
energy that relies solely on our members ' "vintage 
harvest and multi-volume" participation. Our WT 
Quarterly sincerely welcomes member contributions 
on favorite wine books , wine authors , or any other 
vinous·related printed material-South African wine 
literature, wine museums around the world , wine 
book collectors and their collections , wine fiction , 
ancient authors, new authors, old finds, new finds , 
does anyone collect Rubaiyats?-there is so much 
more to discover , and share. Tendril-ly, Your Editor . 







Creating Wine: The Emergence of a 
World Industry 1840-1914, by James Simpson 


Reviewed by John Maher 


"ambitious, stimulating and cogent" 


I
T CAN BE A RELIEF in the opinionated and faddish 
world of wine to embrace the dispassionate and 
data-led discipline of the economist. James 


Simpson is a British-born long-standing resident of 
Spain who is professor of history and economic 
institutions at Madrid's Carlos III University, where 
he specializes in the economic history of agriculture, 
particularly wine. 


The Emergence 
of a World Industry , 1840-1914 


Creating 


WINE 
JAMES SIMPSON 


Creating Wine is a 
discreetly elegant 
publication from 
Princeton University 
Press (2011) in its 
series "The Princeton 
Economic History of 
the Western World," 
that comes in a pale 
two-tone dustjacket 
embellished withjust 
a couple of small 
drawings of vines 
taken from a U.S . 19th 
century technical 
book on viticulture. 
There are thirteen 
diagrammatic maps 


of wine growing regions at the start of the work , which 
seemed initially either superfluous or insufficiently 
detailed, but which proved to be helpful in the course 
of reading , and have been useful subsequently as a 
quick reference resource. The introduction sets out the 
major structural distinction , still the case today, 
between a European wine industry-in which France, 
Italy and Spain accounted for 75 per cent of the wine 
produced worldwide-based on small , family-owned 
vineyards, and the situation in the New World where 
"viticulture and viniculture are highly concentrated 
and vertically integrated," giving rise to market 
domination by a small number of companies. The 
author also explains how cultivating vines, despite the 
intense labour requirement and uncertainties of 
output , was economically attractive to agricultural 
producers in Europe since work could be carried out 
during slack periods when there was little alternative 
employment on land that was often not suitable for 
other crops. In the New World growing conditions 
were often better , but access to markets tended to be 
difficult. 


The book's subtitle raises the question of why 
those particular dates were chosen, and James 
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Simpson explains that the period saw a transforma
tion in the production and consumption of wine 
through improved production and broader industrial 
developments such as transport and urbanization. 
The reader is reminded that before key nineteenth
century contributions to the scientific understanding 
and production of wine most wine that was consumed 
was of very low quality to start with and frequently 
adulterated further after production. A distinction is 
drawn from the outset between "fine" and "com -
modity" wine production, with the emphasis for the 
first on quality and high price and for the second on 
producing consistently "sound" wine in volume. It is 
worth repeating, as regards the latter , that hitherto 
winemaking practices had rendered this haphazard. 
One finds oneself wondering how wine came to be 
enjoyed at all before Pasteur 's Etudes sur le Vin 
(1866). 


The book is by no means a dry economic tome. It 
is full of illuminating detail and insight into the world 
of wine and the lives of winegrowers, from the art of 
pruning to the drinking habits of migrant labor
dubbed "golondrinas" (swallows) -inArgentina . There 
is the occasional questionable assertion. For example , 
the reader is correctly informed that "white wine can 
be made from either white or red grapes," but is it 
really accurate to add "with the latter producing a 
better-quality wine" (p. 20)? Nevertheless, eyecatching 
nuggets of information throughout the text give pause 
for thought. We may balk at the taxation levied on 
alcohol today, but it is instructive to read that in 
Britain "taxation on alcohol contributed 36 percent of 
national revenue in 1898-99" (p. 29). 


The period covered also saw the appearance of 
new vine diseases, such as both powdery and downy 
mildew, black rot and, most destructive of all , the 
phylloxera aphid which arrived in 1863 and proceeded 
gradually to devastate nearly all of Europe 's vine
yards. However , the fight against diseases and the 
increased price of wine resulting from reduced produc
tion saw the introduction of improved techniques and 
technology in vineyards and wine-making, alongside 
increased restrictions on the adulterated and artificial 
wines that had proliferated, contributed to the 
emergence of "genuine" wine as a commodity. These 
matters are the core of Part I of the work. 


Part II of the book , "The Causes of Export Failure" 
consists of a single chapter that focuses on the 
vagaries of the British market, undermined among 
other things by the chicanery of wine sellers. Part III 
concentrates on the fine wines: bordeaux , champagne, 
port and sherry. Champagne is revealed as perhaps 
the greatest success story of the period , benefitting 
from technological improvements in production and 
storage, such as the development of degorgement a la 
glace, greater control of sugar dosage, the develop-







ment-in Britain---of stronger glass bottles , and also 
from controlling bottling and creating brand identity 
and guarantees of authenticity through initiatives 
such as branded corks. The contrasting fortunes of 
port and sherry are telling , as the first successfully 
diversified in style according to changes in British 
taste while succeeding in consolidating quality, in 
direct contrast to the experience of sherry , for which 
this period shows a significant falling awa y from the 
late 1860s after a dramatic surge in growth 
immediately prior to this date . Ingenious initiatives to 
diversify-sparkling sherry or nonalcoholic sherry , 
an yone?-failed to flourish. 


One of the strengths of Creating Wine is its 
engagement with different wine regions, and this is 
especially true of the New World. This provides both 
comparative perspective and cool analysis as opposed 
to the specific enthusiasms of man y books about wine. 
California is presented as a wine region struggling to 
make headway, other than during a brief boom 
between 1873 and 1876, with hard fought progress 
being summarily interrupted by Prohibition. The 
California chapter lacks the detailed counterpoint 
and entertaining anecdotes about the wiles of 
shippers , blenders and retailers - that the presence 
and analysis of the British market provides for the 
European wines , as well as for Australia , and comes 
across as more of a potted histor y, as does the chapter 
on Argentina. Perhaps this less vivid picture reflects 
the reality of these wine industries at the time . The 
chapter on Australian wine, in contrast, presents an 
industry that went from strength to strength , in terms 
of quality and export volume , with the 0.27 million 
liters exported to Britain in 1885 rising to 4.5 million 
in 1902, a fifth of the amount imported from France. 


The transformation of the Argentine economy in 
the half-century before 1914 was remarkable . The 
massive southern European immigration of the period 
made Argentina distincti ve among the New World 
wine producers anal yzed in this stud y in being a wine· 
drinking society . However , it is almost a mirror-image 
of Australia , producing cheap wine in large quantities 
for domestic consumption , mainl y in Buenos Aires , 
which by 1910 had a population nearl y three t imes 
the size of that of Rome or Madrid with a more highly 
paid labour force. But where as Australia succeeded in 
exporting to Britain , the wines of Mendoza struggled 
-not just in terms of transport, but also with 
politicians and recalcitrant consumers-to get to 
Buenos Aires in good condi t ion , and to establish a 
dynamic marke t there . 


There are the usual rev iewer 's grumbles. This 
wide-ranging stud y might have benefitted from some 
engagement with exis t ing debates within the subject. 
It is hard to assess the exten t to which the data and 
arguments deployed confirm established orthodoxies 
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or provide a new perspective . Though there is a 
substantial bibliography , there is a far more substan· 
tial presence in the text of commentators from the 
period under study than there is of subsequent 
analysts. Despite the scope of the bibliography , there 
are some odd omissions. Just for California , of the 
titles described by Gail Unzelman in WTQ of July 
2011 as "the unquestionable cornerstones of California 
wine literature ," Agoston Haraszthy 's Grape Culture, 
Wines, and Wine-Making , George Husmann 's Grape 
Culture and Wine-Making in California, T. Hart Hy
att 's Handbook of Grape Culture, Emmet Rixford 's 
The Winepress and the Cellar and Frona Eunice 
Wait 's Wines and Vines of California, only Hyatt 's 
work appears. The fascinating Berry Bros . Price List 
from 1909 that is included at the end of the book does 
make one wonder whether Germany might not have 
been included. This is followed by an idiosyncraticall y 
brief glossary of English wine -related terms with their 
Spanish and French equivalents , and a bafflingly 
cryptic list and brief description of "Selected Grape 
Varieties " consisting of just three: Alicante bouschet , 
Aramon and Carignac , with no further explanation . 
Finally , the index is barely adequate . For my own 
area of interest , on encountering Alicante and 
Valencia in the text, they were now here to be found on 
consulting the index. On page 46, Catalonia and 
Valencia appear in the same sentence , apparentl y the 
only mention of Catalonia in the text , but only 
Catalonia is included in the index . Valencia comes up 
again on page 64 , while Alicante appears on at least 
three occasions , but neither makes the index. These 
ma y seem petty quibbles , but Princeton University 
Press has not done their best by the reader and the 
author in these respects . After all , the book is priced 
at $39.50, with the ebook edition also costing around 
$30 (since the digital edition is searchable an index 
may be thought to be less of a requirement , though 
this is a question on which there are strong views). 


Nevertheless , this book is ambitious , stimulating 
and cogent, and will be enjoyed by readers well 
beyond the confines of the academic environment , and 
by most people with an interest in the subject and 
history of wine. It has the virtue ofleading the reader 
to engage with and question the author 's arguments 
while doing likewise with some fondly cherished 
beliefs about the past and the present of wines that 
continue to dominate the wine world today. 


PRICE LIST. 


BERRY BRos. & Co., 
Establishe d in the XVII Century, at 


3 ST JAMES ' S STREET , 


LONDON 2. S.W : 







Jon Hurley's A Matter of Taste: A History 
of Wine Drinking in Britain 
Reviewed by John. Maher 


"informed and eclectic anecdotage.,, 


~~~~~~ HE READER'S RESPONSE to the 
phrase "crammed with wit and 
anecdote" on the dustjacket of A 
Matter of Taste (Tempus, 2005, 
256 pp , £20) is likely to indicate 
her enjoyment of the book as a 


[g~~~!!!i~ whole. Jon Hurley is both highly 
erudite and a compulsive wag and wordsmith. It is 
instructive to contrast its tone with the other work 
I reviewed this issue , Creating Wine by the 
economist James Simpson. Both books deal with the 
British market and its fashions , but the academic 
economist and the wide-ranging conviviality of Jon 
Hurley could not be further apart. I ought perhaps 
to state from the outset that the fact that the author 
has also written about bareknuckle prizefighters 
has in no way influenced me when I declare that I 
enjoyed his informed and eclectic anecdotage. A look 
at the fifty-nine short chapters listed on the 
contents page, running from chapter one "The 
Pharaohs , Inventors of Fine Wine " to chapter fifty
nine "The Future," conveys the all-encompassing 
scope of the work. Chapter sixteen still only has us 
as far as Chaucer , and then from chapter seventeen 
the author deals with the wines associated with the 
English market , from Sack to Chile and Argentina. 
After that Jon Hurley engages with a range of 
subjects close to his heart, including chapters on 
wine merchants, oak, "wine and sex" and "wine 
writers: necessary parasites." 


Within this welter of material , the author is 
broadly conventional in his enthusiasms regarding 
wine and wine writers. He approves of Bordeaux , 
Burgundy, Andre Simon , Hugh Johnson and 
Michael Broadbent (as opposed to "the spottier 
breeds of wine scribblers, brought up on a diet of 
late night porn "), as well as corks. Originally from 
Ireland (he is the author of two autobiographical 
novels It's Late Very Early: Growing up in 1950s 
Dublin and The Weighing Room) , Hurley is alert to 
the influence exerted by Irishmen on the develop
ment of the wine trade, especially in Bordeaux, and 
also in Australia in the person of James Busby 
(1801-71 ), "the Father and the Prophet" of the 
Australian wine industry . In true Irish fashion , he 
reserves his sternest opprobrium for a fellow 
countryman, the urbane Maurice Healy , described 
here as "pompous and antisemitic" (p.163) . Similar-
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ly, when writing of the efforts of the British "Lord's 
Day Observance Society " to prevent supermarkets 
trading on Sunday, it seems unfair to an author 
with an at best complicated relationship with 
organized religion to describe its members as 
"James Joyce clones in wet macs" (p.189). It is fair 
to say that Jon Hurley can on occasion be reluctant 
to allow niceties of judgment to interfere with an 
eye·catching turn of phrase. 


In this respect it is worth commenting on the 
excellence of the book 's illustrations. Even for 
collectors of books about wine , enough range and 
imagination has been put into the digging out of 
these for them to repay close study , which is in any 
case further imposed by a sometimes peculiar 
relationship to the associated text . This can also be 
quirky or cryptic-alongside a label of a 1988 Napa 
Valley Chardonnay from the Robert Mondavi 
Winery (Illustration No .66) the accompanying text 
reads "Robert Mondavi , Napa 's passionate inno· 
vator. A charming pensioner, he's still a man. " I 
spent some time pondering whether this was a 
Dublinism or a misprint , and relishing the 
ambiguity. This is true of the book as a whole . It is a 
bit like being on the receiving end of an unstoppable 
flow of forcefully flamboyant information and 
opinions offered from somewhere between a Dublin 
bar stool and an English country house . This 
reviewer , for one, felt rather at home in Jon Hur
ley 's company. If any reader should care to seek it 
out beyond the pages of this book, the author and 
his wife have been running excellent-sounding wine 
weekends in the Wye Valley, Herefordshire , for over 
thirty years, more information is available via 
www.wineweekends.com . 
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Dying On the Vine: 
How Phylloxera Transformed Wine 


A Review by Will Brown 


[ Tendril readers wiJJ welcome once again a look at a new book for 
our wine library, re viewed by phy sician , winemaker , and Oregon 
wine his torian WiJJ Brown . - Ed.] 


" ... should be required reading ... " 


~--:;:-----, T SEEMS LIKE YESTERDAY that a new 
~~(.j~~~ book on phylloxera was published , 


but it has been seven years since 
Christy Campbell 's The Botanist and 
the Vintnerwas released. The author 
of this book, George Gale, Professor of 
Philosophy at the University of 
Missouri - Kansas City , and author of 


~=~==___;= Theory of Science: An Introduction to 
the History, Logic and Philosophy of Science (1979) , 
offers this study based on new information from 
France and California. 


The story line of the phylloxera epidemic in the 
nineteenth centur y is probably at least somewhat 
known to most wine people bu t bears repeating as 
new information is acquired . 


Gale recognizes that this outbreak marked the 
beginning of "Big Science " where government , 
industr y and research universities work together to 
solve problems which are beyond the capabilities of 
each acting independently. 


In the beginning , about 1868 , a few hectares of 
grapes in th e southern Rhone were found to be dying 
ofan unknown vine malady . Faculty of the University 
ofMontpellier and the Ecole Agronomique headed by 
the eminent botanist J.·E. Planchon were recruited 
for the investigation . Only when live vine roots were 
exposed were the ph ylloxera organisms seen for the 
first time . Planchon recognized straight away that 
these insects had to be the cause of the vine disease . 
This assumption soon created serious opposition in 
high places which maintained that the true causes 
were environmental factors and vine management 
and that the insects were opportunistic. This cause or 
effect dispute was to persist for the nex t seven years. 
At length , with the help of Missouri entomologist 
Charles V. Riley , the insect was identified and found 
to be of American origin and t he complex life cycle of 
the insect was elaborated. 


The industry clamored for a defense against the 
organism and the government offered a prize for the 
solution. Three approaches showed some promise . 
When it was determined tha t the organism did not 
attack vines growing in sand , vineyards were planted 
in that milieu , but the extent of planting was limited 
by the available hectares of sand. It wa s also 
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determined that flooding the vineyard sent the bug 
into remission , but because this approach was limited 
by the availability of nearly flat land , and required 
large amounts of water , it was expensive and 
inefficient. The third was the chemical approach 
when it was found that carbon bisulfi.de (CS2 ) or its 
potassium salt was an effective antidote. However, 
the material was volatile , difficult to apply under 
ground and costly. Major estates were able to afford 
to employ this modality for a few decades but it was 
not practical for the small farmer. 


When it became apparent that the source of the 
problem also embodied the solution, resistant 
American vines began to be employed. At first , 
against significant opposition , direct·producing vines 
were planted but proved unsatisfactory for 
organoleptic reasons , and fear of importing more 
phylloxera from America . 


In the end it finally became apparent that the 
solution to the problem would be to graft the VitI.s 
vinifera scions onto resistant American rootstocks . 
This approach was not without major problems. 
Different stocks had differing environmental require· 
ments of soil and climate, and their physiological 
properties were different. In the end , hybrid root· 
stocks of varying resistance were created and found 
their niches. The environmental problem of calcareous 
soils in the Charente (Cognac ) and parts of Burgundy 
and Champagne which caused degrees of chlorosis in 
the plants was solved with the help of American plant 
breeder Thomas V. Munson by the use of the root· 
stock Vi"tis berlandieri found growing wild in Texas. 
Meanwhile, French plant breeders developed 
resistant hybrid plants by crossing Vitis vinifera and 
American varieties which could be planted directly. 
Although these creations became popular , they were 
eventually highly restricted by the French govern· 
ment and later by the European Union . At present 
they are mostly in the domaine of the peasant farmer 
in polyculture. 


By the early twentieth century phylloxera was 
under control in France , but over time had spread 
throughout Europe and beyond to Australia, South 
Africa , and North and South America . The responses 
of governments in afflicted countries generally 
followed the French model with local variations and 
with varying degrees of success. 


When phylloxera was first identified in California 
in 1873, "Big Science" intervened and, after decades 
of field tests , recommended in the end several 
rootstocks , one of which was a cross between Aramon , 
a Vit1s vinifera and Vit1s rupestns known as AxRl. 
The Europeans knew this stock was not completel y 
resistant because it had failed there in several 
locations , but under California conditions it per· 
formed well , particularly in vigor , crop load and ease 







of propagation. With the interlude of Prohibition , 
planting of this stock did not become prevalent until 
the wine boom of the nineteen sixties. Several decades 
later the bug reemerged creating a major problem for 
the industry , particularly in Napa and Sonoma 
Counties. Since the original endorsement of the 
rootstock was by the University of California at Davis , 
this institution soon came under fire . The University 
found that the phylloxera itself had changed and 
labeled the new variety Biotype B. Different stocks 
were subsequently employed and much of the 
northern California vignoble reconstituted. Fortu· 
nately this enabled the planting of varieties more 
suited to the locales and thus had a silver lining 
notwithstanding the huge expense . 


This book is a good read because the author is 
knowledgeable, organized and a good writer-except 
for a few lapses into the vernacular. There are 
appendices on the Life Cycle of Phylloxera , the 
American Wild Grape Species and on Old American 
Varieties. There are also extensive endnotes which 
are not to be ignored because of their valuable 
content , and there is a fine bibliography. My unique 
quarrel with the author is that I felt in reading the 
section on California that he had an axe to grind 
against U.C. Davis which reached almost vendetta 
proportions. My suspicion was not lowered when I 
noted in the acknowledgments section that at U.C. 
Davis , while contributions from the Library , Entom· 
ology, and History and Philosophy of Science were 
recognized, the Department of Viticulture and Eno lo· 
gy escaped any mention whatsoever-which suggests 
to me that he might be persona non grata there. 


This book has several English-language competi
tors which should be considered by the reader who 
only wants to consult one book on the subject. The 
Botanist and the Vintner (noted earlier ) by Christ y 
Campbell , a British investigative historian , is an 
entertaining read and seems authoritative , but in a 
WTQ review shortly after its publication, wine 
historian Thomas Pinney found a plethora of errors in 
the material he was familiar with , placing suspicion 
on the reliability of the remaining text. I also found 
the book title to be misleading ; I know that the 
Botanist mentioned is J .·E. Planchon but who is the 
Vintner? No winemakers are mentioned in the text . 
The subtitle How Wine Was Saved for the World is 
closer to the mark. The original and still ver y 
authoritative treatment of the subject is George 
Ordish 's The Great Wine Bh'ght. Those requiring 
elegant prose in historical writing will be in their 
element here , but unfortunatel y the book was 
published in 1972, with a revised edition in 1987, and 
is sadly out of date. The section on California for 
example is composed of three paragraphs , compared 
to George Gale 's thirty·five pages in Dying on the 
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Vine. Finally , there is Science , Vine, and Wine in 
Modern France (1996) by Harry Paul , a professor of 
History of Science at the University of Florida . His 
book has a very academic discussion of rootstock 
development in France (120 pp) and has the addi· 
tional bonus of treating topics in winemaking in 
France as well . 


In summary , Dying on the Vine hits the mark for 
well·researched history , good writing and up to date 
material. It also covers the economic impact of this 
disease in France and elsewhere in Europe and the 
dislocations of the small winegrowers man y of whom 
were displaced to Algeria , Tunisia and the new world . 
This book will find niches in more than the world of 
wine where it should be required reading , but is a 
case study in history , sociology and economics as well 
as the science of the vine, from the point of view of a 
disaster with its impact on the lives of people , supply 
and demand and the further influence of new tech· 
nologies on society . Highl y recommended . 


Dying on the Vine. How Phy lloxera Transformed Wine by 
George Gale, Berkele y: U.C . Press , 2011. 323 pp . 
Illustrated . Cloth . $39.95 . 
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Valencians Contra la Fil·loxera 
(Catalan Edition) by Joan C. Martin 


Reviewed by Jan Reinhart 


[ We have been favoured with a review by Jan Reinhart of this 
book, written in Catalan, about Spanish Valencia's early 2d1' 
century battle with phylloxera . Jan , a writer and translator who 
specializes in Catalan and Portuguese literature , has been in 
correspondence with Valencian Tendril John Maher, who 
recommended him to review this landmark book. Currently Jan 
manages the film and music libraries at Rutgers University in 
New Jersey ;previousl y he worked as a reporter for newspapers in 
the Midwest and East Coast. We are deeply grateful for his 
generosity. Ed.) 


HEN THE PHYLLOXERA plague 
began to wipe out entire vine· 
yards in France and Germany in 
the late nineteenth century , 
winemakers in the V alencian 
region of Eastern Spain at first 
prospered. Where there were 


~lill!l~m~i!i!§;irili 425,000 acres under vine in the 
Valencia ·Alicante region in 1870, by the last year of 
the century it had surpassed 600 ,000 acres. Great 
estates expanded their plantings and humble 
peasants cleared rocky hillsides to accommodate the 
gaping void in European wine production. 


And then it all ended in the space of about three 
years. The plague entered the previously phylloxera· 
free Valencian lands in 1904 from Catalonia in the 
north and Murcia in the south , a pincer attack on an 
industry that had been conducted in the Iberian 
Levant (with one long-Muslim dominated interrup· 
tion) for at least three thousand years. Restoration 
took decades and transformed traditional Valencian 
society , but with less than 170,000 acres even now 
under vine it can only be classified as a partial 
recovery . 


"Phylloxera was the biggest catastrophe in twenty 
centuries of European agriculture," writes Joan 
Martin in his new book, Valencians contra la 
FiHoxera (Valencians vs . phylloxera). Martin says it 
is only comparable in devastation to the nearly coeval 
Irish Potato Famine, "with the difference that almost 
the totality of that tragedy was concentrated in 
Ireland, while the wine plague included all of 
Europe. " 


Martin, 59, was born to a small winemaking 
famil y in the dusty county ofFoia de Bunyol , located 
directly west and upland of Valencia on the frontier of 
Catalan-speaking Eastern Spain. (His name, Joan, 
pronounced 'zhu-AN ', is the Catalan equivalent of the 
Castilian Juan.) From those humble origins he rose to 
become an innovative winemaker , director of several 
of the region 's top wineries and the foremost writer on 
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wine for Valencia 's biggest newspapers. As a boy, 
Martin spent summers with his father in the old 
family seat in Xest , where he heard older relatives 
talk in hushed tones about the "bicha," or insect that 
nearly wiped them out two generations before and 
continued to haunt the arid landscape. In particular 
he recalls his father 's detailed relation of the plague 
on a train trip back to Valencia 50 years ago. 
"Between the darkness of the fields that unfolded on 
the other side of the coach window , the sooty smoke of 
the steam engine of the regional train, hurling , 
buffeting with shocking force against the glass , I 
imagined the "bicha, " the damned phylloxera . . . as a 
giant monster that strode through the night, 
emerging from the graves, pits and entrances to the 
earth in order to kill everything in its path: grape 
vines , trees, mules, dogs, men, children. It was like 
that imaginary yet nonetheless lethal demon in the 
Fred Wilcox movie "Forbidden Planet" (1956), a 
mythic monster of the subconscious , a monster of the 
Id . My father told me that phylloxera was a parasite , 
that it was a worm and also a chrysalis , but I couldn 't 
make sense of this - I had silkworms in a shoebox and 
they fed off mulberry leaves. " 


Winemaking arrived in Valencia in the eighth 
century BCE, introduced to the Celtiberian peoples of 
littoral Iberia by the Tartessians , Phoenicians and 
Greeks, and later organized and improved by the 
Romans in their villae rusticae. In fact , the Roman 
practice of growing grapes "en parral" with rows of 
freestanding vines, was revived by Valencian 
vineyardists in the 1980s. That technique and many 
others were lost during Valencia's half millennium of 
Muslim domination, when most of the country's 
vineyards were ripped up in conformity with the 
strictures of Islamic law (even grapes for raisins got 
the ax) . 


With the Reconquest of Valencia under J aume I of 
Aragon in 1238, wine cellars were rebuilt and vines 
replanted largely by those two famous military orders 
of the Catholic Church: the Knights Templar and the 
Hospitalers . A later "crusade " of Catalan adventurers 
to aid/overthrow the emperor of the Byzantium 
brought back what are now Valencia 's two most 
important wine grapes : the Malvasia and the 
Monastrell. 


The replanting was nonetheless a slow process , 
gradually gaining momentum in the years following 
the wrenching expulsion of Valencia 's lingering 
morisco (Moorish) in 1609. The region was resettled 
by colonists from the nearby Balearic Isles , who 
brought with them their Catalan language and 
viticulture. With these settlers came a new emphasis 
on smaller vineyards , many only a few acres . In his 
book , Martin describes the establishment of one such 
vineyard in the boulder strewn hills above Xest. 







Extended family had to help with the grinding effort 
of breaking and clearing away rock to expose the dry 
but fertile soil. Children as young as 10 helped by 
chiseling down larger rocks. "Blow by blow , hour after 
hour , day after day, week after week, with titanic 
patience, with the faith of the humble , they ham· 
mered away until the stone fell into pieces that could 
be hauled away by mules guided by their parents" to 
build roadside walls. 


The pace and extent of the establishment of these 
vinyes exploded after the accidental introduction of 
Daktulosphaira vitifoliae or grape phylloxera in 
England in the 1850s. This species of root lice is 
common to Northeastern America , where grapevines 
have long evolved resistance to their attacks , but 
when clueless British horticulturists brought Ameri· 
can grapes to Europe it was soon discovered that Vitis 
vinifera had no defense against them. Within a 
decade the lice , which ends its life cycle as a winged 
nymph , had spread to continental Europe, obliter
ating vineyards in all but the sandiest and sunniest 
locations where the insect pest could not thrive. (To 
this day, Vitis vinifera can be grown on their own 
rootstock in the dunes of extreme southwestern 
France-the "vins de sable"). 


That Valencia's wine boom was short lived came 
as no surprise to the brilliant young agronomist 
Rafael Janini , who tried for a decade around the turn 
of the century to warn vineyardists and his superiors 
in the regional and national governments of the 
gathering disaster. It fell on willfully deaf ears. Even 
as the plague began to take shape after 1904, Janini 
found the caciques, or corrupt local politicians , 
ignoring panicked cries for help from small growers 
and falsifying municipal reports to hide the truth. "It 
was an epoch of uncontrolled economic growth, an era 
of laissez faire , where the greed and ambition of savvy 
political operators was the whip driving European 
viticulture and the wine trade to catastrophe," Martin 
ruefully writes. 


Of course , as the bicha wiped out vast numbers of 
vineyards in the space of three years (by 1916 only 
50,000 acres were left fully functioning) , Janini got 
the desperate attention of his countrymen and the 
legislative support to make a difference . In Septem· 
her 1909 he organized a groundbreaking conference to 
promote recent innovations against the lice: namely , 
the use of American rootstock-ironically the source 
of the original outbreak-with grafting of European 
wine grapes above. From his headquarters in the 
Plain of Utiel in Western Valencia, he supervised the 
cultivation of nearl y a million rootstock vines. Many 
of his nursery workers were women from local vine· 
yards , eager to help their impoverished families with 
a steady source of income . Even in this he was 
opposed by conservative local authorities , who Martin 
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notes "sought to exploit the envy of jobless men , filled 
with anxiety about the plague ." 


What followed was no quick road to recovery , but 
decades of hard work and many reversals. The 
infected vines had to be ripped out and burned , their 
ashes buried in stone vaults. "Nobody wanted that 
wood," Martin says . "They were terrified of it-it had 
'la bicha ' ." Imagine extirpating a vine of 20·foot length 
from rocky soil with only the help of a mule. Imagine 
doing that 2,000 times for a small landholding , and 
then deeply tilling and fumigating the stony soil until, 
after a fallow period you could replant the whole lot, 
sometimes repeatedly. Martin calls the project "ho· 
meric " in scope. It is no wonder that so many 
abandoned bancals can found throughout the region . 


Out of much suffering came important innova· 
tions , however. Martin notes that important wine 
cooperatives and associations active to this day 
sprang up to help the survivors of the plague. These 
institutionalized technical resources helped small 
growers avoid the abusive practices of the wine trade 
middlemen and corrupt local officials. Not 
surprisingly , out of these organizations grew demo· 
cratic political movements that flourished before and 
persisted during the dictadura of Francisco Franco . 
Martin drew considerable comment in the Valencian 
press and blogosphere when he reintroduced the 
honored old Valencian term "conjugal ' in his book to 
describe the genuine common engagement and 
community spirit that twice resurrected his home· 
land 's dying wine industry. The implication is that 
Valencia, foundering politically in a new era of 
corrupt caciques and economic disaster, needs to 
return to that ancient value. 


Not the least of Janini and his successors ' 
accomplishments was the intentional salvaging of 
Valencia 's wonderful autochthonous grapes as the 
new vines were planted. Monastrell, Bobal, Forcallat 
(reds) and Malvasia, Mersseguera, Macabeu and Pere 
Ximenes (whites) are but a few of these historic 
varieties now growing on American rootstock. Think 
of that next time you uncork a Jumilla. 


Valencians Contra la Fil·Joxera by Joan C. Martin. 
Valencia :Anaconda Editions , 2011. 184pp . Illus . Softcover. 
$25 . NOTE: Joan Martin earlier authored Els Vins de ]'Arc 
Mediterram·. D'Alacant a Montpeller(2009 ) and Valencia, 
Land of Wine: A Winemaker's Selection (2007). The 
English-language edition of Valencia was translated by 
John Maher (see WTQ , v.21 #2). 







Wine in California: The Early Years 
The Great Valley and Its Foothills 


PART II: The Sacramento Valley- Continued 
by Charles L. Sullivan 


[Our !Jh installment of historian Charles Sullivan's never-before-published, in-depth historical study of the early pioneers and framers of 
California 's wine industry returns us to the state's great Central Valley, where some of the "best stories are tales of colossal failures. " We 
begin with his introduction from Part I of this chapter. As with his previous chapters , extensive, informative footnotes , with a substantial 
h"brary of references , are provided. - Ed.] 


CALIFORNIA'S GREAT VALLEY, more popularly known as the Central Valley, is one the world's outstanding agri
cultural regions. With but one percent of the nation's farmland it produces about eight percent of the country's 
agricultural output. One of its most important products is the grape, for eating, for raisins , for wine and for 
brandy. In terms of value , grapes are today the regions most important crop. Fresno County is the most productive 
agricultural county in the nation and contains almost twenty·six percent of California's grape vines. But these 
facts are really not suggestive of the winegrowing history of the region during California 's first half century of 
statehood, as I shall try to explain in this chapter. There is one theme here that does run through the state's 160 
years. For the producers of wine and brandy in the Central Valley their efforts might be thought of as a long ride 
on a roller coaster. 


Natoma 
OR ABOUT TWENTY-FIVE years 
in the last half of the nine· 
teenth century the name 
"Natoma" was well known to 
all Californians interested in 
the state 's wine. Today it sur· 
vives as a place name for a 
small lake and for a little 
town northeast of Sacra· 
mento. Most of the land once 
covered by thousands of acres 
of grape vines now lies sub· 


merged under Folsom Lake , created when the Folsom 
Dam and Reservoir was created in the 1950s, 
damming the American River. The Sacramento and El 
Dorado County line runs through the lake, as it 
divided this wine country over a hundred years ago. 
The lake 's elevation is 466 feet; four miles down· 
stream little Natoma sits at 165 feet; five miles north 
of the lake the town of Pilot Hill looks down from 1150 
feet. The great river used to pour down very swiftly 
from the lower foothills into the . valley. Was this 
former wine country in the Sierra Foothills or the 
Great Valley? I'll follow historian Eric Costa's lead in 
his Gold and Wine (2010) and place the Natoma area 
in the foothills . 


For millions of years the three forks of the 
American River have been rushing out of the Sierra, 
coming together south of Coloma, where gold was 
discovered February 12, 1848. During the summer of 
that year crowds of Forty Eighters poured in, many of 
them Mormons, who gave the name to this area on 
the river , Mormon Bar. The chief towns there were 
Folsom and Mormon Island. In 1849 the entire area 
for miles was a sea of miners' tents. But by the late 
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fifties, as was the case throughout the foothills, placer 
mining activity was gradually supplemented by 
agriculture, particularly horticulture, and around 
Mormon Island by the sixties , viticulture. 


B. N. Bugbey 


I
n 1861 the California Farmer began boosting this 
area of the lower American River basin as a future 
center for viticultural development. 45 In that year 


a Connecticut man, Benjamin N. Bugbey (1827-
1914), bought land north of Mormon Island and 
planted eight acres of Mission vines. He called his 
place Natoma Vineyard. From neighbors' grapes he 
actually made red wine that year for which he won a 
premium at the 1863 State Fair. 


Bugbey had sailed for California in 1848 and 
spent the next years in various commercial ventures 
before he bought his land. In an 1870 biographical 
essay written for the State Agricultural Society he 
gave no hint as to how he acquired his passion for 
viticulture and wine growing, but he obviously had full 
possession of the fever when he planted his first vine. 
The Society Transactions categorized Bugbey's place 
as "a mountain vineyard, low down among the foot· 
hills."46 


Before the sixties were over Natoma Vineyard was 
well established as the most important winegrowing 
operation in the El Dorado foothills. Production was 
consistently more than 50,000 gallons, from vineyards 
that had grown to 150 acres. In 1863 he began 
producing brandy and in 1868 was the first to install 
a Johnston still, soon to be the standard of the 
industry in the seventies. 47 


Bugbey even began producing sparkling wine in 
1868, aided by a German expert in Sekt production. 
For a while he was selling 4000 cases per year , before 







disaster struck later in the seventies. In 1863 he 
acquired Hungarian Feher Szagos vines and made 
good dessert wine from them. More important , he 
later demonstrated the raisin potential for the region 
with his experiments with that variety. 48 


Bugbey began shipping his wines east by sea in 
1867 , first to his family and business connections in 
Hartford, Connecticut. When rails finally linked 
California to the East Coast in 1869, Natoma wines 
were among the first to make the trip, including a 
case for President Grant. By 1871 Bugbey had sales 
outlets all over the east and midwest ; Chicago , St. 
Louis, Buffalo , Boston, New York City and Washing· 
ton DC were the most important. 


Natoma expanded and flourished through the 
sixties. A glance at his awards for wine, brandy and 
grape collections immediately explains B. N. Bugbey's 
fame. Between 1863 and 1871 he won 35 awards at 
the State Fair , mostly first places . In those years each 
department for awards at the fair presented a special 
gold medal to the outstanding overall entrant in that 
division. There was one for livestock, machinery, food 
products, etc. For some reason wines , brandies and 
grape collections were not always in the same 
department from year to year. But in 1867 , 
1868 and 1870 Bugbey won one of those 
special gold medals. 49 


In 1871 he again stood for a grand gold. 
He had entered twenty ·seven wines and 
brandies in the individual premium sections 
and won three firsts, more than any other 
producer. His grape collection included 
twenty·two varieties and also won a first. But 
the judges gave the grand gold this year to a 
silk producer in Placerville. 


Historically Bugbey stands out as the first 
in California systematically to test and evaluate a 
large number of grape varieties for their wine 
potential. His approach was almost the same as 
Professor Hilgard's fifteen years later at Berkeley. 
Dozens of unblended varietal wines were fermented 
in five·gallon lots and then evaluated. In the early 
sixties almost all the varieties available to him were 
those he could get from Sacramento area nurseries , 
mostl y East Coast vinifera varieties usually used as 
table grapes . For Bugbey the Muscat varieties were 
particularl y successful. His most successful white 
table wine was made from the Spanish Verdelho, 
which Hilgard later praised as an exceptional 
example of a wine made from grapes of fine quality. 50 


Bugbey also liked the Red Traminer , but his favorite 
red was the Zinfandel , whose cuttings he distributed 
to other foothill growers. In fact , he and Sacramento 
nurseryman Anthony Smith were primarily 
r esponsible for the success and early spread of 
Zinfandel vine yards in the Sierra Foothills. 51 
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The disasters Bugbey encountered later in the 
seventies were fire and economic depression. First , in 
1871 , and twice later , his winery and warehouses 
were destroyed or damaged by fire. In the process he 
lost thousands of gallons of wine , not fully covered by 
insurance. Yet in 1874 at the State Fair he managed 
to win first awards for both his red and white table 
wines, his sherry (from Feher Szagos) , and his 
brandy. But his debt was heavy and rising. Already 
the devastating effect of the national depression on 
the state 's wine industry was making for sobering 
news in the Agricultural Society 's usually upbeat 
Transactions. 52 


Finally in 1879 Bugbey had to give up Natoma to 
his creditors. But we shall see that the wine com· 
munity he pioneered survived. His personal successes 
were not forgotten, nor was his experimental 
approach to selecting useful grape varieties. He lived 
on for 35 years in Sacramento , first profiting in the 
real estate boom of the eighties and then settling into 
the good life of public service. In the nineties he 
served as under sheriff and later was elected county 
tax collector. 53 


Natoma Vineyard Company 


The term Natoma can be traced to the name of an 
Indian village upstream from Mormon Island. In 
1851 a group organized by Horatio G. Livermore 


and bankrolled by millionaire landowner Charles 
Webb Howard formed the Natoma Water and Mining 
Company. Its first goal was to supply water to the 
vast placer operations in the area. Livermore was a 
wealthy Maine man, who became much wealthier over 
the years with the help of his sons Horatio P. and 
Charles E. Livermore. The great and dramatic story 
here for the next forty·five years was the building of 
the first Folsom Dam and its world famous power 
plant. But that is not our story . Ours centers first on 
the younger Horatio and his interest in viticulture 
and winegrowing. From 1877 until 1885 he was the 
guiding light at what came to be called the Natoma 
Vineyard Company. The light went out in the latter 
year.54 


For viticultural matters the elder Livermore gave 







Horatio almost free rein. But the Natoma Vineyard 
Company was just a division of the water company 
until 1890. At first the vineyard operation went into 
play to put some of the water company's vast land 
holdings to work. In 1877 seventy acres were planted , 
Flame Tokays for shipping , Muscats for raisins. Two 
years later seventy acres of Zinfandel went in , to sell 
to neighboring Sacramento County wineries. By 1881 
there were 300 acres of vineyard , about half planted 
to Folle blanche and Colombard to sell to brandy pro· 
ducers. By 1882 there were 500 acres of the former. 55 


The late seventies had brought an end to the 
national economic depression and the beginnings of 
an agricultural boom , especially in California. With it 
came the first signs of the Golden State 's great wine 
boom of the eighties. Livermore had been studying the 
distinguished wines of the Old World and by 1881 had 
decided to assemble the fine wine grape varieties to 
see which best suited the soils and climate of Natoma . 
The emphasis was on the noble varieties of France, 
Germany , Spain and Portugal. Charles A. Wetmore, 
the head of the state viticultural commission, advised 
him on the selection. When they began arriving, a 
large number were grafted onto already mature vines 
so that a small crop for each variety would be 
available for the 1883 vintage. 


In that year he sent Wetmore an elaborate album 
containing the leaves of eighty·seven noted wine 
varieties , with a flowery cover letter on Natoma 's fine 
future in world class wines . He also contacted 
Professor Hilgard and arranged to send him grape 
samples by rail express in the fall. From these the 
Berkeley crew had sixty·six varietals and blends from 
small lots ready for the 1885 State Viticulture 
Convention . The wines at the convention , hundreds 
of them, were examined by a distinguished committee 
headed by Hilgard. There was hardly a mention of the 
Natoma entries in their final report. There were 
passing comments on such oddities as Affenthaler, 
Aramon and Petit Bouschet. But only one varietal 
table wine won a laudatory comment, the Spanish 
Verdelho , the very grape B. N. Bugbey had earlier 
named the best for white wines from the Natoma 
area. But Natoma 's fortified sweet wines got excellent 
reviews , particularly the sherries made from Palo· 
mino and Pedro Jimenez varieties. It is obvious that 
Livermore 's high hopes for the production of world 
class table wines , particularly the reds and whites of 
Bordeaux , would not be gratified under the hot sun of 
the lower foothills of the Sacramento Valley. 56 


Meanwhile Hilgard made what was apparently a 
surprise visit to Natoma to see things for himself. 
There had not been a word about actual winemaking 
there in the press , but ever yone knew that prepara· 
tions were afoot . The professor 's report in May 1885 
led to the younger Livermore 's transfer to another 
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Water Company activity in Kern County. Hilgard was 
shocked by what he saw. The winery·to· be had been 
used to produce wines , but it was a mere shell with 
gigantic fermenters exposed to the sun and no 
attempt made to control fermentation temperatures. 
Nothing at Natoma suggested that Livermore was 
doing anything to develop an effective wine produc· 
tion facility, except to produce grapes. 


Hilgard tasted two unbottled wines from the 1883 
vintage. The first was a "claret ," which he found 
"extremely faulty ... acetified and milksour." A fortified 
white was not quite as bad , but ''both were only fit for 
the still." 57 


The next years saw the new Natoma bosses 
working mightily to correct matters. Table grape 
production was increased and all wine grapes were 
sold to other producers until the new winery was on 
line in 1888. It had a 300,000·gallon capacity and a 
new still that could make 800 gallons of brandy a day. 
Another still in 1890 raised output to 1500 gallons. In 
that year the Natoma Vineyard Company officially 
became a separate corporate entity , no longer part of 
the water company , which under Horatio G. Liver
more was putting the finishing touches on the first 
Folsom Dam. Some vineyard land stayed with the old 
parent company simply for its special value as 
undeveloped real estate. Natoma's vineyard acreage 
was now about 1500.58 
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In a final attempt to produce good table wine, 
Natoma hired Napa Valley's Henry Pellet, the man 
Charles Krug and I consider California 's greatest 
nineteenth century winemaker. He made sound wine 
but was not able to soften the Sacramento Valley 
summer temperatures. As of 1892 all Natoma wine 
was distilled into brandy. Like Vina, financial 
stability here would rest on the production of brandy 
and fortified sweet wine. But even that was shaky 
after the great national depression brought the 
country down in 1893. Two years earlier Natoma had 
made its first large brandy shipment to Germany, but 
the ship went down in a gale. Nevertheless, by 1895 
Natoma brandy to Europe, mostly to Germany and 
England, was the main source of the company's 
income. And apparently the brandy was quite good, 
marketed as Natoma Cognac. In 1894 it won first 
prize for brandy at San Francisco 's Midwinter Fair. 59 


By 1895 the California wine industry was in a 
state of chaos. Cascading wine and brandy prices had 
producers and the giant wine houses of San Francisco 
at each others ' throats, in what the press termed the 
"Wine War." Natoma stockholders threw in the towel 
and leased the entire operation to a group of Napa 
wine producers. In 1900 when good times had 
returned, the California Wine Association took over 
the lease, but even that wine conglomerate was not 
able to generate reasonable profits. Sierra mining 
interests figured a better way to make all this land 
turn a profit. In 1906 they formed the Natoma 
Development Company, which bought the entire 
Natoma operation for $600,000. They also acquired a 
large hunk of the Water Company 's land. It took them 
two years to set up their massive dredging operation 
and then in 1909 they began ripping out the vines. 
Historian Ernest Peninou has gone over every acre 
that isn't today under water. "All that remained were 
great heaps of rocks ... and eroded heaps of dredgings." 


Before she wrote her 1889 book on California 
wine, Wines and Vines of California, Frona Eunice 
Wait took a look at Natoma from her railroad car as it 
passed through the vineyard. "This ocean of vines 
puts to blush the great seas of grain which silently 
wave on its [Natoma's] sides." 60 Sic transit .... 


Orleans Hill 


T
he parallels between Vina and Natoma are 
obvious. In both cases a small-scale producer 
was able to eke out a small success under 


difficult conditions. These successes, and the rising 
tide of wine demand after 1878, emboldened large· 
scale capital to plant thousands of vineyard acres. But 
the hot climate of the Sacramento Valley did not 
discourage the ignorant leaders and their advisors 
from aiming their production at world class dry table 
wines, on land that Professor Hilgard contended was 
better suited for producing "corn and pumpkins ."61 
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Our next case's origins are set in the same years, 
the boom times of the early eighties , and follow a 
similar disastrous pattern. Moderate winegrowing 
success again preceded an overblown failure, but in 
this case the leader was not an ignorant man 
following the advice of ignorant advisors. This man 
was considered by the public to be one of the wine 
industry's most knowledgeable experts and leaders. 


Our story is again set in the Sacramento Valley, 
but this time in the low foothills west of Woodland in 
Yolo County. The Capay Valley is where most of the 
historic wine growing in this area took place in the 19th 
century. The valley is watered by Cache Creek , which 
years ago usually became an intermittent stream in 
the summer months , at least until the Indian Creek 
and Cache Creek Dams were built . In the 19th 
century it was a very undependable water source for 
irrigation. 


Cache Creek runs diagonally northwest to south· 
east out of the foothills north of Esparto and into the 
valley proper. But the historic wine operation we shall 
look at, Arpad Haraszthy's Orleans Hill Winery, is 
located southwest of Esparto in the Lamb Valley. It 
never could have benefitted from the occasional 
waters of Cache Creek. We shall see that the 
geography, climate and soil of this foothill area had a 
severe impact on the health of this winery operation. 
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John Gillig was the pioneer winegrower in the 
Capay Valley. A native of Germany, he arrived in 
Sacramento in 1851 and opened a hardware store. He 
soon bought land northwest of the town of Capay 
south of cache Creek and by 1858 had planted grain, 
a fruit orchard, and his Adobe Creek Vineyard. His 
little winery, Yolo County's first, went up in 1860 and 
in 1861 he won an award for his vineyard at the State 
Fair. 62 


Jacob Knauth 
far more important name in wine here is that of 
Jacob Knauth , perhaps the most important. The 
on of a winemaker in the Rheingau , he arrived 


in Sacramento at the height of the Gold Rush 
excitement and set up a sort of resort just up the 







street from Sutter 's Fort, which he named Sutter 
Floral Gardens. But he obviously arrived with a keen 
interest in and knowledge of viticulture . He acquired 
some Mission vines and planted them at his Gardens . 
He also sent east for vinifera table grape cuttings. But 
experience told him he could get better wine varieties 
from his homeland. 63 


His German vines arrived from Nassau in 1853 
chief among them the Riesling and the Orleans. Th~ 
lat t er was a wine variety earlier common in parts of 
German y but today grown primarily as a table grape . 
But it was a good choice for the Sacramento Valley at 
that time . It is a good bearer in warm climates with 
firm _bunches . Its wines have a pleasant aroma , 
occasionally "with a Riesling-like aroma and flavor , 
good balance , and good finish." 64 The Orleans was no 
world class variety, but it could add flavor to the 
white wines of the ubiquitous and almost tasteless 
Mission , and it did well when blended with Riesling . 


Knauth was making small amounts of wine at his 
Gardens and in 1858 was able to show thirteen grape 
varieties and eleven wines at the State Fair . He won 
a second award for his white table wine from his 
Orleans grapes. 65 


The worst flood destruction in the state came to 
Sacramento from the massive downpours in December 
1861. Most of the city was destroyed ; Knauth 's Floral 
Gardens were submerged , his little winery and 
twenty puncheons of wine destroyed. But most of his 
vines survived . He decided to move to higher ground 
in 1862 and bought a hundred acres from John Gillig, 
a mile sout h of Capay at an elevation of 250 feet. 


Knauth called his new vine yard Orleans Hills , for 
obvious reasons. He now split his time between the 
new establishment and Sacramento, where he became 
Henry Gerke 's winemaker. In 1863 Carl Strobel , a 
friend of Knauth and Gerke , acquired a tract next 
door to Orleans Hill and began planting vines. Over 
the next few years the y worked and experimented 
together looking for successful varieties. Their grapes 
were teamed to Woodland and then freighted by rail 
to Sacramento , destined for Gerke 's winery. When 
Gerke sold the place in 1873 Knauth stayed on as 
winemaker. In fact , the city director y listed him as a 
wine ry owner well into the 1890s , then as a wine 
merchant. 


Knauth continued to expand his vineyard and by 
the late sixti es his Riesling/Orleans white wine had 
become ver y well known , winning award after award 
at state and regional fairs. 66 He and Strobel applied 
for the division gold meda l at the 1870 State Fair and 
won it. Knauth 's cellar expertise was demonstrated 
when he was invited to presen t a paper on fining at 
tha t fair. 67 


By then Knauth 's wines were being marketed 
under the OHV A labe l, tha t is , the Orleans Hill 
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ViticulturalAssociation , whichKnauth, Strobel , Gillig 
and several others organized as a joint-stock company 
in 1869. Together they turned over 780 acres of land 
to the Association with about 160 acres of vines .68 


Knauth did well making wine in Sacramento for 
the next few years , but his vines out near Cache 
Creek gradually declined from what was later 
discovered to be an infestation of phylloxera. In fact 
Knauth 's vineyard was a star in Frederick Morse 's 
1880 report on phylloxera for the University of 
California. 69 


Arpad Haraszthy 


W
e have already seen how the Sacramento 
V ~lley ha~ attra~ted investors to large-scale 
wmegrowmg durmg the boom of the eighties. 


Before then , in 1870, Arpad Haraszthy had visited 
Orleans Hill and remarked on Knauth 's success over
all and particularly with the Orleans grape variety. 
He later told a correspondent for the San Francisco 
~ulletin th_at his father had imported it from Europe 
m 1861. Like so many of his claims concerning his 
father 's introduction of European varieties to 
California , this one also was not true. 70 


Knauth 's excellent reputation for his wine quality 
was convincing , and the increasingly bad condition of 
his vineyard made the · land relatively cheap. 71 If 
Haraszthy could find someone with plenty of 
investment capital , he felt confident that he could fix 
and expand the Knauth operation. The experience of 
two Sonoma growers who had successfully grafted 
their vinifera vines onto native American rootstock 
had convinced him there was a way to defeat the 
deadly root louse. 


Haraszthy found his investor in the person of 
Harry Epstein , an Austrian by birth , who had become 
rich in Nevada 's mercantile trade . In 1867 he moved 
to San Francisco as H. Epstein & Co. There he 
expanded his fortune to such an extent that he was 
able to spend 1877 and 1878 touring Europe and its 
wine regions . Back in San Francisco he bankrolled a 
new venture , A. Haraszthy & Co. It looked like a sure 
thing. 


Arpad Haraszthy had had a noteworthy history in 
wine before he teamed up with Epstein . For two years 
he had been his father 's winemaker and champagne 
master at Sonoma's Buena Vista Winery . But in 1863 
he lost his job there when 9,000 bottles of sparkling 
wine failed to sparkle. Isador Landsberger was a 
director at Buena Vista , as well as a very successful 
San Francisco wine merchant. He was convinced that 
Arpad would be able to unlock the mysteries that had 
stymied earlier California sparkling-wine producers. 
There was good reason behind this confidence , for the 
young man had served an apprenticeship earlier at a 
leading Champagne house in Epernay. He took in 
Arpad as a partner and they set out to produce an 







acceptable sparkler, knowing full well that real 
Champagne was being imported into northern 
California in large amounts. 


Haraszthy abandoned the old Mission variety for 
better European white wine grapes and in 1867 
brought forth a good sparkling wine which the 
partners named "Eclipse," after a famous race horse. 
The firm of I. Landsberger was soon profiting from 
sales of both still wines and several grades of 
sparklers. Their Eclipse became fairly popular and 
received excellent press notices in the seventies. It 
was famous enough to be featured in Samuel Marsden 
Brookes' painting, "Still Life with Game , Champagne 
and Vegetables." 72 


In 1879 Landsberger sold his interest in their 
company to his partner 's successor firm, A. Haraszthy 
& Co. Arpad's instincts cried "Go!"; the California 
wine industry was on fire. Everything agricultural 
seemed to be booming after the end of the national 
depression in 1878.73 Haraszthy now had control of a 
fine cellar in San Francisco, with an eye on Orleans 
Hill. Knauth had sold the rundown property in 1876 
to John Carroll, an insurance company executive, for 
$15,000. Epstein paid him $28,500 for it in 1881, and 
in 1882 A. Haraszthy & Co., of which Epstein was 
now a full partner, bought it from Epstein , who was 
really selling the place to himself. 


Historian Ernest Peninou wondered how two 
smart businessmen could have made such a mistake. 


What prompted the shrewd, 
well-traveled, well informed 
Epstein and the foremost 
California authority on 
champagne making to choose 
these dry, hot and sun-swept 
foothills to be the site for the 
planting of choice grape varieties 
to be used for the production of 
fine still wines and champagne is 
unexplainable. 74 


business cycle turned sour after 1887. Most of his 
celebrity status in the wine industry came from his 
outpouring of intelligent and well-written articles in 
magazines and the press , starting in the late 1860s. 
That came down hard in 1888 when he was removed 
from his position on the State Viticultural Commis· 
sion. 75 Nevertheless he remained a well-liked and 
influential industry leader until his death in 1900. 


And it is clear that Arpad Haraszthy was an 
unstable individual. Historian Ruth Teiser , in her 
Introduction to Wine Making in California (Harasz
thy's 1871-1872 Overland Monthly articles) has 
shown that his personal life made his wife an 
unhappy woman . For all Arpad 's apparent financial 
success with Landsberger in the seventies , Teiser 
demonstrates that he did not make much money, or 
better , too easily let it get away. 


His wife Jovita was General Vallejo's daughter. 
He was drawn into her domestic discontent when she 
demanded a divorce from her philandering husband. 
Vallejo wrote his wife that Jovita "is determined in 
everything." But finally he prevailed and was able to 
write that , "Jovita gives in ... only for the sake of the 
children." She became pregnant soon after the 
reconciliation. The baby was dead at birth and a few 
weeks later she died. When Landsberger left the firm 
a few months later, Haraszthy was really on his own. 76 


In San Francisco the firm's old wine cellars, now 
fully under Arpad's control, were impressive. The 
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One explanation at least partially 
explains this endeavor. The two men 
were caught up in the overpoweringly 
optimistic enthusiasm we usually see 
at the opening phase of an economic 
bubble , economist J. M. Keynes 's 
"animal spirit. " Epstein 's confident 
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feeling makes some sense from the fact that 
Haraszthy was considered a wine expert and was 
recognized as one of the foremost leaders of 
California 's young wine industry. 


But Arpad 's career had not been particularly 
successful, except when combined with Landsberger, 
who was a wine-wise, successful financier. He had 
been fired from his post at Buena Vista and he was a 
total flop at Orleans Hill when the agricultural 
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principal cellars on Washington Street covered about 
34,000 square feet , connected by tunnels to two others 
across the street. Together they were a little larger 
than an American football field . There were three 
stories above the main cellars , and a yard across the 
street where barrels and tanks were assembled and 
repaired. These details were supplied by Thomas 
Hardy , the Australian winegrower , in his 1885 book 
Notes on the Vineyards of America which chronicled 







his travels in the American wine country in 1883. He 
was particularly impressed by Haraszthy's production 
facilities for his Eclipse champagne. This wine by then 
was apparently the toast of San Francisco from the 
mid-seventies until the late eighties , and for a while 
the basis for the company owners ' confidence. 77 
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Haraszthy , with Epstein 's money , went to work to 
transform the neglected Orleans Hill into a bucolic 
paradise. The phylloxerated vines were torn out and 
replanted on V. riparia resistant rootstock, with a 
heavy emphasis on vinifera varieties that might make 
satisfactory sparkling wine. Examples were Gutedel, 
Burger, Folle blanche , Colombard and Feher Szagos. 
There was also Zinfandel whose "white " (pink) face 
Haraszth y depended on in his sparklers. By grafting 
he kept the Orleans and Riesling varieties from what 
had survived the Knauth years. 


The land was prepared and forty acres 
planted in 1882 . By the spring of 1884 
there were 175 acres of vines on the 
hillsides ; by 1886 there were 350 . In the 
previous year Haraszth y spoke at a 
Fresno winegrowers ' conference. He 
boasted that in 1883 the temperature at 
Orleans Hill reached 120 ' F. in the shade 
and "we have never had a drop of water 
on that vineyard except by our regular 
rainfall ." It is no wonder that the vintage 
often began in the first week of August. 


There is something of a mystery in Haraszthy 's 
wines. Where did he get the Cabernet Sauvignon 
grapes , or the finished wine , for his Medoc style 
Chateau d'Orleans claret? This wine later sent an 
intelligent and very experienced English wine expert 
into ecstasy . If they came from Orleans Hill, I know 
nothing about wine or its history. 


And how does one explain the erratic quality of 
the Eclipse , which noted wineman George Husmann 
noted in a letter to the Pacific Wine & Spirit Review? 
Why were the press reports from fancy occasions and 
formal wine tastings so positive , when the Eclipse on 
the shelf often seemed satisfactory but rather 
ordinar y? I suspect that by the late eighties , when the 
Orleans Hill deficiencies were fully understood by 
Haraszthy , that he bought small lots of grapes from 
coastal valleys , like Napa and Sonoma , and kept their 
wines in separate lots for competitions and special 
events . My suspicion is only that , but the perceived 
evidence is very compelling. 80 


By 1886 Orleans Hill had a huge frame winery 
with a cellar dug into the hillside to fight the heat. 
Charles A. Silberstein was the winemaker and stayed 
on as long as wine was made there . The distillery next 
door first held a small kettle-type still. But , as was the 
case at Vina and Natoma , when reality finally settled 
in , a huge Saundors continuous still was installed. It 's 
brandy would be used to fortify Haraszth y's growing 
volume of dessert wines. 


For now the grapes were hauled to 
Sacramento where Jacob Knauth 
converted them into wine. It was then 
transported to San Francisco by rail and 
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barge. There the still wines were finished and the 
sparklers were produced . The final 1883 champagne 
cuvee was made mostly from White Zinfandel , 
followed by Orleans , Gutedel and Feher Szagos . The 
Orleans supplied a hint of Muscat flavor , which 
probabl y appealed to the California wine drinker who 
coul d not afford real Champagne. Eclipse could be had 
for $2 .00 or less . The real thing cost at least half again 
more. 78 
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All wines were shipped to the San Francisco 
cellar , where the sparklers were produced and the 
still wines shipped out in bulk or bottled. As economic 
conditions deteriora ted nationall y after 1889, most of 
Haraszthy 's still wine went out by rail in bulk, much 
of it to the New Orleans market. 


In 1886 the year-round crew for the vine yard and 
cellar was sixty men , but the number declined quickl y 
as the tonnage per acre dropped steadil y to little more 







than one ton per acre. Before long Silberstein was 
buying grapes from growers in the Capay Valley and 
around Woodland. By 1895 the company had ceased 
production of still wines and Epstein had taken over 
control of the floundering operation, which had 
technically become a part of the California Wine 
Association (CW.A) in 1894. Arpad was so deeply in 
personal debt that he was unable to gain much of any 
financial relief from these transactions. He was able 
to keep some of the champagne-making equipment in 
a small section of his old cellar complex. He was 
barely in business in 1899, and in 1900 he headed off 
with his brother Bela to search for gold in Alaska. 
They failed in that and he was back in San Francisco 
in a few months. On November 16, 1900 he collapsed 
on the sidewalk waiting for a cable car and died on 
the way to the hospital. 81 


Before 1902 the Orleans Hill property changed 
hands several times , since it was not included in the 
sale to the CW A. There were still grape vines there 
and wine to be made , but none went to Haraszthy in 
San Francisco after 1890. Epstein sold the property to 
Eugene Myers in 1896; he sold it to Sigmund Green· 
baum in 1899. Silberstein was leasing the property 
but could not make a go of it, even after an upturn in 
the economy and wine prices after 1897. John R. 
Jones bought the property in 1902, turned it over to 
his sheep and converted the wmery into a fruit 
packing shed. 


* * * 


B
efore we turn to happier tales of wine growing in 
the San Joaquin Valley and the Sierra Foothills, 
we must not leave the Sacramento Valley under 


a totally dark cloud of vinous failure. The small-scale 
successes of such as Gerke and Bugbey were rare, to 
be sure, and as the years went by commercial 
viticulture tended more and more to the growing of 
raisin and table grapes, and to the production of 
brandy as a beverage and for fortifying sweet wines. 


As the land tenure situation cleared in the fifties 
and sixties the Sacramento Valley started filling up 
with medium sized farms , although there were vast 
areas where sheep and cattle raising dominated. We 
can see from the 1858 and 1860 reports of the State 
Agricultural Society's visiting committees that viti
culture was on the minds of many valley settlers, 
usually in a small way, usually less than five acres. 
From Redding and Red Bluff in the north to Sacra· 
mento , the visitors noted dozens of small vineyards, 
which also dotted the land on the lower foothills 
running down to the eastern side of the valley. 


As the years passed most farmers, who had first 
perhaps thought of wine, were converted by the 
climate , both physical and business, to raisin and 
table varieties. This was particularly true during the 
hard times of the seventies. By the late eighties the 
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winegrape acreage statistics of some counties were 
very small: Colusa: 24, Butte: 111, Sutter: 38. In 
Tehama there wasn't a wine grape vine officially 
recorded except for the thousands at Vina. But in the 
south, in Yolo and Sacramento Counties, it was 
another story, which I shall touch on shortly. 83 


Charles Covillaud 


I
n the early years there were a few pioneers in the 
upper valley who , for at least a short while, were 
committed to commercial winegrowing. One of 


these was Charles Covillaud, a native of Cognac, who 
came to California in 1848 and made a fortune in the 
Gold Country. He acquired a large tract of valley land 
in Yuba County and founded the town of Marysville in 
1850, named for his wife Mary Murphy, a survivor of 
the Donner Party. The town became the major trading 
center for the northern mines and had a population of 
about 12,000 in the '60s, very similar to today's count. 


Covillaud had a large and diversified ranch, 
planting 15 acres of wine grapes in 1855. His grape· 
vine acreage rose to 140 in 1860, with quite a few 
table and raisin varieties. He also erected a small 
winery, with a press room and wine vaults. The 
Agricultural Society's visiting committee tasted his 
red wine, "much like a rich Burgundy," which the host 
thought got its rich color and_ "pungent flavor" from 
the wild V. caliform·ca grapes growing along the river. 
Perhaps the red grapes involved were Zinfandel , for 
which he won an award as a table grape at the 1859 
State Fair. I find it very difficult to draw any firm 
conclusions from these "facts." 84 Charles and his wife 
both died in 1867 and we read little about wine from 
around Marysville thereafter. The 1870 Census 
counted four small producers; in 1880 only two, 
brothers Peter and Franc Grass. But in 1890 there 
were still almost 600 acres of wine grapes in the area, 
with no clear information on their destiny. 85 


James Nickerson 


A
n even more important example of an early and 
long-forgotten pioneer of valley winegrowing 
was James R. Nickerson. He came to California 


in 1850 and was soon rich from the gold taken from 
his Cedar Quartz Mine on the Bear River above 
Auburn. He settled in Placer County northwest of 
today 's Lincoln (el. 164') and had five acres of wine 
grapes in 1857, ten in 1859, mostly foreign vinifera 
varieties imported from the East Coast. Among these 
was his "Black Zinfindal' ' which he soon discovered to 
be his best red wine grape. 86 The California Farmer 
soon discovered Nickerson and featured his vineyard 
and its wines as an example of the viticultural 
potential of the valley 's lower foothills. 87 


In the sixties Nickerson and two other vineyard· 
ists in the area provided good vinifera vines to Placer 
County growers. One was George W. Applegate near 







Auburn, another Zinfandel enthusiast. The other was 
L. E. Miller, whose American River Gardens were 
located near today's Rocklin. 


This Placer County valley activity was actually 
sort of an offshoot of the Sacramento County area just 
down the road. Around the state capital growing wine 
grapes and making wine and brandy was big business 
from the 1850s to the end of the century and after. 


"·.-- ···· 


Nickerson Winery ruins, c1950s [E. Peninou photo] 


Anthony P. Smith, Horticulturist 


0 ne might wonder how it was possible for grow· 
ers like Nickerson and Covillaud to have 
Zinfandel vines in the late fifties at about the 


same time that the variety was discovered to be a 
good red wine grape in the Sonoma and Santa Clara 
Valleys. There may have been several nurserymen in 
Sacramento and Placer Counties who brought in 
vinifera vines from the East Coast. But the pioneer 
and the most important was Anthony P. Smith, a New 
England man who sailed from Boston to San Francis· 
co in 1849 and bought fifty acres of land from John 
Sutter just north of town. Smith was a dedicated 
horticulturist with connections to Boston 's leading 
nurseryman, Charles M. Hovey , who was an accom· 
plished expert on local viticulture , in which the 
raising and early forcing of vinifera grape vines was 
a Boston specialty. In New England table grapes were 
the only desired product of this activity. But some of 
them , particularly several Muscat varieties, made 
good wine. One, the Zinfindal , was a popular red 
variety, but no one as yet thought of it as a wine 
grape _ss 


Smith arrived in Sacramento with substantial 
capital, since he was one of the owners of the ship 
that brought him to San Francisco. He may have left 
an order with Hovey before he sailed, more probably 
after he bought his land near the American River. In 
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1853 he received a huge load of horticultural planting 
stock from Boston. In it were the very foreign vinifera 
varieties popular at the Massachusetts Horticultural 
Society. 


Newly arrived Californians were ready to try 
anything on the new land, experimenting to see what 
would work. In the 1850s when we read about 
vineyardists and their foreign vines , with very few 


exceptions we are reading about table grape 
varieties. Here and there in the late fifties we 
learn of the almost spectacular success of 
what came to be called Zinfandel, in the 
Sonoma and Santa Clara Valleys and in the 
lower foothills near Sacramento. The judges 
at the 1859 State Fair who named a red wine 
produced by a San Jose nurseryman the best 
red wine exhibited expressed surprise. It 
came from grapes which ''had been selected 
more as table fruit than for winemaking." It 
was later discovered to be Zinfandel. Smith 
and his customers were making the same 
discovery. 89 Smith must have imported rooted 
vines for he was advertising them for sale in 
the California Farmer in 1854. That publica · 
tion was his solid supporter, since he had 
known its publisher , James L. Warren , back 
in Boston where Warren had owned a 
commercial nursery before coming to Califor


nia in 1849. His catalogues had listed the very grape 
vines Smith had imported from Boston, including the 
"Zinfendal" as early as 1844. 


By the time that the Agricultural Society 's visiting 
committee stopped by in 1858, A. P. Smith, as he was 
always known, had created a 90·acre horticultural 
paradise . His Pomological Gardens and Nursery was 
a huge operation employing thirty men full time. In 
1859 the visitors counted 33 foreign varieties for sale. 
In 1860 they concentrated on his wines, which they 
praised for their "superior excellence." At the 1859 
State Fair his white wine made from the Cannon Hall 
Muscat won first premium. 90 


This paradise was destroyed in the great flood of 
1861-1862, although well·rooted plants tended to 
survive. James Warren was happy to announce in 
April the Smith was back in business , barely .91 


In the years to come his nursery business in the 
upper Sierra foothills blossomed . When we read of the 
rise of the Zinfandel there in the 1860s, Smith was 
usually the source of the vines. We shall see that in 
these years wine grape acreage in El Dorado County 
made it one of the state leaders in that category. 
Eventually Smith 's business was lively enough in the 
hill country to justify his establishing an agency for 
his sales in Placerville. 92 


Sacramento, strictly as a wine town, would have 
grown slowly and steadily from the sixties to the 







eighties. But what accelerated wine production there 
was the fact that wine was necessary to produce 
brandy. And by the 1880s the city was not only the 
state 's capital, it was the brandy capital of the state. 


George Johnston 


0 
ne name stands out in this development. 
George Johnston arrived on the scene in the 
mid-sixties, already a technical expert on 


distillation processes. He also had the capital to build 
a specially designed still to convert wine into brandy 
by a continuous process that controlled and lessened 
the fusel oil content in the final product. These high 
alcohols give brandy and fortified wines a hot, rough 
character. He patented his mammoth still and sold 
many of them to producers in the Great Valley. His 
own still had nine chambered columns and was 
seventeen feet high. In 1869 he produced 4500 gallons 
of brandy, 16,000 in 1871, 40 ,000 in 1872. He also 
invented and sold an excellent crusher-stemmer. 93 


The entries of the Johnston Brandy and Wine Co. at 
the 1882 State Fair indicate the breadth of the 
company's product line: three vintages of brandy, dry 
Riesling , Zinfandel claret , Muscatel, Angelica and 
Port. 94 


By the 1880s new large wineries were being built 
in Sacramento. First was the Nevis Winery , which 
eventually became the well-known California Winery. 
Then those ofS. Lachman & Co., and Kohler and Van 
Bergen. These were important arms to two powerful 
San Francisco wine merchants. In 1894 both joined 
the industry's great monopoly, the California Wine 
Association, making Johnston's brandy works part of 
the CWA after he sold the operation to his 
competitors. 95 


By 1890 the only really large winegrowing opera· 
tions in the valley were Vina and Natoma , and their 
days were numbered. The Marysville area in Yuba 
County still had sixteen winegrape growers with 570 
acres of vines. And there were three small wineries. 
There were also 430 acres just northwest of 
Sacramento in Placer County . In all the rest of the 
upper valley there were only 335 acres , owned by a 
few score families mostly for their own use. 


But there were 1881 acres in Sacramento County 
that year, not counting the Natoma acreage. And 
quite a few growers in that Mormon Island area hung 
on after their giant neighbor expired, shipping most 
of their grapes down to Sacramento. In southern Yolo 
County, around Woodland , there were almost 1,000 
acres, not counting those still alive at Orleans. That 
these vines were alive and their owners mildl y 
prospering in the southern portion of the Sacramento 
Valley was obviously the result of their close proxim· 
ity to the cooling marine effects of the San Francisco 
Bay area from which mild breezes drift east through 
the great water and wind gap of the Delta Area. 
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The greatest benefits of these cooler days and 
nights occur in San Joaquin County and its famed 
Lodi area , just below Sacramento . In fact, the official 
northern border of today 's Lodi Viticultural Area is 
the capital's southern city limits. The great rise in 
Sacramento County 's winegrape acreage in the next 
few years, many thousands of acres, would be near 
this line around the towns of Elk Grove and Florin. 


* * * 


W
e now head south into the San Joaquin Valley 
and leave behind the Sacramento Valley 's 
tales of vinous woe. Writers have ever 


wondered why the sizzling hot region of Fresno and 
its neighbors should have been so much more 
successful than the counties to the north. The answer 
has generally been, "It 's the Climate." Hot yes, but 
drier and more predictable. We shall see that the 
human factor may be at least as important m 
determining San Joaquin Valley 's success. 
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SEED AND TREE DEPOT, 40 J STREET, BETWEEN 2d and 3d, 


SACRAMENTO. 


A. P. SMITH - See p.9 
[Courtesy of Tendril Eric Costa, Gold & Wine: A History of 
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A Brief Sketch of 
Victorian Illustrated Bindings 


by Ruth Walker 


[Longtime Tendril member and ABAA bookseller , Ruth Walker is also a talented craftsman in the art of Bookbinding and Fine Book 
Restoration. Over the years, she has given us many valuable lessons on our books and their proper care. The following essay first appeared 
in the July 1994 WTQ. For your bookish needs, contact Ruth at reademoorebookrestorat.ion.com. - Ed.] 


AN ARTICLE IN THE OCTOBER 1894 Century Illustrated Monthlv Ma.gazu_ie titled ~Commercial Book?~ding" 
describes the enthusiasm with which cloth-bound books were received m the 19 century. I~ w~s similar to 


our delight in the readability and economy of modern paperbacks. The transi~io~ from leather bmdings to cloth 
and illustrated cloth bindings made by machine met the demands of large prmtmg runs. And , as new c~tural 
demands for less expensive books were met, these binding techniques beca~e as sumpt _uous and aesthetically 
pleasing , in their own way, as the hand-wrought leather bindings of the prev10us centuries. 


The Beginning 


.\.'li'IIY_,,,_,~:.0""'< ·1 


LTHOUGH ECONOMICAL paper 
and board bindings were 
introduced by German bind
ers in the 18th century, 
English binderies began to 
use plain glazed calico (un
bleached cotton cloth) in place 


:,•~ of the paper around 1810. 
There was at first no thought 


L.:.::..:::::~~=....::::=--:-....., of decoration. The calico was 
substituted for the plain paper because it was 
stronger and did not chip and tear as easily. The 
titles continued to be printed on white paper labels 
and pasted on the spine. 


By the . 1830s the cloth was dyed to any chosen 
color and run through rollers to give it any embossed 
texture desired. As the old-fashioned arming press 
was modified for steam, patterns could then be 
imprinted with ease on the spine and boards of the 
book, in gold or in colors. 


Thus began modern commercial binding which 
concerns itself mainly with cloth and other fabric 
mass-produced bindings. The essential difference 
between bookbinding by hand and bookbinding by 
machine is that the hand-wrought book is bound first 
and then decorated. In edition work the cloth case is 
made and decorated apart from the book itself, which 
is later attached. Several thousand copies could then 
be turned out in the course of twenty-four hours. 


Historical Background 


The historical background to mechanically 
illustrated bindings lies ~ the ~dition wo~k 
practices of the early prmters like Aldus m 


Venice and Caxton in London. As the demands for 
books rose, methods were sought to simplify the work 
of the finisher who decorated the leather sides and 
spines of books. In the finest of early books every 
touch of gold on the book cover was made by a 
separate tool , which the skilled craftsman impressed 
onto the leather at least twice, once without gold and 
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once to affix it. Finishing was a laborious and 
expensive process. 


Labor Saving Devices 


0 ne of the first devices adopted as a short cut was 
the roulette, or roll, on which a complete pattern 
was engraved on the circumference of a brass 


wheel attached to a long wooden handle. When the 
heated wheel was rolled across the leather, this 
pattern was reproduced, creating borders and frame
works for further decoration if desired. 


The next device was an engraved metal block that 
could be used in combination with others to make 
patterns on the covers and spine of a book. T~e 
finisher had in stock a variety of these blocks m 
different sizes and subjects, often related in pairs and 
sets of four. He could then arrange these to suit each 
book , availing himself also of the use of the roll and 
individual stamps or pallets used in handwork. 


The one step needed to replace handwork 
embellishment was to engrave a design for the whole 
side of a book on one plate, so that it could be stamped 
onto the board in one stroke of the press. Engraved 
plates were used as early as the 15th century. 
However, the practice had ceased by the beginning of 
the 19th century except for mass produced diction
aries, prayer books and Bibles. And, the designs w~re 
always an imitation of hand-tooled designs which 
were pattern-oriented rather than pictorial. 


Pictorial Designs 


I n the 19th century, English and American book 
designers led the way in introducing a new 
pictorial interpretation of book cover illustration. 


German, Italian and French designers were inclined 
to imitate the artistic leather bindings done by hand. 
In general, their early cloth bindings were embel
lished to look like tooled leather patterns. 


With the 19th century advances of steel and copper 
engraving techniques and the ease with which c_loth 
book covers could be hot-stamped by steam -driven 
presses, English designers were truly free to explore 







new concepts in book decoration . An important , and 
pleasing , introduction to the art of bindings was 
pictorial cover illustration related to the subject , 
theme or plot of the book. 


There are many fine examples of pictorial hot· 
stamped book cover illustration in the world of wine 
books. One of the most impressive of all is Henry 
Vizetell y' s A History of Champagne (1882) in brilliant 
green cloth , lavishly gilt-stamped on the covers and 
spine: 


Vizetelly 's Facts about Port and Madeira (1880) 
also points out how as a publisher and author , 
Vizetelly was able to bring book illustration to new 
heights : 
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George Husmann 's American Grape Growing & 
Wine Making (1881) and Grape Culture & Wine· 
Making in California (1888 ) display a simple front 
cover embellishment with a more ornate spine 
treatment: 


Thomas George Shaw 's Wine, the Vine and the 
Cellar (1863) is another exquisite example of a 
thematically illustrated binding: 


These lovely bindings bring up an obvious 
bibliographical question : What was the firs t wine book 
to have a cloth cover? We have a couple of ear ly 
candidate s which we will discus s nex t issue . fi 







Book Reviews: A Global Bunch 
by Christopher Fielden 


[Christopher Fielden, a very knowledgeable and appreciated 
reviewer who covers the world's wine literature for our Quarterly . 
delights us once again. - Ed.] 


N THIS OCCASION , I have to report 
on a truly international range of 
authors from , in alphabetical or 
der , Argentina, Australia , Can
ada, England and the United 
States. With no better reason to 
do otherwise , I will review them 
in that order! 


VinoArgentino by Laura Catena. 
San Francisco: Chronicle Books , 2010. 238pp . $27.50. 


T here is probably nobody better qualified to write 
a book on the wines of her native country than 
Laura Catena, though how she has found the 


time to do it, I have no idea. Without being an author , 
she is the mother of three children and an emergency 
room doctor in a San Francisco hospital , in addition to 
roles as winemaker and export director of the family 
winery in Argentina. To fill in any spare moments she 
has , she is conducting research into the variables that 
affect the quality of wine. 


This is a very personal book. Whilst there is much 
about the Catena family and their wines, they do not 
dominate it . The impression is of a fascinating scrap· 
book , full of brief portraits of the personalities in the 
Argentine wine industry. It is a book much more 
about people and places than wines, the whole 
lavishly illustrated with photographs by Sara 
Remington. What shines from every page is that the 
author is in love with her subject. 


I can think of no book that is a better introduction 
for the novitiate to Argentina and its wine regions . It 
exudes the sunshine of the country. It will tell you 
where to eat and give you recipes for what you have 
eaten; it will tell you how to kiss someone when you 
first meet them and how to save money by getting an 
Argentine friend to reserve hotel rooms for you . If you 
are looking for a technical book on the wines of 
Argentina , don't buy this , but if you are looking for a 
truly pleasurable read , I can strongly recommend it! 


Australian Wine Companion. 2012 Edition by James 
Halliday. Richmond (Vic): Hardie Grant Books , 2011. 
776 pp . $A36.95. 


L ike Topsy , wine guides just grow and grow. My 
last copy of Halliday 's annual companion dates 
back to 2000 . It ran to 538 pages and it included 


New Zealand and the page size was smaller. Just how 
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big the task of putting this together is given by the 
author ; he says he features 102 wineries more than in 
the previous year's edition and that he only mentions 
wineries that have submitted samples that have rated 
87 points or more-to check on lesser wineries and 
lesser wines you must consult the website www.wine 
companion.com .au. 


I have used this book in the past to seek new 
suppliers of wine for the British market and I have 
found it particularly useful because , as well as rating 
the vineyard and its wines, it says how many 12· 
bottle cases it produces in an average vintage and on 
what export markets it sells its wines. For the wine 
tourist , there is information about visiting possibili· 
ties and opening hours , and for the wine consumer 
there are detailed tasting notes and very useful 
background information about the vineyards and 
whether a cork or screwcap is used for each individ· 
ual wine. 


This is the essential book on Australian wines for 
me to have at my shoulder and I hope it is not another 
twelve years before I buy another copy. 


Unquenchable by Natalie Maclean . New York: Pen· 
guin Group (USA) Inc., 2011 , 344 pp. $24. 


The subtitle for this book is "A tipsy quest for the 
world's best bargain wines ' and the suggested 
format seems is that it partners a wine region 


with a meal for each day of the week. I am not certain 
that either of these two concepts actually works. 
Notwithstanding this, I can recommend this book as 
a most enjoyable read. Why?-because it exudes such 
enthusiasm for wine and is totally down to earth. 
There are few wine writers who would extol the 
merits of Australia wine because of their cheapness. 
As she says , and I can echo her sentiments word for 
word , "As a Scot who comes from generations of hard· 
drinking penny·pinchers , this pleases me immensely. 
It means I can buy four bottles rather than one ." 


In the book there are seven wine regions featured 
and in each of them she visits two or three wineries. 
Thus Sunday , the first day of the week , is represented 
by the Barossa Valley, where she meets such diverse 
characters as Wolf Blass ("I call this wine the 
leg-opener ," though she keeps hers firmly crossed) , 
Peter Gago of Penfold 's and Stephen and Prue 
Henschke. At the end of her visit, she gives her best 
value wines, her top value producers , a list of dishes 
she has tasted, recommended dishes to pair with 
Barossa Valley Shiraz , useful contact books and web
sites and, most surprisingly , what she calls "related 
reading" - Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, The 
Selected Poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke and Peter 
Carey 's Oscar and Lucinda! 


The following days take us to the Mosel Valley in 
Germany , the Niagara Peninsula , South Africa, Sicily, 







Argentina , where we meet Laura Catena , the Douro 
Valley and Provence-largely because she is hooked 
on the works of Peter Mayle. 


As I have suggested , I do have reservations about 
the book-so much of the format seems artificial . I 
also wish that the text had been checked more 
thoroughl y before publication , as I kept coming up 
against small errors that brought me up short. 
Despite all this , I reall y enjo yed this book because I 
found it so refreshing . Natalie has a no nonsense 
approach to wine that it can make glad the heart of 
man-and woman . 


The Finest Wines of Burgundy by Bill N anson . 
London : Aurum Press , 2012. 320 pp. £20. 


This is a further book to come out of the stable of 
The World of Fine Wine Magazine and I could 
repeat much of what I wrote last year about the 


companion volume on Champagne. The photographs , 
again by Jon Wyand , are magnificent , but there are 
great dangers in writing about the finest of anything. 
Any selection has to be subjective and strictly 
personal . 


The distinctive feature about this book is the 
author . He is not a wine professional, he is a 
Burgundophile , with his own website devoted to the 
subject. He is a consumer who loves the wines of 
Burgundy so much that he has not just drunk his way 
up and down the Cote d'Or , but has repeatedly gone 
back to the region to work during the harvest . In this 
book he gives a true picture of the people of 
Burgund y, peasants who live close to the soil and who 
enjoy life . I mean nothing denigrator y about the word 
peasant-it is the word that best sums up most of the 
growers. Whilst there may be a picture of the Muzard 
brothers of Santena y posing in their Deux Chevaux , 
most of the growers prefer to drive a Mercedes! 


After useful introductory chapters on the history 
of wines of Burgund y and what happens in the 
vine yard and the winery , the villages and vine yards 
of the Cotes de Nuits and Beaune are described with 
loving profiles of some fifty or so Domaines and their 
owners . Details are given as to their production and 
as to wha t are their outstanding wines. At the end of 
the book , there is a selection of Top Ten lists-the last 
one being "Ten Bes t Domaines to Visit-English 
Spoken "! 


I suppose my niggle is in the selection of the 
featured Domaines . My initial reaction is that it 
might ha ve been the traditional prejudice of many 
wr it ers on Burgund y-if you are a negociant , your 
vine yard holding s are immediatel y devalued. I think 
thi s ma y larg ely be the case , for such important 
holding s as those of Drouhin , Latour , Chanson , 
Faivele y and Picard are ignored . On the other hand 
Bichot, Bouchar d Pere et Fils and J-C . Boisse t are 
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included , indeed the last doubly , for the Domaine de 
la Vougeraie is treated separately. 


Through this book I have been introduced , with 
affection , to many new growers, including David 
Clark , with his 2-hectare estate in Morey Saint Denis , 
which , amongst others , produces such humble wines 
as Bourgogne Grand Ordinaire and Bourgogne 
Passtousgrains . I think it must be patriotic pride on 
the part of the author that has included him with the 
Domaine de la Romanee-Conti. 


In Search of Pinot Noir by Benjamin Lewin MW. 
Dover : Vendange Press , 2011 . 424 pp. $45. 


! think this is the first time that I have written of a 
book that it should not be approached lightly. Pinot 
Noir is perhaps the most serious grape of all and 


the author has approached his subject seriously. This 
is first and foremost an academic book. As he writes 
in the preface, "Winemakers in cool climates (and 
some not so cool) all over the world have set out in 
search of the Holy Grail: to emulate the best Pinot 
Noir of Burgundy. " This book gives details of one 
man 's pilgrimage through the best Pinot Noir 
vineyards of the world . 


Perhaps not surprisingly there is no detail of the 
important quantities of Pinot Noir now produced in 
Eastern Europe . A recent visit to Romania suggested 
to me that though their wines so labelled might be 
good glasses of wine , they bore no relationship to 
Burgundy. This brings me to another point. I feel that 
many of the best Pinot Noirs from the New World can 
have their own distinct qualities , without in any way 
trying to emulate Burgundy. 


One of his chapter headings describes the Pinot 
Noir as 'The Quintessential Terroir Grape ," and 
whilst this is true , terroir is just one factor among 
many quality factors. As Andre Ostertag is quoted 
about what has contributed to the increase in quality 
of many Pinot Noirs from Alsace , "It's not a wine
making revolution , it's a viticultural revolution ," but 
he laments , "To make great Pinot Noir you incur the 
same costs as Burgundy , but we don't get the same 
prices ." This is one of the big problems : yields must be 
low and the resultant wine needs to be cuddled. 


One of the detailed features of this book is the 
tasting notes from a number of the best wineries in 
each region . Notes for Burgundies are not generally 
given , except when for example , wines from adjoining 
vineyards might be compared. However there are, for 
example , notes of comparative tastings of the wines of 
different communes of the Cote d'Or and those of the 
Willamette Valley in Oregon. 


For me much of the enjoyment of this ~ 
book is the memories of my own particular ~ 
pilgrimage through the Pinot Noir vine- . 
yards of the world. 







The Drops of God: A Book Review 
by Alder Yarrow 


[This re view is gratefully reprinted from the January 12, 2012 
posting at vinography.com , the award- winning wine & food site of 
new Tendril , Alder Yarrow. For more good things , visit his 
Vinography: A Wine Blog. - Ed.] 


The Drops of God. Vol. l. Story by Tadashi Agi. Art by 
Shu Okimoto . Vertical , Inc./Kodansha U.S.A. , 2011. 
424 pp . Card covers. $9.65. 


"the most widely read wine book in history' 


I
'M TICKLED BY THE IDEA of wine featuring promi· 
nently in popular entertainment. I think a lot of 
wine lovers got a kick out of "Sideways. " Regard· 


less of what they thought of the movie overall , there 
were enough inside wine jokes and archetypal wine 
conversations that anyone who loved wine was able to 
at least smile knowingly . I found it delightful to watch 
people geeking out about wine and extolling the 
virtues of Pinot Noir on the big screen. 


A similar small delight is to be found in the pages 
of the newly translated Drops of God, by Tadashi Agi 
and Shu Okimoto. Drops of God, or Kami no Shizuku , 
as it is known in its original Japanese , may well be 
the most widely read wine book in history , that is , if 
you are willing to grant this Japanese manga cartoon 
status as a wine book. I've written about the phenom · 
enon of Kami no Shizuku several times here on 
Vinography, with amazement at just how popular the 
wine infused adventures of a young businessman 
could be. The readership in Japan is close to 500,000 
people , and the series is purportedly just as popular 
in Korea . 


And now the first volume of the comic has been 
released in the U.S . by Vertical , Inc. in conjunction 
with Kodansha U.S.A. 


Curious wine lovers will find several surprises in 
the book, starting with the fact that it must be read 
right·to·left , top·to·bottom , just as it is in native 
Japanese. This format , which will take a little getting 
used to for most readers, stems from the fact that 
while the words can easily be translated to English , 
the drawn panels cannot as easily be rearranged to 
read in the traditional Western flow. 


Perhaps more surprising is just how fun a story 
that completely revolves around serious wine geekery 
can be . From the finer points of Left Bank chateaux to 
the revered icons of Burgundy to the influence of 
terroir and time on the flavors of a wine , The Drops of 
God is suffused with a near mystical reverence for 
wine. Of course , this is manga , so the profundity leve l 
is much closer to that of a soap opera than a Rex 
Pickett novel , but that shouldn 't stop you from giving 
it a try. 
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The story centers around a reluctant protagonist , 
Shizuku Kanazaki , a low· level employee at a beer 
company who just happens to be the estranged son of 
Japan 's most famous , and as it turns out , recentl y 
deceased wine critic. While Kanazaki doesn 't like or 
drink wine , it quickly becomes clear that his father 
has taught him more about wine than he was aware 
himself . And a good thing this turns out to be , as his 
father 's last will and testament throws Kanazaki into 
a mysterious contest for his estate and wine collec· 
tion , against his father 's somewhat sinister wine-critic 
protege Issei Tomine. 


Kanazaki teams up with the studious , sweet , and 
adorably self-conscious sommelier , Miss Shinohara , to 
plumb the mysteries of his father 's legacy and take a 
crash course on all the more practical wine know ledge 
that he needs to accompany his uncanny palate and 
decanting abilities. 


As is typical for such comics , plenty of hijinks 
ensue , from the typical teenage·level obliviousness to 
developing romance , to shouting matches with aggres· 
sive bosses , to chases around the city to find a 
particular bottle of wine. The art is cinematic in 
quality, with a mix of great drama and subtle detail , 
much lavished on the fine reproduction of wine labels. 
The sub-plots multiply as the pages go by , just as 
some of the world 's great wines surface everywhere 
from tragic messes on the floor of a cellar to buried in 
a city park. The storyline is quite compelling , and the 
mysterious plot can easily lead you to devour the 
entire book in a single sitting. 


While many adults might not ordinarily consider 
spending their time with a comic book in hand , The 
Drops of God is worth a look. In any wine-loving 
household with a teenager , and parents who aren 't 
afraid of glorifying the consumption of wine ( with an 
occasional bout of over-consumption depicted ) the 
book will likel y be a big hit . 


Frankly , the book 's biggest disappo intment lies in 
the fact that it is merely the first in a series , and as a 
result , leaves every thread of the plot hanging for 
resolution in the subsequent volumes. 


Luckil y, the second one came out a few weeks ago , 
the third is due in March , and the fourth in June . 







The Grapes of Wrath and the Wrath of Grapes: 
The Friendship of John Steinbeck and Martin Ray 


by Barbara Marinacci 


CONCLUSION 


[In our January issue we savoured Part 1 of this hitherto unknown and unpublished story of the legendary wineman and his friendslup with 
the world renowned author. During Martin Ray's long-Jived fight for varietal quality in California's wines, he approached his old friend to 
join his ca use. - Ed.] 


Martin Ray as Varietal Wine Zealot 
0 SPEND TIME around Martin Ray 
at any period of his four-decade 
span as a vintner meant hearing 
him declaim, or even rant, about 
the wickedness rampant in the 
world 's wine industry, especially 
in California. (Frequently Italy 
and sometimes even France 
would also draw his fire. And he 
had mostly contempt for Ameri


can winegrowers outside of California , especially 
those using native grapes or their hybrid forms.) MR's 
own wines were intended to provide excellent models 
for other vintners to emulate. 


From the start of his tenure at Masson in 1936 
MR saw himself as California wine's redeemer, so 
certainly he would have talked at length to John 
Steinbeck about his frustrating efforts to convince at 
least some of the state 's better vineyards and wineries 
to produce truly superior wine grapes and table 
wines. (He differentiated these "fine wines" from vin 
ordinaire, ordinary wines made for daily consumption, 
whose needed existence he readily accepted.) He 
attempted to induce these proprietors and wine· 
makers to subscribe to his tenets of quality control. 
But to his everlasting frustration and ultimate ire, he 
perpetually failed to persuade other winery pro· 
prietors of the wisdom of his program for instituting 
excellent quality in fine wines that could represent 
the state 's potentiality for winegrowing. (It should be 
said, too, that several viticulture and enology profes· 
sors at University of California , Davis, who in the late 
1930s also promoted grape and wine quality 
standards and were MR's friends, also made little 
headway in the industry.) 


Eleanor Ray provides an am using anecdote in 
Vineyards in the Sky. 


Martin shared with the Steinbecks his own 
intensifying campaign to promote pure varietal 
wines as the solution to California vintners ' bad 
"press " nationally and internationally. One day at 
the Steinbecks ' house , as he was holding forth on 
this favored topic , John told him for God's sake to 
hold off. ''Want to kill yourself, keeping up this 
fight on top of all your cellar and vineyard work ... 
and your colossal entertaining ?" he exclaimed. 
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''Why should you care what wines are being 
ridiculously labeled? The worse they ·are, the finer 
yours will be in comparison. Just let it drop, 
Rusty!" Certainly John had a point: Martin 's 
fixation was not simplifying his life any-as the 
doctor had ordered. 
Just at that moment , by odd coincidence , John got 
a phone call from Harry Hopkins at the White 
House. President Roosevelt's close advisor had 
discovered in Steinbeck inexhaustible material for 
his various social causes. Martin hung around 
while they talked , for over an hour, watching 
Steinbeck waving an arm excitedly to emphasize 
some point, and repeating "Now what we want is 
. .. " and generally carrying on. 
''Who the hell is WE?" Martin asked when the 
conversation finally ended. 'You kept saying, 
'What wewant."' 
''Why, We the People!" John exploded , his fist in 
the air challengingly. Whereupon Martin laughed 
uproariously, and shook his own fist in the air. 
''We the Varietal Wines!" he came back at him. 
After that, John gave up trying to take the fire out 
of Martin's cause, and expected reciprocal 
consideration. 
These were the key elements in MR's radical plan 


for those better California wineries who maintained 
they were already producing excellent products-and 
therefore appalled wine connoisseurs accustomed to 
superb European wines: 


1) Grow, and vintage from, onlyfine winegrape 
varieties when making superior wines. 


2) Use the painstaking, handcrafted, "classic" 
methods in making wine, which necessarily entailed 
strictly limiting production. 


3) Stop the practice of ''blending out"-in which 
abundant and low·cost inferior grapes are crushed 
along with those of the finer varieties, or large 
quantities of wines made from them are added to a 
small amount of a fine varietal, whose name alone 
will eventually be put on labels of the bottled product. 


4) Strive to make wholly "natural" wines by 
refraining from adding something to them, such as 
metabisulphite , sugar , water, and (in champagnes) 
brandy; and also from removing beneficent microbes 
and flavors through processes like pasteurizing , 
fining , and filtering. 







5) Be honest and give varietal names (e.g., Pinet 
noir, Cabernet sauvignon) only to 100% unblended 
wines. Also , identify on labels the regional origin, or 
geographic appellation, of the winegrapes used to 
make such wines. 


A decade and a half later, as will be told shortly , 
Martin would try to enlist John Steinbeck in helping 
to get his revolutionary wine-improving message out 
to the wider public through his undoubted press 
connections. 


The Beginning of an End 


I
t 's clear that Martin Ray at times wrote at length 
to Julian Street about Steinbeck in response to 
some questions that had been asked. For instance, 


there's this very long passage , containing insights 
accrued during MR's deep acquaintance with both 
Steinbecks - and then, as MR moved inexorably from 
the political and economic arenas into the highly 
personal realm, anticipating what could happen to 
their marriage. 


As for the question, "is John a Communist sympa· 
thizer?", I can tell you that he is not a Communist 
and not a Communist sympathizer in the accepted 
meaning of the words. Yet, John sympathizes with 
the under dog, and wishes to raise the benefits of 
the masses. He once told me that he could not 
devote his energies to the raising of a family 
because he felt it a limited devotion compared to 
what he felt toward all of humanity, or words to 
this effect. It is dangerous for me to undertake to 
describe with words what his feelings are as 
described to me in his words. You know how that 
sort of thing is. John's family were people of 
means although they lost it in later life. He and 
Carol lived on $25. and $50. per month during the 
first years of their married life which ':"as the 
sacrifice then necessary for him to make m order 
to write full time, so they know what it is to have 
little. Her people were neither wealthy nor poor 
but somewhere in between. We went to school 
with her and remember her as not in any way 
limited by class restrictions. Her father was a 
Real Estate and Insurance Broker in San Jose, 
and still is; yet, she was hurt somewhere along 
the line and she is today still suffering from a 
feeling of inferiority, which accounts for her often 
being misunderstood. She speaks out very boldly 
and sometimes not delicately in the presence of 
people just met and in groups which she has just 
entered and sometimes the things she says are 
not very nice. She shocks people and they think 
she is brazen but underneath she is really 
frightened. 
John is bigger than she is and his success in a way 
has hurt her . She doesn't like the way people 
shower their attention on him and pay little 
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attention to her. She has found this way which I 
described in which she gets attention of one kind 
or another. She has recently turned her hand to 
some sketching and has written a few things , so 
perhaps in time she will find herself and be 
content to be her own natural self. Understand, 
she is healthy , attractive and pleasant. Actually 
she is a very good sort. It was she who joined the 
Communist Party and if there is a left wing to the 
family , it is Carol rather than John . Elsie had ~o 
take her aside before she would employ help m 
her house. She was washing all the clothes and 
even the bedding when they had already under
taken much entertainment. Finally she got her to 
agree to get a house boy and now they have a cook 
and a house boy. It is naturally difficult to have 
all this attention pushed at one all of a sudden 
and to be making money hand over fist after all 
those lean years. 
I have said that John has not yet done his best 
work and I will add to it that it will probably be a 
good many years before his wife will be able ~o 
adjust herself to all these changes if indeed she 1s 
ever successful. [1/22/41] 
In this letter to Street, MR ended these state· 


ments by observing, "I like his wife and understand 
something about her , but she is not a person I can 
reach for she is always somebody else rather than 
herself, furthermore , she doesn 't drink well." 


By the spring of 1941 it was becoming apparent to 
Rusty and Elsie Ray that the Steinbecks ' marriage 
was totally unraveling. John probably confided in 
Rusty that he had begun an affair with Gwendolyn 
Conger, a young singer he had met in the previous 
year while spending some time in Hollywood , away 
from Carol. 


In Vineyards in the Sky Eleanor Ray recounted 
what Rusty had said about this unhappy time: 


The Steinbecks ' companionable marriage sudden· 
ly changed when Grapes of Wrath became a 
tremendous literary and commercial success. At 
parties John was the big celebrity , while Carol 
received little or no recognition . Feeling rudely 
dismissed , she acted out her anger , sometimes 
raising her voice to compel attention . Increasingly 
she was sharply criticized and socially ostracized. 
The once-amicable pair no longer visited the Rays ' 
mountaintop together. 
Steinbeck 's publisher, Viking , gave a big party for 
him in New York. He flew back there , leaving 
Carol behind. Immediately snatched aboard the 
East Coast celebrity circuit , he never reall y came 
back. It was a great loss . To Carol. To the Rays. To 
everyone who had loved him as a friend. But most 
of all , perhaps , to himself and his writing. Those 
romantic , ant i-Establishment Steinbeck years m 







California were over. 
The same year , 1941, proved calamitous as well 


for the Rays. In early July , the big old winery had 
been consumed by fire. Only the thin rock-embedded 
concrete shell of the structure and the beautiful old 
sandstone Romanesque-style fac;ade remained . All of 
the wines in casks and bottles had been destroyed , 
except for a repository of bottled wines that had been 
kept in a sub-cellar and had to be exca vated from the 
rubble. Through great effort Martin managed to 
reconstruct the winery 's interior in time for vintage 
that year : the grape crop , after all , had remained 
intact. Bu t the Rays ' financial liabilities forced them 
to lay off all regular employees and from then on do 
most of the considerable year-round work in the cellar 
and vineyards by themselves or with help from family 
members . The y had almost no time or energy now for 
socializing with friends or entertaining celebrities. 
Meanwhile , the Steinbecks had begun going their 
ver y separate ways , so the compatible foursome 's 
frequent get-togethers were ended forever. 


Steinbeck presented a wannly inscribed copy of the limited 
edition printing of his The Red Pony to the Rays in celebration 


of finishing his Grapes of Wrath in 1938 


Then on December 7, as 1941 was nearing its 
close , came Pearl Harbor and America's entry into 
World War II , which would soon call upon Steinbeck 's 
gifts as a journalist. 


Perhaps MR was reflecting fondly yet sadl y upon 
that vanished close friendship with Steinbeck , when 
he wrote this to Street a year later: 


There was a time , alread y many years ago , I fear , 
when I could be charmed if not intoxicated by the 
meeting of almost any important personality, on 
the surface ne w and interesting . Then , it got to be 
that they had to have something other than 
position and surface attraction before I could 
reall y cherish the memory of them long after they 
had gone. Somewhere along the way I have 
developed a tendenc y to search for genuineness , 
simple truth in character , which means more to 
me than anything else . When I don 't find it I j_ust 
can 't care very much for a person. But where it is , 
my heart warms to it in a way that seems to me 
very pleasant. [11/16/42] 
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The Visit from an FBI Agent 


J ohn Steinbeck was eager to do something to aid 
the United States and its allies in their struggle 
against the Axis , the ruthless totalitarian trio of 


nations that were imperiling the free democracies of 
the world. But when he applied for a commission in 
the Army , his reputation as a leftist and possible 
Communist made officials suspicious of his intentions ; 
he might use a sensitive position as an opportunity for 
spying and turn classified information over to agents 
of the Soviet Union . When requested to supply 
character references , Steinbeck offered Martin Ray. 
He knew Rusty had close personal knowledge of his 
political beliefs and could assure doubters of his 
absolute fidelity to the land of his birth. 


In June of 1943 an FBI agent reported on his 
recent interview with Martin Ray on Steinbeck 's 
suitability for an Army commission. 


MEMORANDUM FOR THE OFFICER IN CHARGE 
Subject : John E. Steinbeck 
30 June 1943 
On June 9, 1943, this Agent interviewed Mr . 
MARTIN RAY, intimate acquaintance of Subject. 
RAY associated with STEINBECK and his former 
wife, Carol Steinbeck , during the entire time 
Subject 's residence was in Los Gatos , California. 
Informant is presently residing on Masson Road, 
Saratoga , California . 
RAY believes Subject to be absolutely loyal to the 
government although Subject associated with 
some elements of the Communist Party in his 
earliest days of writing. Subject repeatedly stated 
to RAY that he was not a Communist but was 
interested in the lower-class working people 
regardless of their particular political creed. RAY 
explains that Subject had written certain articles 
for publications which were considered Commu
nistic but that these articles were written to 
explain Subject 's point of view of the social 
problem involved and not to further the interest of 
the Communist party. Subject , according to RAY, 
gradually realized that he was being used by the 
Party and severed all connections with this 
element after his book s began to have a wide sale. 
CAROL STEINBECK , former wife of Subject , told RAY 
that she registered with the Communist Part y in 
Santa Clara County in 1938 simpl y to observe 
local reaction and that Subject was strongly 
opposed to this act. 
Following the sale of one of Subject 's earlier 
books , Subject and his wife mad e a trip to Europ e, 
visiting Sweden and Russia. RAY stated that 
Subject was deeply impressed by the economic 
and political policies of Sweden but was not 
impressed , nor did he discuss , the government of 
Russia. 







Concerning Subject's character, RAY stated Sub· 
ject 's integrity was beyond question. Subject is 
very sensitive and sentimental; is deeply devoted 
to his friends and is easily influenced by these 
friends to grant large favors. 
RAY believes Subject should be commissioned in 
the Army only if Subject's writing ability may be 
efficiently utilized. According to RAY, Subject 
would work very hard writing for the benefit of 
his country but is not qualified to hold a 
commission in any other situation. 
Agent's Notes: 
RAY is a close friend of Subject and has tre· 
mendous respect for Subject's writing ability. This 
Agent believes RAY is interested in Subject's 
welfare as a friend yet was absolutely fair and 
impartial in his recollections of Subject and 
Subject's suitability for a commission in the Army. 
John K. Steinbeck was listed as living in Sherman 
Oaks, California, at this time. 
Charles 0. Shields, Agent , CHIC 
The Rays would have followed Steinbeck 's 


wartime writing with considerable interest, obtaining 
copies of his journalistic reports, stories, and books 
(such as The Moon Is Dowm whenever they were 
available. 


Resumed Contact 


I
n the years after Steinbeck had left Los Gatos , 
occasional notes must have passed between the 
Rays and their old friend John, who after WWII 


had taken up permanent residence on the East Coast . 
Certainly Elsie Ray would have tried to maintain , at 
least, a customary annual communication at Christ· 
mastime. 


Just as Steinbeck's life during the 1940s and early 
'50s underwent many changes, so did the Rays'. In 
1943 they sold the Masson premises to Seagram, a 
large distillery corporation. (In subsequent years Paul 
Masson 's historic property passed through several 
different corporate and private hands. It is now 
known as The Mountain Winery. The old winery 
building , rescued by Martin Ray after fire consumed 
its interior , provides a dramatic backdrop to summer 
concerts. It and the chateau , enlarged from the time 
when the Rays lived in it , serve as venues for 
meetings, special events, and catered affairs such as 
weddings.) 


This profitable sale freed the Rays from debt and 
enabled them to buy a half-section of land, about 320 
acres , just across the canyon from Masson, on the 
same Table Mountain. Rusty cleared the top area and 
began planting a vineyard there. He also built a two· 
room redwood house atop a small wine cellar , which 
would initially serve as his own eponymous winery. 
Before his own vines came into bearing , he bought 
grapes from other vineyards and he began making a 
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very limited number of pure varietal wines and 
champagnes. The Martin Ray winery was an early 
embodiment of what would later become known as a 
"boutique" operation. 


However, MR's prospects for finally achieving a 
less stressful , more satisfying life than what had been 
possible for him at Masson were shattered when Elsie 
was diagnosed with terminal cancer. Severely 
depressed and probably suicidal after her death , he 
was rescued from his dark fate by Eleanor Ray. Not 
only did she have an ebullient nature , but she brought 
into their marriage in the fall of 1951 an array of 
useful professional skills in writing, secretarial work , 
publicity , and advertising . Additionally , she had three 
almost·adult children from her marriage to Walter 
Kamb , and at once Rusty worked hard to recruit them 
into sharing his visions, hoping to establish an actual 
winegrowing dynasty. 


The rejuvenated Rusty Ray had won a new lease 
on the "good life" traditionally sought by dedicated 
vintners. His winery business had barely been 
launched when Elsie took sick; in his despair , he had 
even sold it and the mountain property. They were 
now retrieved and reactivated. And so was his 
campaign to prove that the better wineries must 
reform their ways and begin showing the world that 
California could indeed make great wines-as he was 
again doing. By 1955 his pure varietal wines and 
"natural" champagnes had begun winning from 
connoisseurs the same sort of approbation , even 
acclaim, that his wines vintaged at Masson had 
received in the late '30s and early '40s. Since they 
were scarce and therefore difficult to obtain , following 
the rules of supply-and ·demand they commanded the 
highest prices of any wines made in America. And MR 
could sell everything he made. 


Celebrities started coming back into Martin Ray's 
life. So did persistent wine lovers thrilled when finally 
receiving invitations to visit Mt. Eden '!$mountaintop 
winery. Stage and screen actor Burgess Meredith took 
an interest in good wine, so while he was in San 
Francisco, starring in the road show of Teahouse of 
the August Moon, he sought out Martin Ray . He , his 
co·star, Scott McKay , and their wives were invited up 
for a dinner at the Rays ' home and winery atop Mount 
Eden. Meredith and Ray, happy in their consumption 
of bountiful fine wine and together decrying the foul 
deceptions of most California vintners, decided to 
telephone "Buzzy" Meredith 's good friend John Stein· 
beck , whom Meredith had known ever since playing 
the role of George in the movie version of Of Mice and 
Men. The call didn't get through, so instead Meredith 
sent a telegram with a rather inebriated greeting. It 
was apparently relayed by phone to Steinbeck at his 
residence on East 72nd Street in New York City on 
Mays: 







TRYING TO TELEPHONE YOU FULL OF WONDERFUL 
PIN OT NOIR TRAFFICIMPEEDING [sic] ANYHOW LOVE 


TO YOU AND ELAINE FROM KAJA, SCOTT AND JOAN 
MCKAY, THE MARTIN RAYS 
It happened that just at this time MR was 


mounting another crusade against the California wine 
industry , even bolder and more strident than the one 
he 'd launched in the late 1930s . It occurred to the 
Rays that Rusty should write to John Steinbeck and 
tell him about what he had begun calling his "Wine 
Quality Fight ." He now had a particular target to 
focus on and a plan of action. So on June 3, 1955, MR 
followed the wire with a letter encompassing salient 
events in his life during gap of years between their 
seeing each other. 


We were having a great time the night we tried to 
phone you-Burgess, Scott and I & girls-and 
were so sorry to have missed you. Lots of things 
have happened since we last met , and even since 
we exchanged letters. I don't know whether you 
have caught up with any of it . 
Our magnificent new property adjoining the old 
place [Paul Masson] was just coming into bearing 
in 1948, and life was just as we wanted it-then , 
after a two-year struggle I lost Elsie to cancer. It 
just about killed me to lose her, but let me tell 
you, John , there was a girl who in utter defeat 
could still triumph. After the doctor told her she 
had only a few weeks to live we came home and 
she said "Papa , you know what I want? I want to 
drink a bottle of champagne with you ." She 
figured it all out with infinite wisdom, how she 'd 
enjoyed life so fully that actually she 'd lived twice 
as long as most people so was willing to settle for 
what she 'd had. She planned in detail for the 
difficult period ahead so the spirit of our life 
remained serene and unbowed , even in the face of 
catastrophe. There , I say , was true greatness. 
Incidentally, when she cleaned up her desk , 
throwing away letters and leaving notes to me 
abou t this and that, she left in an envelope the 
ribbon which had been presented to you at some 
sort of Academy Award ; and , if you recall , on the 
day you received it we had a dinner at our old 
place , and there in your handwriting was an 
inscription wherein you bestowed the medal on 
Elsie . She had pinned a little piece of paper to it 
saying "Remember this , Rusty? I maintain that 
was one hell of a fine party ." 
She was our first Madame Pinot [MR's fond 
nickname for both his wives]. Now , with great 
good fortu ne , we have another one-with all the 
interest in ever ything and fire for living. She is 
Eleanor , who was Elsie 's best friend , and mine 
too, when we were all in school together. 
Rusty then moved toward the principal motivation 
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for his contacting Steinbeck after all these years. He 
had a big favor to ask of him. But before making his 
request , he sketched in the background for it. Some of 
the subsequent argument would have seemed familiar 
to John , since it all dated back to the period after 
Repeal , when the Steinbecks lived in Los Gatos and 
knew well Rusty Ray 's fighting spirit on behalf of 
wine quality, and varietal wines in particular. 


Our new place , Mt. Eden , adjoins the old but is up 
2000 feet at the summit where we live looking 
down directly on the vineyards-there 's no place 
like it anywhere , I'm sure you'd be crazy for it . 
Have you seen this new book just out , "A Guide to 
California Wines" [1955]? Joe [Joseph Henry] 
Jackson wrote the foreword , John Melville author
ed it , and Doubleday is doing a terrific promotion
al job here in California. We get top billing in the 
book-Melville said without qualification that we 
made "the finest and costliest wines of California." 
We've moved into front place in a comparatively 
short time after bringing out our well-aged 
varietals from this new place under our Martin 
Ray label-and we're now in a position where we 
no longer have any competition. We get $100 and 
$120 a case for our two champagnes, $48 a case 
for our Pinot Noir , and $36 for our Cabernet 
Sauvignon. We have had about as much recogni
tion as anyone could hope for, and things are 
going mighty well. [Note: Such prices on cases of wine 
(12 bottles) will , of course, appear absurdly low to 
today's sophisticated wine consumers. Even correcting 
for the inflation over the course of a half-century, they 
still seem low for just a bottle of a first-class California 
varietal wine in scarce supply from a notable winery.] 


Produced ind !011 1,d by Martir, R•y , Stratog,1 , C1llforn11 


AlCOHO l CONTENTS 13% !Y VOlUMf • CONH:NTS .c/ 5 OUARl 


"Martin Ray's wines are all 100 per cent varietal vintage wines and 


of the best years only. " Melville, Guide to ca/ifornia Wines, 1955. 







But as to the industry-! California wineries (and 
I refer to those who sell wines under their own 
labels and at more than $1 a bottle) stepped up 
production during war years to as much as ten 
times what their own vineyards would provide, 
because they could sell whatever amount they 
made , no matter how bad. The result is, the 
quality of most California wines has severely 
suffered , and imports which were half a million 
gallons in 1948 have increased to three million 
gallons in 1954, thus filling the quality gap. Sales 
of California table wines are now jeopardized, and 
the growers are clamoring to tax competing im · 
ports out of the way (the same old cry they've been 
raising all through California's viticultural his· 
tory!). These growers proclaim the excellence of 
their wines and insist on a quality reputation they 
no longer deserve. They have just formed a group 
called the "Premi um Wine Growers [sic, Produ· 
cers] of California" which is devoted to keeping 
out imports and stepping up radio , TV and 
newspaper advertising of their wines, when they 
should be devoting their efforts to improving their 
wines , thus meeting competition. 
Several months earlier, this activist group of 


about a dozen well-known wineries had contacted 
Martin Ray through spokesman Louis Gomberg , who 
asked him to join up. Over the years MR had received 
numerous complaints from both retailers and 
consumers about the deceptions and poor quality in 
most premium California wines. After exploring the 
group 's intentions and informed of their unwillingness 
to change their overall old ways of both making and 
marketing fine wines, MR became enraged at their 
arrogance . 


So I'm at war with them , trying to force a self· 
imposed quality control like they have in every 
other wine country in the world. It is in fact a 
fight for quality. This fight has been lost in many 
fields, but there is a very good chance that I'm 
going to win it here , and if! do, it 's because I have 
an effective economic lever to bring it about , the 
retailers . They 're behind me , and the complaining 
growers now are squirming . They 're holding a 
meeting today , and I've forced them into a 
position where they must either sponsor my plan 
for quality control or go on record against it. Dr. 
Amerine of U.C. Davis just gave a speech to the 
Technical Advisory Committee of the Wine Insti
tute in which he ripped into the growers just as I 
have been doing for all their malpractices in 
which they blend away their quality and 
fraudulently label their wines. 
The news story is going to break nationally later 
this month , whether or not these growers accept 
a self-imposed qualit y control. If the y do, it will be 
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the first time in history they 've given in to quality 
objectives; if they don 't , it 's going to be a dramatic 
fight to report anyway . I'm going to send you a 
portfolio I'm getting together of all the letters 
which highlight this fight , and if you read them 
you'll have the entire picture , and will see at a 
glance the great significance of the struggle
symbolic of the quality struggle in all fields today. 
Now came MR's request of John. Perhaps it was 


Eleanor Ray, aware of Steinbeck 's position as a 
contributing "editor·at·large " to the Saturday Review 
of Literature, who had the brainstorm: Rusty should 
ask his influential , well ·placed old friend to undertake 
an important mission to America 's media publications 
center. 


I am wondering if you could do something on 
it-perhaps a little story or editorial in the 
Saturday Review , as they are always keenly 
interested in the fight for quality.You will find in 
the portfolio names you can quote for added spice. 
I'd like to break the news story in New York 
papers , as soon as I have word from the growers 
as to whether they are going to accept or reject 
the quality control. If the y reject, by breaking it in 
the press they 'll be forced to reconsider. Don't you 
have some friend on one of the New York papers 
who could do a walloping job on this? I'd like your 
help on this, John , and in a way it's your sort of 
thing. Goddamn these big bastards who 've gotten 
control of the industry-they no longer care what 
they put in the bottles , something must be done to 
stop them. You might be interested to know 
there 's no opposition except from the growers 
themselves. Their organizer , Louis Gomberg 
(formerly of the Wine Institute , but fired because 
he was claiming to be favoring interest of table 
wine growers!) said to me a month ago that such 
a control as I proposed couldn't possibly come in 
our lifetime; a couple of weeks ago he said such a 
thing couldn't come for two or three years at least ; 
and right at this moment the fight is on to see 
whether or not they will accept it now ! That 's 
what pressure can do, and I'm going to continue to 
pressure them by every means I can get hold of. 
That's how close we are to victory. 
Finally Rusty brought his long missive to a brief 


and personable conclusion. 
With best of good wishes to you , and hoping we 
can get together up here on the mountaintop one 
of these days-you'll be struck with the greatness 
we've achieved with our wines today , far greater 
than ever before! 
On June 20 JS responded to MR's letter with a 


handwritten note . 
Box 1017 
Sag Harbor , Long Island , New York 







Dear Rusty: 
I have your letter and the brochure. Very 
interesting. They had to be forwarded. I have a 
little place out here and spend quite a bit of time 
here . 
I was so sorry to learn about the death of Elsie. 
What a girl she was and from your account her 
manner of dying was not the least of her qualities. 
I wish I could do as well. I am glad to hear also 
that you have a good refuge . Wish I could meet 
her and I will. All the best to you both in luck and 
affection. And I am sure you will have it. 
I am remarried and very happily so. My two boys 
are with me now but in the winter they live with 
their mother . They are good boys 9-ll and very 
interesting and very different , lord! how different. 
I have a point of land here. Big trees, almost 
surrounded by water , a little cottage , a pier and a 
boat. And you know how I love the sea. We fish a 
good deal and cruise a lot and plant a few roses. It 
is a change from New York and a welcome one , 
although I do love the city . It is a wonderful place. 
I haven 't been in California for some time . Next 
year I am going to cover both conventions . I have 
never been to one. I will come out early for the 
Republican and will see you then. I hope you will 
invite us to the vineyard . I would love to see it .. .. 
All my affection to you and my compliments to 
your wife . Keep up the good fight -
Yours , John 


The Rays must have been frustrated that it took 
so long--0ver two weeks - to get this response from 
Steinbeck. Noticeabl y, though , Steinbeck hadn 't com
mented on Rusty 's long discourse and brochure of 
some kind except to say they were "ver y interesting. " 
Neither had he volunteered to join Rusty 's fight to 
improve wine qualit y . 


Very soon after he wrote his note , John ma y have 
returned to New York City and there read two more 
letter s from Martin Ray. Or else th e let t er s arrive d in 
Long Island in time for him to t ake some belated 
action in honoring Rust y's reques t. (The y didn 't talk 
on the telephon e, as they migh t hav e done , as will be 
shown later. ) 


The hope of enli st ing Steinbeck 's help in New 
York was only one factor in Martin Ray 's resolute 
campaign agains t the Premium Wine Growers of 
California. MR had been alerted by Louis Gomberg to 
the group 's collecti ve intransigence over his insistence 
upon enac ting quali ty control. Furthermore , he began 
to receive irate letters from the various winer y 
proprietors to whom he had sen t copies of several 
letters of his to Gomberg , in which he demanded 
changes in the way the y made , labeled , and marketed 
their wines . MR responded to them by making furt her 
accusations targeted agains t specific "fra u dulen tly 
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labeled " wines of theirs-which he said had only small 
traces , if any at all , of the varietals named therein . 


On June 12 MR sent a second letter to Steinbeck: 
I know you haven 't had time to answer as yet my 
letter to you of only a few days ago. 
But things have been moving along rapidly in our 
fight for self -imposed quality control. You will 
remember I told you we're going to break a news 
story later this month when we get the decision 
pro or con from the newly-formed Premium 
Winegrowers of California. The release date for 
the news story is now set for TUESDAY , JUNE 21. 
The Premium Winegrowers of California organi
zation is making a tactical maneuver to smother 
the story value of this fight by delay . They say 
they can 't consider such a big thing as quality 
control without having more time to think it over. 
I know exactly what will happen if I let them 
control it, and put off releasing the story . They'll 
delay and hedge until the many people now vitally 
interested in this fight will lose hope of its 
accomplishing anything, and all interest will 
evaporate . These same growers did the same 
thing to my effort toward quality control twenty 
years ago in the new Wine Institute organization . 
Now it 's the same strategy all over again , with 
this newly formed "Premium " group. So I'm 
releasing the story of this fight on June 21- the 
news angle being that I've been pressured into 
telling all , giving the score on what 's happened to 
date, giving the press the full story , including 
letters from big names and showing wide public 
interest in the outcome of this quality fight . 
Actually public interest if roused widely and 
sustained by the press may be the necessary force 
to make these growers finally give in to quality 
control, after all these years. 
We have made arrangements to release a story 
June 21st in Los Angeles , San Francisco , Boston 
and Baltimore , but have no newspaper contact in 
New York, so are hoping either you will be able to 
do something on it , John , or hand it to some friend 
who will. The moment the news-stor y is broken a 
national magazine is going to follow it up , but it 
must be broken in the newspapers first . Whether 
or not you are able to help us with a New York 
newspaper story for Tuesda y, June 21st , I'm 
hoping very much you may do something in the 
Saturday Review or in an y other publication you 
ma y have in mind that would be interested in this 
quali ty fight. 
I don't care how either stor y is handled. There 's 
but one thing I would stress , I don't want 
individual growers of the opposition singled out , 
but refer to them as the growers ' group ; for , if 
the y are hur t as individuals our chances of getting 







them to back quality control will be lessened. But 
if the story is slanted as if taking for granted 
they're finally come around to a mature point of 
view, with idealism triumphing over materialism, 
maybe they will come round! 


· Thanks very much for anything you can do, John. 
Wire or telephone me collect if you want anything 
further. With all the best personal regards
There was still another letter from MR to JS , a 


short one, composed and sent two days later. 
(Decisions and actions usually had to move fast with 
Martin Ray.) 


You probably surmised that it's LIFE aiming at 
this story, if they can get the story broken first in 
the newspapers so they can pick it up and do a 
terrific exploratory job. I've just been talking with 
Dick Pollard, TIME·LIFE Bureau Chief inS.F.-and 
he stresses that he wants the story to break 
explosively with lots of controversy. He says the 
New York Times would be the best possible 
paper-is it possible that you could arrange this? 
Actually the more interest roused the better, he 
suggested Newsweek also be given the story. 
I know how busy you are, but do hope you have 
someone you can turn this over to who'd be vitally 
interested in this quality war and do a bang-up 
job just for the hell of it. There'd be less chance of 
interference back there. Here in California the 
Wine Institute is an advertiser to be reckoned 
with, and maybe able to kill the story-Joe 
Jackson tells me he's certain they can get it killed. 
So you see much can depend on what a paper such 
as the New York Times does with it. 
Again, many many thanks for anything you can 
do on this, John. 
Hastily, Rusty 
P.S. The portfolio of materials went off by air to 
you yesterday, and I trust is in your hands by 
now. 
Since his note to MR had been written on the 201


\ 


Steinbeck apparently hadn't had time to do anything, 
even if he 'd wanted to, before receiving the packet of 
materials and those last two letters announced the 
June 21 deadline. But he seems then to have alerted 
the Saturday Review to the current wine-quality 
controversy, so that some materials-the binder and 
perhapsRay'sfirstletter, or all three-were delivered 
to the magazine's office. William Patterson, the 
associate publisher, took a look at it, and on June 24 
(three days after Ray's news release deadline) wrote 
to John. They saw no way, he said, to publish Ray's 
material until they put out their "gourmet" issue some 
months in the future. But maybe, he suggested , the 
New York Times' Sunday magazine section or Colliers 
might want it; he 'd soon talk to the editors in both 
places. If they'd be interested, he'd let John know . In 
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the meantime, he was returning the material. But 
then something else occurred to him. 


We do have one suggestion as far as Saturday 
Review is concerned . Since you know the area and 
the subject-California and wine-very well 
indeed, you might want to work this controversy 
in the structure of an editorial around the theme, 
"America must do things well , not just overwhelm 
the world with masses of sub-standard products, 
etc." That would be an interesting idea and wine 
is, after all, interesting to a lot of people ... 
Don't let your typewriter haunt you. You have no 
fixed deadlines here . Enjoy the sun , and only stir 
when the spirit moves you. 
Then in a P.S. "Pat" reported that Colliers ' senior 


articles editor had just called and, hearing about the 
wine-quality crisis being brewed out in California, he 
wanted to see Ray's coverage ofit. So it would be sent 
over to him. 


The next day , Steinbeck sent this letter from Sag 
Harbor. 


Dear Rusty: 
Enclosed is a letter from Pat Patterson of S.R.L. 
which is self explanatory. I hope you approve of 
what I have done with the material. Any way, if 
anything happens to the material, I should 
imagine they will get in touch with you. 
Colliers has more coverage but the Times more 
prestige 
I want to get this off to you so close in haste. 
Heartiest, John 
Out of a sense of loyalty to a friend from his 


distant past, Steinbeck had gone out of his way to get 
the Saturday Review to look at Martin Ray 's material. 
Perhaps he even contacted other editors he knew in 
New York publishing offices. As for composing a 
special wine-and-quality "theme" editorial for the SR: 
busy as he always was with his own writing projects, 
he probably had no time or inclination even to 
consider it. 


After reviewing MR's writings , Colliers appar· 
ently declined to get involved ; maybe the New York 
Times, too. But what happened with Life's supposedly 
keen interest that apparently depended upon a prior 
major news break? The operating budgets of man y 
magazines and newspapers , whether national and 
local in circulation , depended upon receiving healthy 
advertising revenues. They often carried ads of 
prominent California wineries as well as of their 
overarching Wine Institute. Why ruin goodwill by 
biting hands that paid out big and dependable cash? 


Meanwhile, as the days had gone by back in 
California, the situation was already getting defused. 
The winegrowers ' group , probably concerned about 
getting the bad press that Martin Ray was 
threatening, told Gomberg , who acted as mediator 







between them and MR, that they were willing now to 
explore the possibility of imminent quality control. 
They had agreed to accept MR's proposal that they 
work out all the specifics with Dr. Albert Winkler , the 
much -respected viticulturist at UC Davis who had 
long been promoting widespread planting of superior 
winegrape varieties. The Rays in a way seemed 
almost relieved; they felt that progress had been 
made ; thanks to their efforts the high end of the wine 
industry would start to change. Rusty could now 
return full time to work in his beloved vineyards and 
wine cellar , Eleanor to her kitchen , flower garden, 
and "needlepoint " knitting. 


It all ended up like a tempest in a wine decanter. 
Little mention was made in the press, anywhere, 
about this stir among California wineries. In fact , the 
reporter who wrote the single article in the Ray 
scrapbook got it all wrong , and actually had MR (a 
photo of whom was shown) as a member and leader of 
the winegrowers ' group. Furthermore, the even~ual 
outcome of the "Quality Wine Fight " turned out Just 
as MR feared it might. The group 's seeming assent 
had only been a ruse--or at least that was how he saw 
it. They never met at all with Winkler, probably 
because they never intended to . And why should they? 
In the mid·1950s the California wine industry was 
resistant to change. The wineries and grapegrowers 
simply weren 't ready and willing yet to get serious 
about becoming self-regulating: about accepting forms 
of quality control , such as identifying grape~es 
accurately , planting far more acreage o~ fine "'.'me· 
grapes , ceasing the blending out of v~1etal w~es , 
labeling bottles honestly - to do or refram fro~ domg 
all those things that mattered so much to Martm Ray. 
It would take at least ten more years for significant 
progress to be made in the long march toward what 
became known as the "Wine Revolution." And that, as 
MR predicted, was partly caused by pressure from 
retailers and a growing number of consumers who ex· 
pected to buy much better wines made in C~ornia. 


As for MR's disappointment over big-name 
Steinbeck 's lack of success in gaining publicity for his 
crusading wine battle , perhaps he could take comfo~t 
in a comment he 'd made right at the start of his 
appeal to John . He was testing at this time the loyalt y 
of another friend , w horn he had met about the time he 
first met Steinbeck: the now-eminent U.C. Davis 
enologist Maynard Amerine. MR was vainly attem~t
ing to enlist him as a public ally in }_iis_grea~ qu~ty 
cause , despite Amerine 's close association with wme 
industry bigwigs. So he bragged: 


You'd be surprised at how many names I could 
employ [for PR purposes], and yet they would for 
one reason or another not serve the purpose here , 
often because of association. Take John Steinbeck. 
What he would say would only associate our wines 
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with those of Cannery Row! Yet, he would let me 
use any statement! [6/4/55] 


An Abortive Reunion 


T
he renewed contact between MR and Steinbeck 
was not yet over, though . About a year after the 
flurry of correspondence and activity about the 


Wine Quality Fight, John wrote to Rusty. 
Pardon me for being so long in answering. But I 
have had a kind of hectic time . 
We are going to both [political] conventions , first 
to Chicago and then to S.F . I don 't know exactly 
but I think the S.F. one starts the 19th of August 
and no one knows how long it will run. They think 
it will be short but there is just a possibility that 
something might get out of hand to make it 
exciting. The hatreds within the Republican party 
are running very high and if one thing broke loose 
there might be a big fight. Anyway it can't run 
over a week. We will be staying at the Clift Hotel 
during that time . After it is over we plan to rent a 
car and drive down the state seeing friends and so 
forth. And if everything works out, we would love 
to see you . However, there is plenty of time to 
work such things out. I am covering the conven· 
tions for about twenty-five papers and I must 
think first of them, but once they are out of my 
hair I am going to take a little time to do nothing 
but visit friends and talk over old times. Also you 
have never met Elaine and she would be delighted 
with your set up. 
I'm in the usual rush now but did want to tell you 
that we would love to see you. [6/4/56] 
Rusty was excited about the prospect of seeing 


John again, meeting his wife, and introducing 
Eleanor. He was expecting the Steinbecks to come and 
stay on the mountaintop , in their guesthouse-the 
original redwood cabin-for a couple of days. ~d 
prior to this he 'd arranged for a pleasant welcoming 
surprise for John in the San Fran~isco hotel r~o~ 
when he arrived to cover the Republican Convent10n, 
some choice Martin Ray rose champagne . As he wrote 
later in a letter to Burgess Meredith: "Did John 
Steinbeck tell you we had a bottle of Madame Pinot 
waiting for him in his room in an ice-bucket when he 
arrived?" Then MR added a rather dour statement , 
followed by a petulant question: 


I just read that [Humphrey] Bogart list~d 
[Steinbeck] as one of the ten best drinking men m 
the country. The inference was that he worked on 
whisky , however. Has John forsaken wine for 
spirits?" [1/28/57] 
Certainly Steinbeck had originally intended to 


visit MR at his mountaintop home in Saratoga. But as 
the time approached , he must have realized he was 
too physically and mentally exhausted to go ther~
overwhelmed at already having attended two noisy, 







people·fi.lled conventions in a short space of time and 
sending reports about them for syndication in 40 
newspapers. Perhaps he no longer felt strong and 
durable enough to deal with the Rusty Ray he 
remembered from years ago: his inescapably exu· 
berant persona, his fixations on the treachery and 
shenanigans in the wine industry , and tall tales being 
told at the dining table for hours , as bottle upon bottle 
of wine were opened and consumed. 


Following John 's defection, Rusty described his 
keen disappointment in a letter to Eleanor's son 
Barclay. But it seemed far more like disillusionment . 


You expressed some feeling of question about 
John Steinbeck's scheduled visit here following 
the Republican Convention , which surprised me 
at the time. But you must have been in tune with 
some waves which failed to reach me because 
John did not come! Instead , he telephoned late the 
other night when I was asleep and I was shocked 
to hear a voice at the other end of the line no more 
like it used to be than a pip-squeak is like a fog 
horn. I don't know what has happened to him over 
the years. But it is not good. He formerly spoke 
out forcefully in a full throated sort of voice 
without any hesitancy. Now his voice is shrill, 
almost feminine and he continually hesitates and 
reaches for more breath, so to speak. He sounded 
like a man frightened to the full point of endur· 
ance . He said that he was "just exhausted , 
completed exhausted" and had to get to his sister 's 
house in Watsonville at once for a rest. He said 
that he should have phoned me sooner but that he 
could not because he had failed to bring with him 
my letter giving my phone number. And he 
repeated several times that that had been the 
whole trouble-if only he had brought my letter. 
Then he asked me how he could reach me later by 
phone in case he could get rested up and how he 
could get my phone number. He had called me. 
Well , at this point I decided we were sort of out of 
touch . He told me how very much he wanted to 
see our place and us but kept referring to the 
statement he had instead to go to Watsonville so 
he could not possibly get to Saratoga they were so 
far apart! John grew up in Watsonville and lived 
for years in Los Gatos, so this threw me further, 
knowing he knew they would pass through 
Saratoga enroute to Watsonville if they wished to 
take the shortest and fastest route. So this 
illustrates how much a person can change even 
inl 7 years. Oh , yes, he said that he had wanted to 
come up here and sleep under a grape vine one 
night! And big , strong John almost cried when he 
said it! [8/26/56] 
There 's no evidence that after this failed get· 


together either John Steinbeck or Martin Ray ever 
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tried again to revive their lost friendship. Five years 
after John's failure to visit MR, he undertook his 
American odyssey·by-camper-truck with his dog 
Charley as a companion; although he came to the San 
Francisco Bay area, he neglected to drop in on Rusty 
at his Mt. Eden domain. When Steinbeck was 
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1962, MR 
must have felt deeply honored to have known him 
well during those Los Gatos years, as John was 
reaching the peak of fame and fortune as a writer . Six 
years afterward , when John died of heart failure , 
Rusty 's own heart must have ached as he recalled 
their rousing good times together, long ago now . 
Within eight years, he too would join his old friend 
John in the eternal darkness . By then he had become 
a tragic figure, for his grand ambitions had led him 
into unwisely overextending his reach . Feuds with 
shareholders in the new Mount Eden Vineyards 
Corporation that he and Eleanor had founded in 1960 
ultimately stripped away his ownership of most of his 
mountain property. He felt disillusioned , too, in his 
once-fervent hope that Eleanor 's children , and their 
children , would carry on his wine empire after him. 


Steinbeck 's talents and fame are undisputed and 
perpetual. As for Martin Ray , he got his own post· 
humous vindication, if not outright recognition. His 
long·sustained battle for wine quality , which he had 
fought almost single-handedly for three decades , 
began to be joined by other vintners and wineries , 
particularly after the mid·l960s. In Paris in July of 
1976, six months after MR's death, two California· 
made varietal wines, red and white , both won first 
places among a group of French and American 
vintages judged in a blind tasting by acknowledged 
French wine experts. Wine drinkers of the world were 
astounded. But it demonstrated that Martin Ray 's 
quality-demanding position , posited so long ago in his 
intense talks with John Steinbeck , had finally been 
endorsed by a new generation of winemakers and 
wine consumers. It was indelibly proven now that 
California could indeed produce not only good wine , 
but great wine-just as Martin Ray had always 
declared during his prime years as a vintner. 
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BOOK COLLECTING 


Iolo A. Williams [1890-1962], The Elements of 
Book CoEecting, 1927 (London: Elkin Mathews 
& Marrot Ltd.). 


"THE OBJECT OF ALL COLLECTING is the increase 
of the general sum of knowledge upon some 
particular subject ... Of all things that are 
agreeable to collect, among the most agreeable 
are printed books . They are the records of the 
human soul and brain; of man 's conquest over 
knowledge ... What more engrossing occupation 
can one imagine than the collecting and 
arrangement of a group of such records , all 
bearing upon some one aspect of human 
knowledge or development?" (p.1 ·2) 


"THE COLLECTOR MA y SEARCH hopefully in those 
delightful shops where all is chaos (save 
sometimes in the mind of the proprietor) and 
books lie in great heaps upon the floor, and he 
may rout out his treasures amid clouds of dust 
and the scuttlings of disturbed black -beetles . He 
may climb step-ladders , and search topmost 
shelves with a good heart ." (p.3 ) 


"THE BOOK COLLECTOR'S DUTY is to see that his 
recreation-if it is merely that - is a step further 
in the progress of that conquest of knowledge. 
He must make his collection of books a 
marshalling of the evidence which exists in 
some corner - however small and dark-of the 
hall of written knowledge. He will then find that 
his pursuit is a profitable and useful one. He 
will also find it extremely pleasant." (p .11) 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a notfor-proftt organization founded 
in !990 for Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership I Subscription 
to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (ISSN /552-9460) is $25 
USA and Canada; $30 overseas. Permission to reprint is requested. 
WAYWARD TENDRILS, P.O. Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. 
www.wavwardtendrils.com. email: waywardtendrils@att.net. Editor 
I Publisher: Gail Unzelman. 
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A fine sampling of the books of the popular wine writers of the day whose pages 
applauded the pure varietal wines of vintner Martin Ray. See "The Grapes of Wrath and 


the Wrath of Grapes" by Barbara Marinacci , beginning on page 29 











